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FINAL EXAM  


 
 
Learning Goal  (Graded Learning Activities) 


Points 


Undergrad 
WFSC422 


Grad 
WFSC632 


Apply (1 Comprehensive Final Exam; 24 short-answer questions @ 3 pts in 2 hr) 
6 questions selected randomly from the question sets for each part of the course (see Study 
Guides); open book & notes; no open access to electronic files; choose online or paper 


72 72 


% TOTAL POSSIBLE 24% 18% 


 
Learning Goal 
 
Objective 4. Apply concepts to examples in a logical framework consistent with modern behavioral biology 


 
Learning Activity 


 
Use the Assessment Tool on elearning to access the on-line version of the Final Exam during the 2-hour period 


specified by the Academic Calendar. The exam will consist of 24 short-answer questions. Six questions (@ 3 pts) will be 
chosen randomly from the list provided for each of the four parts of the course (6 questions * 4 parts= 24 questions). Your 
exam will differ from that of other students, to discourage cheating. This is an open book exam and you may use the notes 
you prepare during the semester. Points will be deducted for plagiarism if the same wording appears in the answers on the 
exams of more than one student.  


You may choose between two options for taking the open-book exam: (1) on-line or (2) hard copy. Respond to an 
elearning email to reserve a seat for an on-campus exam (on-line or hard copy), or to arrange for a proctor for an off-
campus exam. The Proctor Form is at the end of this document.  Proctors must be approved at least one week prior to the 
exam, should be professionals, with no conflicting interests (i.e. do not ask your mom or room mate to proctor your exam).  


Makeup exams will be scheduled only for categories of approved excuses as listed in the Student Handbook. All 
make-up exams must be hard copy and must be scheduled by submitting a personal PS message in writing (neo or 
elearning email).  


Use the Study Guides for each part of the course to prepare for the Final Exam. The numbered questions 
correspond to the outline for each presentation. The questions are designed to help you make the links between readings 
and lecture presentations. These are the same as the BLOG questions, so you can dialogue with your peers and instructor 
about concepts and examples as you are preparing your personal answers. Feedback and points earned on the BLOG 
serve as personal tutoring, essentially the same as an exam to assess your progress on each part of the course. BLOG is 
different than a midterm exam, because you get to interact more.  


If someone asks you a question about an unfamiliar species, you will be more flexible if you can relate the question 
to a concept and example that is familiar to you. This will also help you identify questions and hypotheses as you apply the 
scientific method in inquiry activities.  As you are preparing for the exam, choose examples that you find most interesting so 
you will remember the information over the long-term. This learning activity will prepare you to answer random questions 
from the public, should you choose a career in the zoo world or education. The emphasis is on concepts so you learn about 
testable hypotheses that may be applied to a variety of different examples from diverse species.  


You will be encouraged to dig a little deeper in your own area of interest to find supplemental web-based scientific 
sources so you can stay at the forefront of new knowledge. Use the Action Items at the end of each lecture and the 
[Resource] link to find the most up-to-date information about "the science behind the myths" that you read in the textbooks, 
on popular websites and in the news. See tips for using Web of Knowledge on the [Technical Help] link.  Use only sources 
available in the public domain.  Science is a very public process.  Your grandfather may be very knowledgeable, but if the 
information he provides you is not available to anyone else, it would not be considered credible from a scholarly view. 


Remember to avoid plagiarism, and use your critical thinking skills to paraphrase copyrighted material, rather than 
directly copying and pasting the information. There are so many good examples out there that your answers should be your 
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own, clearly not copied from another student. If you must use exact words from someone else, be sure to use quotation 
marks and indicate the page number in the source that you cite.  


You will earn points for citing sources from the peer-reviewed scientific literature.  Your textbook has been peer-
reviewed, so is an appropriate scientific source.  Be sure and cite the name of the author(s) of the chapters in Halliday 
(1994), as it is an edited volume.  You may use other secondary sources, such as course lecture notes, websites, and the 
textbook to help you find peer-reviewed sources.  However, secondary sources are not considered as credible as primary 
sources.  You do not need to provide the entire citation on your exam, if it has been documented elsewhere in the course 
materials or BLOG.  You do need to provide the author and publication date so your reader can look up the source.  If your 
source is a book, provide the page number so you and your reader are on the same page.   


TIPS: For example, Les is a reptile curator who wants to be able to illustrate each of the concepts with examples from 
reptiles.  


 Les chooses to use the keywords "learning" and "reptile" to find relevant examples of scientific studies, using the 
Web of Science database to do online research (see Resources). 


  Les shares this information by posting to the BLOG, and looking for feedback from other students.  


 Other students help Les refine draft answers on the BLOG, by asking "where is the evidence"?  


 Based on all Les learns about this subject, Les will jot down some notes to prepare a quick answer if the question 
happens to come up randomly on the comprehensive final exam.  


 As a result of this activity, Les will have in long-term memory the information needed to respond "on the spot" to 
random questions from the public.  


 On the job, the questions may not be phrased exactly the same way, but Les will have thought through how to grab 
the "teachable moment" by responding to a similar question. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXAM PROCTORS 


 


PURPOSE: 


 


1. To provide a fair way for students to complete the Final Exam using elearning online. 


2. To reinforce the use of the Aggie Code of Ethics, in a manner that meets the expectations of Texas 


A&M University. 


3. To reassure other members of the course that all students were treated equally and fairly. 


 


PROCEDURES: 


1. Impartiality:  Discuss with the student why you qualify as an impartial proctor and procedures 


described below. 


2. 2 hour:  Arrange for the student to use a computer where they will be undisturbed during the 


examination period as specified in the TAMU Schedule of Classes.  


3. Open book: Ask the student to have open only the elearning window for the Final Exam.  Ask to 


examine notes on paper and any books that the student may request to use during the exam.  If 


there is any indication that notes were prepared by a person other than the student, please describe 


on the form below. 


4. No cheating: Observe the behavior of the student, commenting on any indication of cheating (on 


the form provided below).  If there is behavior that might be interpreted as misconduct (as defined 


in the Student Handbook), warn the student verbally the first time, then ask that the exam be 


terminated and submitted without further completion if the behavior reoccurs.  Note that direct 


copy/paste from an electronic file into the exam is considered cheating because it is not fair to 


others who take the hard copy. 


5. Complete the attached form, sign and return it by FAX to 979-845-3786, c/o Dr. Jane Packard. 


6. Any questions about the examination process?  Call Jane Packard at 979-845-1465 or 845-5777. 


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


PROCTOR RESPONSE FORM  


 


FAX:  979-845-3786   PHONE:  979-845-1465, 979-845-5777 


 


TO:  Dr. Jane Packard, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, Texas A&M University, j-packard@tamu.edu 


 


This is in reference to the open-book exam titled   ____________________, which was administered at 


the time ______   on the day ____________ , at the following location: _________________________. 


From the evidence of a photo ID, the person who took the exam was:  ____________________. 


My qualifications for serving as an impartial proctor are:  _____________________________. 


I may be contacted at (phone/email):  ______________________ 


 


CIRCLE EVALUATION:  To the best of my knowledge, I [agree]   [disagree] that this exam was 


administered in a fair manner with no evidence or possibility of cheating and/or misconduct. 


 


COMMENTS: 


 


 


Signature/date:  ________________________________________________________ 
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FINAL EXAM (OPEN BOOK, 2 hours) 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
DIRECTIONS:  Fill in the last 6 digits of your UIN on ALL pages.  Answer each of 24 questions (@ 3 
points) in a scholarly style, using complete sentences to explain the keyword concepts and examples.  
Unless placed in quotes, Folk Psychology is not considered a scholarly style of communication.  The 
criteria for evaluation of each answer will include:  concept, example, scientific source.  If there is any 
indication of plagiarism or cheating, the proctor will collect the exam immediately.  Plagiarism includes the 
verbatim use of another’s words without using quotation marks and citing the source. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 


1. What are the objectives of this course? 


 


 


 


 


 
2. What is the meaning of Ultimate Function (UF) from an ethologist's perspective? (TIP: 


give example) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


3. What is learned intelligence and why have fish, reptiles, birds and mammals diverged 
during evolution of this trait (TIP: compare brain anatomy)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


4. What are the similarities and differences between artificial selection and natural selection 
of heritable instinctive behaviors (give examples)? 
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5. 
 
Compare Folk Psychology and Scientific perspectives on behavioral adaptations to 
stress? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


6. Why has migratory behavior EVOLVED in the past history of a species of your choice? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


7. What is the concept of communication in ethology? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


8. What is an example of the ultimate function of a FIXED communication signal? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


9. In a species of your choice, how would you test an hypothesis about the FUNCTION of intense 
conflict between strangers? 
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10. 
 
In a species of your choice, WHY would the fitness of “assessor genotypes” have been higher than 
“non-assessors”? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


11. How do hierarchical relations within stable groups differ from contests of strength between groups? 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


12. How would you apply your understanding of social conflict to managing a social species of your 
choice? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


13. For a species with alloparents, how does the development of parental behavior change with age? 
(TIP:  describe the progression from alloparenting to parenting) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


14. In a mammal species of your choice, how do the father and mother care for the young? 
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15. 
 
In a species of your choice, how is internal fertilization accomplished? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


16. What is the phylogenetic history of asexual reproduction? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


17. Within a taxonomic group of your choice, how have species-specific signals diverged? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


18. What would be the costs of elaborate displays in males? (TIP: UF answer in terms like “those 
that…) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


19. For a group-hunting species of your choice, how are individuals coordinated in capturing prey? 
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20. 
 
What are examples of anti-predator behaviors with the following functions: camouflage, redirect 
attack, fight back? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


21. How does a species with a GENERALIST foraging strategy decide what to eat?        
(PC TIP:  choose a species and be specific about the availability & content of food items) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


22. What is the function of behavioral adaptations to store nutrients? (UF TIP: pick a species and 
explain what is predictable/unpredictable in its environment re. food storage) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


23. For a species that builds a structure from body secretions, what is the evidence that the proximate 
mechanisms are more instinct than learned? (TIP: choose a species such as a spider or colonial 
insect and refer to the degree of variation in response to stimuli) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


24. Why has the shape of termite mounds diverged for two species that live in different habitats? (TIP: 
be explicit about  which is the ancestral vs. derived form of the adaptation) 
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TIP:  The "Questions from the Public" are 
the same as this list of exam questions. 
All students may earn participation points by commenting 
on the BLOG questions for each unit, during Part 1.  On  
campus students may also earn points by in-class chats 
about these questions.
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QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC (BLOG to prepare for Final Exam)  
 
Pres. Question 
4.1 Q4.1 What is the concept of communication in ethology? 


 
Q4.2 Compare communication in humans and other animals (similarities & differences)?  
 


4.2 Q4.3 What is an example of the proximate cause of a FLEXIBLE communication sign? 
 
Q4.4 What is an example of a developmental change in a FLEXIBLE communication sign? 
 


4.3 Q4.5 What is an example of evolutionary change in a FIXED communication signal?  
 
Q4.6 What is an example of the ultimate function of a FIXED communication signal? 
 


5.1 Q5.1 In a species of your choice, how would you test an hypothesis about the FUNCTION of intense 
conflict between strangers? 


 
Q5.2 What is the CAUSE of intense combat that may escalate to injury, in a species of your choice 
(TIP:  refer to stimulus, response & internal state)? 
 


5.2 Q5.3 For a species of your choice, describe HOW conflict between rivals may de-escalate, reducing 
injurious combat? 


 
Q5.4 What are three hypotheses about WHY display signals have evolved with a function of reducing 


injurious conflict between rivals? 
 


5.3 Q5.5  Explain an example of HOW animals assess asymmetry or symmetry in fighting abilities? 
 
Q5.6   In a species of your choice, WHY would the fitness of “assessor genotypes” have been higher 


than “non-assessors”? 
 


6.1 Q6.1  How do hierarchical relations within stable groups differ from contests of strength between 
groups? 


 
Q6.2  What are 3 alternative hypotheses about the STRUCTURE of social hierarchies within animal 


groups? 
 


6.2 Q6.3  What are 3 alternative hypotheses about the FUNCTION of social hierarchies within  animal 
groups? 
 
Q6.4  For a species of your choice, what is the FUNCTION of the social hierarchy within the group?  
 


6.3 Q6.5  For a species of your choice, what CAUSES the social hierarchy within the group? 
 
Q6.6  How would you apply your understanding of social conflict to managing a social species of your 


choice? 
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QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC (BLOG to prepare for Final Exam)  
 
Pres. Question 
10.1 Q10.1  For a group-hunting species of your choice, how are individuals coordinated in 


capturing prey? 
 
Q10.2  What are the costs and benefits of foraging in a group, for a species of your choice? 
  


10.2 Q10.3  For a solitary-hunter species of your choice, describe search, chase and capture 
stages of the hunt? 
 
Q10.4  What is an hypothesis about the evolutionary history of hunting behavior in a 
taxonomic group of your choice? (TIP:  compare solitary hunters with group hunters) 
 


10.3 Q10.5  Why has co-evolution resulted in a “predator-prey arms race”?  


Q10.6  What are examples of anti-predator behaviors with the following functions: avoid 
detection (camouflage), avoid capture (flee), escape capture (fight back)? 


11.1 Q11.1 How does a species with a GENERALIST foraging strategy decide what to eat?       
(PC TIP:  choose a species and be specific about the availability & content of food items) 
 
Q11.2  What is the function of a GENERALIST foraging strategy, for a species of your choice? 
(UF TIP:  discuss the predictability of foods for this species) 
 


11.2 Q11.3 What are examples of divergent SPECIALIST foraging strategies for feeding from 
plants? (UE TIP:  refer to species that use nectar, pollen, fruits, seeds, leaves) 
 
Q11.4  What is the function of a SPECIALIST foraging strategy, for a species of your choice? 
(UF TIP: explain adaptations that overcome plant defenses) 
 


11.3 Q11.5  How do animals store nutrients? (PC TIP: pick a species of your choice and explain 
the type of nutrient and where it is stored inside or outside the body) 
 
Q11.6  What is the function of behavioral adaptations to store nutrients? (UF TIP: pick a 
species and explain what is predictable/unpredictable in its environment re. food storage) 
 


12.1 Q12.1  What is an example of an adaptation  using body secretions as building material? (TIP:  
pick a species and describe the behavior) 
 
Q12.2  What is an example of an adaptive behavior that  uses objects acquired from the 
environment as building material? (TIP:  pick a species and describe the behavior) 
 


12.2 Q12.3  For a social species of your choice, explain how you would test what aspects of 
nesting behavior (i.e. site selection, nest building) are shaped by social learning? 
 
Q12.4  For a colonial species of your choice, explain what aspects of a particular behavior are 
instinctive and which aspects are shaped by environmental conditions (learned)? 
 


12.3 Q12.5  Explain an hypothesis about the phylogenetic history of several species that build 
homes?  (TIP:  pick at least two species in the same taxonomic group, explain ancestral and 
derived forms). 
 
Q12.6   For two species that use the same structure, why have they coevolved? 
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FINAL EXAM (OPEN BOOK, 2 hours) 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
DIRECTIONS:  Fill in the last 6 digits of your UIN on ALL pages.  Answer each of 24 questions (@ 3 
points) in a scholarly style, using complete sentences to explain the keyword concepts and examples.  
Unless placed in quotes, Folk Psychology is not considered a scholarly style of communication.  The 
criteria for evaluation of each answer will include:  concept, example, scientific source.  If there is any 
indication of plagiarism or cheating, the proctor will collect the exam immediately.  Plagiarism includes the 
verbatim use of another’s words without using quotation marks and citing the source. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 


1. What are the objectives of this course? 


 


 


 


 


 
2. What is the meaning of Ultimate Function (UF) from an ethologist's perspective? (TIP: 


give example) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


3. What is learned intelligence and why have fish, reptiles, birds and mammals diverged 
during evolution of this trait (TIP: compare brain anatomy)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


4. What are the similarities and differences between artificial selection and natural selection 
of heritable instinctive behaviors (give examples)? 
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5. 
 
Compare Folk Psychology and Scientific perspectives on behavioral adaptations to 
stress? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


6. Why has migratory behavior EVOLVED in the past history of a species of your choice? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


7. What is the concept of communication in ethology? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


8. What is an example of the ultimate function of a FIXED communication signal? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


9. In a species of your choice, how would you test an hypothesis about the FUNCTION of intense 
conflict between strangers? 
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10. 
 
In a species of your choice, WHY would the fitness of “assessor genotypes” have been higher than 
“non-assessors”? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


11. How do hierarchical relations within stable groups differ from contests of strength between groups? 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


12. How would you apply your understanding of social conflict to managing a social species of your 
choice? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


13. For a species with alloparents, how does the development of parental behavior change with age? 
(TIP:  describe the progression from alloparenting to parenting) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


14. In a mammal species of your choice, how do the father and mother care for the young? 
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15. 
 
In a species of your choice, how is internal fertilization accomplished? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


16. What is the phylogenetic history of asexual reproduction? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


17. Within a taxonomic group of your choice, how have species-specific signals diverged? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


18. What would be the costs of elaborate displays in males? (TIP: UF answer in terms like “those 
that…) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


19. For a group-hunting species of your choice, how are individuals coordinated in capturing prey? 
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20. 
 
What are examples of anti-predator behaviors with the following functions: camouflage, redirect 
attack, fight back? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


21. How does a species with a GENERALIST foraging strategy decide what to eat?        
(PC TIP:  choose a species and be specific about the availability & content of food items) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


22. What is the function of behavioral adaptations to store nutrients? (UF TIP: pick a species and 
explain what is predictable/unpredictable in its environment re. food storage) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


23. For a species that builds a structure from body secretions, what is the evidence that the proximate 
mechanisms are more instinct than learned? (TIP: choose a species such as a spider or colonial 
insect and refer to the degree of variation in response to stimuli) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


24. Why has the shape of termite mounds diverged for two species that live in different habitats? (TIP: 
be explicit about  which is the ancestral vs. derived form of the adaptation) 
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S E M E S T E R  S C H E D U L E  2 0 1 1  


Week 
Starts 
Mm/dd 


KEYWORD TOPICS FOR LECTURES 
Undergrad Grad 
Quizes on 
Halliday 


Quizes on 
Dugatkin 


Part 1 (4 weeks). Minds: instinct & intelligence  
8/29  Unit 1. Living with other animals : Introduction to the course: what? * 


Reflections in the mirror: who? * Basic Questions: proximate & ultimate 
8-9, 105-
111, 140  


1-117  


DUE:  ASSIGNMENT 1 
BLOG INTRO 


9/5 Unit 2. Adapting to changing worlds : Learned intelligence * Social 
transmission * Heritable instinct  


133-139  118-187  


9/12 Unit 3. Survival/migration skills: Adaptations: stressful conditions * Cause & 
function of migration * Development & evolution of migration  113-131  430-455  


9/19 Review of Part 1 (see study guide) DUE:  BLOG 1  


Part 2 (4 weeks). Social: living in groups  
9/26 Unit 4. Communicating: Sensory channels * Flexible signs: learned* Fixed 


signals: inherited  
81-87  400-429  


10/3 Unit 5. Attack & defense : Intense combat: fight or flight * Minor conflict: 
escalation & avoidance * Assessment of asymmetry  


89-96  456-485  


10/10 Unit 6. Hierarchy: Social structure: stability/instability * Social function: access 
to resources * Stress, health & reproduction  97-104  538-564  


10/17  Review of Part 2 (see study guide) DUE: BLOG 2 
ASSIGNMENT 2 


Part 3 (3 weeks). Mating: from birth to maturity  
10/24 Unit 7. Rearing the young: Families: helpers * Parental care * Which parent 


works?  
29-39  260-293  


11/31  Unit 8. Mating & birth: Internal fertilization * External fertilization * 
Asexual/hermaphroditic  


21-27  226-259  


11/7 Unit 9. Courting rituals: Species specific "flags" * Female choosiness * Male 
attractiveness  


13-19  188-225  


DUE:  BLOG 3 
Part 4 (4 weeks). Physical: food & shelter  
11/14 Unit 10. Hunting: Group hunters * Solitary hunters * Anti-predator defense  43-55  368-399  
11/21 Unit 11, Foraging & storing: Generalists * Specialists * Store food  57-63  334-367  
11/28  Unit 12. Creating a home: Secretions * External objects * Colonies  65-77  317-333  


12/5  Review for comprehensive final exam (see study guide) 
DUE: BLOG 4 
ASSIGNMENT 3 


GRAD ASSGNMNT 4 


12/9 FINAL EXAM (Fri. 12:30-2:30pm; proctored open book)  BLOGS 1-4 


V I E W  D E T A I L S  O N  E A C H  " W E E K  A T  A  G L A N C E "  


  



http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part2_social/part2.pdf

http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/partIII.pdf

http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part4_physical/partIV.pdf
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WEEK 1  AT A GLANCE:  UNIT 1.  LIVING WITH OTHER ANIMALS                
REE K  1  A T  A  G L A N C E :  I N T R O D U C T I O N … … … … .           
Learning Goal  


By the end of this week, you should feel comfortable with where to find the materials, tools and 
guide portholes for this class. The objectives should be clear (participate, comprehend, inquire, 
apply), as well as the sequence of activities to help you learn the material, in preparation for 
assessments tied to each objective. You should be clear about how Folk Psychology differs from 
the Scientific Perspective (see tutorials).  We need for you to have memorized Tinbergen's keyword 
concepts (cause, development, evolution, function) and how these keywords relate to each other 
on the concept map (see Lecture 1.1 and tutorial).  Since you may have learned these same 
concepts linked to different keywords in previous courses, we need for you to feel confident about 
different ways of talking about these same general concepts (i.e. natural selection as the foundation of 
modern biological sciences).  You should expect to apply these concepts to new examples that will be 
introduced in each of the four parts of the course, and to think about how to collect evidence to 
test hypotheses.  We need you to start now in preparing your own personal answers to the list of 
questions for the comprehensive final exam ("say no to plagiarism").  You should be clear that you are 
expected to choose from the course materials your most relevant examples to answer each 
question, and to practice critical thinking to distinguish between scientific sources and unreliable 
sources ("detect urban legends").  The details of using the elearning tools can wait until next week.  


 


C H E C K L I S T  F O R  W E E K  1  


1. Read neo email from instructor  and reply to questions 
2. go to  the top menu on the WFSC 422 home page to find instructions (pdf downloads) 


http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc422/ 


 [Syllabus]  download and read it; decide on  textbook and supplements 
 [Schedule]  download and read it; mark due dates on your personal calendar 
 [Evaluation Criteria]  glance at it and come back to it when you have questions 
 [Technical Help]  glance at it and return for troubleshooting tips as needed 
 [Resources] order/purchase the textbook  (TIP:  differs for grads and undergrads) 


3. go to  the tools on the WFSC 422 home page right menu   
 [BLOG] open and read the introductory page; follow the link to the blog comments; 


introduce yourself; ask for help as needed; skim previous comments on the BLOG 
questions Q 1.1-1.7 for this week; appreciate the variety of responses and examples 


 [ELEARNING] log in and practice using the tools on the left menu ; respond to email 
from instructor; open the action items linked to the calendar for this week;  


 [LIBRARY] log in and practice using Web of Knowledge to find peer-reviewed 
scientific sources relevant to you personally, to prepare your answers to exams  


4. Go to the course content on the WFSC 422 home page ACTION ITEMS & STUDY GUIDES 
 [Participate] read objective 1; do the elearning assignment "Participation"   
 [Comprehend] read objective 2; download and read Part 1 materials; do Quiz 1 
 [Inquire] read objective 3; use the website link to start assignment "Wolf Inquiry" 
 [Apply] read objective 4; use lecture Action Items to prepare Unit 1 exam responses  


5. Choose your preferred guide porthole on the WFSC 422 home page bottom menu  
 [Behavior & Biodiversity Stewardship Lab] meet & choose your guide 
 Use guide portholes for survival tips tailored to your career interests 
 BLOG for collaborative learning with  like-minded peers 
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A C T I V I T I E S  B Y  D A Y  F O R  W E E K  1    


  


WEEK 2  AT A GLANCE:  UNIT 2. ADAPTING TO CHANGING WORLDS    
2  A T  A  G L A N C E :  A D A P T I N G  T O  C H A N G I N G  W O R L D S   


Learning Goal  


By the end of this week, you should feel comfortable with BLOG and elearning tools (email, calendar, 
assignments, assessment quizzes).  We expect you to be able to explain  three ways that animal 
behavior becomes adapted to changes in the environment: learned intelligence, social 
transmission and heritable instinct. You should clearly understand that each of these adaptive 
processes occurs on a different time scale (respectively: life times, generations, geological eras). For 
the concept of learning, you should have in mind some examples of the trial-by-error mechanisms 
that shape behaviors as a result of rewards (positive and negative). To illustrate the concept of social 
transmission, you should be able to explain studies with evidence that individuals learned from 
observing social companions (not only by their own trial and error). For heritable instinct, you 
should be able to explain the evidence needed to determine what aspects of a behavior are "hard-
wired", that is controlled more by information in the genes than the environment. You should be clear 
that instinctive differences between species are shaped by the environment over phylogenetic history 
due to the divergence and convergence of the "gene pool" of each species.  To translate these 
complex ideas to the general public, we need you to relate them to the "nature vs. nurture" debate.  
To relate to other coursework, be able to explain the distinction between genotype and phenotype. 


 


Mon. 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning; dialogue about your progress 


on the checklist; ask for  clarifications (instructor & peer support)  
 


Tues. 
• All students:   read learning goal; start activities on Week 1 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 1 Lecture 
• DE students:  on [comprehend] download & read the zip of Unit 1 Lecture notes 


 
Wed. 


• All students:  comment on BLOG topic "2010 Ethology: introducing ourselves" and do 
"Participation" assignment; do Week 1 assigned reading (see schedule above) 


• DE students:   for those who missed Monday chat, check the chat log; participate in  8-9 
pm "make-up chat  


 
Thurs. 


• All students:   finish activities on Week 1 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  intro to Inquiry activities 
• DE students: on [inquiry] read the introduction to the Nature's Partners website; download 


and skim the Wolf Inquiry materials  
 


Fri.  
• All students:   attempt Quiz 1 (may retake; DUE by Mon. midnight) 
• Grad students:  start thinking about what you would like to do for your open 


inquiry project (due last class day) 
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C H E C K L I S T  F O R  W E E K  2   


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Check feedback on Participation assignment 
 Chat about BLOG1 comments on Unit 1  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Read/dialogue on BLOG1 Unit 2; practice critical thinking skills & scholarly style 
 Send PS message(s) as needed (preferably via  elearning email) 


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 read assigned pages for Unit 2; use study guide Part 1 to focus comprehension 
 do Quiz 2 on elearning assessment tool; check for feedback on graded quizzes 
 study Lecture Unit 2; use study guide to relate concepts to reading assignment 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Explore the contents of the website: Nature's Partners: 
http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred1.html 
 Discover how your experience with dogs relates to course materials in Module 1 
 Study the background information provided for Module 1 ; start the "Answer" activities 
 Grad students: use elearning discussion tool to start dialogue about choosing a topic 


for your open inquiry 


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to relevant examples 
 Choose examples from assigned readings to prepare draft responses to BLOG/exam 


questions for Units 1 & 2; chat and/or BLOG about your ideas 
 Use the action items from Lecture Units 1 & 2 to guide your search for recent scientific 


sources for the examples you personally find most interesting and relevant  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Units 1 & 2  


A C T I V I T I E S  B Y  D A Y  F O R  W E E K  2    


 


Mon. 
• All students:   by midnight, do Week 1 & 2 reading; DUE Quiz 1 & Quiz 2 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning; dialogue about your progress 


on the checklist; ask for  clarifications (instructor & peer support)  
Tues. 


• All students:   check feedback on Quizes 1 & 2; read Unit 2 learning goal; start Week 2 
Checklist;  use elearning calendar tool to clarify due dates 


• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 2 Lecture (video clips) 
• DE students:  download, unzip & read Unit 2 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. 
• All students:  check feedback on Participation Assignment and BLOG1; do Lecture 2 action 


items; start BLOG1 Unit 2 questions 
• DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat  


Thurs. 
• All students:   finish activities on Week 2 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  start Inquiry Module 1 Dogs 


DE students: on [inquiry] read the introduction to the Nature's Partners website;  start 
Predator Inquiry Module 1: Dogs  


Fri.  
• All students:   work independently on your draft Module 1  
• Grad students: dialogue re. your open inquiry project (elearning discussion tool) 
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WEEK 3 AT A GLANCE:   UNIT 3. SURVIVAL/MIGRATION SKILLS              
K  3  A T  A  G L A N C E :  S U R V I V A L / M I G R A T I O N  S K I L L S   
Learning Goal  


By the end of this week, you should feel comfortable explaining the logic of natural selection and 
how it is related to the concept map for behavioral adaptations (cause, development, evolution, 
function).   We need for you to choose a few good examples that you personally like to illustrate 
behavioral adaptation by applying the logic of natural selection.  The reason is so you will be able to 
refer back to these examples of concepts as we build on this foundation throughout the semester.  
Your examples should relate to the keyword categories of survival and/or migration.  Your sources 
for the scientific studies of these examples may be from the assigned readings or from supplemental 
readings that you discover on-line.  We need for you to apply critical thinking skills to distinguish 
between reliable scientific sources (i.e. peer reviewed) and unreliable sources (i.e. folk psychology or 
urban legend, undocumented notes).  The purpose for the guided inquiry Module 1 is to reinforce your 
awareness of the distinction between observation and interpretation (i.e." fact vs. fancy"). 


 
C H E C K L I S T  F O R  W E E K  3   


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Chat about Unit 2 BLOG/Exam questions (in classroom or on-line) 
 Read/dialogue on BLOG1 Unit 3; practice critical thinking & scholarly communication  


2.  [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 read assigned pages for Unit 3; use study guide Part 1 to focus comprehension 
 do Quiz 3; check for feedback on graded quiz 
 study Lecture Unit 3; use study guide to relate concepts to reading assignment 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Finish all the learning activities in Predator Module 1 
 OPTIONAL:  Use assignment tool to upload draft Module 1 for interim feedback & return  
 TIP:  Submitting a draft of module 1 is optional but will assist you in staying on task  
 Grad students: continue dialogue about choosing a topic for your open inquiry 


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to relevant examples 
 draft responses to exam questions for Unit 3; chat and/or BLOG about your ideas 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 3 to guide your search for recent scientific sources  
 Add to your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Unit 3  


A C T I V I T I E S  B Y  D A Y  F O R  W E E K  3    
Mon. 


• All students:   by midnight, study Week 3 reading; DUE Quiz 3 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. 
• All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 3 checklist 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 3 Lecture (video clips) 
• DE students:  download, unzip & read Unit 3 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. 
• All students:  check feedback on  BLOG1 Unit2; do Unit 3 action items; start BLOG1 unit 3 
• DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. 
• All students:   finish activities on Week 3 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  continue Inquiry Module 1 
• DE students: continue  Inquiry Module 1: Dogs  


Fri.  
• All students:   plan to upload your draft Module 1 Inquiry by Monday 
• Grad students:  use the Web of Knowledge to find sources for your open inquiry 
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WEEK 4 AT A GLANCE:   REVIEW OF PART 1.  MINDS      RE  
 
Learning Goal  
 
By the end of this week, you should feel comfortable answering the exam questions for Part 1 (Units 
1-3), listed in the study guide.  You will need to synthesize information from several sources to 
compose your own original answers (e.g. assigned readings, lecture notes, study guide, supplemental 
sources and inquiry experiences).   We expect you to store this information in long-term memory so 
that you would have a ready answer to similar questions posed to you in a public setting.  The reason 
for this is to help you prepare to meet on-the-job requirements for skills and knowledge.  You should 
feel that you have gained a "gut feeling" understanding of the material in Part 1, from your experience 
with the Inquiry Module 1.   We expect you to have learned the procedures for the Guided Inquiry 
activities so you can continue to work independently at your own pace to meet the due date. 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 4 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Chat about BLOG comments  for Units 1-3 (in classroom or on-line) 
 Review BLOG1; score your own cumulative contribution using BLOG criteria 
 Based on your self assessment, strengthen your BLOG1 by midnight Friday   
 Send PS message(s) as needed (preferably via  elearning email) 


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 Use quiz scores to identify potential confusion over the concept map or examples 
 Review Lecture notes  and assigned reading for Part 1 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Do all the learning activities in Module 1 
 Use assignment tool to upload draft Module 1 for interim feedback & return  
 Grad students: continue dialogue about choosing sources for your open inquiry 


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to relevant examples 
 Prioritize the hardest Part 1 exam questions for chat with instructor & peers 
 Revise your draft responses to exam questions for Part 1 
 Fine tune your search for reliable scientific info about the examples you chose 


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 4   
Mon. 


• All students:   OPTIONAL: use elearning assignment tool A2  to submit draft Predator 
Module 1 for feedback prioritize the hardest exam questions for Part 1 


• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. 
• All students:   do Week 4 checklist 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Part I  Review 
• DE students:  continue to dialogue on BLOG1 Units 1-3;  


Wed. 
• All students:  strengthen your draft notes for answers to Part 1 exam questions 
• DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. 
• All students:   finish activities on Week 4 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  start Inquiry Module 2 
• DE students: start Predator Inquiry Module 2  


Fri.  
• All students:   finish compiling your own notes on answers to Part I exam Q's; last day to 


earn participation points for BLOG1 Units 1-3 
• Grad students:  use the Web of Knowledge to fine tune sources for your open inquiry 
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W E E K  5  A T  A  G L A N C E :  U N I T  4 .  C O M M U N I C A T I N G … …                  
 
Learning Goal  


By the end of this second part of the course, you should feel comfortable explaining social behavior in 
terms of the logic of natural selection. To do this, you will need to apply what you learned from the 
concept map in the first part of the course. We start by focusing on examples of communication, as 
coevolution of adaptations for sending and receiving information. One basic adaptation you will be able 
to explain is the match between the tuning of the sensory systems used for communication by each 
species, and the ambient "noise" in the environment. An analogy might be that each species "tunes 
into a different radio channel". Then you will learn to fine-tune your understanding of instinct and 
intelligence as it applies to communication. Starting with intelligent communication, you will learn 
about examples of other species besides humans, where individuals learn the meaning of "signs" (i.e. 
words) from other members of their social group. An analogy might be learning to speak the language 
of a family. Finally, you will learn to contrast our flexible communication style with the fixed signals 
that are instinctive in other species. An anology might be a toy that makes the same sound over and 
over again. This will reinforce what you learned in the first part of the course, as to why heritable 
instincts change over geological time scales, in contrast to the short time-scale of learned adaptations. 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 5 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Check update on A1 score for Part 1; Clarify any questions about the field trip 
 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 4  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG2 Unit 4 (see #4 [Apply] below) 


2.  [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 Download Study Guide for Part 2 
 read assigned pages for Unit 4; use study guide for quiz questions 
 do Quiz 4 on elearning assessment tool; check for feedback on graded quizzes 
 study Lecture Unit 4 & view visuals; use study guide to relate to Exam Q's 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Complete a draft of Module 2 (optional: upload for feedback on the elearning A2 tool) 
 Grad students: use elearning discussion tool to dialogue about your open inquiry;  


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to relevant examples 
 Choose examples from assigned readings to draft responses to Unit 4 Exam Q's 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 4 to guide your search for scientific sources  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Units 4  


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 5   


 


Mon. All students:   download Part 2 Study Guide; by midnight, study Week 5 reading; DUE Quiz 4 
DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 5 checklist 
On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 4 Lecture (video clips) 
DE students:  read Unit 4 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. All students:  start BLOG2 unit 4 
DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. All students:   finish activities on Week 5 Checklist;  
On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  continue Inquiry Module 2 
DE students: finish  Inquiry Module 2: Captive Wolves  


Fri.  
 


All students:   Optional:  plan to upload your draft Module 2 Inquiry by Monday 
Grad students:  upload a draft list of sources to A4 for feedback (optional) 
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WEEK 6 AT A GLANCE:  UNIT 5 . ATTACK /DEFENSE (BETWEEN STRANGERS))..                 
 
Learning Goal  
 
Apply your understanding about the coevolution of signaler and receiver, to escalation and de-escalation 
of conflict between members of the same species (note that this does NOT apply to predator/prey 
interactions, which are lethal, not social!).  By the end of this week, you should be able to explain that 
instinctive display signals have a function in contests between strangers who have not previously 
encountered each other, so have not had an opportunity to learn what to expect from each other.  These 
assessment strategies that influence decisions about escalating and de-escalating conflict, have been the 
subject of computer models called "game theory models".  In the computer models, the different 
strategies are labeled "HAWK", "DOVE" and "BURGEOIS".  It is easy to get confused that this refers to 
actual species of birds; however, they are only labels for a set of rules for playing the game encoded in 
the computer model.  You will be able to explain conflict in terms of the costs and benefits of (1) gaining 
access to resources while (2) reducing the risk of injury.  The "myth busting" in this unit is about animals 
of the same species will never escalate to the point of killing each other.


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 6 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Prepare for the field trip this weekend (if you have a reserved seat) 
 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 5  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG2 Unit 5 (see #4 [Apply] below) 


2.  [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings & lecture notes for short term memory 
 read assigned pages for Unit 5; use study guide for quiz questions 
 do Quiz 5 on elearning assessment tool; check for feedback on graded quiz 
 study Lecture Unit 5 & view visuals; use study guide to relate to Exam Q' 


3.  [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Read the Module 3 webpage and start the activities  


  http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred3.html 
 Grad students: use elearning discussion tool to dialogue about your open inquiry; pace 


yourself to read your sources by the end of this week 
4.  [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 


 Choose examples from assigned readings to draft responses to Unit 5 Exam Q's 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 5 to guide your search for recent scientific sources 


for the examples you personally find most interesting/relevant  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Unit 5  


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 6   
Mon. All students:   study Week 6 reading; DUE Quiz 5 


DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 6 checklist 
On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 5 Lecture (video clips) 
DE students:  download, unzip & read Unit 5 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. All students:  start BLOG2 unit 5 
DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. All students:   finish activities on Week 6 Checklist;  
On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  start Inquiry Module 3 
DE students: start  Inquiry Module 3: Wild Wolves  


Fri. All students:   finish draft responses for Unit 5 exam Q's  
Grad students:  read sources for your open inquiry 



http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred3.html
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WEEK 7 AT A GLANCE: UNIT 6 . HIERARCHY (WITHIN FAMILIAR GROUPS)…                 
 
Learning Goal  
 
Learn to analyze the dynamics of social behavior within groups, where the individuals in the 
group learn subtle signs of escalation and de-escalation in the context of changing access to 
resources.  By the end of the unit, students should be able to (1) explain three hypotheses 
about social structure (stable, unstable, fixed castes), (2) explain 3 hypotheses about the 
function of social structure (hard times, severe environment, biders), and (3) explain why it is 
important to consider social structure in managing stress and reproduction in captive groups. 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 7 
 


1.  [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 6  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG2 Unit 6 (see #4 [Apply] below) 
 Send PS message(s) as needed (preferably via  elearning email) 


2.  [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; for short term memory 
 read assigned pages for Unit 6; use study guide for quiz questions 
 do Quiz 6 on elearning assessment tool; check for feedback on graded quizzes 
 study Lecture Unit 6 & view video visuals; use study guide to relate to Exam Q' 


3.  [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Complete a draft of Module 3 (optional: upload for feedback on elearning A2) 
 Grad students: use elearning discussion tool to dialogue about your open inquiry; pace 


yourself to prepare an outline by the end of this week 
4.  [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 


 Choose examples from assigned readings to draft responses to Unit 6 Exam Q's 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 6 to guide your search for recent scientific sources 


for the examples you personally find most interesting/relevant  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Unit 6  


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 7   


 
 
 


Mon. All students:   study Week 7 reading; DUE Quiz 6 
DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 7 checklist 
On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 6 Lecture (video clips) 
DE students:  download, unzip & read Unit 6 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. All students:  start BLOG2 unit 6 
DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. All students:   finish activities on Week 7 Checklist;  
On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  continue Inquiry Module 3 
DE students: finish  Inquiry Module 3: Field Studies of Wolves  


Fri. All students:   Optional:  plan to upload your draft Module 3 Inquiry by Monday 
Grad students:  upload a draft outline to A4 for feedback (optional) 
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WEEK 8 AT A GLANCE:   REVIEW OF PART 2.  SOCIAL ……………………………… 
 
Learning Goal  
 
By the end of Part 2, “Social”, you should feel comfortable applying the logic of natural selection (CDEF) to 
examples of behavioral adaptations for animals living in groups.  We started out with examples of communication, 
focusing on distinguishing between the instinctive and learned aspects.  You should be able to explain how human 
communication is similar and different from other species.   Applying to fighting behavior, your understanding 
about the coevolution of signaler and receiver, you should be able to explain how intense combat and display 
signals function in contests between relative strangers.  The assessment strategies that influence decisions about 
escalating and de-escalating conflict, you will be able to explain in terms of the costs and benefits of gaining access 
to resources while reducing risk of injury.  Finally, examples from hierarchies of individuals within familiar groups 
illustrate how group structure fits on a continuum, determined by genes (e.g. the social insects at the fixed 
extreme) to individual development and learning within family groups (e.g.  long-lived mammals at the flexible 
extreme).  Be prepared to explain the practical implications of understanding the structure and function of 
behavior in groups, for managing stress of animals in captivity and the wild. 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 8 
 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Chat about BLOG comments  for Units 4-6 (in classroom or on-line) 
 Review BLOG2; score your own cumulative contribution using BLOG criteria 
 Based on your self assessment, strengthen your BLOG2  by midnight Friday   


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 Review assigned pages for Part 2;  
 Use quiz scores to identify where you need to focus your review efforts 
 Review Lecture notes for Part 2 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Plan to upload your final draft of all 3 Predator Inquiry modules by Friday 
 Grad students: good week to slack off on  your open inquiry 


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 
 Prioritize the hardest Part 1 exam questions for chat with instructor & peers 
 Revise your draft responses to exam questions for Part 2 
 Fine tune your search for reliable scientific info about the examples you chose 


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 8   
Mon. All students:   upload and submit draft Module 3 for feedback through elearning assignment 


dropbox; prioritize the hardest exam questions for Part 2; choose Q's to chat about 
DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. All students:   do Week 8 checklist 
On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Part 2  Review 
DE students:  continue to dialogue on BLOG2 Units 4-6;  


Wed. All students:  strengthen your draft notes for answers to Part 2 exam questions 
DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. All students:   finish activities on Week 8 Checklist;  
On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  start deer inquiry 


Fri. All students:   by midnight, upload your final A2 Predator Inquiry (all three modules); last day 
to earn participation points for BLOG2 Units 4-6 
Grad students:  good week to slack on your open inquiry 
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WEEK 9 AT A GLANCE:   UNIT 7 REARING  THE YOUNG………………                 
 
Learning Goal  
 
Learn how the basis of sociality is "extended families", where older siblings don't disperse and do care for 
young of their parents (or close relatives). This is in contrast to asocial species where many young are 
produced, but each receives little care. By the end of this unit, you will be able to explain why stable 
family units with lots of care are more typical of stable environments, and "many expendable young" are 
more associated with fluctuating or unpredictable environments. Also, which parent cares for the offspring 
is a result of whether both the father and mother can provide nutrition (e.g. songbirds, wolves) or whether 
only the mother cares for young (i.e. turkey, deer). This sets the basis for the evolution of mating systems 
(Unit 8) and mate choice (Unit 9). 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 9 
 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Check update on A1 score for Part 2 (send PS if needed) 
 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 7  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG3 Unit 7 (see #4 [Apply] below) 


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 Download Study Guide for Part 3 
 read assigned pages for Unit 7; use study guide for quiz questions 
 do Quiz 7 on elearning assessment tool; check for feedback on graded quizzes 
 study Lecture Unit 7 & view visuals; use study guide to relate to Exam Q's 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry A3 
 Complete a draft of Prey Module1 (optional: upload for feedback on the elearning A3 tool)  


http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/prey1.html 
 For A3 assistance, use the elearning discussion tool or the link on BLOG webpage 
 Grad students: use elearning discussion tool to dialogue about your open inquiry A4; 


pace yourself to draft an outline by the end of this week 
4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to relevant examples 


 Choose examples from assigned readings to draft responses to Unit 7 Exam Q's 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 7 to guide your search for recent scientific sources 


for the examples you personally find most interesting and relevant  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Unit 7 


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 9   
Mon. All students:   download Part 3 Study Guide; by midnight, study Unit 7  reading; DUE Quiz 7 


DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 
Tues. All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 9 checklist 


On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 7 Lecture (video clips) 
DE students: read Unit 7 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. All students:  start BLOG3 unit 7 
DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. All students:   finish activities on Week 9 Checklist;  
On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  continue Inquiry Module 3.1 
DE students: complete draft  Inquiry Module 3.1  


Fri. All students:   Optional:  plan to upload your draft Module 3.1 Inquiry by Monday 
Grad students:  upload a draft outline to A4 for feedback (optional) 



http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/prey1.html
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WEEK 10 AT A GLANCE:   UNIT 8.  MATING & BIRTH…………………..                 
 
Learning Goal  
 
In this unit, you will discover the fascinating diversity of mating systems.  Previously, we learned about 
those species that are unusual because they provide care for a few well-developed offspring.  Here, we 
expand our examples, including those species without much parental behavior; instead, these species 
produce many small offspring.  The basic reproductive strategy of each species (a few big, or many small) 
"sets the stage" for co-evolution of male and female strategies in each species. 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 10 
 
1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 


 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 8  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG3 Unit 8 (see #4 [Apply] below) 


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings & lecture notes for short term memory 
 read assigned pages for Unit 8; use study guide for quiz questions 
 do Quiz 8 on elearning assessment tool; check for feedback on graded quiz 
 study Lecture Unit 8 & view visuals; use study guide to relate to Exam Q''s 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry A3 
 Read the Prey Module 2 webpage and start the activities  
 Grad students: use elearning discussion tool to dialogue about your open inquiry; pace 


yourself to revise your draft outline by the end of this week 
4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 


 Choose examples from assigned readings to draft responses to Unit 8 Exam Q's 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 8 to guide your search for recent scientific sources for 


the examples you personally find most interesting/relevant  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Unit 8  


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 10   


 


Mon. 
• All students:   study Unit 8 reading; DUE Quiz 8 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. 
• All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 10 checklist 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 8 Lecture  
• DE students:  read Unit 8 Lecture notes; view linked video clips (OPTIONAL:  view the mp4 


videos of lectures, email feedback on how well this option works for you) 
Wed. 


• All students:  start BLOG3 unit 8 
• DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. 
• All students:   finish activities on Week 10 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  start Prey Inquiry Module 2 
• DE students: start  Prey Inquiry Module 2    


Fri.  
• All students:   finish draft responses for Unit 8 exam Q's  
• Grad students: (optional) revise draft outline for open inquiry based on feedback 
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WEEK 11 AT A GLANCE:  UNIT 9.  COURTING RITUALS…………….…                 
 
Learning Goal  
 
A small percentage of species display instinctive rituals during courting, yet these species are the ones 
who catch public attention!  In this unit, learn about the signals that have evolved with the function of 
sending information about species identity.  After male and female have found "the right" species, there is 
still more communication about the resources each offers.  In species where the females are choosy, 
males compete in attracting mates.  Learn how you might test such hypotheses. 
 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 11 
 
1.  [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 


 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 9  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG3 Unit 9 (see #4 [Apply] below) 


2.  [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; for short term memory 
 read assigned pages for Unit 9; use study guide for quiz questions 
 do Quiz 9 on elearning assessment tool; check for feedback on graded quizzes 
 study Lecture Unit 9 & view video visuals; use study guide to relate to Exam Q' 


3.  [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Complete a draft of Prey Module 2 (optional: upload for feedback on elearning A3) 
 Grad students: use elearning discussion tool to dialogue about your open inquiry; pace 


yourself to start drafting your inquiry product by the end of this week 
4.  [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 


 Choose examples from assigned readings to draft responses to Unit 9 Exam Q's 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 6 to guide your search for recent scientific sources 


for the examples you personally find most interesting/relevant  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Unit 9  


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 11   


 


Mon. 
• All students:   study Unit 9 reading; DUE Quiz 9 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. 
• All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 11 checklist 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 9 Lecture  
• DE students:  read Unit 9 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. 
• All students:  start BLOG3 unit 9 
• DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. 
• All students:   finish activities on Week 11 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  continue Prey Module 2 
• DE students: finish Prey Module 2  


Fri.  
• All students:   finish BLOG3; LAST DAY TO EARN POINTS ON BLOG3 
• Grad students:  work independently on drafting your inquiry product 
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WEEK 12 AT A GLANCE:   UNIT 10.  HUNTING …………………………… 
 
Learning Goal  
 
When animals hunt, you will learn to predict what size group they will join, by thinking about the tradeoffs 
of fitness costs and benefits.  For those that do not join groups, the solitary hunters, learn to recognize the 
distinct stages of the predator "behavior chain" and how instinct interacts with learning in shaping hunting 
tactics.  Finally, learn to explain why anti-predator and predator defenses have co-evolved in the historical 
steps described as an evolutionary "Arms Race". 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 12 
 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 10  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG4 Unit 10 (see #4 [Apply] below) 


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 Download study guide for Part 4  
 do Quiz 10 
 Review Lecture notes for Unit 10 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Start Prey Module 3 
 Grad students: keep working on  your open inquiry 


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 
 Answer the elearning email questions about your preferred option for Exam 
 Revise your draft responses to exam questions for Unit 10 
 Fine tune your search for reliable scientific info about the examples you chose 


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 12   


 


Mon. 
• All students:    study Unit 10 reading; DUE Quiz 10 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. 
• All students:   do Week 12 checklist 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 10 lecture 
• DE students:   read Unit 10 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. 
• All students:   start BLOG4 unit 10 
• DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. 
• All students:   finish activities on Week 12 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  start Prey Module 3 
• DE students: start Prey Module 3 


Fri.  
• All students:    finish draft responses for Unit 10 exam Q's 
• Grad students:   work independently on drafting your inquiry product 
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WEEK 13 AT A GLANCE:  UNIT 11.  FORAGING & STORING……………                
 
Learning Goal  
Learn to distinguish between generalist and specialist diets, and to relate these differences to the ways in 
which the availability of food changes in the environments of species with specialist (predictable food 
supply) compared to generalist (unpredictable, changing food supply) strategies.  Finally, for those 
species that predictably encountered months when no food was available, learn how they evolved 
adaptations to store nutrients inside or outside their bodies.. 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 13 
 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 11  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG4 Unit 11 (see #4 [Apply] below) 


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; store in short term memory 
 do Quiz 11 
 Review Lecture notes for Unit 11 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Complete a draft of Module 3 (optional: upload for feedback on the elearning A3 tool) 
 Grad students: OPTIONAL:  upload draft A4 inquiry product for feedback 


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to relevant examples 
 Finalize arrangements for proctor if you chose the off-campus exam option 
 Revise your draft responses to exam questions for Unit 11 
 Fine tune your search for reliable scientific info about the examples you chose 


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 13  


 
 
 


Mon. 
• All students:  study Unit 11 reading; DUE Quiz 4 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning 


Tues. 
• All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 5 checklist 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 4 Lecture (video clips) 
• DE students:  download, unzip & read Unit 4 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. 
• All students:  start BLOG4 unit 11 
• DE students:  check the chat log  CHAT CANCELLED 


Thurs.  HOLIDAY 
Fri.  HOLIDAY 
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WEEK 14 AT A GLANCE:   UNIT 12.  CREATING A HOME……………....                 
 
Learning Goal  
 
We humans think we are so smart because we engineer our environments and build big cities.  Learn 
which species use materials from their bodies or their environment to build structures, and how instinct 
and learning interact in development of these behaviors.  Finally, explain why the instinctive building 
strategies have diverged in the evolutionary history of the social insects.


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 14 
 


1. [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 
 Do the online course evaluation at http://pica.tamu.edu 
 Chat about Exam Q's for Unit 12  (in classroom or on-line) 
 Post comments on BLOG4 Unit 12 (see #4 [Apply] below) 
 Friday is the last day to earn points for posting to BLOG4 


2. [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings & lecture notes for short term memory 
 read assigned pages for Unit 12; use study guide for quiz questions 
 do Quiz 12  
 study Lecture Unit 12 & view visuals; use study guide to relate to Exam Q's 


3. [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Revise and complete final Prey Inquiry Modules 1-3  
 Grad students: use feedback to revise final Open Inquiry Product 
 Plan ahead to submit A3 and A4 by Tuesday of next week 


4. [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 
 Choose examples from assigned readings to draft responses to Unit 12 Exam Q's 
 Use the action items from Lecture Unit 12 to guide your search for scientific sources  
 Start your own draft notes to study for exam questions from Unit 12  


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 14   


 


Mon. 
• All students:   study Unit 12 reading; DUE Quiz 12; do online course evaluation 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning; identify proctor for exam 


Tues. 
• All students:   check quiz feedback; do Week 14 checklist 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Unit 12 Lecture (video clips) 
• DE students:  read Unit 12 Lecture notes; view linked video clips 


Wed. 
• All students:  start BLOG4 unit 12 
• DE students:  check the chat log; optional participation in  8-9 pm "make-up chat"  


Thurs. 
• All students:   finish activities on Week 6 Checklist;  
• On campus students:  meet 12:45-2:00 pm Nagle 104;  continue Prey Module 3 
• DE students: finish Prey Module 3; email name and contact info for proctor 


Fri.  
• All students:   finish draft Unit 12 exam Q's; last day to earn participation points for BLOG4 
• Grad students:  finalize your Open Inquiry product 



http://pica.tamu.edu/
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WEEK 15 AT A GLANCE: REVIEW FOR COMPREHENSIVE EXAM……                 
 
Learning Goal  
 
To prepare yourself to answer random questions from the list of "Q's from the Public", by storing the 
information in long term memory, organized in a manner consistent with the logic of natural selection 
(AB=CDEF). You will be expected to communicate in terms of the scientific perspective, making it clear 
when you are using a folk psychology perspective to interpret the science. Be prepared to provide 
information on your sources (author, date), so the material can be checked for accuracy and plagiarism. 
The general criteria for evaluating answers to questions will be: concept, example, source. Personal 
experience, course handouts, and personal communication may count as a relevant example, but will not 
be rewarded with a point for a scientific source. Points will be subtracted for inaccurate information and 
plagiarism. The exam is open book and notes, A proctor will be provided for on-campus exam sites.   
ALL OFF-CAMPUS EXAM SITES AND PROCTORS MUST BE APPROVED IN WRITING BY 
MONDAY. 


 
 
CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 15 
 
1.  [Participate] mix or match what works best for your learning style & time constraints 


 Chat about BLOG comments  for Parts 1-4 (in classroom or on-line) 
 You may continue to post to all BLOGs (no participation points will be scored)  


2.  [Comprehend] synthesize info from readings and lecture notes; for short term memory 
 Review all assigned readings 
 Review all lecture notes 


3.  [Inquire] reinforce your comprehension by using information in Guided Inquiry 
 Complete your final draft of the Prey Inquiry Modules 1-3; upload to A3  
 Grad students: upload and submit your final Open Inquiry product to A4  


4.  [Apply] transfer info from short- to long-term memory; apply concepts to examples 
 Respond to email about choice of exam format option 
 Prioritize the hardest exam questions for chat with instructor & peers 
 Revise your draft responses to exam questions for Parts 1-4 
 Fine tune your search for reliable scientific info about the examples you chose 


 
ACTIVITIES BY DAY FOR WEEK 15   


 


Mon. 
• All students: Prioritize the hardest exam questions for chat   LAST DAY to finalize exam 


options (see next page) 
• DE students: participate in 8-9 pm online Chat on elearning; finalize proctor 


Tues. 
• All students:   do Week 15 checklist; DUE:  A3 & A4 
• On campus students:  12:45-2:00 pm meet in Nagle 104 for Review Parts 1-4 


Wed. 
• All students:  NO MEETINGS OR CHATS- READING DAY  


Thurs 
• All students:  NO MEETINGS OR CHATS- READING DAY   


Fri.  
• All students:  FINAL EXAM (late submit on A3 & A4 closes at midnight) 
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE: FRIDAY 12:30-2:30 PM ……………………………… 
 
PROCTORED OPTIONS FOR TAKING EXAM MUST BE PREVIOUSLY APPROVED 
 


A.  On Campus Paper Format 
• Meet in Nagle 104; assigned seat 
• Be prepared to show photo-ID and open book/notes (no plagiarism) 


B.  On Campus Online Format 
• Meet in Nagle 110; assigned computer; elearning assessment tool 
• Be prepared to show photo-ID and open book/notes (no plagiarism) 
• NO  "cut and paste" from electronic files (to be fair to those who take paper format) 


C.  Off-Campus Online Format 
• Meet at the computer that your proctor has specified; elearning assessment tool 
• Be prepared to show photo-ID and open book/notes (no plagiarism) 
• NO  "cut and paste" from electronic files (to be fair to those who take paper format) 
• Proctor sign & send "PROCTOR FORM" (FAX: 979-845-3786, j-packard@tamu.edu 


D.  Off-Campus Paper Format 
• Meet in the room at the time and date that your proctor has specified 
• Be prepared to show photo-ID and open book/notes (no plagiarism) 
• Proctor sign & send "PROCTOR FORM" with EXAM (FAX: 979-845-3786, j-


packard@tamu.edu 
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SYLLABUS - FALL SEMESTER 2011  


Instructor: Dr. J.M. Packard, 106/107 Nagle Hall, 845-1465, j-packard@tamu.edu (help: l-causey@tamu.edu) 
Course website portal: http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc422/wfsc422home.html    
Blackboard Vista learning tools:  http://elearning.tamu.edu 
Lecture period (on campus section 500): Nagle 104, TTh 12:45-2:00  
Chat period (Distance Education sections 599, 700, 720): http://elearning.tamu.edu, M or W 8-9 pm  
Office Hours: TTh 2:00-3:00 p.m. and by appointment  
 
Catalogue Description: Survey of the control, ontogeny, function and natural selection of behavior in a variety of 
vertebrate and invertebrate species; interaction between the organism and its environment with regard to the mechanisms 
and adaptive significance of behavior; evolution of anti-predator, feeding, reproductive and cooperative traits. Prerequisite: 
BIOL 114 or equivalent.  
 
Textbook (both cover the same information, the undergrad text is less technical)  
Undergrad: WFSC 422 -Animal Behavior. 1994. (Tim Halliday, editor) University of Oklahoma Press, Norman OK.  
Grad: WFSC 632 -Principles of Animal Behavior. 2009. (by Lee. A. Dugatkin) Norton Press, NY  
 
Supplements on Reserve (your choice to fulfill specific interests in relevant current scientific content)  
Peer reviewed literature: use Web of Science search engine (http://library.tamu.edu) or scholar.google.com 


Intelligence in Animals. 1997. (Michael Bright) Readers Digest Association, London. ISBN: 0-89577-913  


Encyclopedia of Animal Behavior. 2004. (Marc Bekoff, ed.) Greenwood Press. 


 
 
Learning Goal  (Graded Learning Activities) 


Points 
Undergrad 
WFSC422 


Grad 
WFSC632 


Participate (cumulative 48 points; Mix or match: chats, BLOG, field-trip, problem-solving) 48 48 
Comprehend (10 quizzes; each 10 multiple choice questions @ 1 pt) 100 100 
Inquire- guided (all grads & undergrads:  2 guided-inquiry workbooks @ 40 pts) 80 80 
Inquire- open (grads only:  1 open inquiry individual project @ 100 pts) n/a 100 
Apply (1 Comprehensive Final Exam; 24 short-answer questions @ 3 pts) 72 72 


TOTAL POSSIBLE 300 400 
 
 
You can check your grades at anytime using the My Grades tool (elearning). The letter grades will be assigned as: A 
(90-100%), B(75-89%), C (60-74%), D (45-59%), F (<45%), I (only by written approval, see below).  


 
Additional Requirements for Graduate Students  
In consultation with the instructor, graduate students will design and complete an open-inquiry project that meets your 
personal learning goals for the subject matter.  A semester plan must be submitted and approved, including the elements 
of scientific inquiry: observation, research question, data collection, public report of results.  


 
Incomplete Grade 
Occasionally, students encounter stressful problems (eg. loss of a loved one, illness, accident, hard-drive crash, 
over-commitment, etc.) that make it extremely difficult to complete course requirements within the allotted time. An 
Incomplete is one option for solving such problems, yet not one to be taken lightly in fairness to other students who 
complete the work within the time constraints. For an incomplete grade to be granted, a written Problem Solving Message 
must be filed and approved prior to the Final Exam date.  



mailto:j-packard@tamu.edu

http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc422/wfsc422home.html

http://library.tamu.edu/
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 Course Outline (assigned reading in textbook) 


 
Course Goal / Objectives  
The goal of this course is to prepare you for life-long learning beyond the classroom: to interpret science and to answer 
questions in the capacity of an educator, docent, keeper, curator, ranger, naturalist, or extension specialist.  
 
Objective 1. Participate regularly in dialogue to clarify knowledge and strengthen communication skills  


a. Activity (mix or match options): weekly chat (in class or on-line), BLOG, optional field-trip, problem-solving (PS) 
b. Assessment tool: cumulative points tallied after each Part of course (elearning assignment tool)  


 
Objective 2. Comprehend readings and lecture notes: discover and remember examples as "fun facts" about behavior 


a. Activity: read and think about assigned chapters relate to lecture notes (use study guide quiz questions)  
b. Assessment tool: weekly quizzes (elearning assessment tool) 


 
Objective 3. Inquire about the evidence needed to test scientific hypotheses about animal behavior 


a. Activity: practice observation & critical thinking skills via guided-inquiry and open-inquiry projects  
b. Assessment tool: Excel workbooks (grad and undergrad), manuscript or poster (grad) (elearning assignment tool) 


 
Objective 4. Apply concepts to examples in a logical framework consistent with modern behavioral biology 


a. Activity: review lecture notes, readings and search for scientific sources relevant to hypotheses 
b. Assessment tool: short paragraph final exam (elearning assessment tool)  


 KEYWORD TOPICS FOR LECTURES Undergrad Grad 
 Part 1 (4 weeks). Minds: instinct & intelligence  Halliday 1994  Dugatkin 2009  
1  Unit 1. Living with other animals : Introduction to the course: what? * 


Reflections in the mirror: who? * Basic Questions: proximate & ultimate 
8-9, 105-111, 


140  
1-117  


2  Unit 2. Adapting to changing worlds : Learned intelligence * Social 
transmission * Heritable instinct  


133-139  118-187  


3  Unit 3. Survival/migration skills: Adaptations: stressful conditions * 
Cause & function of migration * Development & evolution of migration  113-131  430-455  


4  Review of Part 1 (see study guide)   
 Part 2 (4 weeks). Social: living in groups    
5  Unit 4. Communicating: Sensory channels * Flexible signs: learned* 


Fixed signals: inherited  
81-87  400-429  


6  Unit 5. Attack & defense : Intense combat: fight or flight * Minor conflict: 
escalation & avoidance * Assessment of asymmetry  


89-96  456-485  


7  Unit 6. Hierarchy: Social structure: stability/instability * Social function: 
access to resources * Stress, health & reproduction  97-104  538-564  


8  Review of Part 2 (see study guide)   
 Part 3 (3 weeks). Mating: from birth to maturity    
9  Unit 7. Rearing the young: Families: helpers * Parental care * Which 


parent works?  
29-39  260-293  


10  Unit 8. Mating & birth: Internal fertilization * External fertilization * 
Asexual/hermaphroditic  


21-27  226-259  


11  Unit 9. Courting rituals: Species specific "flags" * Female choosiness * 
Male attractiveness  


13-19  188-225  


 Part 4 (4 weeks). Physical: food & shelter    
12  Unit 10. Hunting: Group hunters * Solitary hunters * Anti-predator 


defense  
43-55  368-399  


13  Unit 11, Foraging & storing: Generalists * Specialists * Store food  57-63  334-367  
14  Unit 12. Creating a home: Secretions * External objects * Colonies  65-77  317-333  
15  Review for comprehensive final exam (see study guide)   
16  FINAL EXAM (Fri. 12:30-2:30 pm; proctored open book)  Assigned & Supplemental 



http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part2_social/part2.pdf

http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/partIII.pdf

http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part4_physical/partIV.pdf
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Course Approach  
 
In this capstone course for the Behavior Management option (undergraduate curriculum), we assume you have taken the 
introductory courses (300-level) that prepare you to integrate physiology, ecology and evolution.  If your chosen career 
involves actually working with animals outside academia, you will need this basic understanding for effective 
problem-solving.  The course will be useful for graduate students who plan to teach an undergraduate behavior course or 
want an explicit concept map prior to taking the intermediate (WFSC 622) or advanced (WFSC 620).behavior courses. 


The course materials are organized in four parts, each containing 3 units of lectures.  The 12 lectures highlight keyword 
concepts that build on each other from the beginning to the end of the course.  For example, the first part clarifies the basic 
concept map: proximate (Cause, Development) and ultimate (Evolution and Function).  These basic concepts are like 
threads running through all four parts of the course.  This is why the comprehensive final exam is open book.  While 
learning how the concepts are applied to examples in each of the four parts of the course, you are expected to internalize 
the knowledge of the concept map by storing it in long-term memory.  This will help you retrieve specific information about 
scientific examples that will be most relevant to you in your career. The final exam is cumulative, to measure skill at 
retrieving knowledge under time pressure, as in preparation for challenges of communicating with the general public. 


A study guide is provided to aid you in focusing on preparing for the exam questions, which will be chosen randomly 
from lists provided for each part of the course.  In preparing to answer these questions throughout the semester, 
you will be asked to choose examples that most interest you, either from the assigned readings or from 
supplemental sources.  You are encouraged to search for the science behind the myths in the popular media, 
practicing skills of critical thinking to distinguish between "Folk Psychology" and the "Scientific Perspective".  You 
will be expected to practice skills of scholarly communication, citing the author and date of scientific publications so 
your reader may read the evidence you use to support your logical statements about how hypotheses were tested.  
Learning activities (i.e. chats, BLOGS, inquiry projects, field trip) are designed to help you learn how to make the 
transition from popular Folk Psychology (myth) to communicating about testable scientific hypotheses. 


The course will be conducted according to the principles of collaborative learning, in which you are expected to interact with 
other participants, using the course materials as a springboard to find the most current scientific sources available.  
"Collaboration" means expressing ideas and listening to others' perspectives: i.e. form your own logical arguments about 
what would be considered credible evidence to test hypotheses about the biological basis of behavior.  In the truest spirit of 
collaboration, you are responsible for your own learning.  Assessment of achievement is based on individual performance, 
not a class curve, a group project ("just say no to slackers") or parroting "what the professor wants to hear". 


Academic Integrity Statement: "An Aggie does not lie, cheat, or steal or tolerate those who do."  


Let us pause to reflect seriously on the last phrase in the above statement about academic integrity. We need to be very 
clear about the "three strikes and you are out" policy on plagiarism in this class. Strike 1: a written PS message will direct 
you to read materials posted at the Aggie Honor System Office http://www.tamu.edu/aggiehonor.,  Strike 2: a written PS 
message will direct you to make an appointment  to file an online report to the Aggie Honor System Office ,  Strike 3:  
a "Fail" grade will be assigned for the course. To avoid any appearance of misconduct, always (1) paraphrase and 
summarize in your own words, (2) use quotation marks and cite the source (i.e. "types of questions"; (Dugatkin 2009:5), 
and (3) provide reference to primary (peer-reviewed; e.g.Vannoni & McElligott 2009) and secondary sources of 
information (personal communications, websites and copyrighted materials; i.e. Halliday 1994).  
 
Expectations of Course Participants  


Participants will be responsible for reading all information on the course website. For example, the excuse “I did not know 
that it was wrong to copy words without quotation marks” will not be an acceptable reason for plagiarism.  


In this course, we expect you to practice the inquiry skills needed for a successful professional career: (1) as an Aggie who 
is a leader and (2) as a role model with high standards of character and integrity. Whether you will be translating science to 
a general audience, or doing inquiry projects yourself, you will be working at the interface between society and science. 
Science is a very public activity, subject to scrutiny and to debate about the validity of the evidence. We want you to have 



http://www.tamu.edu/aggiehonor
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the knowledge and skills to contribute to such healthy debate. Therefore you will be expected to learn and apply skills of 
public communication. In this course you will be expected not only to do the learning activities, but to also think about the 
process of learning, and to share your reflections with your peers so that you would be able to step to the front of a group 
and lead any of these exercises. Furthermore, we hope you will adopt or even invent learning activities that are adapted to 
your workplace, using the examples in this course as a springboard.  


Public communication is a skill that is learned, and we expect you to make use of the resources on and off Campus 
for sharpening your communication skills. One of the best sources is the University Writing Center. They are eager to 
work with you, as communicated on their website:  


"The University Writing Center (UWC), located in Evans Library 1.214, offers help to writers at any stage of the 
writing process including brainstorming, researching, drafting, documenting, revising, and more; no writing 
concern is too large or too small. These consultations are highly recommended but are not required. While the 
UWC consultants will not proofread or edit your papers, they will help you improve your proofreading and 
editing skills. If you visit the UWC, take a copy of your writing assignment, a hard copy of your draft or any 
notes you may have, as well as any material you need help with. To find out more about UWC services or to 
schedule an appointment, call 458-1455, visit the web page at writingcenter.tamu.edu, or stop by in person."  
(http://writingcenter.tamu.edu; accessed July 10, 2009)  


There will be no make-up quizzes (see elearning assessment tool for details on timing). The two lowest quiz grades will be 
dropped from calculation of the course grade.  You may choose between a hard-copy or on-line format for the proctored 
final exam (open book and hard copy notes must be available for inspection by the proctor). For exams conducted 
off-campus, previous arrangement must be made for a suitable proctor, at least one week in advance. A make-up exam 
time will be permitted only by written approval at least 1 week prior to the scheduled exam date, and the only option will be 
the hard-copy format.  


As would be expected in the workplace, you should notify the instructor prior to missing a course meeting (in the classroom, 
on-line chat, or field trip). In case of unanticipated events, a message should be delivered within 24 hours of the scheduled 
meeting. Reasons for excused absences are specified in the Student Handbook.  


Should any other problem arise with course procedures or materials, you are expected to communicate using the positive 
problem-solving approach (specified below). Failure to do so may result in a failing grade for the assignment if it is not 
completed by the due date and time specified on the elearning calendar and assignment tools.  


Send a Problem-Solving (PS) message to the instructor (email, phone, hard copy) Answer these 4 questions:  
1. PROBLEM: What is the problem, from your perspective?  
2. GOOD ASPECTS: What is good about taking a positive approach to finding solutions?  
3. OPTION: What specific options are you proposing which would solve the problem?  
4. PREFERRED OPTION: Which specific option do you prefer (explain)?  
 
Your instructor will reply in writing about  
1. PROBLEM: Perspectives of others involved, directly or indirectly  
2. OTHER OPTIONS: Potential solutions that could be added to your list  
3. PREFERRED OPTION: The “best” option to meet the needs of both you and the group  
4. YOUR PERSPECTIVE: A request to hear from you whether the “preferred” option would be acceptable to you  
 
American Disability Act (ADA)  
ADA is a federal anti-discrimination statute that provides comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities. 
Among other things, this legislation requires that all students with disabilities be guaranteed a learning environment that 
provides for reasonable accommodation of their disabilities. If you believe you have a disability requiring an 
accommodation, please contact the Department of Student Life/Services for Students with Disabilities, in Cain Hall. The 
phone number is (979) 845-1637.  



http://writingcenter.tamu.edu/

http://writingcenter.tamu.edu/




MAP

								SCIENCE IN ACTION!

														Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you

																												FEEDBACK RUBRIC

										Deer Inquiry Activity

																														Observe		Ask		Measure		Answer		SUBTOTAL

												OBSERVE REALITY																1.  Scouting		3		3		3		3		12

												O1 Ad lib																2. Structure		3		3		3		3		12

								revising mental models				O2 Observation								creating mental models								3.  Function		3		3		3		3		12

												O3 Inference																SUBTOTALS		9		9		9		9		36

																																				timeliness:		4

																												Author:								WORKBOOK TOTAL:		40

												seeking to better understand reality																COMMENTS:   View your feedback here when the completed workbook is returned with your score.

				ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

				A1 Sources																Q1 Initial

				A2 How?																Q2 How?

				A3 Why?																Q3 Why?

						testing hypotheses						MEASURE DATA								designing experiments

												M1 Record

												M2 Name Units

												M3 Describe Units

		GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

				SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR EACH MODULE IN THIS INQUIRY CYCLE

				Module 1.  Scouting for deer

				1.1		Distinguish between observation, inference, and questions that arise from freestyle (ad libitum)  notes about deer communication (sender/receiver).

				1.2		Use video technology to record the body language of deer for further detailed analysis.

				1.3		Practice critical thinking in distinguishing between reliable (scientific) and unreliable sources of information about deer communication behavior.

				Module 2.  Structure:  Deer Behavior

				2.1		Distinguish between cause and development perspectives used to identify testable proximate hypotheses about body language of deer.

				2.2		Identify  behavior units described as states and events in an ethogram for the species

				2.3		Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence available to test proximate hypotheses about deer behavior.

				Module 3.  Function:  Deer Behavior

				3.1		Distinguish between function and evolution perspectives used to identify testable ultimate  hypotheses about body language of deer.

				3.2		Rank behavior units in terms of variability (fixed vs. flexible; instinct vs. learned)

				3.3		Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence available to test ultimate hypotheses about deer behavior.

		The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.



O1 Ad lib

O2 Observation

O3 Inference

Q1 Initial

Q2 How?

Q3 Why?

M1 Record

M2 Name Units

M3 Describe Units

A1 Sources

A2 How?

A3 Why?



MOD1

						SCIENCE IN ACTION!

												Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you

				Module 1.  Scouting Deer Behavior

										OBSERVE REALITY

										O1 Ad lib

						revising mental models												creating mental models

										seeking to better understand reality

		ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

		A1 Sources																Q1 Initial

				testing hypotheses						MEASURE DATA								designing experiments

										M1 Record

		GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

		SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE

		1.1		Distinguish between observation, inference, and questions that arise from freestyle (ad libitum)  notes about deer communication (sender/receiver).

		1.2		Use video technology to record the body language of deer for further detailed analysis.

		1.3		Practice critical thinking in distinguishing between reliable (scientific) and unreliable sources of information about deer communication.

		The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.



O1 Ad lib

Q1 Initial

M1 Record

A1 Sources



O1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		O1				Ad Lib (freestyle) Observations

				STEP 1				Find a place to watch deer and video the behavior (see M1), or choose video clip(s) you find on the web (e.g. "Red Deer Roaring") or provided by your instructor (clip 1).  Write the source information in the box provided and refer to it by code in the column on the left (VIDEO).  Empty your mind of preconceptions and try to absorb the environment as if you were inside the skin of the deer.  Note what you observe about the place, habitat, clues about the season, other animals, etc.  Write your general observations in the top box.

				STEP 2				Replay the video clip, and choose one communication display to analyze in more detail in terms of sender/receiver.  Write your observations about the behavior of the deer in the box marked "sender".  Observe how other members of the same species respond ("ignore" is also a response), and write your notes in the box marked "receiver".

				STEP 3				Choose another video of the same display behavior (may be another scene or individual in the same clip).  Repeat STEP 2 to fill in the next sender/receiver boxes.  Note any similarities and differences between the behaviors, compared to your first observations. .

				STEP 4				Read the analysis categories in the box at the bottom of this page . In the far right column,  write the code(s) that apply to what you wrote in the center column.

		SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOURCE VIDEO(S), AND MY CODE FOR IT:

		VIDEO CODE				AD LIBITUM NOTES ON WHAT I OBSERVED								ANALYSIS CODE

						general notes about location, species, behavior & context:

						sender:

						receiver:

						sender:

						receiver:

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				OBS				Observation		what I actually saw, heard, smelled, or otherwise sensed about the animal and its environment		in the forest, lone male raises nose in line with back, opens mouth and bugles

				INF				Inference		what I (or others) think about what I observed; my underlying mental model		I think this is a young male because his antlers are small, and his call is relatively high pitched

				Q				Question		what I'm curious to learn more about, to better understand what I observed; my hypothesis about cause/effect		I wonder if the presence of other males makes a difference in how often he calls

				O				Other:		define:



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  if more than one code apply, separate each code by a comma

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  focus just on the first scene

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
write the observations of the male in the box "sender" and the females in the box "receiver"

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
if the video clip does not play for you, go to the FAQ page (tab on bottom) for help with troubleshooting

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
if the video clip does not play for you, go to the FAQ page (tab on bottom) for help with troubleshooting

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  focus just on the first scene

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
write the observations of the male in the box "sender" and the females in the box "receiver"

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  if more than one code apply, separate each code by a comma

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



Q1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		Q1				Brainstorming Initial Questions

				STEP 1				Review your notes in O1.  Think about what you do and do not know about this behavior.  OPTION: Discuss your thoughts with others.

				STEP 2				Brainstorm and write down as many questions as come to mind.

				STEP 3				Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write the code(s) that apply to what you wrote in the center column.

		#				WHAT I AM CURIOUS  ABOUT LEARNING								CODE

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				FP				Folk Psychology		Questions about beliefs, emotions, desires of the animal		Does  he want to impress the females to stay with him?

				HOW?				Proximate		Questions about the cause and development of behavior		How does the bull make that sound?  Do young bulls sound the same as older bulls?

				WHY?				Ultimate		Questions about the function and evolution of behavior		Why don't white-tailed deer bugle like elk?  Are the females more likely to mate with a male that has a lower pitch bugle?

				O				Other:		define:



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  more than 1 code may apply

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
 TIP: at this stage no question is stupid, because it may lead to a brilliant idea! If you are really stumped for ideas, explore the SOURCES and Ethogram worksheets (grey tabs at bottom of workbook)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
if you need some ideas to get started, explore the items in the Info folder linked to the start page (click on the deer icon)

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



M1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES								Name:

														Date(s):

														Duration (min):

		M1				Record Data (video/tape)

				STEP 1				Find a place where you can watch deer and use a video cam to record behavior of a focal individual.  This means keep the camera focused on one individual and follow it with the camera wherever it goes, for 3 minutes.  OPTION:  work with a partner who can write while you are using the video; check off behaviors you see on an ethogram list provided by the instructor.										TIP:  you may use the clips taken by students on a previous trip to Fossil Rim

				STEP 2				Before starting, record information about your video by answering Q1- Q5.

				STEP 3				Fill out the video log below.  Use a new line for each clip.										see VIDEO FOLDER

		Q1		What species will you watch (scientific & common name)?

		Q2		Where will you do observations (eg. Location, blind, vehicle)?

		Q3		When  (date and time)?

		Q4		How  (camera & partner)?

		Q5		What label will be used to identify these clips in the video archive that you will later analyze?								video clip #1:

												video clip #2:

		VIDEO LOG

		#		START				GROUPS OF ANIMALS						NOTES ON BEHAVIORS AND CONTEXT

		1

		2



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
Another name for "ungulate" is "hoofstock"; look at the Sources page for ideas; if you do not have access to wild species like deer, find a place where you can watch domestic species like cows or goats.  TIP:  use a dictaphone or still camera if you do not have access to a video camera

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
OPTIONS:  use footage recorded previously; see the Ethogram worksheet (tab at bottom)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
scene number on your video

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
use a tape counter or watch to record the time that each scene begins (this is so you can find the place on the tape again to replay certain behaviors you want to watch again)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
How many groups or individuals were in this scene?  Were they male or female?  Did you know the identities of any?

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
record general notes like you did in A1

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
If you have access to a video editor on your computer, input your digital video and use the scene clips that the computer identifies (each time the camera was turned off)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
Another name for "ungulate" is "hoofstock"; look at the Sources page for ideas; if you do not have access to wild species like deer, find a place where you can watch domestic species like cows or goats.  TIP:  use a dictaphone or still camera if you do not have access to a video camera

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
OPTIONS:  use footage recorded previously; see the Ethogram worksheet (tab at bottom)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
If you have access to a video editor on your computer, input your digital video and use the scene clips that the computer identifies (each time the camera was turned off)

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES

see VIDEO FOLDER



A1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		A1				Finding Scientific Sources

				STEP 1				To answer your questions in Q1, use Google Scholar to search sources available to the general public; write the keyword you used for the search, and the reference of the source you found (e.g. web address, title, author, organization, publisher, date)

				STEP 2				Search scientific sources using a library database (i.e. Web of Science); write the keyword  and the complete reference  (author, date, title, journal, volume, pages)

				STEP 3				Categorize your sources in terms of reliability.  Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write the code(s) that apply.

		Keyword				SOURCES I FOUND								Reliability Category

				CODE				CATEGORY		DESCRIPTION		EXAMPLE

				1 *				unreliable		Tabloids designed to sell many copies to a mass audience interested in sensational stories		People magazine, National Enquirer

				2 **				less than average		Popular magazines, books and videos marketing to a large market of the informed public		Whitecap Books, Penguin Books, Reader's Digest,

				3 ***				intermediate		Science magazine articles written by journalists who specialize in interpretation of scientific information		Discovery, National Geographic, Smithsonian

				4 ****				more than average		Invited books, textbooks and articles written by scientists but not peer reviewed		Scientific American, American Scientist, Voyageur Press

				5 *****				most reliable		Peer reviewed scientific journal published by a society of professionals; peer-reviewed book		Animal Behaviour, Behaviour, Science, University of Chicago Press, Oxford Press



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP: Explore the FAQ and Sources worksheets (grey tabs at bottom of workbook)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP: use www.google.com (include enough information so someone else could find the same source)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP: Explore the FAQ and Sources worksheets (grey tabs at bottom of workbook)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
if more than one code apply, write them all, separated by commas

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



MOD2

						SCIENCE IN ACTION!

												Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you

		Module 2:  Structure:  Deer Behavior

										OBSERVE REALITY

						revising mental models				O2 Observation								creating mental models

										seeking to better understand reality

		ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

		A2 How?																Q2 How?

				testing hypotheses						MEASURE DATA								designing experiments

										M2 Name Units

		GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

		SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE

		2.1		Distinguish between cause and development perspectives used to identify testable proximate hypotheses about body language of deer.

		2.2		Identify  behavior units described as states and events in an ethogram for the species

		2.3		Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence available to test proximate hypotheses about deer behavior.

		The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.



O2 Observation

Q2 How?

M2 Name Units

A2 How?



O2

				FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		O2				Objective Observations- PROXIMATE

				STEP 1				Practice thinking analytically like a scientist, by separating objective observations from subjective inference. Use the  box at the bottom of this page to clarify proximate inference.

				STEP 2				Watch your clip #1 from M1 and record your observations in the first white box.  Repeat for #2.

				STEP 3				Code what you wrote by inserting at the end of each sentence a code from the green box.

		VIDEO				Observations (What did the animal do? Sense? Show?)

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				STIM				External stimulus		what the animal appeared to hear, smell, or otherwise sense about its environment		a "cow call" came from a man in camouflage, lying about 30 m uphill

				RESP				Response		the animal's actions, including posture, movements, sounds, change in color or hair, etc.		male repeatedly raises the nose & makes a prolonged noise of high pitched, followed by low pitched grunts

				INT				Internal state		indicators of hormonal, nutritional, age or other body condition; evidence of motivational state e.g. time since last meal		male has thick neck, rough neck hair; body is covered with mud as if it has been wallowing to cool down; large antlers;

				CONT				External context		Other animals, plants, objects etc. around the animal		male is on the edge of a group of 12 females, in a grassy clearing in the evergreen forest

				REW				Reward		external consequences that might shape the behavior by reward or punishment		after the bull shoves an intruding male, it leaves the group of cows

				O				Other:		define:



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
try to empty your mind of expectations and describe the animal's behavior from "within its skin" (avoid statements that make it sound like the animal was a human); notice how its senses may differ from ours

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
these categories are what scientists consider objective; some may take careful observation, e.g. an indicator of internal overheating may be panting

FAQ

SOURCES



Q2

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		Q2				Asking HOW? Questions- Hypotheses

				STEP 1				Reread your observations in O2.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about the CAUSE and DEVELOPMENT of behavior in individuals.

				STEP 2				Practice rewording your questions about mechanisms in terms of testable hypotheses.

				STEP 3				Code your questions in the right hand column, using the categories in the box at the bottom of this worksheet

		#				HYPOTHESES ABOUT MECHANISMS OF BEHAVIOR								CODE

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				PC				Cause		Questions about stimulus, response internal state and external rewards		Is a bull more likely to approach a cow if she answers his call?

				PD				Development		Questions about how much a behavior is "fixed instinct" or "flexible learning", and how this changes as individuals mature with age		If elk calves were raised in Europe with red deer, would they roar like red deer?

				O				Other:		define:



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
see notes in the box in the bottom of the page, to learn about what scientists mean by the terms CAUSE and DEVELOPMENT

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
see examples in the box at the bottom of the worksheet

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



M2

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		M2				Name Behavior Units (Events & States)

				STEP 1				Choose a video clip from M1/O2 and write the source information here:

				STEP 2				Use reliable sources from A1 to  make a list of behaviors for this species (i.e. an ethogram).  OPTION:  Use the ethogram provided by your instructor

				STEP 3				Watch the clip.  Write down the first behavior you see, using a name from the ethogram.  Record the duration.  Using  the codes described in the box at the bottom of this page (or the ethogram), code this action as a state or event.  Repeat.

		Start						duration (mm:ss)		NAME OF BEHAVIOR				CODE

		Time 0

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				AS				Activity State		A broad category of behavior that includes many specific actions associated with one motivational state (mood or goal); duration of minutes  (e.g. an ongoing behavior you would time with a stopwatch)		resting, locomotion, foraging, interacting, maintenance (long duration, timed with a stopwatch in minutes & seconds)

				AE				Action Event		Specific action patterns that are short in duration; subunits of an activity state; duration of seconds (e.g. a short action that you would count with a clicker, too brief to time)		step, turn, bite, lunge, call (short duration, counted with tally marks)



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  for efficiency, use the video log you prepared in W3

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
for examples of names, see the box at the bottom of this worksheet and explore the Ethogram (grey tab at bottom of workbook)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
start a new line each time you see a behavior you already named, as well as when you see a new behavior that you need to name (if you do not see behaviors similar to W1 & W4, identify and name the behaviors you do observe)

TIP:
If you are using the video clips from Fossil Rim in the Video folder, write down the number of the clip

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



A2

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		A2				Answering HOW Questions

				STEP 1				Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the HOW questions on Q2.  OPTION:  use the link to background information provided by your instructor.

				STEP 2				Focus on one behavior from M2 that you coded as an "action event". Read about it in your sources.  Write the name of the behavior in the left column.  Answer the Cause and Development questions for this behavior, refering to box at the bottom of this page and O2.  Cite the source(s) in parentheses.

				STEP 3				Repeat Step 2 for a behavior that you coded in M2 as an "activity state".  Note that an activity state relates to an activated physiological system, so be specific about internal state.

				STEP 4				Reread what you wrote.  Decide what aspects are folk psychology, and edit the words fto state your idea in more scientific terms.

		Behavior						CAUSE? (Source)				DEVELOPMENT? (Source)

		EVENT

		STATE

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				PC				Cause		Answers about stimulus, response internal state and external rewards		Mature males in rut respond to the stimulus of female urine by sniffing it and lifting the lip (analagous to a snapshot w/telephoto lens)

				PD				Development		Answers about how much a behavior is "fixed instinct" or "flexible learning", and how this changes as individuals mature with age		Young males ignore female urine, but as they reach puberty, they are much more likely to sniff the urine and follow the female  (analogy of a video w/telephoto lens)

				FP				Folk Psychology		Answers in terms of human-like beliefs, emotions, desires; including "for the  benefit of the species", or "to spread his genes"		stags spar because they are testy during the rutting season and their tempers flare easily; bulls want to know if there is a cow in the area when they hear a call, and approach to see if she wants to mate



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  refer to stimulus, response, internal state, external rewards

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
you may rephrase the questions in W5 if you find a clearer way to word them in terms of CAUSE or DEVELOPMENT; you may search for more sources if you do not find answers to your questions in the sources you found (add them to W4)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  explore the Ethogram list (grey tab on the bottom of this workbook)

MAP
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MOD3

						SCIENCE IN ACTION!

												Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you

		Module 3.  Function:  Deer Behavior

										OBSERVE REALITY

						revising mental models												creating mental models

										O3 Inference

										seeking to better understand reality

		ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

		A3Why?																Q3 Why?

				testing hypotheses						MEASURE DATA								designing experiments

										M3 Describe Units

		GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

		SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE

		3.1		Distinguish between function and evolution perspectives used to identify testable ultimate  hypotheses about body language of deer.

		3.2		Rank behavior units in terms of variability (fixed vs. flexible; instinct vs. learned)

		3.3		Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence available to test ultimate hypotheses about deer behavior.

		The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.



O3 Inference

Q3 Why?

M3 Describe Units

A3Why?



O3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		O3				Subjective Inference- ULTIMATE												also see:

				STEP 1				Practice thinking intuitively like a scientist, by noting the consequences of behaviors and what this might mean for survival and reproduction of various genotypes.  Refer to the table at the bottom of this page to clarify how the ultiimate perspective differs from proximate.										video folder

				STEP 2				Review the same video clips that you used in O2.  Write notes on what you observe and think about the consequences of the behavior in the short term and long term.

				STEP 3				Reread your notes and add codes in parentheses at the end of each sentence, referring to the categories in the table at the end of this page.

		VIDEO				CONSEQUENCES OF THE BEHAVIOR FOR THE GENE POOL

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				FP				Folk Psychology		my explanation in terms of human-like beliefs, emotions, desires; including "for the  benefit of the species", or "to spread his genes"		the bull wants to attract females and is angry at other bulls he believes will intrude on his harem

				HOW?				Proximate		my hypothesis about the stimulus that elicits this response, the internal state of the animal and how much this varies among individuals as they mature		young males are more likely to approach females and avoid bigger males, when testosterone is high during the fall breeding season

				WHY?				Ultimate		my hypothesis about the function in terms of survival and reproduction of distinct genotypes in a population; ancestral roots of the behavior based on comparing species that have diverged (or converged) over evolutionary time		those males with lower pitched calls are more likely to attract females at a distance in forests than males with higher pitched calls; the lower pitched roar of red deer diverged from elk during the glacial ages in more densely forested habitat



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP: listen to the narration on the video and compare your experience and thoughts with others in your group.

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES

video folder



Q3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		Q3				Asking WHY? Questions- Hypotheses

				STEP 1				Reread your observations in O3.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about the FUNCTION and EVOLUTION of behavior in populations of species.

				STEP 2				Practice rewriting your questions based on the logic that a scientist uses to develop hypotheses about why a behavior evolved.

				STEP 3				Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write all code(s) that apply to what you wrote in the center column.

		#				HYPOTHESES ABOUT WHY BEHAVIOR EVOLVED								CODE

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				UE				Evolution		Questions about the evolutionary history of species (or populations); why ancestral roots of a behavior changed over time as species diverged (or converged)		Why do species that live in dense forests have lower pitched vocalizations than those that live in open grasslands?

				UF				Function		Questions about which genotypes make more copies in the gene pool of a population		Do males with low pitched calls sire more offspring than males with high pitch calls?

				O				Other:		define:



MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



M3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		M3				Describe Behavior Units

				STEP 1				To answer your questions in Q3, choose 4 behaviors from M2 & A2 (2 activity states and 2 action events); enter the names in the appropriate box in the second column.

				STEP 2				Describe the behavior in objective terms; strive to make a "word picture" that all observers on staff or a research team would recognize.

				STEP 3				Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, rate the degree to each action is  flexible (highly variable/learned/abnormal) or fixed (heritable instinct/individual stereotypy)

		Category						NAME		OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION (postures, movements, sounds, color changes, hair/feather changes)				VARIATION (5 is most variable)

		State1

		State 2

		Event 1

		Event 2

				CODE				CATEGORY		ACTIVITY STATE		ACTION EVENT

				1 *				Fixed instinct		The sequence of action is the same every time and in every individual; duration may vary, e.g. prairie chicken courtship display		form and duration of the action is the same in all individuals and each time it is repeated, e.g.  Firefly flash

				2 **				Stereotypy		The sequence of actions is repeated, but only in abnormal individuals, as in a psychological or developmental disorder, e.g. pacing, cribbing		the unique action is repeated the same each time, but it is only in certain individuals, not a heritable trait of the species, e.g. head toss "tic"

				3 ***				Modal		Intermediate between fixed and flexible, e.g. foraging		intermediate between fixed and flexible, e.g. sniffing

				4 ****				Abnormal		Unusual and highly variable activity observed only in unique individuals, e.g. eating rocks		Unique movement shown only by one individual, with variations e.g. "floating limb"

				5 *****				Flexible learning		A lot of variation in the form, duration, sequence, and diversity of actions across both individuals and times, e.g. tool using in chimps		Highly variable form and orientation of the behavior; change in frequency related to rewards, e.g. bottle-opening in great tits



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP: pick behaviors that you recorded several times

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  list the specific behaviors you observed in each activity state and describe the behavior in general terms not specific to individuals ( an ethogram is for the entire species)

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



A3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Duration (min):

		A3				Answering WHY Questions

				STEP 1				Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the WHY questions you wrote in Q3.  Think about how the categories in M3 would influence your answers. OPTION:  find additional sources to answer your questions.

				STEP 2				Focus on one behavior you named in M3. Find a similar behavior in your sources and compare similarities and differences between what you observed and what you read about it from your sources.  Write the behavior in one cell of the left column.  Repeat.

				STEP 3				Write an hypothesis that would answer the question "Why does this behavior happen" from the perspective of FUNCTION. (Note your sources in parentheses)

				STEP 4				Repeat Step 3 for this question "Why did this behavior change over the history of the species?" from the perspective of EVOLUTION.

		Behavior						FUNCTION? (Source)				EVOLUTION? (Source)

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				UE				Evolution		Answers about the evolutionary history of species (or populations); why ancestral roots of a behavior changed over time as species diverged (or converged)		elk diverged from smaller bodied ancestors with changes in forest/grassland habitat during the ice ages; the larger body was associated with more resonant mating calls that carried a longer distance and male-defense of a group of cows (video w/wide-angle)

				UF				Function		Answers about which genotypes make more copies in the gene pool of a population; differential fitness of the genotypes related to survival and reproduction		those genotypes that bugled were more likely to attract females and intimidate males than those that did not (snapshot w/wide-angle)

				FP				Folk Psychology		Answers in terms of human-like beliefs, emotions, desires; including "for the  benefit of the species", or "to spread his genes"		Bulls bugle because they want to spread their genes throughout the population.  Contests among bulls are for the good of the species so only the best will breed



Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP: use the phrase "those that…" to explain why certain variations of the trait are more frequent in populations;

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
TIP:  refer to relative survival and reproduction of different genotypes in a population refer to similarities and differences between species in terms of ancestral and derived traits; convergence and divergence in evolutionary history

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:
add sources if you do not find answers to your questions

MAP
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SOURCES



FAQ

										ITS BIOLOGY TEAM

						FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions				Guided Inquiry Workbook

										FAQ

		#		Keyword		Question		Answer		Source

		1		workbook		How do we use this workbook?		Copy the contents of the CD Rom to your hard drive.  To move between worksheets, click on the tabs at the bottom of the workbook.  Read the steps at the top of each worksheet and type in the white boxes.  Follow the hyperlinks and comments.  To save, go to "File" on the top menu bar of Microsoft Excel.  Ask questions!  (TIP:  clicking on the deer icon will get you back to "START")		CD Rom

		2		questions		What if my question is not on this list?		Add a question in an empty row at the bottom of this list. Search scientific sources for the answer.  For tips on finding scientific sources,  see the link at right.   When you get the answer, write it in this column.  Document your source in the column at the right.  If you cannot find the answer, email:  ethology@tamu.edu.		CD Rom

		3		ethogram		What is an ethogram and where would I find an example?		An ethogram is like a dictionary of all the behaviors for one species (e.g. wapiti Cervus elaphus).  An example would be a partial ethogram of red deer behavior (see "Ethogram" tab below).  Some scientists use the term "catalogue of behavior" to refer to a partial ethogram (i.d. rarely do we have a complete list of ALL the behaviors of a species). Click on the link at the right to view other examples.  The source of this may be cited as:  Jane M. Packard (personal communication)		CD Rom

		4		sources		Where do I find peer-reviewed articles from the journal Animal Behavior?		You may use keywords to search for articles and download them as .pdf files:  www.sciencedirect.com		website

		5		sources		Where do I search for scientific sources in general?		Go to library.tamu.edu, and search the e-database "Web of Science".  You will need to use a computer on campus, or logon to your library portal to access this information.		website

		6		sources		Where do I find books?		From a computer within the TAMU firewall, you may search for titles, authors and keywords for books in the TAMU library system:  libcat.tamu.edu		website

		7		sources		How can I order .pdf files of library sources?		For journal articles in the TAMU libraries, you may order a copy in .pdf format via Interlibrary Loan Services: illiad.tamu.edu		website

		8		viewing		How can I view deer behavior online?		Watch from an online webcam:   www.aircam.net  (TIP:  feeders go off at 6:30 am and 7:00 pm)		website

		9		viewing		Where can the public view deer?		Go on a drive-through safari at Fossil Rim Wildlife Center:  www.fossilrim.org		website



CD Rom

CD Rom

website

website

website

website

website

website

CD Rom



SOURCES

														ITS BIOLOGY TEAM

				SOURCES- BACKGROUND INFORMATION										Guided Inquiry Workbook

														SOURCES

		KEYWORD				LINKS				RATINGS				SOURCES

		Topic		Short name		CD Rom		Website		Detail		Relevance		Name

		General Information		descriptions; habitat; related species

		video- elk behavior		How to Talk to the Elk		video				*		*****		"How to Talk to the Elk".  By Gordon Eastman.  Eastman's Outdoor World.  P.O. Box 1987, Cody, WY 82414 1-800-443-7374

		video- deer behavior		How to Talk to the Deer		video				*		***		"How to Talk to the Deer".  By Gordon Eastman.  Eastman's Outdoor World.  P.O. Box 1987, Cody, WY 82414 1-800-443-7374

		White-tailed deer		White Tail Country		book				*		***		"White Tail Country".  By John J. Ozoga.  1988.  NorthWord Press, Inc.  Box 1360 Minocqua, WI 54548

		Mule deer		Mule Deer Country		book						***		"Mule Deer Country".  By Valerius Geist.  1990.  NorthWord Press, Inc.  Box 1360 Minocqua, WI 54548

		Elk		Elk Country		book						*****		"Elk Country". By Valerius Geist.  1991.  NorthWord Press, Inc.  Box 1360 Minocqua, WI 54548

		North American Elk		species description				website		***		***		http://www.hww.ca/hww2.asp?id=98

		red deer		species description		CD Rom				**		*****		http://www.abdn.ac.uk/mammal/reddeer.htm

		red deer		species description				Website		*		****		http://www.red-deer.org/

		Viewing Information		parks; web-cams; zoos/aquaria; CD Roms, tours

		livecam-deer		View action at deer feeders						**		***		"Ranch owner and tech firm owner can watch his deer on Internet" by Mike Leggett.  Austin American Statesman.  Thursday August 8, 2002.  Page D9

		Yellowstone video		"Too close"				http://www.nps.gov/yell/nature/animals/elk/elk.html		*		***		http://www.nps.gov/yell/nature/animals/elk/elk.html

		Download		Real Player One				website		**		*****		http://forms.real.com/netzip/getrde5_new_look.html?h=207.188.7.150&f=windows/RealOnePlayerGold.exe&p=RealOne+Player&j2re=false&tagtype=ie&type=dl

		drive-through viewing		Fossil Rim Wildlife Center				website		**		*****		http://www.fossilrim.org

		Behavior Information		ethogram; feeding; mating; birthing; parenting; development

		Reproduction		mating, birth, parenting		handout				*****		*****		Clutton-Brock, T.H., Guinness, F.E. and Albon, S.D.  1982.  Red Deer: Behavior and Ecology of Two Sexes.  Univ. Chicago Press: Chicago.

		communication		Bugling in elk		DVD								Cornelius, C.  2002.  No bull: Broad vocal range rewards mate-seeking elk/  Denver Post Northern Colorado Bureau.  Wednesday, September 18, 2002

		Reproduction		partial ethogram		workbook				*****		*****		Jane Packard, personal communication

		communication		comparison of species		book				*****		***		Walther, Fritz R. 1984.  Communication and Expression in Hoofed Mammals.  Indiana University Press:  Bloomington.

		rutting behavior for hunters		TR's Tips:  Biology & Behavior				http://www.trmichels.com/ElkArticles.htm#_Toc109868462		*		***		http://www.trmichels.com/ElkArticles.htm#_Toc109868462

		Environmental information		prey species; weather; predators

		ecology & management		Yellowstone Elk		book				*****		*****		Houston, Douglas B.  1982.  The Northern Yellowstone Elk:  Ecology and Management.  McMillan Publishing Co., Inc: New York.

		Geographic information		species range; populations

		red deer		species description		CD Rom				**		*****		http://www.abdn.ac.uk/mammal/reddeer.htm

		red deer		species description				Website		*		****		http://www.red-deer.org/

		Historical information		change in numbers

		red deer		species description		CD Rom				**		*****		http://www.abdn.ac.uk/mammal/reddeer.htm

		Conservation information		threats; protection; laws; agencies and organizations

		red deer		species description		CD Rom				**		*****		http://www.abdn.ac.uk/mammal/reddeer.htm

		Research Information		how and why we do behavior studies; ongoing studies; published studies

		How to study behavior		Behavior basics		CD-Rom		website		**		*****		request Behavior_Basics.ppt by email from:  j-packard@tamu.edu

		observation skills		Lehner (1996)		book				*****		**		Lehner, P.H. 1996.  Handbook of Ethology

		observation skills		Martin & Bateson (1993)		book				*****		**		Martin, P. & Bateson, P.  1993.  Measuring Behavior.  http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/discover/wfscCourses/WFSC620/labs/NOTMAR93.pdf

		shareware for counting		EthoLog				website		*****		*		http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Lab/2727/ethohome.html

		shareware for counting		Jwatcher				website		*****		*		http://galliform.psy.mq.edu.au/jwatcher/

		Data Form for Video Log		video log		CD-Rom				****		**

		Vertebrate Ethology Labs		lab workbook (WFSC 620)		CD-Rom				*****		*		wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/

		Career Information		summer learning programs; internships; veterinarians; animal-care; biomedical

		Zoo/Aquaria jobs		AZA job board				website		**		***		http://www.aza.org/JobListings

		Wildlife jobs		WFSC job board				website		**		***		http://wfscnet.tamu.edu/wfscnet/Jobs/Jobs.htm
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Ethogram

						ETHOGRAM- Species:  European red deer (Cervus elaphus)

										Related species:  American elk (Cervus canadensis)

										Sources:  Macdonald, D.  2001. Encyclopedia of Mammals.  ; Clutton-Brock, T.H., Guinness, F.E. and Albon, S.D.  1982.  Red Deer: Behavior and Ecology of Two Sexes.  Univ. Chicago Press: Chicago.  ; Walther, Fritz R. 1984.  Communication and Expression in Hoofed Mammals.  Indiana University Press:  Bloomington.

										Prepared by:  Jane M. Packard, PhD

		Activity State		Action Event		Snapshot		Video Clip		Name		Description		Cause?		Development?		Evolution?		Function?

		AG		ba						bark		pg. 118		an unusual stimulus, such as a predator; possibly associated with a brief adrenal response (seconds)		barking sounds the same in most deer of all ages; fixed action pattern		other members of the genus cervus also bark- possibly ancestral		those that barked were more likely to escape danger

		AP		-						APPROACHING		pg. 113		males in rut approach females; females approach other females; fawns approach the mother		the form of the behavior is the same; the stimulus eliciting approach changes with age; more learned than innate		very similar in other cervids; this trait would be related to motivational systems		those males that approached females were more likely to get copulations; females were more likely to escape harassment by males; fawns more likely to suckle and avoid separation

		BA								BARKING		pg. 107		persistent presence of an alarming stimulus such as a predator; possibly prolonged adrenal response (minutes)		more likely in older animals than younger; variation in the number of barks within a bout of barking depends on motivational state		see AG-ba		see AG-ba

		CH		-		Fig. 6.10				CHIVYING		pg. 112		a female within a group of other females; male is in the state of rutting		appears in mature males; modal action pattern		convergent evolution in other harem-holding species such as sable antelope or horses		those males that chivy are more likely to detect when a female is in standing estrous

		CHA		-		Fig. 6.17				CHASING		pg. 117

		CL				Fig. 4.8				CLEANING		pg. 63

		DI		-						DISPLACING		pg. 113

		DR		-		Fig. 6.9				DRIVING (see HERDING)

		FI		-		Fig. 6.15				FIGHTING		pg. 113

		FI		in		Fig. 6.14				initiate		pg. 113

		FI		le		Fig. 6.16				leap forward

		GR		-						GRAZING BOUT

		GR		gr-s						grazing-start

		HA		-		Fig. 6.2				HAREM HOLDING		pg.119

		HE		-		Fig. 6.9				HERDING

		INL		-		Fig. 6.8				INACTIVE-LYING

		INS		-						INACTIVE-STANDING

		LE		-		Fig. 6.10				LEAVING

		LE		-						LEAVING

		LE		le-r		Fig. 6.17				leave-run

		LE		le-w		Fig.6.10				leave-walk (withdraw)

		MO		-						MOVING

		MOU		-		Fig. 4.5				MOUNTING		pg. 112

		MOU		di						dismount

		MOU		ej		Fig. 6.12				ejaculate		pg. 112

		MOU		mo-p		Fig. 6.11				mount-prep		pg. 113

		MOU		mo-u						mount-up		pg. 112

		NU				Fig. 4.9				NURSING		pg. 63

		PA		-		Fig. 6.13				PARALLEL WALK		pg. 113

		RE		ab						abduct		pg. 118

		RE		bi		Fig. 4.8				birth-out		pg. 63

		RE		en						enter harem		pg. 118

		RE		fl		Fig. 6.7				flehman-s		pg. 110

		RO		-				elk-clip.		ROARING/BUGLING		pg. 107

		RO		ro-s		Fig. 6.3				roar-start

		RU		-						RUTTING		pg. 117

		RU								RUMINATING

		SNL		-						SNIFFING & LICKING		pg. 110

		SNL		sn						sniff		pg. 110

		SNL		li		Fig. 6.8				lick		pg. 110

		SP		-						SPARRING

		SPL		-		Fig. 6.11				SPLAYED STANCE

		SU		-		Fig. 4.9				SUCKLING BOUT

		TH				Fig. 6.4		clip		THRASHING		pg. 107

		WA		-		Fig. 6.6				WALLOWING		pg. 110

		WI				Fig. 6.5				WIPING (MARKING)		pg. 107



elk-clip.
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ASSIGNMENT 3  DEER INQUIRY 


 
 


 
Learning Goal  (Graded Learning Activities) 


Points 
Undergrad 
WFSC422 


Grad 
WFSC632 


Inquire- guided (all grads & undergrads:  guided-inquiry workbooks @ 40 pts) 
Activity: practice observation & critical thinking skills via guided- & open-inquiry projects 


Assessment: elearning A3 Deer [assignment] tool (see attachments) 


 
40 


 
40 


Due:  last class day  (6 weeks to complete this activity)          % TOTAL POSSIBLE 13% 10% 
 


Learning Goal (continued) 
Objective 3. Inquire about the evidence needed to test scientific hypotheses about animal behavior 


 
Learning Activity 


 
The A3 Deer Inquiry Assignment is designed to guide college and post-college students into a deeper understanding 
of how to apply Tinbergen's four concepts to the analysis of behavior. It will prepare you to write an ethogram 
(i.e."dictionary") for the behaviors of any species that you might want to study in the future. You may choose among 
several options for the video clips that you observe to complete this assignment: 


 


(1)  video red deer rutting at Fossil Rim; the clips will be posted on Vimeo for viewing by all class participants  
(2) view the clips of red deer behavior from previous field trips, on Vimeo, 
(3) use the clips on the Nature's Partners website http://people.tamu.edu/~j-packard/scienceinaction/A3video.htm 
(4) take your own clips of deer/elk  behavior at a site other than Fossil Rim and upload to UTube 
(5) search for deer/elk behavior clips on UTube; specify the links when you write up your modules 


 


STEP 1. Read the overview and bookmark the “prey” link on “Nature’s Partners” 
•  http://people.tamu.edu/~j-packard/courses/wfsc422/3Inquire.html 
• http://people.tamu.edu/~j-packard/scienceinaction/prey1.html 


 


STEP 2. Read the background information and explore the links to easy sources 
 


STEP 3. Download each module in the format that works best for you (xls, pdf, doc) 
 


STEP 4.  Work independently on modules, chat about “sticking points” on specific tabs, 
upload drafts for comment and revision prior to submitting the final the end-term project. 


 
STEP 5.  Submit all 3 completed modules by the last class day (end of Part 4). 
 


 
 
 
 
 


NEOMI’s TIP 


Preparing an ethogram is a basic first step to any behavior research project.  Whether your 
career leads in the direction of conservation practice or basic science, the transferable skills 
of ethogram analysis will be useful.  Although you may feel comfortable with Tinbergen’s four 
concepts in the classroom, it is a whole different matter to apply those perspectives to the 
ongoing behavior of animals in real time.  Learn skills of data collection and interpretation. 


HUGO’s TIP 


This is the best part of the course.  You will finally “get” the concepts when you see them 
illustrated by the diverse species at Fossil Rim.  Although the focus of the learning activity is on 
the red deer (European equivalent of elk), three other species of deer are easily viewed and 
photographed from the tour van, including white-tails.   


 
MIKE’s TIP 


This learning activity could be adapted for a class field trip to a zoo, park or nature center in your 
community.  For a curriculum designed to enhance inquiry-based learning inside and outside the 
classroom, google “Zoo Links Curriculum Guide” Creating Young Researchers” produced by the 
Lincoln Park Zoo. 


 



http://people.tamu.edu/~j-packard/scienceinaction/A3video.htm

http://people.tamu.edu/~j-packard/courses/wfsc422/3Inquire.html

http://people.tamu.edu/~j-packard/scienceinaction/prey1.html
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ASSIGNMENT 2 WOLF INQUIRY 


 
 
Learning Goal  (Graded Learning Activities) 


Points 


Undergrad 
WFSC422 


Grad 
WFSC632 


Inquire- guided (all grads & undergrads:  2 guided-inquiry workbooks @ 40 pts) 
 Activity: practice observation & critical thinking skills via guided- & open-inquiry projects  
Assessment tool: Excel workbooks (grad and undergrad),  


80 80 


% TOTAL POSSIBLE 27% 20% 


 


Learning Goal 


Objective 3. Inquire about the evidence needed to test scientific hypotheses about animal behavior 


 


Learning Activity 


To achieve this objective of enhancing your inquiry skills, you will complete two inquiry projects, to help you make the links 
between "real world" experiences and "book learning" (scientific research). Designed to stimulate observation and critical 
thinking, the first guided-inquiry project is online at:  


http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred1.html 


The benefits of inquiry activities include hands-on learning, motivating fun, and experiences that spark a gut-feeling 
understanding of scientific concepts covered in the course materials.  There are three modules in this guided inquiry. You 
will submit your work using the elearning Assignment Tool A2. Since this assignment consists of three modules, you may 
decide between two options:  


(1) complete each module for feedback and revision prior to the due date, and/or  


(2) submit your final drafts without revisions.  


The Wolf Inquiry Assignment serves as an introduction to the scientific methods of observation and inference in the study of 
behavior. It will prepare you to guide activities designed for teachers of elementary, middle and high school students. In the 
jargon of educators, each activity is "scaffolded" to guide the student in discovering relevant answers, which are expected 
to vary depending on the background and experience of each individual. You may choose among several options for the 
video clips that you observe to complete this assignment:  


(1) search for videos publically available on the web (i.e. UTube),  


(2) use your camcorder to video behavior of your dog and upload it to UTube,  


(3) view the recommended copyrighted videos available in local libraries and for personal purchase, and/or  


(4) use the clips from the copyrighted videos protected by on the Nature's Partners website.  


STEP 1. Read overview: http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc422/3Inquire.html  


STEP 2. Read each page (follow links at bottom) and download 3 modules (pdf or excel workbook) 
http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred1.html  


TIP: if the pdf typewriter tool or excel workbook do not work for you, use the Word doc files attached here 


STEP 3. In each module, follow the instructions at the top of each worksheet 


STEP 4.  Plan on about 2 weeks for each module; integrating what you learn in lecture/reading/BLOG with these Inquiry 
Activities.  Upload a draft of each module here for feedback if you desire.  The controls to this elearning assignment tool will 
be returned to you with the feedback, so you may revise by the due date. 


STEP 5.  Upload the final Inquiry (all 3 modules) and submit by the due date. 



http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred1.html

http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc422/3Inquire.html

http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred1.html
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TIP 1: Due at the end of Part 2, this is equivalent to a mid-term exam.  Pace yourself for two weeks per module; 6 weeks for 
all 3 modules 


TIP2: If inquiry projects have not been a part of your educational experience, this is a good chance to become familiar with 
what is expected in designing active learning projects for kids of all ages. For more information, see the "Background 
information for teachers" link. If you are already familiar with "guided inquiry activities", think of this as an opportunity to gain 
experience as an instructor. If you know you want to go into some form of research, have already experienced guided 
inquiry and want to try your hand at an "open inquiry" project, explore the option for designing your own hands-on project. 
For example, Andie and Bennie were nuts about felines but couldn't care less about canines. They wanted to design a 
workbook to educate docents about the issues surrounding behavior of discarded pet lions and tigers who live out their lives 
in sanctuaries. Their personal PS message was approved, requesting a substitution of an open inquiry project for the 
guided inquiry assignments (Wolf and Deer). 


 


 






MAP

		

								SCIENCE IN ACTION!																						Nature' Partners:  Rubric for scoring Inquiry Activities

														Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you																Name:

										Wolf Inquiry Activity																		Scoring		Observe		Question		Measure		Answer		sum

												Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)																Module 1		3		3		3		3		12

												OBSERVATIONS																Module 2		3		3		3		3		12

														O1 Dog Pack														Module 3		3		3		3		3		12

								revising mental models						O2 Captive Wolves						creating mental models								subtotals		9		9		9		9		36

														O3 Wild Wolves																						on time:		4

																																				total:		40

																												COMMENTS:

												seeking to better understand reality

				ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

						A1 First sources																Q1 Folk Psychology

						A2 Captive studies																Q2 Social Structure

						A3 Field studies																Q3 Social Function

						testing hypotheses						MEASUREMENTS								designing experiments

														M1 Units of behavior

														M2 Social distance

														M3 Resource distance

				GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

						SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR EACH MODULE IN THIS INQUIRY CYCLE

						Module 1.  Dogs & People Partnerships

						1.1		Distinguish between observation (fact) and inference (interpretation) when folk psychology influences our understanding of dog behavior.

						1.2		Identify how the body language of dogs and people may differ in form (structure) and be similar in the type of consequences (function).

						1.3		Discover how to use detective work (critical thinking) to sift through the evidence from biased sources and personal experiences to move beyond folk psychology to testable hypotheses about social structure.

						Module 2.  Wolf Family Partnerships

						2.1		Distinguish between observation and inference in identifying testable hypotheses about body language and social structure in captive wolves.

						2.2		Measure "social distance" to test hypotheses about how body language is related to social structure.

						2.3		Evaluate the evidence to decide how body language is correlated with social structure in captive wolf families.

						Module 3.  Wolf & Prey Partnerships

						3.1		Based on observations in the field, develop testable hypotheses about how social structure influences the sharing of food within wild wolf famllies.

						3.2		Measure "resource distance" to test hypotheses about how social structure is related to food sharing in wild wolf families.

						3.3		Evaluate the evidence about the adaptive function of food sharing, in ecosystems with abundance of large prey and scarcity of small prey.

						The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.



TIP:  To return to the START page, click on the wolf icon

TIP: Click on blue words that are underlined like this to follow links to other pages

TIP: This is a program at the Ethology Lab of Texas A&M University.  To learn more, scroll down the page to Line 25  and explore some of the links.

in the role of scientists, we ask questions based on personal observations of things in the world around us;  in doing this, we are creating in our minds a model of how things work in the real world

in the role of scientists, we design ways of  finding answers to our questions by measuring how things differ related to different treatments (controlled experiments) or different conditions in the world around us (natural experiments)

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:

In captivity, dogs and wolves often live in groups that are more like gangs than like families; In the wild,  families of dingo dogs and wolves are usually the parents with offspring; our expectations color what we observe, so it is important to distinguish between fact and inference (how we interpret the facts); watch carefully and decide from the evidence what is similar and different between dogs and wolves in captivity and in the wild; what questions come to mind?

Before 1935, no scientist had observed and published information on wolves.  People thought wolves acted like dogs or people.   This mental model changed when scientists studied wolves in captivity during the 1960' and '70's.  About that time, scientists also began thinking more in terms of systems and relativity theory.  They noticed how behavior in wolf packs was influenced by the resources available in the environment, and that individual personalities varied in each family.  Personalities changed and the environment changed.  How did the system respond?  The answers to many questions about behavior changed again when scientists studied wolves in the wild in 1975-2005.  For more literature,  see SOURCES worksheet.

On the green worksheets, you practiced identifying questions.  At first, we often compare what we observe to what we already know, ourselves!  We tend to ask questions about other animals in terms of Folk Psychology (emotions, desires, beliefs of humans).  In the role of scientists, we try to rephrase those questions to better understand the world of the animals, which maybe very different than our human worlds.  Questions about Structure and Function are basic in the scientific study of biological systems.  The distinction is important, because a different type of evidence needs to be collected to answer STRUCTURE questions in contrast to FUNCTION questions.

Point your cursor at  these red trangles to view the helpful TIPS.  This Microsoft Excel Workbook  has several worksheets.  You can move between worksheets by clicking on the tabs at the bottom.  You may also print each page and use it as a hard copy worksheet if you want.  The worksheets may be mixed or matched by colors, depending on your learning goals.  For example, Lee wants to practice observations, so completes all the green worksheets.  Kim wants to experience the entire inquiry cycle, so completes O1, Q1, M1 and A1.  Lou is nuts about  wild wolves so completes O3, Q3, M3 & A3.   Fran wants to learn how scientists measure behavior, so completes the yellow sheets.  If this is a class activity, your teacher will have a plan.  If you are doing an independent guided inquiry, invent your own plan to mix or match worksheets from around the inquiry cycle.

In the role of scientists,  we pick questions that we can answer by making measurements.  Behavior can be measured, just like inches or gallons.  We just have to define the units, in specific terms so that everyone will agree on the measurements.  To find the answers to questions about social STRUCTURE, we need to measure social distance of individuals within the group (what does the group look like?).  To find answers to questions about FUNCTION, we are thinking in terms of the consequences of behavior, so we would measure distance of group members from resources such as food or mates.

How do we make sense of behavioral measurements in terms of finding answers to our questions?  In the role of scientists, we state our hypotheses clearly in terms of cause and effect, then look for evidence that shows the mental model does or does not match reality.  Some of that evidence will come from our observations, other evidence comes from information provided by other scientists.  We have to analyze all this evidence in deciding whether to accept or reject our working hypothesis.  We may want to keep alternative hypotheses in mind, teasing out which is most plausible, given the evidence.

Our mental models tend to filter what we observe.  In the role of scientists, we want to practice critical thinking.  How can we make our mental models a closer match to the real world?  One way is to reject the hypotheses that have been disproved, and open our minds to another way of thinking about cause and effect for the system we are studying. This is the "show me attitude".   Sometimes reading other sources helps open our minds.  It is then time to go back and make a new set of observations.  We may see cause and effect differently this time, which will result in a new (improved) mental model to be tested.  The cycle continues!

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

O1 Dog Pack

O2 Captive Wolves

O3 Wild Wolves

Q1 Folk Psychology

Q2 Social Structure

Q3 Social Function

M1 Units of behavior

M2 Social distance

M3 Resource distance

A1 First sources

A2 Captive studies

A3 Field studies



Module 1

								SCIENCE IN ACTION!

				Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you

								Wolf Inquiry Activity

						Module 1.  Dogs & People Partnerships																						Scoring		Observe		Question		Measure		Answer		sum

																												Module 1		3		3		3		3		12

												OBSERVATIONS

														O1 Dog Pack

								revising mental models												creating mental models

																												COMMENTS:

												seeking to better understand reality

				ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

						A1 First sources																Q1 Folk Psychology

						testing hypotheses						MEASUREMENTS								designing experiments

														M1 Units of behavior

				GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

						SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 1

						1.1		Distinguish between observation (fact) and inference (interpretation) when folk psychology influences our understanding of dog behavior.

						1.2		Identify how the body language of dogs and people may differ in form (structure) and be similar in the type of consequences (function).

						1.3		Discover how to use detective work (critical thinking) to sift through the evidence from biased sources and personal experiences to move beyond folk psychology to testable hypotheses about behavior systems.

						The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard
and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.

				EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)

				What worked?

				What didn't work?

				Sugges- tions?



TIP: Click on blue words that are underlined like this to follow links to other pages

In captivity, dogs and wolves often live in groups that are more like gangs than like families; In the wild,  families of dingo dogs and wolves are usually the parents with offspring; our expectations color what we observe, so it is important to distinguish between fact and inference (how we interpret the facts); watch carefully and decide from the evidence what is similar and different between dogs and wolves in captivity and in the wild; what questions come to mind?

Our mental models tend to filter what we observe.  In the role of scientists, we want to practice critical thinking.  How can we make our mental models a closer match to the real world?  One way is to reject the hypotheses that have been disproved, and open our minds to another way of thinking about cause and effect for the system we are studying. This is the "show me attitude".   Sometimes reading other sources helps open our minds.  It is then time to go back and make a new set of observations.  We may see cause and effect differently this time, which will result in a new (improved) mental model to be tested.  The cycle continues!

in the role of scientists, we ask questions based on personal observations of things in the world around us;  in doing this, we are creating in our minds a model of how things work in the real world

TIP:  To return to the START page, click on the wolf icon

Before 1935, no scientist had observed and published information on wolves.  People thought wolves acted like dogs or people.   This mental model changed when scientists studied wolves in captivity during the 1960' and '70's.  About that time, scientists also began thinking more in terms of systems and relativity theory.  They noticed how behavior in wolf packs was influenced by the resources available in the environment, and that individual personalities varied in each family.  Personalities changed and the environment changed.  How did the system respond?  The answers to many questions about behavior changed again when scientists studied wolves in the wild in 1975-2005.  For more literature,  see SOURCES worksheet.

On the green worksheets, you practiced identifying questions.  At first, we often compare what we observe to what we already know, ourselves!  We tend to ask questions about other animals in terms of Folk Psychology (emotions, desires, beliefs of humans).  In the role of scientists, we try to rephrase those questions to better understand the world of the animals, which maybe very different than our human worlds.  Questions about Structure and Function are basic in the scientific study of biological systems.  The distinction is important, because a different type of evidence needs to be collected to answer STRUCTURE questions in contrast to FUNCTION questions.

How do we make sense of behavioral measurements in terms of finding answers to our questions?  In the role of scientists, we state our hypotheses clearly in terms of cause and effect, then look for evidence that shows the mental model does or does not match reality.  Some of that evidence will come from our observations, other evidence comes from information provided by other scientists.  We have to analyze all this evidence in deciding whether to accept or reject our working hypothesis.  We may want to keep alternative hypotheses in mind, teasing out which is most plausible, given the evidence.

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:

In the role of scientists,  we pick questions that we can answer by making measurements.  Behavior can be measured, just like inches or gallons.  We just have to define the units, in specific terms so that everyone will agree on the measurements.  To find the answers to questions about social STRUCTURE, we need to measure social distance of individuals within the group (what does the group look like?).  To find answers to questions about FUNCTION, we are thinking in terms of the consequences of behavior, so we would measure distance of group members from resources such as food or mates.

in the role of scientists, we design ways of  finding answers to our questions by measuring how things differ related to different treatments (controlled experiments) or different conditions in the world around us (natural experiments)

O1 Dog Pack

Q1 Folk Psychology

M1 Units of behavior

A1 First sources



O1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time to complete this page (minutes):

		O1				Dog pack- observations

				STEP 1				Choose two video clips about dogs, which show body language related to sharing space. When you make your choice, consider whether you have sufficient information about the social structure of the group of dogs in each video.  In the column "VIDEO".  Write the source information for each video in a separate box (bright green). SAVE.  OPTIONS:  View clips 1 & 2 provided.  Ask your teacher for a CD or the weblink (password protected for copyright reasons), check out a video from the library (use the link to the background resources on the predator Module website), or use your own camcorder to record your own video (pet at home, a friend's pet, or at a dog park).

				STEP 2				Observe the first video clip and write general notes on what happened in the box provided (white).  Focus on the body language that influences social distance among each member of the group. Repeat for the second video clip.  SAVE.

				STEP 3				Evaluate your notes from Step 2,  to distinguish among observation (fact), inference (interpretation) and questions (see box below).  Annotate your notes:  underline observations; place quotes around inferences; and insert question marks. SAVE.  OPTION:  do the group activity [inference and observation] linked to the webpage for Module 1:  http://wfsc.tamu.edu/scienceinaction/pred_mod1.html

		VIDEO				GENERAL NOTES ON WHAT HAPPENED

						Type your notes here!

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				?				Question		what I'm curious to learn more about, to better understand what I observed; my hypothesis about cause/effect		I wonder if the dog at the front of the pack is a female in heat?

				under-line				Observation (direct evidence)		"fact"; what I actually saw, heard, smelled, or otherwise sensed about the animal and its environment		I saw individual dogs from separate yards jumped over fences and joined the group of dogs roaming the neighborhood

				"quotes"				Inference (indirect evidence)		"fancy"; what I (or others) think about what I observed; my interpretation or underlying mental model		"I think many dog packs are made up of males that are attracted to a female in heat"



TIP:  First, save this workbook byclicking on the icon that looks like a diskette on the top menu bar (or drag down "File" to "Save as").  Type your name in the box where it says "file name".  Click on "Save". Then, type your name in this white box.  Click on the green check mark to enter it in the box.  Click on the "Save" icon every time you enter words into a box.  If you have problems, click on "FAQ" at the left.

TIP: Type in the day that you did this worksheet.  Scientists always keep track of the day when they record their observations.  That way, they can go back and look at their notes for the day if they think there was an error in the information on the worksheet.  They are more likely to remember what might have gone wrong.

TIP: Write the number of your class period, or the amount of time it took you to complete this worksheet.

TIP:  If this video clip does not work for you, go to FAQ and read Question #1.  Click on "FAQ" in the upper left corner to get there.

TIP: To underline, highlight the words by "click and drag" until they
turn white on black.  Then click on the icon that looks like "U" in the toolbar at the top of the window.

TIP:  Put the cursor "|" at the beginning of the words and down the shift key (left part of keyboard) while you press the key to the left of the "enter" key (right side of keyboard)

TIP:  To insert a question mark, position the cursor "|" at the end of the word and click the mouse.  Hold down the "Shift" key (right side of keyboard) with your right finger while you press the question mark key with your left finger.

TIP:

TIP:  Use the scroll bar at the right to find the box that explains these words at the bottom of the page.  If you want coaching on how to do underlines, click on the word "Help" in the top menu bar, go to "Microsoft Excel Help" and type "underline" in the SEARCH box

TIP:  Look for the "Save" icon in the upper left of the grey toolbar on the top of this window.

TIP: use the links to background information and/or sources to find the options recommended by your instructor
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FAQ
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Q1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES								Name:

														Date(s):

														Time to complete this page (minutes):

		Q1				Questions:  Folk Psychology or Systems?

				STEP 1				Discuss what the words "Folk Psychology" mean to you, and how we sometimes talk as if dogs think and feel like ourselves.  Type your ideas in answer to questions #1 & #2.  SAVE.  OPTION:  To find what teachers and scientists think about these words, go to the Predator Module 1 webpage and read the links to [concept map].  Note these are good sources to use in other activities. http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_mod1.html.

				STEP 2				Think of some groups of which you are a member, for example: family, church, team, club, class.  Discuss how people get along in these groups.  Answer questions #3 and #4.  SAVE.  OPTION:  Draw boxes on a chart to illustrate how people are close or far apart in one group.  Draw thick arrows between people who talk frequently and thin arrows between people who don't talk much.  Discuss how this is a system diagram (boxes & arrows).

				STEP 3				Think of a group of dogs that you have watched. Discuss how the dogs get along in their group.  Answer questions #5 & #6.  SAVE. OPTION: Draw a chart to illustrate how the dogs interact, learning from what you did for people in STEP 2.

		Question 1:						What is Folk Psychology?  How do we use it to think of hypotheses about behavior?

		My answer:

		Question 2:						Do dogs really think and feel like humans?

		My answer:

		Question 3:						What are some social groups to which you belong?

		My answer:

		Question 4:						What are similarities and differences in the structure of your social groups? (TIP:  use a systems perspective; see box and arrow diagrams)

		My answer:

		Question 5:						What are some groups of dogs that you have watched?

		My answer:

		Question 6:						Compare and contrast the structure of dog groups you have watched?

		My answer:

		INQUIRY:						What is the social structure of a dog pack?

		Alternative Hypotheses						My Hypothesis						Evidence I would need to measure in order to test my hypothesis

		Example						I hypothesize the structure of a dog pack is not like the "ladder model", instead, all individuals are equal.						If I counted the number of friendly and unfriendly actions, and all the dogs were equal, then I would accept my hypothesis.

		My First Hypothesis

		My Second Hypothesis

		My Third Hypothesis

				EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS CHARTS DESCRIBING: GROUPS OF PEOPLE																				GROUPS OF DOGS

				CHART A:  "LADDER MODEL"																				CHART A:  "LADDER MODEL"

														Principal																				Alpha

														Vice-Principal																				Beta

														Teacher																				Gamma

														Student																				Omega

				CHART B: "BRANCHED MODEL"																				CHART B: "BRANCHED MODEL"

										Coach																				Alpha male

														Assistant Coach																				Alpha female

										Team captain				Equipment Manager																Beta male				Beta female

				Player B						Player A				Water boy				Bat boy						Male pup2						Male pup1				Female pup1				Female pup2

				CHART C: "CIRCLE MODEL"																				CHART C: "CIRCLE MODEL"

										Al				Betsy																Alpha male				Alpha female

						Fred												Chris								Beta male												Beta female

										Eric				Deb																Gamma male				Gamma female

																																						Omega



TIP:  Its okay if your opinion is different than your classmate.  Try to listen carefully about why opinions might be different.  Explain what experiences you have had that lead you to your opinion.  Ask your classmates about their experiences.

TIP:  For some ideas of how to draw a chart, scroll to the bottom of this page.  Decide which box is most like your group.  Decide which person you would put in each box for your group.  Click on the box and type in the person's name.

TIP:  The dogs you think about might be in your family, someone else's family, or in the neighborhood.  If you can't think of any groups of dogs, talk about the groups you saw in the video on dogs.

TIP: This top dog controls the actions of all the others.  No one dares take anything from it.  Its tail is always held high with the body language of confidence.

TIP:  This dog's behavior is controlled by the top dog, and it controls the behavior of the dogs below.  Its body language changes.  When it is polite to the top dog, it tucks its tail.
When it is confident in controlling the behavior of the bottom dog, it holds its tail high.

TIP:  This bottom dog always defers to the others above it.  It always holds its tail tucked, showing it is polite and not as confident as the others.

TIP: If you can't see all of this chart on your computer screen, use the scroll bar on the bottom of the window to move right.

TIP:  Use words like "emotions", "beliefs", "desires"

TIP:  What is similar?  What is different?

TIPS: Think of school, church, family, sports, clubs.

TIP:  Which people are close and friendly?  Which people are distant and unfriendly?  Are there any bullies?  Is anyone the target of all the jokes or fights?

TIPS: Think of your family or other families.  Are there any groups of dogs roaming your neighborhood?  What did you see in the videos?

TIP:  Which dogs are close and friendly?  Which dogs are distant and unfriendly?  Are there any bullies?  Is one dog beat up by the others?

TIP:  sports, class, church, hobbies, family

Jane Packard:
TIP:  see charts at bottom of page

TIP: Word your hypothesis in a way that relates to one of the charts (yours or someone else's).  The chart is a drawing of the underlying "mental model".

TIP:  Describe how you would decide if this hypothesis was a better or worse mental model than the other hypotheses?

example:  Dog packs in cities are like the "ladder model", but dingo dogs in the wild are like the "branched model"

example:  Dingo dog packs in the wilds of Australia are families like the "circle model"

TIP:  What is similar?  What is different?

TIP:  Use words like "emotions", "beliefs", "desires"

TIPS: Think of your family or other families.  Are there any groups of dogs roaming your neighborhood?  What did you see in the videos?

TIP:  Which dogs are close and friendly?  Which dogs are distant and unfriendly?  Are there any bullies?  Is one dog beat up by the others?

an hypothesis is an educated guess, based on evidence from observations

TIP:  In the role of a behavioral scientist, our general questions can be rephrased as specific hypotheses that clarify how we are thinking about things.  We start thinking about things in terms of our experiences (whether it is with humans or with dogs).  The charts illustrate different mental models used by other people.  Your charts might look different than the charts below, depending on your own experience.  That is okay if it is based on your personal experience.   The goal of thinking like a scientist is to match up the mental model with the observations, in a way that can be tested with evidence.  Alternative hypotheses are the different models that people have expressed about how they think dog packs are structured.

TIP:  This wording may serve as a model for how you might want to express your ideas.  Notice that the general structure has a name "ladder" that is an analogy.  This hypothesis is worded so it is clearly about the specific behavior of dogs, not humans.  The evidence is worded in a way that would test my prediction based on the mental model of a "ladder hierarchy".
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M1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES								Name:

														Date(s):

														Time to complete this page (minutes):

		M1				Body Language: Units of behavior

				STEP 1				Discuss "friendly and unfriendly" types of  behavior in groups of people and dogs; write your own ideas in the 2 orange boxes for these categoris, below (revise, don't plagiarize!).  SAVE.

				STEP 2				Discuss "dominant and submissive" behavior in people and dogs, then write examples of actions you believe would fit in each category (use the bottom 4 boxes). SAVE.

				STEP 3				Observe behavior of people & dogs.  Add to your lists in each of the 8 boxes.  Discuss. SAVE.   OPTIONS:  (1) improvise a skit, (2) invite a guest dog, (3) view clips 3-8 provided by your instructor, (4) find videos on the internet, (5) take your own videos at home or a dog park.

		Type of behavior (function)						My ideas about examples of body language (form) for each type of behavior in:

								PEOPLE						DOGS

		Friendly

		Unfriendly

		Dominant

		Submissive

		TYPE						MEANING						EXAMPLE

		Friendly						Actions that bring individuals closer together						smile, laughter, gentle touch, backslap

		Unfriendly						Actions that make individuals more distant						frown, yelling, hit, slap in face, shaking the fist

		Dominant						Assertive actions that control the access of others to something they might want (resources).						cutting in line, taking another's food, sitting in another's chair

		Submissive						Appeasing actions that reduce the probability of conflict.						hunched shoulders, turning away, sad face, closing the eyes, looking down.

		Revise						State the idea succinctly in words that you will remember, and are slightly different than your source.						Reducing distance is a criteria for identifying the "friendly" category.

		Plagiarize						Copying words that are not your own; passing off someone else's ideas as your own (intentional or unintentional)						Cut and paste from one box to another, or one page to another without using quotation marks or citing the source; copy from the whiteboard.



TIP:  If you are unsure what is meant by these words, look at the definitions and examples at the bottom of this page.

TIP:  For definitions, read the box at the bottom of this page
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A1

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time to complete this page (minutes):

		A1				First sources- paraphrase & synthesize

				STEP 1				Think and discuss how our interpretation of dog behavior changes as we learn more about how our own experiences relate to those of others.  Relate this to the nature of scientific discovery and hypothesis testing.  OPTION:  View the presentation [Man Meets Wolf]  linked to the Predator Module 1 webpage.  Discuss.

				STEP 2				Choose a source of information about dog behavior.  Read it and answer Questions #1 -4.  OPTION:  do one page from the Jigsaw Handout provided (Predator Module 1; http:wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/jigsaw.pdf) or go to Background Info.

				STEP 3				Find another source by the same author.  Read it and aswer Questions #5-6.  OPTION:  As a jigsaw activity, find other students with handout pages from the same author.  Discuss their pages and compare it with yours before writing your synthesis.

				STEP 4				Practice critical thinking skills by synthesizing the information from several sources, taking into account the credibility of those sources in terms of Folk Psychology.  Read your second source and answer Questions #7-10.  OPTION:  Continuing the jigsaw activity, return to your group and dialogue with a partner who has a handout by a different author.  Consider all the information you learned from the readings and other students.Edit out the folk psychology and write in an objective style.

		Question 1:						What is your source of information about dog behavior?

		My source:

		Question 2:						In your own words, paraphrase information about dog behavior in this source?

		My source said:

		Question 3:						Which quotes were direct observation (factual evidence) in your source?

		Observations:

		Question 4:						Which quotes were indirect inference (bias or Folk Psychology) in your source?

		Inference:

		Question 5:						What other source(s) did you find by the same author?

		sources

		Question 6:						What is your synthesis of several sources of information by this one author?

		synthesis:

		Question 7:						Which source by a different author did you choose?

		synthesis:

		Question 8:						What is your synthesis of information on the body language of dogs based on the factual evidence from the two authors you chose?

		synthesis:

		Question 9:						How do these authors compare in terms of Folk Psychology?

										More		Not much		Less

								After comparing  these sources, this is where I would rank them on a scale of more to less Folk Psychology:

		Question 10:						Based on your observations and readings, is a "bully" dog born dominant... or does dominance behavior of individuals change with age and behavior of other members of the group?

		CONCEPT						DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

		paraphrase						Describe a lengthy piece of writing in a few concise statements using your own words that communicate the general idea without using the exact words of the author (avoid plagiarism).		Reduce the jargon and keep it simple

		synthesize						Integrate information from several sources to reach a deeper understanding about how to answer the research question by considering diverse perspectives of authors with different experiences.		Although Tinbergen described sled dogs as having a linear dominance hierarchy, Lorenz went back to the original work by Darwin and explained how the hierarchy can also be viewed in terms of the learned relationships between individuals, which may change over time.



TIP: If you think both sources had a lot of Folk Psychology, write the name of both sources in the left box under "lots".

TIP:  Write the name of the source in this box if it contained lots of Folk Psychology.

TIP:  Write the name of the source here if it contained no Folk Psychology.

TIP:  Write the name of the source here if it contained both Folk Psychology and direct observation.

TIP:  To find your source, click on "SOURCES" in the upper left corner of this worksheet.

TIP:  To remember the meaning of these words, go to the box at the bottom of page A1

TIP: If you are working in a group, look at the source used by another group member.  Otherwise, choose another source on your own.
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Module 2

								SCIENCE IN ACTION!

				Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you

								Wolf Inquiry Activity

				Module 2.  Wolf Family Partnerships																								Scoring		Observe		Question		Measure		Answer		sum

												OBSERVATIONS																Module 2		3		3		3		3		12

								revising mental models						O2 Captive Wolves						creating mental models

																												COMMENTS:

												seeking to better understand reality

				ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

						A2 Captive studies																Q2 Social Structure

						testing hypotheses						MEASUREMENTS								designing experiments

														M2 Social distance

				GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

						SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 2

						2.1		Distinguish between observation and inference in identifying testable hypotheses about body language and social structure in captive wolves.

						2.2		Measure "social distance" to test hypotheses about how body language is related to social structure.

						2.3		Evaluate the evidence to decide how body language is correlated with social structure in captive wolf families.

						The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard
and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.

				EVALUATION (optional to earn supplemental points)

				What worked?

				What didn't work?

				Sugges- tions?



TIP: Click on blue words that are underlined like this to follow links to other pages

In captivity, dogs and wolves often live in groups that are more like gangs than like families; In the wild,  families of dingo dogs and wolves are usually the parents with offspring; our expectations color what we observe, so it is important to distinguish between fact and inference (how we interpret the facts); watch carefully and decide from the evidence what is similar and different between dogs and wolves in captivity and in the wild; what questions come to mind?

Our mental models tend to filter what we observe.  In the role of scientists, we want to practice critical thinking.  How can we make our mental models a closer match to the real world?  One way is to reject the hypotheses that have been disproved, and open our minds to another way of thinking about cause and effect for the system we are studying. This is the "show me attitude".   Sometimes reading other sources helps open our minds.  It is then time to go back and make a new set of observations.  We may see cause and effect differently this time, which will result in a new (improved) mental model to be tested.  The cycle continues!

in the role of scientists, we ask questions based on personal observations of things in the world around us;  in doing this, we are creating in our minds a model of how things work in the real world

TIP:  To return to the START page, click on the wolf icon

Before 1935, no scientist had observed and published information on wolves.  People thought wolves acted like dogs or people.   This mental model changed when scientists studied wolves in captivity during the 1960' and '70's.  About that time, scientists also began thinking more in terms of systems and relativity theory.  They noticed how behavior in wolf packs was influenced by the resources available in the environment, and that individual personalities varied in each family.  Personalities changed and the environment changed.  How did the system respond?  The answers to many questions about behavior changed again when scientists studied wolves in the wild in 1975-2005.  For more literature,  see SOURCES worksheet.

On the green worksheets, you practiced identifying questions.  At first, we often compare what we observe to what we already know, ourselves!  We tend to ask questions about other animals in terms of Folk Psychology (emotions, desires, beliefs of humans).  In the role of scientists, we try to rephrase those questions to better understand the world of the animals, which maybe very different than our human worlds.  Questions about Structure and Function are basic in the scientific study of biological systems.  The distinction is important, because a different type of evidence needs to be collected to answer STRUCTURE questions in contrast to FUNCTION questions.

How do we make sense of behavioral measurements in terms of finding answers to our questions?  In the role of scientists, we state our hypotheses clearly in terms of cause and effect, then look for evidence that shows the mental model does or does not match reality.  Some of that evidence will come from our observations, other evidence comes from information provided by other scientists.  We have to analyze all this evidence in deciding whether to accept or reject our working hypothesis.  We may want to keep alternative hypotheses in mind, teasing out which is most plausible, given the evidence.

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:

In the role of scientists,  we pick questions that we can answer by making measurements.  Behavior can be measured, just like inches or gallons.  We just have to define the units, in specific terms so that everyone will agree on the measurements.  To find the answers to questions about social STRUCTURE, we need to measure social distance of individuals within the group (what does the group look like?).  To find answers to questions about FUNCTION, we are thinking in terms of the consequences of behavior, so we would measure distance of group members from resources such as food or mates.

in the role of scientists, we design ways of  finding answers to our questions by measuring how things differ related to different treatments (controlled experiments) or different conditions in the world around us (natural experiments)

O2 Captive Wolves

Q2 Social Structure

M2 Social distance

A2 Captive studies



O2

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time to complete this page (minutes):

		O2				Captive wolves- closeness within a family

				STEP 1				Choose two video clips about a captive wolf family, which show body language related to sharing space. When you make your choice, consider whether you have sufficient information about the social structure of the wolf family in each video.  In the column "VIDEO".  Write the source information for each video in a separate box (bright green). SAVE.  OPTIONS:  Use links to background information (clips 10-13); a video, webcam or camcorder at a zoo.

				STEP 2				Observe the first video clip and write general notes on what happened in the box provided (white).  Focus on the body language that influences social distance among each member of the group. Repeat for the second video clip.  SAVE.

				STEP 3				Evaluate your notes from Step 2,  to distinguish among observation (fact), inference (interpretation) and questions (see box below).  Annotate your notes:  underline observations; place quotes around inferences; and insert question marks. SAVE.

		VIDEO				GENERAL NOTES ON WHAT HAPPENED

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				under-line				Observation (direct evidence)		what I actually saw, heard, smelled, or otherwise sensed about the animal and its environment		one wolf snarled and lunged at the other when it started mounting a third wolf

				"quotes"				Inference (indirect evidence)		what I (or others) think about what I observed; my underlying mental model		I think the Alpha male was defending his mate from a subordinate

				?				Question		what I'm curious to learn more about, to better understand what I observed; my hypothesis about cause/effect		I wonder how long these males have known each other, and if the Beta male is trying to take over the position of the Alpha male.



TIP: use the links to background information and/or sources to find the options recommended by your instructor

TIP:  Use the scroll bar at the right to find the box that explains these words at the bottom of the page.  If you want coaching on how to do underlines, click on the word "Help" in the top menu bar, go to "Microsoft Excel Help" and type "underline" in the SEARCH box.

TIP:  Look for the "Save" icon in the upper left of the grey toolbar on the top of this window.
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Q2

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES								My name:

														Date(s):

														Time to complete this page (minutes):

		Q2				Social structure and courtship

				STEP 1				Discuss your notes about the captive wolf packs you observed in the video for O2. Think about the reproductive behavior of dogs and wolves in terms of the Nature/Nurture debate about what aspects of courtship behaviors are instinct and what aspects are learned. If you need more information, links are provided on the Module 2 webpage and background information.  Answer questions #1 & #2 below.  SAVE

				STEP 2				Discuss what you have learned about the relation between social structure and courtship in captive wolf packs from your experience, observations, and readings.  Answer Question #3.  SAVE.  OPTION:  Interview a dog breeder or biologist to hear their ideas about instinct and learning.

				STEP 3				Use your mental model to write one testable hypotheses about how social structure affects courtship in captive wolf packs.  Discuss what evidence you would need to test your hypothesis.  Answer Question #4. SAVE  OPTION: Compare your hypothesis with others in your group, discuss how the different evidence might be needed to test each hypothesis.

		Question 1:						What are your questions about SIMILARITIES in courting behavior of captive dogs and wolves, which might give us clues as to what is instinctive?

		My answer:

		Question 2:						What questions do you have about DIFFERENCES in courting behavior of captive dogs and wolves, which might be clues as to how instinct is modified by learning?

		My answer:

		Question 3:						What is your mental model of how instinct and learning interact by influencing the courtship behavior of captive wolves?

		My answer:

		Question 4:						How does social structure (as measured by social distance) relate to mating in captive wolves?

		Alternative Hypotheses						Hypothesis						Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis

		Example						I hypothesize that only the genetically most aggressive wolves are close enough to be the breeders.						(1) individuals at the bottom of the ladder court those at the top, (2) aggression is not genetic because individuals move up and down the ladder after fights

		My hypothesis:

				EXAMPLES: SOCIAL STRUCTURE AS MEASURED BY SOCIAL DISTANCE

				CHART A:  "LADDER MODEL"

														Alpha

														Beta

														Gamma

														Omega

				CHART B: "BRANCHED MODEL"

										Alpha male

														Alpha female

										Beta male				Beta female

				Male pup2						Male pup1				Female pup1				Female pup2

				CHART C: "CIRCLE MODEL"

										Alpha male				Alpha female

						Beta male												Beta female

										Gamma male				Gamma female

																		Omega



TIP:  Use what you learned in worksheet Q1 to word your hypothesis in a way that it relates to a chart illustrating your mental model (see examples below)

TIP:  Compare A1 and A5.

TIP:  Word your hypothesis in terms of the match between the model and the evidence

TIP: View the comments on the charts for O2 to remember what these charts mean

TIP:  Often questions arise when we compare two things we expect to be different, but we observe similarities.

TIP:  Some people think in terms of nature/nurture or instinct/learned.  Nature refers to the genetic blueprint, information inherited from parents.  Nurture refers to the environment, information learned from the experiences of individuals.  How might these interact?  How might this help us better understand the similarities and differences between dogs and wolves?

TIP:  If the environment is the same, would you expect captive wolf packs to be like captive dog packs?  If not, why?

TIP:  What could you measure to collect evidence to decide whether your hypothesis was true or false?

TIP:  Often questions arise when we observe two animals in the same environment, but they behave differently.

TIP:  In biology, structure means the parts of a system and how they are related.  For example, the upper and lower beak.  How are they shaped relative to each other?  How do they connect?  By analogy, how is the behavior of each individual in a group shaped?  How do individuals relate?
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M2

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time to complete this page (minutes):

		M2				MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE

				STEP 1				Choose a video clip about 2 minutes long and identify the wolves.  For example, in clip 12 "Alpha male - Shewano" is grey and holds his tail high, "Alpha female- Denali" is black and holds her tail high, "Beta-Bridget" is grey/black and holds her tail low, "Gamma-Shiskoyu" is grey and has a low tail posture.  OPTION:  Discuss as a group which names best match each wolf in the video, and their identifying features.

				STEP 2				In the first frame of the video estimate the distance between the Alpha male and the other 3 wolves you named; write the numbers in the first row of the table TIP: measure the distance in terms of body lengths, using the examples at the bottom of this page.  If a wolf is out of view, write "3".

				STEP 3				Play the video for 30 seconds and stop it; estimate the distances between the Alpha Male and each of the other 3 named wolves; write the distances between wolves in the next empty row of the table

				STEP 4				Repeat Step 3 at 30 second intervals until all the white boxes on the table are full of numbers; Answer Questions A-C at the bottom of the page.

		Time counter						ALPHA MALE- ALPHA FEMALE		ALPHA MALE- BETA WOLF		ALPHA MALE- GAMMA WOLF

		0 sec

		30 sec

		60 sec

		90 sec

		120 sec

		Average						0		0

		Question A:						What was the average distance between Alpha Male and Alpha Female?		What was the average distance between Alpha Male and Beta?		What was the average distance between Alpha Male and Gamma?

		Average:

		Question B:						Which wolves had the highest and lowest average distance from the Alpha male?

		My answer:

		Question C:						Based on this evidence, can you reject your hypothesis from worksheet Q2 as "not a good model" (explain)?

		My answer:

				EXAMPLES:

				What is the distance between these two wolves, in wolf-body-lengths?

				Answer: 1

						TIP:  write "1" if the distance is 1 body length or less,

				Answer:  2

						TIP: write "2" If the distance is greater than 1 and less than 3 body lengths

				Answer:  3

						TIP:  write "3" If the other wolf is 3 or more body lengths (or out of view)



TIP: If Alpha Male was within 1 body length of Alpha Female, write "1"; if it was 3 body lengths, write "3"

TIP:  Alpha male is the one with the highest tail, who is following the alpha female (her tail is also high)

TIP:  Beta wolf carries the tail lower than Alpha, but not as tucked as Omega (hard to tell if it is a male or female)

TIP: Omega carries the tail tucked between the legs (hard to tell if it’s a male or female)

TIP: the Alpha wolf has the highest tail and the Gamma wolf has the lowest tail.

TIP: measure the distance in terms of wolf body lengths, using the examples at the bottom of the page.

TIP:  sum the numbers for each wolf and divide by the number of rows to get the average (check your calculation by comparing it with the number in the yellow row marked "Average", see how this average changes when you type numbers directly in the excel workbook)

TIP: the Alpha wolf has the highest tail and the Gamma wolf has the lowest tail.

TIP: measure the distance in terms of wolf body lengths, using the examples at the bottom of the page.

TIP:  sum the numbers for each wolf and divide by the number of rows to get the average (check your calculation by comparing it with the number in the yellow row marked "Average", see how this average changes when you type numbers directly in the excel workbook)

TIP:  To stop the video without rewinding it, click the Pause button on the video player

TIP:  This cell contains an equation that will automatically calculate the average of the numbers liste in the column above.  Try it out!

TIP:  To calculate the average, sum the numbers in one column, then divide by the number of rows.

TIP:  In the role of a scientist, strive to find evidence to reject an hypothesis.  If the evidence fits the model, keep it as a good working hypothesis, but keep a skeptical "show me" attitude.  Maybe someone else will think of another measure to test the mental model underlying the hypothesis.

TIP:  These questions can be answered in terms of distance measured in body lengths or estimates of meters (or yards)
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A2

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time to complete this page (minutes):

		A2				Captive studies- social distance and courtship

		STEP 1						Unfortunately, many of the myths about wolf behavior are based on studies of wolves in a captive environment.  Scientists debate whether this is valid information, when generalized to wolf behavior in the wild.  Choose a source to read about captive wolf behavior, which relates to your questions about social distance and courtship (refer to your Q2 activity notes).  Answer Question #1. SAVE.   OPTION:  Use materials provided, links on the background information page, or search on scholar.google.com.  Divide into groups and report on your source to your group.

				STEP 2				Read your source and paraphrase what the author said,  using your own words.  This should be informative enough so that another student can decide if your source is credible and addresses the question.  Answer Questions #2-3.  SAVE. OPTIONS:  Read your answer to the class and discuss.  Play charades and act out the behavior to see if other groups can guess.

				STEP 3				Analyze what was instinctive and what was learned courtship behavior in the source you read.  Determine which statements in your source were more Folk Psychology than science.  Answer questions #4-5.  SAVE. OPTIONS: Report your findings to your collaborative learning group.  Discuss similarities and differences between several sources.  Go back and update your answer to Question 3, as needed.

				STEP 4				Synthesize information from your sources and your observations.  Discuss how discarded hypotheses might linger on as myths in the popular literature.  Apply what you have learned to answer the brain teaser in Question #6.  SAVE. OPTION:  Discuss your ideas with others in your collaborative learning group.

		Question 1:						What is your source of information about how social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?

		My source:

		Question 2:						In your own words, what information from this source was relevant to the question of how social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?

		My source said:

		Question 3:						How credible was this source in terms of scientific content?  Why?

		My answer:

		Question 4:						How does social distance influence courtship in captive wolves (Q2), based on a synthesis of what you learned from your source (A2) and your measurements (M2)?

		My  inference (educated guess):

		Question 5:						When wolves do not participate in courtship within a group, how much is this due to instinct and how much is due to learned social distance?

										Mostly instinct		Both instinct and learned		Mostly learned

								These are the aspects of courtship behavior that fit in each of the categories (instinct/learning)

		Question 6:						Does the courtship behavior of dogs differ from wolves due to instinct (changes in genetic blueprint) or learning (changes in environment)? How does the evidence support your answer?

		My inference:

		CONCEPT						DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

		instinct (nature)						Behaviors that are coded primarily by information in the genotype, relatively resistant to change due to individual experience.		Males in breeding condition are attracted to the pheromone odors of females during the ovulatory phase of the reproductive cycle.

		learning (nurture)						Behaviors that are modified by experience due to individuals' interactions with the environment in terms of positive and negative rewards		Males that are not in breeding condition learn to stay away from those that are, after conflict erupts when they come too close to the ovulating female (negative reinforcement).

		Analyze						Identify cause and effect interactions using a reductionist left brain thinking style; draw interactions between causal mechanisms and consequences as boxes and arrows in a systems chart.		The consequence of male/male conflict is temporary social suppression of courtship behavior in the individual that is hurt the most.

		Apply						Considering the analysis of one system, make a prediction for another similar system; change the words in the boxes of a systems chart.		Conflict results in social suppression of courtship in stable family groups of wolves, but not in the fluctuating groups of strange dogs attracted to follow a female in heat running through the neighborhood.



TIP:  To find your source, click on "SOURCES" in the upper left corner of this worksheet.

TIP:  To remember the meaning of these words, go to the box at the bottom ofthis  page

TIP:  Write the names of the author(s) and the date it was written.  If this information is not available, write as much information as would be needed for someone else to find the source.

TIP: Be accurate about what the author said, so someone else would know what they could learn about from this source.

TIP: If you think both sources had a lot of Folk Psychology, write the name of both sources in the left box under "lots".

TIP:  Write the name of the source in this box if it contained lots of Folk Psychology.

TIP:  Write the name of the source here if it contained both Folk Psychology and direct observation.

TIP:  Write the name of the source here if it contained no Folk Psychology.

TIP: Go to SOURCES and scroll down to the "Behavior" heading

TIP:  To remember the meaning of these words, go to the box at the bottom of this page
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Module 3

								SCIENCE IN ACTION!

				Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you

								Wolf Inquiry Activity

				Module 3.  Wolf & Prey Partnerships																								Scoring		Observe		Question		Measure		Answer		sum

												OBSERVATIONS

																												Module 3		3		3		3		3		12

								revising mental models												creating mental models

														O3 Wild Wolves

																												COMMENTS:

												seeking to better understand reality

				ANSWER QUESTIONS																ASK QUESTIONS

						A3 Field studies																Q3 Social Function

						testing hypotheses						MEASUREMENTS								designing experiments

														M3 Resource distance

				GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different place.

						SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 3

						3.1		Based on observations in the field, develop testable hypotheses about how social structure influences the sharing of food within wild wolf famllies.

						3.2		Measure "resource distance" to test hypotheses about how social structure is related to food sharing in wild wolf families.

						3.3		Evaluate the evidence about the adaptive function of food sharing, in ecosystems with abundance of large prey and scarcity of small prey.

						The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.

				EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)

				What worked?

				What didn't work?

				Sugges- tions?



TIP: Click on blue words that are underlined like this to follow links to other pages

In captivity, dogs and wolves often live in groups that are more like gangs than like families; In the wild,  families of dingo dogs and wolves are usually the parents with offspring; our expectations color what we observe, so it is important to distinguish between fact and inference (how we interpret the facts); watch carefully and decide from the evidence what is similar and different between dogs and wolves in captivity and in the wild; what questions come to mind?

Our mental models tend to filter what we observe.  In the role of scientists, we want to practice critical thinking.  How can we make our mental models a closer match to the real world?  One way is to reject the hypotheses that have been disproved, and open our minds to another way of thinking about cause and effect for the system we are studying. This is the "show me attitude".   Sometimes reading other sources helps open our minds.  It is then time to go back and make a new set of observations.  We may see cause and effect differently this time, which will result in a new (improved) mental model to be tested.  The cycle continues!

in the role of scientists, we ask questions based on personal observations of things in the world around us;  in doing this, we are creating in our minds a model of how things work in the real world

TIP:  To return to the START page, click on the wolf icon

Before 1935, no scientist had observed and published information on wolves.  People thought wolves acted like dogs or people.   This mental model changed when scientists studied wolves in captivity during the 1960' and '70's.  About that time, scientists also began thinking more in terms of systems and relativity theory.  They noticed how behavior in wolf packs was influenced by the resources available in the environment, and that individual personalities varied in each family.  Personalities changed and the environment changed.  How did the system respond?  The answers to many questions about behavior changed again when scientists studied wolves in the wild in 1975-2005.  For more literature,  see SOURCES worksheet.

On the green worksheets, you practiced identifying questions.  At first, we often compare what we observe to what we already know, ourselves!  We tend to ask questions about other animals in terms of Folk Psychology (emotions, desires, beliefs of humans).  In the role of scientists, we try to rephrase those questions to better understand the world of the animals, which maybe very different than our human worlds.  Questions about Structure and Function are basic in the scientific study of biological systems.  The distinction is important, because a different type of evidence needs to be collected to answer STRUCTURE questions in contrast to FUNCTION questions.

How do we make sense of behavioral measurements in terms of finding answers to our questions?  In the role of scientists, we state our hypotheses clearly in terms of cause and effect, then look for evidence that shows the mental model does or does not match reality.  Some of that evidence will come from our observations, other evidence comes from information provided by other scientists.  We have to analyze all this evidence in deciding whether to accept or reject our working hypothesis.  We may want to keep alternative hypotheses in mind, teasing out which is most plausible, given the evidence.

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries:

In the role of scientists,  we pick questions that we can answer by making measurements.  Behavior can be measured, just like inches or gallons.  We just have to define the units, in specific terms so that everyone will agree on the measurements.  To find the answers to questions about social STRUCTURE, we need to measure social distance of individuals within the group (what does the group look like?).  To find answers to questions about FUNCTION, we are thinking in terms of the consequences of behavior, so we would measure distance of group members from resources such as food or mates.

in the role of scientists, we design ways of  finding answers to our questions by measuring how things differ related to different treatments (controlled experiments) or different conditions in the world around us (natural experiments)

O3 Wild Wolves

Q3 Social Function

M3 Resource distance

A3 Field studies



O3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time to complete this page (minutes):

		O3				Wild wolves- sharing prey in a family

				STEP 1				Choose two video clips about a wild wolf family, which show behaviors related to sharing food. When you make your choice, consider whether you have sufficient information about the social structure of the wolf family in each video.  In the column "VIDEO".  Write the source information for each video in a separate box (bright green).  SAVE.  OPTION:  use clips 14-16 from the link to background information

				STEP 2				Observe the first video clip and write general notes on what happened in the box provided (white).  Focus on the body language that influences how each member of the family gains access to the food item. Repeat for the second video clip.  SAVE

				STEP 3				Evaluate your notes from Step 2,  to distinguish among observation (fact), inference (interpretation) and questions (see box below).  Annotate your notes:  underline observations; place quotes around inferences; and insert question marks. SAVE.

		VIDEO				GENERAL NOTES ON WHAT HAPPENED

				CODE				CATEGORY		DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

				under-line				Observation (direct evidence)		what I actually saw, heard, smelled, or otherwise sensed about the animal and its environment		junior wolves tucked their tails between their legs and pawed then licked the face of the senior wolf; he muzzled them when they got too close

				"quotes"				Inference (indirect evidence)		what I (or others) think about what I observed; my underlying mental model		I think the juniors were offspring of the senior, probably from a litter the previous year

				?				Question		what I'm curious to learn more about, to better understand what I observed; my hypothesis about cause/effect		I wonder if the juniors got to eat after the senior left the carcass



TIP:  To start the video clip, point and click on the words "clip 1" that are underlined in blue in the green box below.

TIP:  Use the scroll bar at the right to find the box that explains these words at the bottom of the page.  If you want coaching on how to do 
underlines, click on the word "Help" in the top menu bar, go to "Microsoft Excel Help" and type "underline" in the SEARCH box.

TIP:  Look for the "Save" icon in the upper left of the grey toolbar on the top of this window.
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Q3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES								My name:

														Date(s):

														Time to complete this page (minutes):

		Q3				Social function of conflict over access to prey

				STEP 1				Discuss the meaning of the words "Structure" and "Function" as they are used in Folk Psychology.  Contrast this meaning with the way ethologists use the words in terms of genotypes (read the box at the bottom of the page and the links provided on the Module 3 webpage) .  Answer question #1 below.  SAVE  OPTION:  Discuss how structure and function apply equally to behaviors as they do to examples of anatomy, as you have learned in other biology classes. Explore how genotypes control hormonal mechanisms underlying behavior as well as skeletal growth underlying anatomy.

				STEP 2				Analyze your notes from several observations of wild wolves sharing both large and small prey carcasses (O3).  Answer questions #2 & #3 below.  SAVE

				STEP 3				Synthesize what you have learned about how social structure influences food sharing in the wild wolf families, and answer Question #4.  SAVE.  OPTION:  You may refer back to the systems charts that you examined for captive wolves.  Discuss whether one chart fits all wolf families or if there is likely to be variation in wild families related to the age of the parents and cycles of scarcity in prey.

				STEP 4				Use what you have learned to write two testable hypotheses about  the function of wild wolf packs.  Discuss what evidence you would need to test your hypotheses.  Answer Question #5. SAVE

		Question 1:						In your own words, why is the meaning of "function" in ethology different than the meaning of "purpose" as used in folk psychology? (TIP:  explain why genes are important)

		My answer:

		Question 2:						What social behaviors cause junior wolves  to stay away from a large prey carcass defended by a senior (parent)?

		My answer:

		Question 3:						What social behaviors result in junior wolves gaining access to prey (large and small) caught by their seniors (parents)?

		My answer:

		Question 4:						How does the size of the prey and the age of juniors (pups) influence food sharing between seniors and juniors in wild wolf families?

		My answer :

		Question 5:						In cycles of small prey surplus and scarcity, what is the function of the social structure of a wolf family?  (TIP:  think of questions you may answer by collecting data from videos you watched)

		Alternative Hypotheses						My  Hypothesis:				Evidence I would need to test this hypothesis:

		Example						In times of small prey scarcity, juniors that beg from seniors at a large prey carcass are likely to survive better.				(1) both juniors and seniors gain equal access to the prey carcass, juniors just wait until seniors are full,  (2) juniors that beg and get some food are more likely to survive than those that disperse and go hungry, (3) tendency to beg is highly heritable

		H1

		H2

				CONCEPT						MEANING				EXAMPLE

								Structure		How something is put together; the pieces of a system and how they are related to each other; the boxes and arrows inside the "black box" of a system diagram.				In a wolf's jaw, there are 6 incisors, 2 canine teeth, 8 premolars and 4 molars.  Half are on each side of the jaw, arranged from front to back in the order listed.

								Function		How the structure influences the survival and reproduction of an individual's genotype, as compared to other genotypes in the population; the input and output arrows outside the "black box" of a system diagram				Better nutrition is correlated with better survival and reproduction.A variety of shapes of teeth help wolves catch and eat both small and large prey; canine teeth help hang on to prey during the kill, the incisors help pluck fur and feathers off the skin, the premolars help chew meat, and the molars help break bones; all resulting in more options and better nutrition during cycles of prey scarcity.



TIP: Word your hypotheses in terms of the access of juniors to food during good times

TIP:  Compare A1 and A5.

TIP: View the comments on the charts for A2 to remember what these charts mean

TIP:  Word your hypothesis in terms of the match between the model and the evidence

TIP:  To find the meaning of these words when scientists use them, click on the wolf icon and go to the Information page.
Click on AB=CDEF.  Find the word "Cause" on this page.  Click on it and discuss how the meaning is similar to "Structure".  Repeat for "Function"

TIP:  Word your hypothesis in terms of parents access to food during when little food is available.
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M3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time on this page(minutes):

		M3				Measure resource distance

				STEP 1				Choose one  video clip that is about 2 minutes long, showing interactions of a family of wolves sharing food after a successful hunt. watch it an identify the seniors and juniors by name.  For example, in clip 16 the 4 white wolves in the arctic Ellesmere Pack would be named "FATHER", "MOTHER", "JUNIOR", "BUBBA"  OPTIONS:  View the clip provided or the whole video "White wolves".  Discuss the features that are useful for identifying each individual and how you would know which were the juniors and seniors in a family. Discuss when you would use the name "father" rather than "senior male" or "alpha male".

				STEP 2				Start the video and let it play until you see more than one wolf in the frame then pause the video.  Decide which of the wolves you named are close enough to the carcass to feed on it.  For each wolf in the chart below, write a "yes" or "no"  in the first line of the chart. SAVE

				STEP 3				Play the video for 30 seconds then pause it again; fill out the next empty row of the table; repeat until the video is finished.  SAVE

				STEP 4				Count the number of boxes with "yes" in the column for each wolf and answer Questions A-C.  SAVE

		Time counter						FATHER		MOTHER		JUNIOR		BUBBA

		0 sec

		30 sec

		60 sec

		90 sec

		120 sec

		Calculated "yes" Count:						0		0		0		0

		Question A:						What was the "yes" count for FATHER?		What was the "yes" count for MOTHER?		What was the "yes" count for JUNIOR?		What was the "yes" count for BUBBA?

		My "yes" Count:

		Question B:						Which individual(s) had the least access to the carcass?

		My answer:

		Question C:						Based on this evidence, which of the hypotheses from Q3 can you reject as "not a good model" (explain)?

		My answer:



TIP: write "yes" if Father's nose was within 10 inches of the carcass; write "no" if it was further away

TIP: the Mother and her offspring typically solicit food from the Father by pawing and licking at his face (assume JUNIOR and BUBBA are grown offspring of MOTHER  and FATHER).

TIP:  write a "yes" in the first row of the table for each wolf with its head within 10 inches of the carcass (a wolf's head is about 10 inches long)

TIP:  if the wolf or carcass was not in view, leave the box empty

TIP: check your count by comparing it with the number in the yellow row marked "'yes' Count"

TIP: the Mother and her offspring typically solicit food from the Father by pawing and licking at his face (assume JUNIOR and BUBBA are grown offspring of MOTHER  and FATHER).

TIP:  write a "yes" in the first row of the table for each wolf with its head within 10 inches of the carcass (a wolf's head is about 10 inches long)

TIP:  if the wolf or carcass was not in view, leave the box empty

TIP: check your count by comparing it with the number in the yellow row marked "'yes' Count"
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A3

		MAP		FAQ		SOURCES				Name:

										Date(s):

										Time to complete this page (minutes):

		A3				Field studies- social systems and food webs

				STEP 1				Choose a source to read about the function of wolves in the food web of a particular ecosytem.  Answer Questions #1 & 2. SAVE.   OPTIONS:  Follow the links on the Module 3 webpage.  Search the links provided on the Background Information page.  Within your collaborative learning group, compare notes from different ecosystems, some with large prey and some with small prey.  Discuss the evidence that the available prey cycles through periods of scarcity and surplus in dynamic ecosystems.  Discuss the analogy of temperature cycling above and below the setting of a thermostat.

				STEP 2				Analyze how the size of the prey influences the wolf social system in the ecosystem described in your source.  To do this, you will need to synthesize information from your source, O3, Q3 and M3.  Think about whether a junior wolf is likely to stay with the family if begging is not successful because the prey is too small to share.  Think about whether a junior would be more likely to be successful hunting alone in an ecosystem with a surplus of small prey compared to an ecosystem with only large prey.  Think about whether the number of families in a population would increase under conditions where more juniors disperse from their parents' families and find mates of their own.  Answer questions 3 & 4.  SAVE. OPTIONS:  View the presentation linked to the Module 3 webpage.  Discuss your answer with others in your collaborative learning group. Revise as needed to paraphrase witihout plagiarism.

				STEP 3				Analyze the adaptive function of switching from begging to hunting.  To do this, you will need to think about what happens when a junior wolf goes hungry and what this means for survival and reproduction of individual genotypes.  Answer questions 5 & 6.  SAVE.  OPTION:  View the presentation linked to the Module 3 webpage.  Discuss your answer with others in your collaborative learning group. Is the junior more likely to die inside or outside the family group?  Is it more likely to reproduce inside or outside the family? Is "switching" behavior likely to be a heritable genotype, or simply a phenotype? (see below)

				STEP 4				Apply the concepts you have learned in this activity, to answer four basic questions about one behavior, food begging.  A systems table is provided for you to organize your thoughts.  Notice that the rows are about wolves at two levels of the system: individuals (in families) and populations (families in neighborhoods).  Notice that the columns are two time frames: short-term (snapshot) and long-term (video).   Answer questions C, D, E & F in the Systems Table. Note that there is more than one good answer to these questions.  The best answers are logical and based on evidence.   SAVE.  OPTION:  View the presentation linked to the Module 3 webpage.  Discuss your answer with others in your collaborative learning group.  Revise as needed while staying clear of plagiarism.

		Question 1:						What is your source of information about wolves in a food web?

		My source:

		Question 2:						What prey do wolves hunt in the food web described in the source you chose?  Do they hunt only small, only large, or switch between small and large prey?

		My answer:

		Question 3:						How is the size of the prey likely to influence the size of wolf families?

		My answer:

		Question 4:						How is the size of wolf families likely to influence the social structure of a wolf population?

		My answer:

		Question 5:						Why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to remain with their family group in ecosystems with many large bodied prey and no small bodied prey?

		My answer:

		Question 6:						In environments with more small bodied prey than large bodied prey, why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to switch from food begging to hunting on their own?

		My answer:

		SYSTEMS TABLE						SYSTEM (snapshot)		CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM (video)

		INDIVIDUAL LEVEL OF SYSTEM						C. STRUCTURE: How does the size of the prey influence whether a wolf switches from food begging to hunting?		D. DEVELOPMENT: How do genetic instinct and learned experience interact in shaping the food begging behavior of of individual wolves as they mature?

		wolves in a family group (proximate)

		POPULATION LEVEL OF SYSTEM						F. FUNCTION:  Why would a genotype for switching increase in populations where the food web is complex (both large and small prey)?		E. EVOLUTION:  Why have dogs diverged genetically from wolves in the behavior of switching between food begging and hunting?  Or have they?

		family groups in one population, such as Ellesmere Island (ultimate)

		CONCEPT						DEFINITION		EXAMPLE

		phenotype						Expression of the genetic blueprint as it is influenced by the environment.		Dogs starved early in life are smaller as adults compared to well-fed siblings.  The variation in body size is not heritable if the small adults produce pups of that grow to normal size when fed a good diet.

		genotype						The genetic blueprint is the sum of all the genes, some of which may control the timing of when other genes are turned on and off during development..		Size varies between chihuahuas and great danes, as a result of genetic mutations.  A well-fed chihuahua puppy will not grow up to be a great dane.

		cause						stimulus/response: mechanisms of behavioral response to stimuli outside the body; modified by internal hormonal state and external context		In response to pups licking the muzzle, adult wolves instinctively regurgitate food.  They are more likely to respond when the stomach is full, prolaction hormone is high and the context of a densite.

		development						nature/nurture: heritability of changes in stimulus/response; interaction of instinct and learned experience; age-related changes due to maturation as controller genes turn hormonal systems on and off;		As pups grow larger, the posture during muzzle-licking behavior changes so the body mimics the action of a smaller pup.  The pawing behavior becomes slow and exaggerated, without touching the senior wolf; appears in the context of de-escalation.

		function						differential fitness of genotypes;  those genotypes that better survive and reproduce, are the ones that increase in percentage between generations of a population, relative to other genotypes in the same population		Those genotypes that persisted in mimicking juvenile food begging behaviors would have been more likely to survive and reproduce than the genotypes that dispersed and were unsuccessful at hunting alone outside the family.

		evolution						history of species; accumulation of many changes in genotypes result in divergence of a species from traits in the ancestral species		During domestication of dogs from wolf-like ancestors, humans selected the genotypes that retained juvenile behaviors into adulthood.



TIP:  To find your source, click on "SOURCES" in the upper left corner of this worksheet.

TIP:  To learn more about how scientists use these words, click on the wolf icon and go to the information page.  Click on AB=CDEF and explore the links on that page.

TIP:  Write the names of the author(s) and the date it was written.  If this information is not available, write as much information as would be needed for someone else to find the source.

TIP: Be accurate about what the author said, so someone else would know what they could learn about from this source.

TIP:  Write the names of the author(s) and the date it was written.  If this information is not available, write as much information as would be needed for someone else to find the source.

TIP: why might these behaviors influence survival and/or reproduction?

TIP:  Who is friendly to whom?  Who is not?  What is the social distance among family members?  Use information from your observations, inferences, sources, and measurements to explain your current opinion about the answer to this and the following questions.

TIP:  What aspects of wolf social behavior is inherited genetically from ancestors (instinct)?  What is learned from the social environment?  What evidence would be needed as you watch individuals mature, to back up your hypothesis?  What of this evidence is provided in your source?  What is the concept of neoteny?  Why is it important to an hypothesis of why dogs diverged from wolves in heritable aspects of social behavior?

TIP:  Why might dog breeders have selected for some of the ancestral traits seen in wolves, and against other behaviors, when they chose which dogs to work and play with humans?  How might these heritable differences vary among dog breeds?

TIP:  Go to SOURCES and read the article by Packard (2005)

MAP

FAQ

SOURCES



FAQ

										ITS BIOLOGY TEAM

						FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions				Guided Inquiry Workbook

										FAQ

		#		Keyword		Question		Answer		Source

		1		workbook		How do we use the workbook in  pdf format?		You will need Adobe Reader to use the workbook in pdf format, so you can print the workbook and make notes on the hard copy.  To view the tips and links to video clips, open the wolf.pdf file on your computer screen.  If you have the most recent version of Adobe Acrobat, you can also type in the white boxes and save it.  Remember to use a new file name when you save it, so the original file stays unchanged.  TIP:  The videos need to be in a folder labeled [videos] inside the same folder as wolf.pdf for the video links to work.		For the Source worksheet, click here

						…and in Excel format?		In excel, to move between worksheets, click on the tabs at the bottom of the workbook.  Read the steps at the top of each worksheet and type in the white boxes. SAVE the file to your hard-drive with a new name. Go to "File" on the top menu bar and pull down to "Save".   If you have a question about how to do a step, point at the boxes with a red triangle.  You will see a yellow TIP box appear, which will help you follow the instructions.  To open a link (underlined blue words), point and click on it with the mouse.  To hand in this exercise, you will need to save this workbook on your hard-drive or a diskette.  Type in your name, so your teacher will know who wrote the answers.  NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:  If you copy the entire [wolf] folder to the hard-drive, including all the folders and files inside it, tthen the links will work from the Excel workbook saved on the hard-drive.  If the workbook is on your hard-drive and the video folder is on the CD, the links will not work.  You will need Real One Player to view the video clips. Go to the [Sources] worksheet to download it (see link at right of this box).

		2		questions		What if my question is not on this list?		Write to the friendly wolf educators at Wolf Park:  http://www.wolfparkkids.com/  NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:  Add a question in an empty row at the bottom of this list. If you are a member of a university community, search scientific sources for the answer, using the tips listed below (Questions #4-7).   When you get the answer, write it in this column on the same row where you wrote your question.  Write the name of your source in the column at the far right of the same row.  If you want an expert opinion, email a scientist, Dr. Jane Packard at:  j-packard@tamu.edu.		email Wolf Park experts

		3		ethogram		What is an ethogram and where would I find an example?		An ethogram is like a dictionary of all the behaviors for one species (e.g. wolves, Canis lupus).  Go to the [Sources] worksheet to view a couple versions of ethograms.   You may purchase online a pictorial guide from the International Wolf Center Shop. See how many of the behaviors you can find in the videos, on the web cams, or at your nearby zoo.		International Wolf Center Shop

		4		sources		Where do I find peer-reviewed articles from the journal Animal Behavior?		Many are linked to the Sources worksheet (see also the links on the orange worksheet pages).  College students have access to the scientific sources at the university.  They may use keywords to search for articles and download them as .pdf files:  http://www.academicpress.com/anbehav		website

		5		sources		Where do I search for scientific sources in general?		From a computer within the TAMU firewall, college students may search by keywords and authors to find abstracts and email them to yourself from the ISI Web of Science at: www.isiknowledge.com		website

		6		sources		Where do I find books?		Go to your library. For college students, from a computer within the TAMU firewall, you may search for titles, authors and keywords for books in the TAMU library system:  library.tamu.edu		website

		7		sources		How can I order .pdf files of library sources?		For journal articles in the TAMU libraries, you may order a copy in .pdf format via Interlibrary Services: illiad.tamu.edu		website

		8		litters		How many pups do they have in a litter?		Although most litters are 5-6 pups, as many as 11 pups have been reported in a litter.  Litter size depends on nutrition of the mother.  So during years when there is not a lot of food available, the average litter is likely to be only 3-4 pups.  (Mech 1970:119).  The age of the mother may also influence litter size.  For example, the mom in the Rose Pack in Yellowstone had a litter of four pups.  However,  the same spring, her daughter had 11 pups.  This was the first time the daughter gave birth and she was 2-years old.  The mother was over 6 years old.		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: ethology@tamu.edu

		9		teeth		How many teeth do wolves have?		Dave Mech wrote:  "A total of forty teeth help the wolf in securing its food, the dental formula being: Incisors 3-3/3-3; Canines 1-1/1-1; Premolars 4-4/4-4; Molars 2-2/2-2.  The largest teeth are the canines, or fangs, which may reach two and a quarter inches in total length, including the portion imbedded in the jaw." ( SOURCE:  page 14 in: Mech, L.D.  1970.  The Wolf:  the ecology and behavior of an endangered species. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis)		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: ethology@tamu.edu

		10		Aggression		Are wolves aggressive towards people?		If a wolf is cornered, it will defend itself just like any animal that cannot escape.  However, the wolves on Ellesmere Island were never aggressive toward us when we lived with them for 6 weeks on the arctic tundra.  They were alarmed when we did strange things.  For example, they were used to me riding on an ATV.  When I left the vehicle one time, the yearling male bark-howled 80 times until I returned to the ATV.  It was as if he was afraid I would sneak up on him.  The mother wolf calmly walked with the litter of pups back to the den where they could escape into the cave in the rocks.		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: ethology@tamu.edu

								Another time, I was lying on the tundra watching the wolves in the meadow below, when I felt a strange presence.  I looked around, and there was a new wolf standing 10 feet away.  This was a wolf  that was not part of the family of 4 who we had been observing.  I talked to him calmly and told him I was only a person, nothing to eat and nothing to be afraid of.  He reached forward cautiously and sniffed my boot, then flicked his head like a puppy that has discovered something new and interesting.  I kept eye contact as he circled around me, still talking calmly with him.  Then he left and went away.  We never saw him again.

		11		Bites		Have you ever been bitten by a wolf?		Yes, and it was my own fault.  It was when I was a graduate student, caring for two captive packs at a university facility.  My mother was visiting, and I wanted to show her how the pups we had hand raised loved to be scratched through the chain link fence.  We were so focused on scratching them as they leaned into the fence, that we were not watching Goofy.  He was a yearling male who earned his name, because he was always into something different.  He was not hand-raised, so he did not know the joys of being scratched.  My fingers sticking through the fence were a new game to him, something to grab.  He was faster than I was.  He snatched at my fingers from the side and got the tip of my middle finger.  The doctor put a couple stitches on the flap of skin and it healed up fine.  I cried, not because it hurt, but because I was embarassed that I had been so silly as to give Goofy the opportunity to play his game.		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: ethology@tamu.edu

		12		diet		What does a wolf's primary diet consist of?		Dave Mech wrote:  "Although wolves eat almost any kind of animal, they generally feed on large mammals such as deer, moose, elk, caribou, bison, musk-oxen, and mountain sheep." (Mech 1970:3)  In the Arctic, we also watched them bring the arctic hares (large wild rabbits) back to the den for the pups to eat.  In Yellowstone, we watched young adult wolves pounce into a clump of grass and catch a small rodent (probably a vole). They need the minerals and other nutrients in bone as well as meat.  Captive wolves fed on a pure meat diet will not be healthy.  We fed our captive wolves on a scientifically tested and well-balanced dog chow.		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: ethology@tamu.edu

								In Italy, wolves have been forced to feed from garbage dumps outside villages.  All the native prey have been hunted by people in that area, so there is nothing else for the wolves to eat.  So their diet may be left-over spaghetti!

		13		winter range		Where do they stay in the winter months?		Wolves are active all year round and go about their business the same in winter as in summer.  Each pack lives in a family range, which varies in size depending on the ecology of the area and the size of the family.  Bigger families sometimes have bigger home ranges.  Where the food is abundant, the size of the home range is usually smaller.  For example, food is not abundant on the frozen tundra where the caribou live.  A pack of 10 wolves was reported to wander around a home range of 5,000 square miles (500 square miles per wolf).  In Ontario, where there were lots of deer, a pack of 7 covered a home range of 40 square miles (6 square miles per wolf).  I usually think of the wolves in Minnesota, where a typical home range would be about 10 square miles per wolf.  So a pack of 6 would be expected to have a home range of about 60 square miles, under good food conditions in the evergreen/deciduous forests of Minnesota.		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: ethology@tamu.edu

		14		predator		What is a predator of the wolf?		Humans and grizzly bears kill wolves.  The wolves are more afraid of grizzlies than of  black bears.  When we were watching the Rose Pack in Yellowstone, a black bear approached the area where the pups were living.  All four adult members of the pack chased that bear away.  However, when a grizzly approached the area, the adults just watched and did not chase it.  The pups darted into small holes under roots and branches of the fallen trees in the area and were safe from the bear.  In Yellowstone, the packs that lived on the edge of the park were more likely to wander out of the protected area and be killed than the families that never roamed out of the park.		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: ethology@tamu.edu

		15		packs		Do wolves usually hunt in packs?		Yes and no.  A wolf pack is usually a family group, consisting of mom, dad, a litter of pups and some of their older brothers and sisters.  So as long as the family is intact, they will hunt together.  However, one third of the pups leave the family by their first winter, another third by the second winter, and only a few remain with the family after the third winter.  When they leave the family, they hunt alone.  Lone wolves are on the lookout for a mate.  So when they find another loner, they may join up and hunt together for a while.  If everything works out, they may start defending a territory and produce of litter of their own pups. So, packs usually hunt together where they are more likely to capture large prey like deer or elk.  However, lone wolves hunt alone and are also successful.  Where there is abundant small prey like beaver and hares, loners would likely be more successful than where there is only large prey like moose, bison and muskox, who are very capable of defending themselves against single wolves.		Dr. Jane Packard (personal communication) email: j-packard@tamu.edu

		16		authors		Who prepared this workbook?		The first draft was written by Dr. Jane Packard.  To find out more about her, click on the link at the right.  In revising the workbook for college students and teachers, she is grateful for assistance from:  Sonia Alvarez, John Milam, Debbie Horton, Dr. Larry Griffing, and all the students in the class Ethology (WFSC 422) who offered helpful suggestions.  In revising the workbook for elementary and middle school teachers, we is grateful to: Nedaro Bellamy and all the teachers who offered their helpful suggestions.  Suzanne Agan has written her professional paper for her Master's Degree on the Wolf Workbook, with additional perspectives useful for teachers.



NOTE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS: Some scientists say that an ethogram is a complete list of all the behaviors of a species (like a dictionary is all the words in a language, such as English or Spanish).  The researchers in zoos usually do not worry about this technicality.  They call any list of behaviors an "ethogram".  Scientists use the term "catalogue of behavior" to refer to a partial ethogram (i.d. rarely do we have a complete list of ALL the behaviors of a species).

For the Source worksheet, click here
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Student Sources

		

				STUDENT SOURCES - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

		KEYWORD

		Title		Grade level		Rating		Source

		General Information		what is a wolf?

		Wild kids		K-6		******		http://www.wolf.org/wolves/learn/justkids/kids.asp

		Wolf Fun & Games		K-6		***		http://www.wolfcenter.org/education/fun.html

		Wolf Park Kids		3-6		***		http://www.wolfparkkids.com

		Rendezvous Site		3-6		****		http://www.timberwolfinformation.org/kidsonly/kidsonly.htm

		Mammals: Wolves		4-8		*****		http://dmoz.org/Kids_and_Teens/School_Time/Science/Living_Things/Animals/Mammals/Wolves/

		Wolf Park		4-8		**		http://www.wolfpark.org/

		Red Wolf		6-12		****		http://www.defenders.org/wildlife_and_habitat/wildlife/red_wolf.php

		Red Wolf		6-12		****		http://www.npca.org/wildlife_protection/wildlife_facts/redwolf.html

		Lobos of the Southwest		4-12, U		*******		http://www.mexicanwolves.org/index.php

		Mexican Grey Wolves		8-12, U		******		http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/mexicanwolf/kids_WF.shtml

		International Wolf Center		8-12, U		******		http://www.wolf.org/wolves/index.asp

		Wolf Haven		8-12, U		****		http://www.wolfhaven.org/education.php

		Yellowstone Wolf Report		8-12, U		*****		http://www.yellowstone-natl-park.com/wolf.htm

		Mammalia: Carnivora: Canines		10-12, U		*****		http://dmoz.org/Science/Biology/Flora_and_Fauna/Animalia/Chordata/Mammalia/Carnivora/Canines/

		Food web		what do wolves eat?

		Web of Life		3-6		*****		http://kidsplanet.org/wol/page_13.html

		Forest Wolf Food Web		3-6		***		http://www.timberwolfinformation.org/kidsonly/wolfweb/wolfweb1.htm

		Arctic Food Web		4-12		**		http://www.sonic.net/~birdman/arctic/foodweb.htm

		Yellowstone Food Web		3-6		****		http://www.wolfquest.org/pdfs/Yellowstone%20Food%20Web.pdf

		Isle Royale Food Web		10-12, U, G		*****		http://www.unice.fr/LEML/Francour_Internet/Fichiers_en_ligne/Post_et_al_1999_Nature.pdf

		Wolves & Moose		10-12, U, G		********		http://www.isleroyalewolf.org/wolfhome/home.html

		Food Webs		U,G		**		Craig M. Thompson, & Eric M. Gese (2007) Food webs and intraguild predation:  community interactions of a native mesocarnivore. Ecology: Vol. 88, No. 2, pp. 334-346.

		Multiple predator prey systems		U,G		***		Atwood, T. C., Gese, E. M. & Kunkel, K. E. 2009: Spatial partitioning of predation risk in a multiple predator–multiple prey system. Journal of Wildlife Management 73, 876-884.

		Visual Resources		webcams, videos, DVD's

		Wolf Inquiry Activity		4-G		**********		http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part1_minds/wwolf/videos/v_index.htm

		Webcam - Wolves online		4-G		*****		http://www.wolf.org/wolves/experience/webcam.asp

		Track Wild Wolves		4-G		*****		http://www.wolf.org/wolves/experience/telemsearch/vtelem/telem_intro.asp

		Following the Tundra Wolf		4-G		*****		Director:  John Borden, Neil Goodwin.  Peace River Films, 15400 Sherman Way, Van Nuys, Calif. 91406  http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=6302775418/thewolfdunnA/

		White Wolf		4-G		*****		National Geographic   http://shop.wolf.org/SearchResults.asp?Cat=38

		Wolves at the Door		4-G		***		Living with Wolves.  Discovery  http://www.amazon.com/Living-Wolves-Including-Our-Door/dp/B000E4I2BQ/ref=sr_1_8?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1249579895&sr=1-8

		Wolf in your living room		4-G		*****		Public Broadcasting System

		In Praise of Wolves		4-G		*****		KEG Productions ISBN 1-55971-237-6   1-800-336-5666

		Wolves: A legend returns…		8-G		?		Director:  David Douglas  http://shop.wolf.org/SearchResults.asp?Cat=38

		Nature: Double Feature		4-G		**********		Director:  Bob Landis  http://shop.wolf.org/SearchResults.asp?Cat=38

		Return of the Wolves		11-G		***		KUED-TV  University of Utah Press  800-444-8638 X6771

		Social studies		wolves & people coexist?

		Worldwide Wolves		4-8		*****		http://kidsplanet.org/www/

		Global Status Report		9-12, U		*****		http://www.kidsplanet.org/wolvesarworld.pdf

		The Packs are Back		4-8		*****		http://www.wolfquest.org/pdfs/Wolf%20Recovery%20in%20North%20American%20Lesson.pdf

		Wolves and Farms		4-8		*****		http://www.wolfquest.org/pdfs/Wolves%20and%20Farming%20Lesson.pdf

		Grey Wolves		9-12, U		******		http://www.fws.gov/mountain-prairie/species/mammals/wolf/

		Bioaccumulation in Food Web		11-12, U		**		http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/es0011966

		Disrupted Yellowstone Web		11-12, U		****		http://www.esajournals.org/doi/abs/10.1890/1051-0761(2001)011%5B0947%3AAMPPIG%5D2.0.CO%3B2

		Disrupted West Texas Web		10-12, U		*****		http://ublib.buffalo.edu/libraries/projects/cases/coyotes/coyotes.html

		Red Wolf Recovery		9-12, U		******		http://www.fws.gov/redwolf/index.html

		Mexican Wolf Recovery		11-12, U		*******		http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/mexicanwolf/

		Mexican Wolf Reintroduction		11-G		*******		http://www.azgfd.gov/wolf

		Missing & Sorely Missed		11-12, U		*******		http://www.americanscientist.org/bookshelf/pub/missing-and-sorely-missed

		Yellowstone Wolf Forum		11-12, U		*******		http://greateryellowstone.org/forums/viewforum.php?f=20

		Rolf Maughn's Wildlife News		11-12, U		*******		http://wolves.wordpress.com/

		Behavior		canine instinct & learning?

		Wolf Behavior 101		K-6		*****		http://www.wolfcenter.org/education/wolfbehavior.html

		Wolf Postures Lesson		8-G		***		http://www.wolfquest.org/pdfs/Wolf%20Postures%20Lesson.pdf

		Dr. P's Dog Training		8-G		***		http://www.uwsp.edu/psych/dog/dog.htm

		Animal Planet Dog Tips		8-G		***		http://animal.discovery.com/fansites/e-vets/dogbehavior/dogbehavior.html

		Dog body language by Mugford		11-G		********		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Mugford2007.pdf

		Dog Communication		11-G		***		http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dog_communication

		Dog Behavior Questions		8-G		***		http://www.diamondsintheruff.com/behavior.html

		Dog Behavior Online		8-G		***		http://www.dogbehavioronline.com/

		Karen Pryor Academy		11-G		***		http://www.karenpryoracademy.com

		Dog Clicker Training		8-G		***		http://www.clickertraining.com

		Instinct and Learning		11-G		*******		http://www.answers.com/topic/instinct-and-learning

		Wolf ethogram by Packard		U,G		*******		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Packard2003fig2.2.pdf

		Wolf Behavior Pictorial Guide		8-12, U.		******		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Steward1998.pdf

		Canid ethogram (in progress)		11-G		**		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_etho_canid1.pdf

		Wolf howls		11-G		***		Macaulay Library of Animal Sounds and Video, Cornell Lab of Ornithology

		Wolf Quest		8-12		**		http://www.wolfquest.org

		Wolves		11-G		********		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Packard2010.pdf

		…How wolves live in families		11-G		********		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_presentation1.pdf

		Nature of Science		testing hypotheses?

		Behavior Basics		11-G		****		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Behavior_Basics.pdf

		Lab Report		9		****		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Agan_lab_report.pdf

		Observation: Optical Illustions		11-G		****		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_presentation2.pdf

		Inference:  Canine behavior		4-G		****		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_presentation3.pdf

		Wolf Behavior: reproductive…		U,G		******		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Packard2003.pdf

		Scientific writing		U,G		******		2003.  Schulte, B. A. Scientific writing & the scientific method: Parallel "hourglass" structure in form & content. American Biology Teacher 65, 591-594.

		Library Resources		articles and books?

		Everybody's Somebody's Lunch		3-5		****		Mason, Cherie.  Everybody's Somebody's Lunch

		Wolf Pack		4-8		****		1985.  Johnson, Sylvia and Alice Aamodt. 1985. Wolf Pack: Tracking wolves in the wild. Lerner Publications Co.; Minneapolis. (pp 16-17)

		Scruffy: a wolf finds his place…		4-8		********		Brandenburg, Jim.  Scruffy: a wolf finds his place in the pack.  http://www.amazon.com/Scruffy-Wolf-Finds-Place-Pack/dp/0802776027/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1249579377&sr=1-4

		The Wolves are back		4-8		*****		Craighead George, Jean.  The wolves are back

		Look to the North: wolf pup…						Craighead George, Jean.  Look to the North:  a wolf pup diary

		Call of the wolf		4-12,G		?		Call of the wolf and CD set

		Man Meets Dog		4-12,U,G		*****		1953. Lorenz, Konrad. Man meets dog. Penguin Books: New York. (pp 117-118)

		World of the Wolf		6-12		**		1968. Rutter, Russell and Douglas Pimlott. 1968. The world of the wolf. J.B. Lippincott Co.: New York. (p43)

		Wolves		6-12		***		1989.  Savage, Candace.  Wolves.  Sierra Club Press: San Francisco.  159 pp.

		Society of Wolves		6-12		***		1993.  McIntyre, Rick.   A Society of Wolves:  National Parks and the Battle over the Wolf.  Voyageur Press: Stillwater, Minn.

		Way of the Wolf		8-U		****		1988.  Mech, L. David.  The Way of the Wolf.  Voyageur Press: Stillwater, Minn 120 pp.  http://www.davemech.org/books.html

		Arctic Wolf		8-U		****		1988.  Mech, L. David. The Arctic Wolf: Living with the pack.  Voyageur Press: Stillwater, Minn 128 pp.  http://www.davemech.org/books.html

		Wolves of the High Arctic		8-U		****		1992.  International Wolf Center. Wolves of the high arctic.  Voyageur Press: Stillwater, Minn.  126 pp.)

		Canine Behavior						Handelman, Barbara.  Canine Behavior:  A photo illustrated handbook.

		Expression of the Emotions…		8-G		**		1872. Darwin, Charles. The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals. The University of Chicago Press: Chicago. (pp50-51)

		Dogs eyes have it		11-G		******		2005.  Arney, The dogs eyes have it.  BBC news, 6/03/2003  http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/hi/science/nature/2956766.stm

		Do dogs think?		11-G		******		2005.  Katz, J. Do dogs think?  Owners assume their pet's brain works like their own.  That's a big mistake.  Article URL: http://slate.msn.com/id/2127419/.

		Fido can place your face.		11-G		******		2007.  Miller, G. Fido can place your face.  Science NOW Daily News.  http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2007/104/1

		Genetics ... dogs		11-G		******		2007.  Ostrander, Elaine.  Genetics and the shape of dogs.  American Scientist. 95:406.   http://www.americanscientist.org/issues/feature/2007/5/genetics-and-the-shape-of-dogs/7

		Animal Emotions		11-G		******		https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/animal-emotions/200909/going-the-dogs-is-good-idea-its-not-dog-eat-dog-world

		…battle over wolves		11-G		***		2008  Johnson, Kirk.  In the west, a fierce battle over wolves. New York Times.  April 13, 2008.   http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/13/us/13wolves.html?ref=science

		Domestic dog origins…		11-G		******		2009.  Burns, Judith.  Domestic dog origins challenged.  BBC news. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8182371.stm
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TEKS

		

				TEKS- Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills

						SOURCE:  The provisions of this §112.21 adopted to be effective September 1, 1998, 22 TexReg 7647. Subchapter B.  Middle School; interpreted by Jane M. Packard, Ph.D.

		Worksheet #		TEKS #		What knowledge will be tested? &		What skills will be tested?		How does this workbook apply?

		All		(3)		"Students…identify life processes and the relation between structure and function of organisms."				This workbook focuses on the structure and function of social behavior.  It is a life process related to how organisms gain nutrients and reproduce genotypes.

		All		(4)		"Science is a way of learning about the natural world.  Students should know how science has built a vast body of changing and increasing knowledge described by physical, mathematical and conceptual models, and also should know that science may not answer all questions."				This workbook focuses on animal groups as one example of the natural world.  Each time the student completes a cycle of worksheets using 4 steps of the scientific method, additional information is provided from the published literature.  This demonstrates how the body of knowledge has increased over time, because the articles are both chronological and reflective of technological advances.  The three resulting mental models are presented, and students are invited to identify questions that are not answered by these scientific studies.

		All		(5)		"A system is a collection of cycles, structures, and processes that interact.  Students should understand a whole in terms of its components and how these components relate to each other and to the whole.  All systems have basic properties that can be described in terms of space, time, energy and matter.  Change and constancy occur in systems  and can be observed and measured as patterns.  These patterns help to predict what will happen next and can change over time."				A group of animals, in this case dogs or wolves, is viewed as a system.  The components of this system are the individual animals.  How they relate to each other is measured in terms of their interactions.  Different qualities of each individual (component) are described in terms of gender (male, female, unknown), age (pups, junior, senior) and breeding condition (immature, non-breeder, breeder).  The system is described in terms of space and time in worksheets A5-A8, and in terms of access to energy and matter in worksheets A9-A12.  Constancy of pattern is investigated for individuals (CAUSE) and populations (FUNCTION).  Changing processes are investigated for  individuals (DEVELOPMENT) and populations (EVOLUTION).

				(6)		"Investigations are used to learn about the natural world.  Students should understand that certain types of questions can be answered by investigations, and that methods, models and conclusions built from these investigations change as new observations are made.  Models of objects and events are tools for understanding the natural world and can show how systems work.  They have limitations and based on new discoveries are constantly being modified to more closely reflect the natural world."				Students are invited to investigate their own thoughts and experiences related to groups of dogs and wolves in the natural world, as well as learning about how scientists have investigated canid behavior in captive and field studies.  Three models are compared: "LADDER", "BRANCHED", and "CIRCLE". Exercises are designed so students identify the limitations of each model and how the discovery of additional information led to modification of earlier models of wolf packs.

		O1, O2, O3		(6.2)(B)				"collect data by observing.."		green worksheets (A1, A5, A9)

		O1, O2, O3		(6.2)(C)				"analyze and interpret information ... from direct ... evidence		green worksheets: direct evidence is from observations

		O1, O2, O3		(6.2)(E)				"construct graphs, tables, maps and charts using tools including computers to organize, examine and evaluate data"		green sheets- tables; blue sheets- charts; yellow sheets- graphs; computer tools

		Q1, Q2, Q3		(6.2)(A)				"plan and implement investigative procedures including asking questions, formulating testable hypotheses, and selecting and using equipment and technology"		Blue worksheets:  A2, A6, A10

		Q1, Q2, Q3		(6.3)(C)				"represent the natural world using models and identify their limitations"		blue worksheets:  The models are presented in charts; orange worksheets:  the limitations are identified .

		Q1, Q2, Q3		(6.10)(A)		"differentiate between structure and function"				blue worksheets:  Cause questions address social structure and Function questions address social function

		M1, M2, M3		(6.2)(B)				"collect data by ...measuring"		yellow worksheets (A3, A7, A11)

		M1, M2, M3		(6.2)(C)				"analyze and interpret information ... from direct ... evidence		yellow worksheets; direct evidence is from  measurements

		M1, M2, M3		(6.4)(A)				"collect, analyze, and record information using tools including timing devices….calculators, field equipment..computers"		yellow worksheets:  Students are encouraged to collect their own data on canid groups, using a video or still camera.  They may use a stopwatch or triathlon watch to record the duration of video clips or the number of snapshots within a period of time.  They are asked to choose whether a video or snapshot photo is more appropriate to collect the data they would need to test hypotheses.

		M1, M2, M3		(6.4)(B)				"identify patterns in collected "information, including percent, average, range and frequency"		yellow worksheets (A3, A7, A11)

		A1, A2, A3		(6.2)(C)				"analyze and interpret information to construct reasonable explanations from... indirect evidence		orange worksheets (A4, A8, A12);  indirect evidence is from readings

		A1, A2, A3		(6.2)(D)				"communicate valid conclusions"		orange worksheets (A4, A8, A12)

		A1, A2, A3		(6.3)(A)				"analyze, review and critique scientific explanations, including hypotheses and theories as to their strengths and weaknesses using scientific evidence and information"		orange worksheets (A4, A8, A12)

		A1, A2, A3		(6.3)(D)				"evaluate the impact of research on scientific thought, society and the environment"		orange worksheets: As an optional extension, students are invited to explore what was happening in world and national history at the time their readings were published, and to interview elders about potential impacts of history and technology on scientific thought.

		A1, A2, A3		(6.3)(E)				"connect Grade 6 science concepts with the history of science and contributions of science"		orange worksheets: As an optional extension, students are invited to search for when the word "social system" was first applied to humans and then to other animal groups.  A supplemental video on social impacts of "systems thinking" is recommended, which could be obtained in local libraries or stores.

		A1, A2, A3		(6.5)(A)		"identify and describe a system that results from the combination of two or more systems…"				orange worksheets: Cause questions are answered in terms of which physiological systems (respiratory, muscular, hormone, sensory) are underlying certain behaviors; the organism is made up of physiological systems; the social system is made up individuals in groups, groups in populations, and populations within species.

		A1, A2, A3		(6.5)(B)		"describe how the properties of a system are different from the properties of its parts"				orange worksheets:  How is the behavior of canid groups made up of each individual's behavior?

		A1, A2, A3		(6.8)(C)		"describe energy flow in living systems including food chains and food webs"				orange worksheets:  Function questions are phrased in terms of energy expended and energy gained as a result of individuals joining or leaving groups.

		A1, A2, A3		(6.10)(C)		"identify how structure complements function at different levels of organization including organs, organ systems, organisms and populations"				orange worksheets:  the first cycle (A1-A4) addresses the level of organ systems within individual organisms, the second cycle (A5-A8) addresses individuals within groups, and the third cycle (A9-A12) addresses groups within populations

		A1, A2, A3		(6.11)(A)		"identify some changes in traits that can occur over several generations through natural occurrence and selective breeding"				orange worksheets:  answers to Evolution questions

		A1, A2, A3		(6.11)(B)		"interpret the role of genes in inheritance"				orange worksheets:  answers to Development questions

		A1, A2, A3		(6.12)(A)		"identify responses in organisms to…hunger"				orange worksheets:  answers to Cause questions





Teacher Sources

		

				TEACHER SOURCES:  PREDATORS- WOLVES

		KEYWORD		Source

		TEKS/Lesson plans/Guides

		TEKS & Wolf Workbook		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_TEKS.pdf

		Wolf workbook Teachers Manual		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_teachers_manual.pdf

		Annotated wolf workbook		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred4teachers.xls

		Wolf workbook Teachers Guide		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred4teachers.pdf

		Lesson plans		http://www.wolfcenter.org/education/lessonplans.html

		Gray wolf : gray matter		http://www.wolf.org/wolves/learn/educator/gwgm/gwgm_pdfs.asp

		Wolf Loan Box		http://www.wolf.org/wolves/learn/educator/loanbox.asp

		Everybody's Somebody's Lunch		Mason, Cherie.  Everybody's Somebody's Lunch- Teacher's Guide  http://shop.wolf.org/SearchResults.asp?Cat=70

		Which scientific method…		2005.  Bonner, J. J. 2005: Which Scientific Method should we teach & when? American Biology Teacher 67, 262-264.

		Moving from didactic to inquiry-based instruction…		2006  Lord, T. & Orkwiszewski, T. 2006: Moving from didactic to inquiry-based instruction in a science laboratory. American Biology Teacher 68, 342-345.

		Knowledge

		Preconceptions re. food chains		http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/journal/112752855/abstract?CRETRY=1&SRETRY=0

		Darwin's Missing Link		2006.  Catley, M. Darwin's missing link-- a novel paradigm for evolution education.  Published online 27 April 2006 in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com).

		Man Meets Wolf		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_presentation2.pdf

		Mexican Wolf Recovery…		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/share/mypubs/bernal_etal2009.pdf

		Wildlife Damage Management		http://www.aphis.usda.gov/wildlife_damage/

		Wildlife Damage Publications		http://www.aphis.usda.gov/wildlife_damage/nwrc/research/predator_ecology/publications.shtml

		Wildlife Services Brochures		http://www.aphis.usda.gov/wildlife_damage/ws_brochures.shtml

		Debunking dominance theory		http://www.clickertraining.com/node/2297

		Dogs and humans		2007.  Flannery, M. C. 2007: Dogs and humans. American Biology Teacher 69, 422-425.

		Cognition in domestic dogs		2008.  Clotfelter, E. D. & Hollis, K. L. 2008: Cognition in domestic dogs: Object permanence & social cueing. American Biology Teacher 70, 293-298.

		Skills

		Studies of animal behavior…		1983.  Duvall, D. & Gern, W. A. 1983: STUDIES OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR - THE STATE OF THE ART. American Biology Teacher 45, 305-&.

		Study of animal behavior in a zoo		1985.  Settel, J. 1985: STUDY OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN A ZOO. American Biology Teacher 47, 270-274.

		Adding behavior to thinking about structures & function		2008.  Jordan, R., Gray, S., Demeter, M., Liu, L. & Hmelo-Silver, C. 2008: Adding behavior to thinking about structures & function. American Biology Teacher 70, 329-330.

		Cricket behavior….		2008.  Rop, C. J. Cricket behavior: Observing insects to learn about science & scientific inquiry. American Biology Teacher 70, 235-240.

		Behavior Basics		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Behavior_Basics.ppt

		Lab Report		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Agan_lab_report.pdf

		Scientific writing & the scientific method		2003.  Schulte, B. A. 2003: Scientific writing & the scientific method: Parallel "hourglass" structure in form & content. American Biology Teacher 65, 591-594.

		Observation: Optical Illustions		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_presentation2.ppt

		Inference:  Canine behavior		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_presentation3.ppt

		Notes- Measuring Behavior		1993.  Martin, P. & Bateson, P.  Measuring Behavior.  Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge; http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/discover/wfscCourses/WFSC620/labs/NOTMAR93.pdf

		Handbook of Ethology		1996.  Lehner, P.H.  Handbook of Ethological Methods, 2nd Edition.  Cambridge University Press: Cambridge

		Freeware - EthoLog		http://www.ip.usp.br/ebottoni/EthoLog/ethohome.html

		Freeware -JWatcher		http://galliform.psy.mq.edu.au/jwatcher/

		Sources & Support

		PBS for Teachers		http://www.pbs.org/teachers/search/resources/?q=wolf&x=45&y=14

		Sources-by age		http://dmoz.org/Kids_and_Teens/School_Time/Science/Living_Things/Animals/Mammals/Wolves/

		Wikipedia		http://www.wikipedia.org/

		Google Scholar		http://scholar.google.org

		BLOG- Reconnect with Nature		http://www.reconnectwithnatureblog.com/

		BLOG- Dog Behavior		http://www.dogbehaviorblog.com/

		BLOG- Nature's Partners		http://blogs.tamu.edu/jmpackard/2008/04/01/wolf-workbook-wfsc-422/

		Professional Development

		Workshop- Wolf Workbook		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_Agan2005.pdf

		Presentation...Wolf Workbook		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/share/Agan_ppt_2009.pdf

		Development…Wolf Workbook		http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/share/Agan2009.pdf

		Yellowstone Wolf Tracker		http://www.wolftracker.com/

		Improving student's questions in inquiry labs		Marbach-Ad, G. & Claassen, L. A. 2001: Improving students' questions in inquiry labs. American Biology Teacher 63, 410-419.

		Teaching & learning the scientific method		2001.  McPherson, G. R. 2001: Teaching & learning the scientific method. American Biology Teacher 63, 242-245.

		Inquiry based teaching….		2004.  Rehorek, S. J. 2004: Inquiry-based teaching - An example of descriptive science in action. American Biology Teacher 66, 493-499.

		Practical advice for teaching inquiry-based science…		2005.  Wilke, R. R. & Straits, W. J. 2005: Practical advice for teaching inquiry-based science process skills in the biological sciences. American Biology Teacher 67, 534-540.

		Evolution and development are not the same		2005.  Werth, A. J. 2005: Evolution & development are not the same. American Biology Teacher 67, 201-202.

		…opportunities to reason like evolutionary biologists		2005.  Passmore, C., Stewart, I. & Zoellner, B. 2005: Providing high school students with opportunities to reason like evolutionary biologists. American Biology Teacher 67, 214-221.

		Communicating the nature of science….		2006.  Wieder, W. 2006: Communicating the nature of science through historical perspectives on science. American Biology Teacher 68, 200-205.

		…cooperative learning groups		2007.  Wood, B. S. 2007: Learning biology while constructing cooperative learning groups: The first 15 minutes. American Biology Teacher 69, 330-330.

		The natural selection….		2007.  Robbins, J. R. & Roy, P.The natural selection: Identifying & correcting non-science student preconceptions through an inquiry-based, critical approach to evolution. American Biology Teacher 69, 460-+.

		Teachers who …don't…teach evolution properly		2008.  Wiles, J. R. & Branch, G. 2008: Teachers who won't, don't, or can't teach evolution properly: A burning issue. American Biology Teacher 70, 6-7.

		Seeing might not mean believing		2008.  Cavallo, A. M. L. & McCall, D. 2008: Seeing May Not Mean Believing: Examining Students' Understandings & Beliefs in Evolution. American Biology Teacher 70, 522-+.

		…Addressing Evolutionary Misconceptions		2009.  Burton, S. R. & Dobson, C. 2009: Spork & Beans: Addressing Evolutionary Misconceptions. American Biology Teacher 71, 89-91.

		…Project based evolution unit…		2009.  Cook, K. 2009: A Suggested Project-Based Evolution Unit for High School: Teaching Content Through Application. American Biology Teacher 71, 95-98.

		Teaching evolution through inquiry-based lessons		2009.  Desantis, L. R. G. 2009: Teaching Evolution Through Inquiry-Based Lessons of Uncontroversial Science. American Biology Teacher 71, 106-111.

		Inquiry learning…		2009.  MacKenzie, A. H. 2009: Inquiry Learning: Elements of Confusion and Frustration Response. American Biology Teacher 71, 264-266.
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Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


1.1


1.2


1.3


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry 
(observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to 
folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the 
others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  
Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose 
to enter the cycle at a different place.  


Module 1.  Scouting for deer
Distinguish between observation, inference, and questions that 
arise from freestyle (ad libitum)  notes about deer communication 
Use video technology to record the body language of deer for 
further detailed analysis.


Practice critical thinking in distinguishing between reliable 
(scientific) and unreliable sources of information about deer 


i ti


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR EACH MODULE IN THIS INQUIRY CYCLE


Module 1.  Scouting Deer Behavior


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O1 Ad lib


seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A1 Sources Q1 Initial


MEASURE DATA


M1 Record
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


ANALYSIS 
CODE


SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOURCE VIDEO(S), AND MY CODE FOR IT:


STEP 3 Choose another video of the same display behavior (may be another scene or 
individual in the same clip).  Repeat STEP 2 to fill in the next sender/receiver boxes.  
Note any similarities and differences between the behaviors, compared to your first 
observations. .
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O1 Ad Lib (freestyle) Observations


VIDEO 
CODE AD LIBITUM NOTES ON WHAT I OBSERVED


general notes about location, species, behavior & context: 


Read the analysis categories in the box at the bottom of this page . In the far right 
column,  write the code(s) that apply to what you wrote in the center column.


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 4


Find a place to watch deer and video the behavior (see M1), or choose video clip(s) 
you find on the web (e.g. "Red Deer Roaring") or provided by your instructor (clip 1).  
Write the source information in the box provided and refer to it by code in the column 
on the left (VIDEO).  Empty your mind of preconceptions and try to absorb the 
environment as if you were inside the skin of the deer.  Note what you observe about 
the place, habitat, clues about the season, other animals, etc.  Write your general 
observations in the top box.


Replay the video clip, and choose one communication display to analyze in more 
detail in terms of sender/receiver.  Write your observations about the behavior of the 
deer in the box marked "sender".  Observe how other members of the same species 
respond ("ignore" is also a response), and write your notes in the box marked 
"receiver".
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ve7ojHum9Mw&feature=PlayList&p=CDA5821B5261A1F9&index=6
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Trevino, A. and SanFilipo, J. FR09 Red Deer 10/18 Clip 5. Fossil RimWildlife Center Ethology Field Trip, Glen Rose, TX. 10/18/09. Code: FRdeerClip5
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FRdeerClip5
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On a slightly windy day, a dominant Red Deer focal male is herding a few more females into a personal harem of about 30 females. The sun is shining brightly leading the females to lay and graze in the shade of the few sparse trees amidst this hillside savannah type setting. The focal male is bugling loudly with an erect penis in what seems to be a herding technique and a signal to express his increasing gonadal hormone levels. I think his increase of hormone levels may be in response to the possible release of pheromones by the grazing females. 
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Joey SanFilipo
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12/5/09
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40 minutes
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CATEGORY DEFINITION
Observation what I actually saw, heard, 


smelled, or otherwise sensed 
about the animal and its 
environment


Inference what I (or others) think about 
what I observed; my underlying 
mental model


Question what I'm curious to learn more 
about, to better understand what I 
observed; my hypothesis about 
cause/effect


Other: define:


Q


O


EXAMPLE
in the forest, lone male raises 
nose in line with back, opens 
mouth and bugles


I think this is a young male 
because his antlers are small, 
and his call is relatively high 
pitched


I wonder if the presence of 
other males makes a 
difference in how often he calls


OBS
CODE


INF


sender:


receiver:


sender:


receiver:
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The most direct form of communication observed in the clip was the bugling of the male deer. After this red deer stood bugling loudly with his neck outstretched and his penis erect, he began to herd a few more females into his harem.
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FRdeerClip5
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FRdeerClip5
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As the bugling male continued to the side of his harem of females, I believe the females who were laying in the shade grazing were ignoring him. This could have been because of his consistent bugling over a long time period. This leads to the question; do the female's hormone levels lower in response to overwhelming (too consistent) amounts of bugling by the male?
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INF/Q
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Clip1EthoWBProvided
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The bugling by this focal male also used an outstretched neck but the distance of filming limited the sight of whether the penis was erect also or not. He also walked as he bugled unlike the previous clip. I think the bugling here also was as/just before the male herded the females just like the previous clip.
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OBS/INF
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The females in this clip also seemed to respond in a similar way. For the most part, they ignored the bugle except to move in the direction the male was leading. However, this clip showed all the females standing/ walking as they ignored the male and the last couple seconds showed a female acknowledge the male bugling.
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(female red deer)
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(male red deer)
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OBS
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(female red deer)
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(male red deer)







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Folk 
Psychology


Questions about beliefs, 
emotions, desires of the 
animal


Proximate Questions about the 
cause and development 
of behavior


Ultimate Questions about the 
function and evolution of 
behavior


STEP 1


Brainstorm and write down as many questions as come to mind.


CODE


# WHAT I AM CURIOUS  ABOUT LEARNING
1


2


3


STEP 3


HOW
?


How does the bull make that sound?  
Do young bulls sound the same as older 
bulls?


EXAMPLE
FP Does  he want to impress the females to 


stay with him?


4


Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write the code(s) that apply to 
what you wrote in the center column.  


STEP 2


Review your notes in O1.  Think about what you do and do not know about this behavior.  
OPTION: Discuss your thoughts with others.


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Q1 Brainstorming Initial Questions


5


WHY? Why don't white-tailed deer bugle like 
elk?  Are the females more likely to 
mate with a male that has a lower pitch 
bugle?
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Like previously questioned in O1, does the level of consistency (too consistent) in bugling affect a female's hormonal response to the announcement of the male's increased hormones?
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When are pheromones released in these female red deer? Are they the immediate reasoning for a male's bugling or does he bugle initially in response to his own increase of hormones?
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Does bugling signal only a sexual response of the male or can it just be an announcement of territoriality?
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WHY?
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WHY?
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HOW?
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Do the male's bugles express more information than the increase in hormone levels, like physical characteristics that say that male is the most dominant?
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HOW?
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Are there different levels of bugling (different pitch, etc) that could mean something different besides younger vs. older males?
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HOW?
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Joey SanFilipo
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12/5/09
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15 minutes
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Other: define:O







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Q1


Q2


Q3


Q4


Q5


VIDEO LOG
#


1


2


NOTES ON BEHAVIORS AND CONTEXT


Before starting, record information about your video by answering Q1- Q5.


When  (date and time)?


How  (camera & partner)?


video clip #1:What label will be used to 
identify these clips in the video 
archive that you will later 
analyze?


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


What species will you watch 
(scientific & common name)?


START


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


M1 Record Data (video/tape)


GROUPS OF ANIMALS


Find a place where you can watch deer and use a video cam to record behavior of a 
focal individual.  This means keep the camera focused on one individual and follow it 
with the camera wherever it goes, for 3 minutes.  OPTION:  work with a partner who can 
write while you are using the video; check off behaviors you see on an ethogram list 
provided by the instructor.


Fill out the video log below.  Use a new line for each clip.


Where will you do observations 
(eg. Location, blind, vehicle)?


video clip #2:  
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(Cervus elaphus) European Red Deer
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Fossil Rim Wildlife Center; vehicle: windowless bus
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10/18/09 14:00-16:00
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JVC and Sony brand camera used with Adrianna Trevino
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FR09 Red Deer 10/18 2:34
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FR09 Red Deer 10/18 clip 5
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14:34(JVC)
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15:10(Sony)
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Adolescent male EuropeanRed Deer along outer perimeter of a dominant male's territory containing about 4 deer (2 male, 2 female).
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Male is laying in the middle of a grazing bout(chewing), then just as 4 zebra approach (withinseveral yards) he discontinues his grazing and appears inactive (probably heard the approach). He then lifts his head and ears to face the zebra, then after watching for a few seconds he goes back to his grazing bout and lowers his ears.
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Dominant focal male European Red Deer with several female red deer in a personal harem containing about 30 females.
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Dominant male stands along the outer perimeter of his harem of females and begins to bugle loudly. When he stops bugling, he approaches another group of females outside his harem and begins to herd a couple more females into his harem. He then does this again by approaching another couple of females outside his harem and proceeds to herd them as well. The females all walk to his harem and begin laying and grazing under the shade of the trees ignoring his erect penis and occasional bugle. 
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Joey SanFilipo
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10/18/09 & 12/5/09
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15 minutes
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Reliability 
Category


CATEGORY DESCRIPTION


unreliable Tabloids designed to sell many copies 
to a mass audience interested in 
sensational stories


less than 
average


Popular magazines, books and videos 
marketing to a large market of the 
informed public


intermediate Science magazine articles written by 
journalists who specialize in 
interpretation of scientific information


more than 
average


Invited books, textbooks and articles 
written by scientists but not peer 
reviewed


most reliable Peer reviewed scientific journal 
published by a society of 
professionals; peer-reviewed book


A1 Finding Scientific Sources


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


2 ** Whitecap Books, 
Penguin Books, Reader's 
Digest,


3 *** Discovery, National 
Geographic, Smithsonian


4 **** Scientific American, 
American Scientist, 
Voyageur Press


Keyword SOURCES I FOUND


EXAMPLE


1 * People magazine, 
National Enquirer


CODE


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q1, use Google Scholar to search sources available to the 
general public; write the keyword you used for the search, and the reference of the 
source you found (e.g. web address, title, author, organization, publisher, date)


STEP 2 Search scientific sources using a library database (i.e. Web of Science); write the 
keyword  and the complete reference  (author, date, title, journal, volume, pages)


STEP 3 Categorize your sources in terms of reliability.  Read the categories at the bottom; in the 
far right column, write the code(s) that apply.


5 ***** Animal Behaviour, 
Behaviour, Science, 
University of Chicago 
Press, Oxford Press
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5
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Roar,Red Deer
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RuttingRed Deer
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Mysterud, Atle, Bonenfant, Christophe, Loe, Leif Egil, Langvatn, Rolf, Yoccoz, Nigel G., and Stenseth, Nils C. May 2008. "The timing of male reproductive effort relative to female ovulation in a capital breeder", Journal of Animal Ecology, 77:469-477.
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5
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Reby, David, and Karen McComb. "Vocal Communication and Reproduction in Deer." Advances in the Study of Behavior. 33.(2003): 231-264.
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Bugle,Red Deer
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5
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Joey SanFilipo
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12/5/09
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25 minutes
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http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/272/1566/941.full.pdf+htmlReby,David, McComb, Karen, Cargnelutti, Bruno, Darwin, Chris, Fitch, W. Tecumseh, and Clutton-Brock, Tim. "Red Deer stags use formants as assessment cues during intrasexual agonistic interactions", The Royal Society, RoyalSociety Publishing, 2004.
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?
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The application of our own questions and finding answers to themallowed me to feel like I was more involved with the inquiry. Usually, I try to rush through these assignments to find answers specific to the questions at hand, but this let me slow down and take my own curiosity to mind.
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There were a few places that became confusing for me and I was not sure what exactly you were looking for in my response. For example, the sources were told to be placed in the boxes for A1 but the format was not clear of how you wanted us to type it. The parenthesis you put in the steps said what you were looking for but I was not sure if you wanted the information in that order or correct citing order. Also, the steps in A1 didn't mention if we needed to acknowledge which question from Q1 the sources were for. 
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Clarification of what is to be expected for the responses of A1.Maybe some leeway on those parts mentioned in "2".







Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you
SCIENCE IN ACTION!


Module 2:  Structure:  Deer Behavior


revising mental models creating mental models


OBSERVE REALITY


O2 Observation


A2 How? Q2 How?
seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


testing hypotheses designing experimentsMEASURE DATA


  


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 


M2 Name Units


2.1


2.2


Distinguish between cause and development perspectives used to identify testable 
proximate hypotheses about body language of deer.
Identify  behavior units described as states and events in an ethogram for the 
species


place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE


2.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-


p


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test proximate hypotheses about deer behavior.


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


External 
stimulus


what the animal appeared to hear, 
smell, or otherwise sense about its 
environment 


Response the animal's actions, including 
posture, movements, sounds, change 
in color or hair, etc.


Internal 
state


indicators of hormonal, nutritional, age 
or other body condition; evidence of 
motivational state e.g. time since last 
meal


External 
context


Other animals, plants, objects etc. 
around the animal


Reward external consequences that might 
shape the behavior by reward or 
punishment


Other: define:


O2 Objective Observations- PROXIMATE
F


A
Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


Practice thinking analytically like a scientist, by separating objective observations from 
subjective inference. Use the  box at the bottom of this page to clarify proximate inference.


Watch your clip #1 from M1 and record your observations in the first white box.  Repeat for #2.


REW


Code what you wrote by inserting at the end of each sentence a code from the green box.


EXAMPLE


STIM a "cow call" came from a man in 
camouflage, lying about 30 m uphill


VIDEO Observations (What did the animal do? Sense? Show?)


after the bull shoves an intruding 
male, it leaves the group of cows


RESP male repeatedly raises the nose & 
makes a prolonged noise of high 
pitched, followed by low pitched 
grunts


CODE


O


INT male has thick neck, rough neck 
hair; body is covered with mud as if it 
has been wallowing to cool down; 
large antlers;


CONT male is on the edge of a group of 12 
females, in a grassy clearing in the 
evergreen forest
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#1FRdeerClip5
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#2Clip1EthoWBProvided
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Dominant male stands with penis erect, head lowered using his strong throat muscles to emit a low pitched bellowing roar that changes pitch with a slight head lift to emit an intended bugle.(INT/RESP). The male in the midst of rutting, stood at the perimeter of his harem of about 30 females.(INT/CONT). With hormone levels increasing, the male began to herd more females to the harem.(INT). The male had a thick strong built body with a large antler rack (one broken) which may have shown the level of fitness of this bull.(INT). Our ethology field trip class watched from a distance of about 50 yards in a windowless bus as the male seemed "undisturbed" by our presence and the presence of other car driven observers within a similar radius.(CONT/STIM). 
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Joey SanFilipo
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12/6/09
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30 minutes
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Large stag begins bugling and walking tall to display his broad body with a thick neck and a large antler rack.(INT). The land below him is baron with spatially segregated grasses, shrubs, and dirt.(STIM). Females are herded by the male's bugling approach.(CONT/RESP). In his last "efforts" the male grunts in a low pitch to which a female turns her head in his direction.(RESP/CONT).
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Questions about stimulus, response 


internal state and external rewards


Development Questions about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or "flexible 
learning", and how this changes as 
individuals mature with age


Other: define:


Q2 Asking HOW? Questions- Hypotheses


PD If elk calves were raised in 
Europe with red deer, 
would they roar like red 
deer?


O


EXAMPLECODE


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


PC Is a bull more likely to 
approach a cow if she 
answers his call?


5


3


4


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT MECHANISMS OF BEHAVIOR
1


2


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O2.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about 
the CAUSE and DEVELOPMENT of behavior in individuals.


STEP 2 Practice rewording your questions about mechanisms in terms of testable hypotheses.


STEP 3 Code your questions in the right hand column, using the categories in the box at the 
bottom of this worksheet
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PD
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PC
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PC
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PD
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PD
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I hypothesize that the physiological features used to produce a buglein red deer are utilized in the learning process of young bucks (observe and mimic older more successful males). 
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I hypothesize the male will only bugle in the presence of more than 1 female.
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I hypothesize a bugle will only occur when a male has no stressors during breeding season.
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I hypothesize an orphaned young buck (just before becoming independent of his mother) will be unable to learn how to bugle with success (attract a mate) if he never finds a successful male to mimic.
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I hypothesize a calf's ability to utilize his bugling anatomical features at a stage of his development is instinctive (fixed) in his genes.
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12/6/09
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30 minutes
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


duration 
(mm:ss)


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Activity 
State


A broad category of behavior that 
includes many specific actions 
associated with one motivational state 
(mood or goal); duration of minutes  
(e.g. an ongoing behavior you would 
time with a stopwatch)


Action 
Event


Specific action patterns that are short 
in duration; subunits of an activity 
state; duration of seconds (e.g. a 
short action that you would count with 
a clicker, too brief to time)


NAME OF BEHAVIOR


STEP 1 Choose a video clip from M1/O2 and write the source information here:


STEP 2 Use reliable sources from A1 to  make a list of behaviors for this species (i.e. an 
ethogram).  OPTION:  Use the ethogram provided by your instructor


STEP 3


AS


Start


Time 0


EXAMPLECODE


AE step, turn, bite, lunge, call 
(short duration, counted 
with tally marks)


M2 Name Behavior Units (Events & States)


resting, locomotion, 
foraging, interacting, 
maintenance (long 
duration, timed with a 
stopwatch in minutes & 
seconds)


Watch the clip.  Write down the first behavior you see, using a name from the 
ethogram.  Record the duration.  Using  the codes described in the box at the bottom 
of this page (or the ethogram), code this action as a state or event.  Repeat.


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S
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12/6/09
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15 minutes
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ve7ojHum9Mw&feature=PlayList&p=CDA5821B5261A1F9&index=6Trevino, A. and SanFilipo, J. FR09 Red Deer 10/18 Clip5. Fossil Rim Wildlife Center Ethology Field Trip, Glen Rose, TX. 10/18/09.
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HERDING
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ROARING/BUGLING
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SNIFFING & LICKING
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LEAVING
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ROARING/BUGLING
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HAREM HOLDING
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HERDING
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ROARING/BUGLING
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HERDING
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00:04
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AS
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AE
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00:15
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00:43
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01:56
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02:18
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02:23
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02:44
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02:47
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00:13
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00:03
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00:21
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00:05
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00:08
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00:58
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00:37
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00:09
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00:05
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Answers about stimulus, 


response internal state and 
external rewards


Development Answers about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or 
"flexible learning", and how 
this changes as individuals 
mature with age


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, 
desires; including "for the  
benefit of the species", or "to 
spread his genes"


Focus on one behavior from M2 that you coded as an "action event". Read about it in your 
sources.  Write the name of the behavior in the left column.  Answer the Cause and 
Development questions for this behavior, refering to box at the bottom of this page and O2.  
Cite the source(s) in parentheses.


Behavior CAUSE? (Source) DEVELOPMENT? (Source)


STEP 4


STEP 2


Repeat Step 2 for a behavior that you coded in M2 as an "activity state".  Note that an activity 
state relates to an activated physiological system, so be specific about internal state. 


STEP 3


Reread what you wrote.  Decide what aspects are folk psychology, and edit the words fto state 
your idea in more scientific terms.


A2 Answering HOW Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the HOW questions on Q2.  
OPTION:  use the link to background information provided by your instructor.


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


CODE EXAMPLE


EVENT


STATE


FP stags spar because they are testy during the 
rutting season and their tempers flare easily; 
bulls want to know if there is a cow in the area 
when they hear a call, and approach to see if she 
wants to mate


PC Mature males in rut respond to the stimulus of 
female urine by sniffing it and lifting the lip 
(analagous to a snapshot w/telephoto lens)


PD Young males ignore female urine, but as they 
reach puberty, they are much more likely to sniff 
the urine and follow the female  (analogy of a 
video w/telephoto lens)
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12/6/09
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50 minutes
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Roaring/Bugling
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Herding
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Breeding females respond to a mature male's stimulus of first initiated bouts, higher rates of, and constant roars while herding, by copulating with the male before any other males (McComb, 2003).(PC). 
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As a juvenile male red deer, the body size reduces the ability to roar more effectively (higher rates, etc. to gather/defend a harem) because of a reduced extension of his larynx (Reby, 2004).(PD).
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When mature males use herding with roars as a stimulus during "pre-rut", females tend to conceive earlier because of a response of advanced ovulation (McComb, 3003).(PC).
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Male red deer tend to use more energy by walking more when herding multiple females to a harem during breeding season (Pepin, 2009), thus males who are greater fit (have genes that express greater energy efficiency) can withstand the energy loss from the breeding season.(PD).
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Pepin, Dominique, Morellet, Nicolas, and Goulard, Michel. "Seasonal and daily walking activity patterns of free-ranging adult red deer (Cervus elaphus) at the individual level", European Journal of Wildlife Research, (2009), 55:5, 479-486.
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?
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Use of the same clips as in M1 were a great idea. This allowed us to continue our efforts of understanding/applying the knowledge needed to fully comprehend a more scientific approach. M2 was a great example since it applied a scientific aspect through an ethogram with our personal observations of those clips. 
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Small clarification errors were noticed just like in the first module. For example, O2 asked for the codes to be inserted after each sentence, but there was no mention of whether the sentence should only consist of one code per sentence. This is why my sentences sometimes had two codes because of comma segregated observations. Also, a small spelling error caught my attention in A2's last step ("...fto state...").
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Maybe to fix the clarification issue, include an extra addition in parenthesis of what your preferences are about in regards to the code situation (mentioned in "2"). Or/also be lenient in the grading of this area since there was not enough clarification. Lastly, to prevent the spelling error, be sure to check for the red underlined words in your pdf then fix what needs to be corrected.







Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


3.1


3.2


3.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.


Distinguish between function and evolution perspectives used to identify testable 
ultimate  hypotheses about body language of deer.


Rank behavior units in terms of variability (fixed vs. flexible; instinct vs. learned)


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test ultimate hypotheses about deer behavior.


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O3 Inference


seeking to better 
understand reality


Module 3.  Function:  Deer Behavior


Q3 Why?


MEASURE DATA


M3 Describe Units


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A3Why?


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 
place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Folk 
Psychology


my explanation in terms of human-like 
beliefs, emotions, desires; including "for 
the  benefit of the species", or "to spread 
his genes"


Proximate my hypothesis about the stimulus that 
elicits this response, the internal state of 
the animal and how much this varies 
among individuals as they mature


Ultimate my hypothesis about the function in terms 
of survival and reproduction of distinct 
genotypes in a population; ancestral roots 
of the behavior based on comparing 
species that have diverged (or converged) 
over evolutionary time


WHY? those males with lower pitched calls 
are more likely to attract females at a 
distance in forests than males with 
higher pitched calls; the lower pitched 
roar of red deer diverged from elk 
during the glacial ages in more 
densely forested habitat


EXAMPLE


FP the bull wants to attract females and 
is angry at other bulls he believes will 
intrude on his harem


HOW? young males are more likely to 
approach females and avoid bigger 
males, when testosterone is high 
during the fall breeding season


CODE


Practice thinking intuitively like a scientist, by noting the consequences of behaviors and what 
this might mean for survival and reproduction of various genotypes.  Refer to the table at the 
bottom of this page to clarify how the ultiimate perspective differs from proximate.


Review the same video clips that you used in O2.  Write notes on what you observe and think 
about the consequences of the behavior in the short term and long term.


Reread your notes and add codes in parentheses at the end of each sentence, referring to the 
categories in the table at the end of this page.


VIDEO CONSEQUENCES OF THE BEHAVIOR FOR THE GENE POOL


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3
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O3 Subjective Inference- ULTIMATE
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#1FRdeerClip5
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#2Clip1EthoWBProvided
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The male's herding of the females into his harem can increase the chances of reproduction during breeding season by having multiple chances that one of the females are willing to breed.(WHY?). Males use their herding to drive females into a condensed harem with more solid surroundings (i.e. thick vegetation, cliff or mountain sides) can utilize their bugles to cover the entire harem increasing attraction and thusly reproductive success.(WHY?)
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Larger, older males have increased reproductive success because they have "fine tuned" bugle calls developed over their lifetime.(WHY?) Large males like this can attract more females with more consecutive bugles, resulting in a positive correlation between frequent calls and greater numbers of females.(HOW?). More frequent roars are positively correlated with larger, older more successful (attract more mates for reproduction) male red deer.(WHY?)
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25 minutes
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Questions about the evolutionary 
history of species (or populations); 
why ancestral roots of a behavior 
changed over time as species 
diverged (or converged)


Function Questions about which genotypes 
make more copies in the gene pool of 
a population


Other: define:


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write all code(s) that apply to what 
you wrote in the center column.


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT WHY BEHAVIOR EVOLVED


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O3.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about the 
FUNCTION and EVOLUTION of behavior in populations of species.


STEP 2 Practice rewriting your questions based on the logic that a scientist uses to develop hypotheses 
about why a behavior evolved. 


3


4


1


2


UE Why do species that live in dense 
forests have lower pitched 
vocalizations than those that live in 
open grasslands?


UF Do males with low pitched calls sire 
more offspring than males with high 
pitch calls?


5


EXAMPLECODE


O
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Q3 Asking WHY? Questions- Hypotheses
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Do males with longer necks (used for longer larynx extension) produce greater fit offspring?
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Why do males herd multiple females into areas with more vegetation instead of less vegetable areas?
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UF
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UE
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Do females produce better fit offspring when they have no stressors during the breeding season (i.e. available, sustainable resources)?
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UF
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Why have red deer vocalizations increased in amount and variability instead of remaining constant during breeding season?
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UE
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Why do red deer males "condense" the area where harem holding occurs instead of using the same energy by walking to areas where females are located initially?
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UE
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


NAME VARIATION (5 is 
most variable)


CATEGORY ACTIVITY STATE


Fixed 
instinct


The sequence of action is the same 
every time and in every individual; 
duration may vary, e.g. prairie chicken 
courtship display


Stereotypy The sequence of actions is repeated, but 
only in abnormal individuals, as in a 
psychological or developmental disorder, 
e.g. pacing, cribbing


Modal Intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. foraging


Abnormal Unusual and highly variable activity 
observed only in unique individuals, e.g. 
eating rocks


Flexible 
learning


A lot of variation in the form, duration, 
sequence, and diversity of actions across 
both individuals and times, e.g. tool 
using in chimps


M
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M3 Describe Behavior Units


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q3, choose 4 behaviors from M2 & A2 (2 activity states and 2 
action events); enter the names in the appropriate box in the second column.  


STEP 2 Describe the behavior in objective terms; strive to make a "word picture" that all observers 
on staff or a research team would recognize. 


State 2


Event 1


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, rate the degree to each action is  
flexible (highly variable/learned/abnormal) or fixed (heritable instinct/individual stereotypy)


Category OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION (postures, movements, 
sounds, color changes, hair/feather changes)


State1


form and duration of the action is the 
same in all individuals and each time it 
is repeated, e.g.  Firefly flash


2 ** the unique action is repeated the same 
each time, but it is only in certain 
individuals, not a heritable trait of the 
species, e.g. head toss "tic"


CODE


Event 2


4 **** Unique movement shown only by one 
individual, with variations e.g. "floating 
limb"


5 ***** Highly variable form and orientation of 
the behavior; change in frequency 
related to rewards, e.g. bottle-opening 
in great tits


3 *** intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. sniffing


ACTION EVENT


1 *
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Herding
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Harem Holding
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Roaring & Bugling
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Sniffing & Licking
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Performed by a mature male during rut, he stands tall with his neck elongated, walks in direction of females then "counters" their movement to drive them to a harem. While driving on occasion, he lowers his head and extends his neck to produce consistent roars and grunts.
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3
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During rut, a male will stand at or around his herd of females. He'll stand tall, displaying his features while protecting them from his competitors by chasing or fighting them away. He'll continue to roar and bugle to also display his fitness.
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1
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A male will lower his head and elongate his neck to allow his larynx to fully extend to his sternum, then with air from his lungs and help from his muscular throat and diaphragm, he projects a variety of roars or bugles.
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1
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With subtle movement of his nostrils, lips, and tongue, a deer will use his ol' factory senses to detect pheromones, and other distinctive smells. The deer may lower his nostrils to the host of the smell to "determine" information from that smell. It may lick it's lips or the air to regulate the senses or taste the air for pheromones, and other distinctive smells. 
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Answers about the 
evolutionary history of species 
(or populations); why ancestral 
roots of a behavior changed 
over time as species diverged 
(or converged)


Function Answers about which 
genotypes make more copies 
in the gene pool of a 
population; differential fitness 
of the genotypes related to 
survival and reproduction


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, desires; 
including "for the  benefit of 
the species", or "to spread his 
genes"


Behavior FUNCTION? (Source) EVOLUTION? (Source)


FP Bulls bugle because they want to spread their 
genes throughout the population.  Contests 
among bulls are for the good of the species 
so only the best will breed


M
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A3 Answering WHY Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the WHY questions you wrote in Q3.  
Think about how the categories in M3 would influence your answers. OPTION:  find additional 
sources to answer your questions


STEP 4


STEP 2


Write an hypothesis that would answer the question "Why does this behavior happen" from the 
perspective of FUNCTION. (Note your sources in parentheses) 


STEP 3


Repeat Step 3 for this question "Why did this behavior change over the history of the species?" 
from the perspective of EVOLUTION.  


Focus on one behavior you named in M3. Find a similar behavior in your sources and compare 
similarities and differences between what you observed and what you read about it from your 
sources.  Write the behavior in one cell of the left column.  Repeat.


UE elk diverged from smaller bodied ancestors 
with changes in forest/grassland habitat 
during the ice ages; the larger body was 
associated with more resonant mating calls 
that carried a longer distance and male-
defense of a group of cows (video w/wide-
angle)


UF those genotypes that bugled were more likely 
to attract females and intimidate males than 
those that did not (snapshot w/wide-angle)


CODE EXAMPLE
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Bark
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Approach
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The deer who had the genotype for ability to bark were capable of defending one's territory and letting predators know they've been "spotted" (Reby, 2003).(UF).
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All species of deer have been shown to share the same ability to bark just like their ancestors, but different frequencies of their bark vary from species to species (Reby, 2003).(UE).
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The male deer who approached another male intruding his harem was more likely to defend his females by either fighting or "scaring" away the competitor male (Reby, 2004).(UF).
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Approach is a very common behavior in multiple cervids, and can be associated with males who are attempting to intrude on another's harem resulting in various roaring bouts and/or fighting (Reby, 2003).(UE).
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?
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The continued process of us creating our own questions/hypotheses. This allowed me to feel like I once again wasn't just typing answers down directly from sources but actually questioning the logic within the inquiry project. I also think the codes and examples at the bottom of each page was great, because it let the reader/student recognize the concepts he/she is working on to be better prepared for the final.
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There was a little confusion in A3 at step 2, and I was unsure if this was an actual typed response we should have put down. I understood why it was good to compare the similar behaviors, but resorted to just thinking through this step instead of typing it down somewhere on the page.
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To fix the confusion of A3, maybe add step 2 as just another sentence on step 1 and let the reader/student know that the similarities and differences do not need to be typed anywhere on the page.
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Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


1.1


1.2


1.3


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry 
(observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to 
folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the 
others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  
Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose 
to enter the cycle at a different place.  


Module 1.  Scouting for deer
Distinguish between observation, inference, and questions that 
arise from freestyle (ad libitum)  notes about deer communication 
Use video technology to record the body language of deer for 
further detailed analysis.


Practice critical thinking in distinguishing between reliable 
(scientific) and unreliable sources of information about deer 


i ti


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR EACH MODULE IN THIS INQUIRY CYCLE


Module 1.  Scouting Deer Behavior


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O1 Ad lib


seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A1 Sources Q1 Initial


MEASURE DATA


M1 Record







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


ANALYSIS 
CODE


SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOURCE VIDEO(S), AND MY CODE FOR IT:


STEP 3 Choose another video of the same display behavior (may be another scene or 
individual in the same clip).  Repeat STEP 2 to fill in the next sender/receiver boxes.  
Note any similarities and differences between the behaviors, compared to your first 
observations. .
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O1 Ad Lib (freestyle) Observations


VIDEO 
CODE AD LIBITUM NOTES ON WHAT I OBSERVED


general notes about location, species, behavior & context: 


Read the analysis categories in the box at the bottom of this page . In the far right 
column,  write the code(s) that apply to what you wrote in the center column.


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 4


Find a place to watch deer and video the behavior (see M1), or choose video clip(s) 
you find on the web (e.g. "Red Deer Roaring") or provided by your instructor (clip 1).  
Write the source information in the box provided and refer to it by code in the column 
on the left (VIDEO).  Empty your mind of preconceptions and try to absorb the 
environment as if you were inside the skin of the deer.  Note what you observe about 
the place, habitat, clues about the season, other animals, etc.  Write your general 
observations in the top box.


Replay the video clip, and choose one communication display to analyze in more 
detail in terms of sender/receiver.  Write your observations about the behavior of the 
deer in the box marked "sender".  Observe how other members of the same species 
respond ("ignore" is also a response), and write your notes in the box marked 
"receiver".
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Clip1
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Male elk bugling, very high pitched, females walking away, hilly habitat, one male, up to seven females around, shrublands,no females approaching male, male moving around, male's head high bugling loudly, high altitudes, low lighting
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Agonline Website: Elk Clip1 & Clip3
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CATEGORY DEFINITION
Observation what I actually saw, heard, 


smelled, or otherwise sensed 
about the animal and its 
environment


Inference what I (or others) think about 
what I observed; my underlying 
mental model


Question what I'm curious to learn more 
about, to better understand what I 
observed; my hypothesis about 
cause/effect


Other: define:


Q


O


EXAMPLE
in the forest, lone male raises 
nose in line with back, opens 
mouth and bugles


I think this is a young male 
because his antlers are small, 
and his call is relatively high 
pitched


I wonder if the presence of 
other males makes a 
difference in how often he calls


OBS
CODE


INF


sender:


receiver:


sender:


receiver:
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male, head high, ears moving, vocalization: screams &grunts, high pitched, walking around, long-winded bugles,ends with grunts, upright posture, ascending call
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Clip1
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females, ears back, ignoring, paying attention verylittle to beginning but walk away, female walking awaywhen male approaches, listening to bugle but notpaying attention, slow-paced
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Clip3
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male herding, up to 8-9 females, male in middle, bugles,high-pitched, screams then grunts, head high, followsfemales, runs after 1 female, tail looks like it's up,head low, trotting, speeds up, gives one long squeal towards lone female, stops once female goes toward herd
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Pleading to female or fighting to keep female?
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Q
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8-9 females, walking away from male, ears back, slowlymoving away, one female being chased, runs away frommale and other females after male bugles, ears back,head up while running, turns & heads towards other females, ears moving, slowly stops to look & listen
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Folk 
Psychology


Questions about beliefs, 
emotions, desires of the 
animal


Proximate Questions about the 
cause and development 
of behavior


Ultimate Questions about the 
function and evolution of 
behavior


STEP 1


Brainstorm and write down as many questions as come to mind.


CODE


# WHAT I AM CURIOUS  ABOUT LEARNING
1


2


3


STEP 3


HOW
?


How does the bull make that sound?  
Do young bulls sound the same as older 
bulls?


EXAMPLE
FP Does  he want to impress the females to 


stay with him?


4


Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write the code(s) that apply to 
what you wrote in the center column.  


STEP 2


Review your notes in O1.  Think about what you do and do not know about this behavior.  
OPTION: Discuss your thoughts with others.
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Q1 Brainstorming Initial Questions


5


WHY? Why don't white-tailed deer bugle like 
elk?  Are the females more likely to 
mate with a male that has a lower pitch 
bugle?
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Does the male keep females in the herd as an advantage for more mates or to simply show his dominance?
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In the first clip, will the male force himself on the females orsimply walk around bugling until one female shows interest?
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Are the females assessing the male based on his stance or justhis bugles?
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Why are elks more high pitched than red deer in bugling? Doesit have to do with altitude or habitat?
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What are the accepting gestures of the females?
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Other: define:O







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Q1


Q2


Q3


Q4


Q5


VIDEO LOG
#


1


2


NOTES ON BEHAVIORS AND CONTEXT


Before starting, record information about your video by answering Q1- Q5.


When  (date and time)?


How  (camera & partner)?


video clip #1:What label will be used to 
identify these clips in the video 
archive that you will later 
analyze?


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


What species will you watch 
(scientific & common name)?


START


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R
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M1 Record Data (video/tape)


GROUPS OF ANIMALS


Find a place where you can watch deer and use a video cam to record behavior of a 
focal individual.  This means keep the camera focused on one individual and follow it 
with the camera wherever it goes, for 3 minutes.  OPTION:  work with a partner who can 
write while you are using the video; check off behaviors you see on an ethogram list 
provided by the instructor.


Fill out the video log below.  Use a new line for each clip.


Where will you do observations 
(eg. Location, blind, vehicle)?


video clip #2:  
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Cervus elaphus, Red Deer
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Fossil Rim W.C., Vehicle/blind
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10/18/09 2-4 pm (1400-1600)
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partner, JVC digital & Sony tape videos
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FR09 Red Deer Tape 4 15:01?
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FR09 Red Deer SD 3:14 pm
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female red deer
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grazing bout, moving, inactive-standing,savannah-like pastures, forested areas & hillsides, valley
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male red deer, 4-5 femalered deer, 3-4 females visible in clip, lyingabout 3+ body lengths away
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cleaning, inactive-lying, licking, alertlylistening, ear flicks, yawn, vehicle about50 feet away, red deer in pasture includedabout 7-10 males present, about 30 females
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Reliability 
Category


CATEGORY DESCRIPTION


unreliable Tabloids designed to sell many copies 
to a mass audience interested in 
sensational stories


less than 
average


Popular magazines, books and videos 
marketing to a large market of the 
informed public


intermediate Science magazine articles written by 
journalists who specialize in 
interpretation of scientific information


more than 
average


Invited books, textbooks and articles 
written by scientists but not peer 
reviewed


most reliable Peer reviewed scientific journal 
published by a society of 
professionals; peer-reviewed book


A1 Finding Scientific Sources


M
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2 ** Whitecap Books, 
Penguin Books, Reader's 
Digest,


3 *** Discovery, National 
Geographic, Smithsonian


4 **** Scientific American, 
American Scientist, 
Voyageur Press


Keyword SOURCES I FOUND


EXAMPLE


1 * People magazine, 
National Enquirer


CODE


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q1, use Google Scholar to search sources available to the 
general public; write the keyword you used for the search, and the reference of the 
source you found (e.g. web address, title, author, organization, publisher, date)


STEP 2 Search scientific sources using a library database (i.e. Web of Science); write the 
keyword  and the complete reference  (author, date, title, journal, volume, pages)


STEP 3 Categorize your sources in terms of reliability.  Read the categories at the bottom; in the 
far right column, write the code(s) that apply.


5 ***** Animal Behaviour, 
Behaviour, Science, 
University of Chicago 
Press, Oxford Press
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Clutton-Brock, TH, Guinness, FE, Albon, SD. "Red Deer: Behaviorand Ecology of two sexes." University of Chicago Press. 1982.
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Clutton-Brock, T.H., Albon, S.D. "The roaring of red deer andthe evolution of honest advertisement." Behavior, 1979: pp 145-170. 
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Charlton, Benjamin D., Reby, David, McComb, Karen. "Female red deer prefer the roars of larger males." Biology Letters, 2007:382-385.
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?







Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you
SCIENCE IN ACTION!


Module 2:  Structure:  Deer Behavior


revising mental models creating mental models


OBSERVE REALITY


O2 Observation


A2 How? Q2 How?
seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


testing hypotheses designing experimentsMEASURE DATA


  


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 


M2 Name Units


2.1


2.2


Distinguish between cause and development perspectives used to identify testable 
proximate hypotheses about body language of deer.
Identify  behavior units described as states and events in an ethogram for the 
species


place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE


2.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-


p


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test proximate hypotheses about deer behavior.


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


External 
stimulus


what the animal appeared to hear, 
smell, or otherwise sense about its 
environment 


Response the animal's actions, including 
posture, movements, sounds, change 
in color or hair, etc.


Internal 
state


indicators of hormonal, nutritional, age 
or other body condition; evidence of 
motivational state e.g. time since last 
meal


External 
context


Other animals, plants, objects etc. 
around the animal


Reward external consequences that might 
shape the behavior by reward or 
punishment


Other: define:


O2 Objective Observations- PROXIMATE
F


A
Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


Practice thinking analytically like a scientist, by separating objective observations from 
subjective inference. Use the  box at the bottom of this page to clarify proximate inference.


Watch your clip #1 from M1 and record your observations in the first white box.  Repeat for #2.


REW


Code what you wrote by inserting at the end of each sentence a code from the green box.


EXAMPLE


STIM a "cow call" came from a man in 
camouflage, lying about 30 m uphill


VIDEO Observations (What did the animal do? Sense? Show?)


after the bull shoves an intruding 
male, it leaves the group of cows


RESP male repeatedly raises the nose & 
makes a prolonged noise of high 
pitched, followed by low pitched 
grunts


CODE


O


INT male has thick neck, rough neck 
hair; body is covered with mud as if it 
has been wallowing to cool down; 
large antlers;


CONT male is on the edge of a group of 12 
females, in a grassy clearing in the 
evergreen forest
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small female foraging while standing with head down, eating small pieces of grass at a time from the ground, very little movement at first, ears flicking, more movement with head down foraging, bright &sunny day, little windy, chewing and foraging continue, female stopsto look up once to her left at unknown stimulus
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male laying down in shade, broken right antler, looking out to horizon,alert, licks air, starts to clean himself, more licking air after, ear flicks, big yawn with head high in the air followed by more licking, seems to be listening for something, alert, ears moving in differentdirections, still lying down, lowers head slightly, eyes close slightly,still looking out at horizon
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Questions about stimulus, response 


internal state and external rewards


Development Questions about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or "flexible 
learning", and how this changes as 
individuals mature with age


Other: define:


Q2 Asking HOW? Questions- Hypotheses


PD If elk calves were raised in 
Europe with red deer, 
would they roar like red 
deer?


O


EXAMPLECODE


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


PC Is a bull more likely to 
approach a cow if she 
answers his call?


5


3


4


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT MECHANISMS OF BEHAVIOR
1


2


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O2.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about 
the CAUSE and DEVELOPMENT of behavior in individuals.


STEP 2 Practice rewording your questions about mechanisms in terms of testable hypotheses.


STEP 3 Code your questions in the right hand column, using the categories in the box at the 
bottom of this worksheet
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How do the females assess the males?The male genotypes with the largest antlers and darker fur weremore likely chosen by the females to mate than those that werenot in a healthy condition.
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How does a male know when to approach a female?The male genotypes that were more experienced, knew how to do aflehman and know the scent of a receptive female.
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


duration 
(mm:ss)


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Activity 
State


A broad category of behavior that 
includes many specific actions 
associated with one motivational state 
(mood or goal); duration of minutes  
(e.g. an ongoing behavior you would 
time with a stopwatch)


Action 
Event


Specific action patterns that are short 
in duration; subunits of an activity 
state; duration of seconds (e.g. a 
short action that you would count with 
a clicker, too brief to time)


NAME OF BEHAVIOR


STEP 1 Choose a video clip from M1/O2 and write the source information here:


STEP 2 Use reliable sources from A1 to  make a list of behaviors for this species (i.e. an 
ethogram).  OPTION:  Use the ethogram provided by your instructor


STEP 3


AS


Start


Time 0


EXAMPLECODE


AE step, turn, bite, lunge, call 
(short duration, counted 
with tally marks)


M2 Name Behavior Units (Events & States)


resting, locomotion, 
foraging, interacting, 
maintenance (long 
duration, timed with a 
stopwatch in minutes & 
seconds)


Watch the clip.  Write down the first behavior you see, using a name from the 
ethogram.  Record the duration.  Using  the codes described in the box at the bottom 
of this page (or the ethogram), code this action as a state or event.  Repeat.


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Answers about stimulus, 


response internal state and 
external rewards


Development Answers about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or 
"flexible learning", and how 
this changes as individuals 
mature with age


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, 
desires; including "for the  
benefit of the species", or "to 
spread his genes"


Focus on one behavior from M2 that you coded as an "action event". Read about it in your 
sources.  Write the name of the behavior in the left column.  Answer the Cause and 
Development questions for this behavior, refering to box at the bottom of this page and O2.  
Cite the source(s) in parentheses.


Behavior CAUSE? (Source) DEVELOPMENT? (Source)


STEP 4


STEP 2


Repeat Step 2 for a behavior that you coded in M2 as an "activity state".  Note that an activity 
state relates to an activated physiological system, so be specific about internal state. 


STEP 3


Reread what you wrote.  Decide what aspects are folk psychology, and edit the words fto state 
your idea in more scientific terms.


A2 Answering HOW Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the HOW questions on Q2.  
OPTION:  use the link to background information provided by your instructor.


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


CODE EXAMPLE


EVENT


STATE


FP stags spar because they are testy during the 
rutting season and their tempers flare easily; 
bulls want to know if there is a cow in the area 
when they hear a call, and approach to see if she 
wants to mate


PC Mature males in rut respond to the stimulus of 
female urine by sniffing it and lifting the lip 
(analagous to a snapshot w/telephoto lens)


PD Young males ignore female urine, but as they 
reach puberty, they are much more likely to sniff 
the urine and follow the female  (analogy of a 
video w/telephoto lens)
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pheromones; ovulating femalesstimulus: photoperiod, influencestestosterone cycles during fall;testosterone associated with antler &muscle growth; includes enter harem, bark, flehman, roar, chivy, lick rump, mount, dismount, harem hold, displace,chase, FIGHT, herd/drive,  lick nose, pant, abduct, parallel walk, ejaculate,thrash
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Rutting occurs seasonally, the lengthand shape of the larynx is highlyheritable, some individual variation;during the fall season mainly, increases age and more experience(Clutton-Brock 1982)
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?
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Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


3.1


3.2


3.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.


Distinguish between function and evolution perspectives used to identify testable 
ultimate  hypotheses about body language of deer.


Rank behavior units in terms of variability (fixed vs. flexible; instinct vs. learned)


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test ultimate hypotheses about deer behavior.


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O3 Inference


seeking to better 
understand reality


Module 3.  Function:  Deer Behavior


Q3 Why?


MEASURE DATA


M3 Describe Units


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A3Why?


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 
place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Folk 
Psychology


my explanation in terms of human-like 
beliefs, emotions, desires; including "for 
the  benefit of the species", or "to spread 
his genes"


Proximate my hypothesis about the stimulus that 
elicits this response, the internal state of 
the animal and how much this varies 
among individuals as they mature


Ultimate my hypothesis about the function in terms 
of survival and reproduction of distinct 
genotypes in a population; ancestral roots 
of the behavior based on comparing 
species that have diverged (or converged) 
over evolutionary time


WHY? those males with lower pitched calls 
are more likely to attract females at a 
distance in forests than males with 
higher pitched calls; the lower pitched 
roar of red deer diverged from elk 
during the glacial ages in more 
densely forested habitat


EXAMPLE


FP the bull wants to attract females and 
is angry at other bulls he believes will 
intrude on his harem


HOW? young males are more likely to 
approach females and avoid bigger 
males, when testosterone is high 
during the fall breeding season


CODE


Practice thinking intuitively like a scientist, by noting the consequences of behaviors and what 
this might mean for survival and reproduction of various genotypes.  Refer to the table at the 
bottom of this page to clarify how the ultiimate perspective differs from proximate.


Review the same video clips that you used in O2.  Write notes on what you observe and think 
about the consequences of the behavior in the short term and long term.


Reread your notes and add codes in parentheses at the end of each sentence, referring to the 
categories in the table at the end of this page.


VIDEO CONSEQUENCES OF THE BEHAVIOR FOR THE GENE POOL


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


O3 Subjective Inference- ULTIMATE
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female foraging, continuously eating while she can during the day,bright sunny day, continuously chewing and collecting grass, littlemovement, female must be hungry, collecting/eating large amounts offood to save and chew for later as a ruminant, more food eaten lesspossibility to starve
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male red deer with broken right antler, inactively lying down, lickingair possibly to moisten mouth to clean himself, male in rutting seasonand cleaning himself for female attraction? big yawn, continuously looking alert & listening, male watching over herd of females, earsmoving, not falling asleep but resting, stays alert to keep femaleharem & keep other male's away
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Questions about the evolutionary 
history of species (or populations); 
why ancestral roots of a behavior 
changed over time as species 
diverged (or converged)


Function Questions about which genotypes 
make more copies in the gene pool of 
a population


Other: define:


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write all code(s) that apply to what 
you wrote in the center column.


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT WHY BEHAVIOR EVOLVED


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O3.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about the 
FUNCTION and EVOLUTION of behavior in populations of species.


STEP 2 Practice rewriting your questions based on the logic that a scientist uses to develop hypotheses 
about why a behavior evolved. 


3


4


1


2


UE Why do species that live in dense 
forests have lower pitched 
vocalizations than those that live in 
open grasslands?


UF Do males with low pitched calls sire 
more offspring than males with high 
pitch calls?


5


EXAMPLECODE


O


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Q3 Asking WHY? Questions- Hypotheses
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Is grooming in a male deer an attraction for females or simplecleaning?
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Do red deer live in more open grasslands during rutting season anddense forest when not rutting?
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Is male alertness a common characteristic in rutting males? Is it aninstinct or is it learned?
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


NAME VARIATION (5 is 
most variable)


CATEGORY ACTIVITY STATE


Fixed 
instinct


The sequence of action is the same 
every time and in every individual; 
duration may vary, e.g. prairie chicken 
courtship display


Stereotypy The sequence of actions is repeated, but 
only in abnormal individuals, as in a 
psychological or developmental disorder, 
e.g. pacing, cribbing


Modal Intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. foraging


Abnormal Unusual and highly variable activity 
observed only in unique individuals, e.g. 
eating rocks


Flexible 
learning


A lot of variation in the form, duration, 
sequence, and diversity of actions across 
both individuals and times, e.g. tool 
using in chimps


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


M3 Describe Behavior Units


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q3, choose 4 behaviors from M2 & A2 (2 activity states and 2 
action events); enter the names in the appropriate box in the second column.  


STEP 2 Describe the behavior in objective terms; strive to make a "word picture" that all observers 
on staff or a research team would recognize. 


State 2


Event 1


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, rate the degree to each action is  
flexible (highly variable/learned/abnormal) or fixed (heritable instinct/individual stereotypy)


Category OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION (postures, movements, 
sounds, color changes, hair/feather changes)


State1


form and duration of the action is the 
same in all individuals and each time it 
is repeated, e.g.  Firefly flash


2 ** the unique action is repeated the same 
each time, but it is only in certain 
individuals, not a heritable trait of the 
species, e.g. head toss "tic"


CODE


Event 2


4 **** Unique movement shown only by one 
individual, with variations e.g. "floating 
limb"


5 ***** Highly variable form and orientation of 
the behavior; change in frequency 
related to rewards, e.g. bottle-opening 
in great tits


3 *** intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. sniffing


ACTION EVENT


1 *
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foraging ground for grass, nibbling off piecesof grass & swallowing, searching for food,eating amounts of food in a grassland
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movement of jaws up & down to grind food inmouth with their teeth, breaking down food into smaller pieces
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movement of the tongue in a licking action,moistened, movement of tongue out of the mouth onto another surface
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Answers about the 
evolutionary history of species 
(or populations); why ancestral 
roots of a behavior changed 
over time as species diverged 
(or converged)


Function Answers about which 
genotypes make more copies 
in the gene pool of a 
population; differential fitness 
of the genotypes related to 
survival and reproduction


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, desires; 
including "for the  benefit of 
the species", or "to spread his 
genes"


Behavior FUNCTION? (Source) EVOLUTION? (Source)


FP Bulls bugle because they want to spread their 
genes throughout the population.  Contests 
among bulls are for the good of the species 
so only the best will breed


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


A3 Answering WHY Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the WHY questions you wrote in Q3.  
Think about how the categories in M3 would influence your answers. OPTION:  find additional 
sources to answer your questions


STEP 4


STEP 2


Write an hypothesis that would answer the question "Why does this behavior happen" from the 
perspective of FUNCTION. (Note your sources in parentheses) 


STEP 3


Repeat Step 3 for this question "Why did this behavior change over the history of the species?" 
from the perspective of EVOLUTION.  


Focus on one behavior you named in M3. Find a similar behavior in your sources and compare 
similarities and differences between what you observed and what you read about it from your 
sources.  Write the behavior in one cell of the left column.  Repeat.


UE elk diverged from smaller bodied ancestors 
with changes in forest/grassland habitat 
during the ice ages; the larger body was 
associated with more resonant mating calls 
that carried a longer distance and male-
defense of a group of cows (video w/wide-
angle)


UF those genotypes that bugled were more likely 
to attract females and intimidate males than 
those that did not (snapshot w/wide-angle)


CODE EXAMPLE
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Haremholding
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males that keep more females in a harem were more likely to reproduce more, keeps other males away, increasesfitness to harem hold females,increases chances of mating
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Red deer graze a lot to put on weightbefore the winter season, deer that didmore grazing were more likely to survivea hard/cold winter
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larger males were more able to haremhold females, harem holding occurs inolder males, establishes dominance, this behavior could have diverged froman ancestor and differs in differentdeer species
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with age grazing increases to supportbigger bodies, this is a fixed instinctfor survival and has evolved fromancestral forms of deer
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?





		A2DanielleMmod1pdf.pdf

		prey1.pdf

		preyO1

		preyQ1

		preyM1

		preyA1

		evaluation



		A2DanielleMmod2pdf
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		preyM2

		preyA2

		evaluation



		A2DanielleMmod3pdf

		prey3.pdf
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		preyM3

		preyA3

		evaluation












Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


1.1


1.2


1.3


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry 
(observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to 
folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the 
others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  
Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose 
to enter the cycle at a different place.  


Module 1.  Scouting for deer
Distinguish between observation, inference, and questions that 
arise from freestyle (ad libitum)  notes about deer communication 
Use video technology to record the body language of deer for 
further detailed analysis.


Practice critical thinking in distinguishing between reliable 
(scientific) and unreliable sources of information about deer 


i ti


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR EACH MODULE IN THIS INQUIRY CYCLE


Module 1.  Scouting Deer Behavior


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O1 Ad lib


seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A1 Sources Q1 Initial


MEASURE DATA


M1 Record







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


ANALYSIS 
CODE


SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOURCE VIDEO(S), AND MY CODE FOR IT:


STEP 3 Choose another video of the same display behavior (may be another scene or 
individual in the same clip).  Repeat STEP 2 to fill in the next sender/receiver boxes.  
Note any similarities and differences between the behaviors, compared to your first 
observations. .


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


O1 Ad Lib (freestyle) Observations


VIDEO 
CODE AD LIBITUM NOTES ON WHAT I OBSERVED


general notes about location, species, behavior & context: 


Read the analysis categories in the box at the bottom of this page . In the far right 
column,  write the code(s) that apply to what you wrote in the center column.


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 4


Find a place to watch deer and video the behavior (see M1), or choose video clip(s) 
you find on the web (e.g. "Red Deer Roaring") or provided by your instructor (clip 1).  
Write the source information in the box provided and refer to it by code in the column 
on the left (VIDEO).  Empty your mind of preconceptions and try to absorb the 
environment as if you were inside the skin of the deer.  Note what you observe about 
the place, habitat, clues about the season, other animals, etc.  Write your general 
observations in the top box.


Replay the video clip, and choose one communication display to analyze in more 
detail in terms of sender/receiver.  Write your observations about the behavior of the 
deer in the box marked "sender".  Observe how other members of the same species 
respond ("ignore" is also a response), and write your notes in the box marked 
"receiver".
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agonline website: Clip 1 & Clip 3
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http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/wethogram/videos/v_index.htm
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Context: The elk are observed in a mountain scrub habitat with short, shrub-like vegetationin dimly lit and cloudy skies.Species/behavior: One male elk is seen bugling and walking amidst seven or more female elk. Nofemale elk were seen walking toward the male; instead, they walked away or continued eating.This recording may have taken place in theearly morning or evening due to the low lighting.The female elk appeared to not pay attentionto the male elk.
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http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/wethogram/videos/v_index.htm
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CATEGORY DEFINITION
Observation what I actually saw, heard, 


smelled, or otherwise sensed 
about the animal and its 
environment


Inference what I (or others) think about 
what I observed; my underlying 
mental model


Question what I'm curious to learn more 
about, to better understand what I 
observed; my hypothesis about 
cause/effect


Other: define:


Q


O


EXAMPLE
in the forest, lone male raises 
nose in line with back, opens 
mouth and bugles


I think this is a young male 
because his antlers are small, 
and his call is relatively high 
pitched


I wonder if the presence of 
other males makes a 
difference in how often he calls


OBS
CODE


INF


sender:


receiver:


sender:


receiver:
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http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/wethogram/videos/v_index.htm
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The male elk held his head up while walkingaround with an upright posture and emitted bugling sounds.The bugles appeared to have a long, ascendingsquealing sequence followed by short grunting or barking sequences.
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http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/wethogram/videos/v_index.htm
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Some of the female elk's ears perked up towardthe male.  Most females were observed walkingaway from the male.  Then the females' ears stopped pointing toward the male.It appears that the females walked away fromthe male as if avoiding or ignoring him.
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http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/wethogram/videos/v_index.htm
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http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc422/materials/part3_mating/wethogram/videos/v_index.htm
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Similarities with Clip 1: A male elk is seen with his head held up while bugling near a herd of female elk.Differences:  The male elk is facing away from the females while bugling in Clip 3, whereas it appears the male in Clip 1 faces severaldirections including towards the females.  The male elk in Clip 3 thenturns toward the females and walks behind them to herd them.  When a female gets too far away from the herd, he runs her back in to keep her close.  A descending squeal is heard at the end of the clip, and I'm wondering whether this is from the focal male after herding his females, or is there another male in the vicinity?
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Similarities with Clip 1: The female elk walk away fromthe focal male when he is bugling as if ignoring him.Differences: The male is seen herding the females, andwhen he runs near the females, the female elk turn andrun away from him but toward the female herd.I wonder if the females are running away from the malebecause they are not receptive to mate yet or if theyare afraid of him poking them with his antlers.
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Folk 
Psychology


Questions about beliefs, 
emotions, desires of the 
animal


Proximate Questions about the 
cause and development 
of behavior


Ultimate Questions about the 
function and evolution of 
behavior


STEP 1


Brainstorm and write down as many questions as come to mind.


CODE


# WHAT I AM CURIOUS  ABOUT LEARNING
1


2


3


STEP 3


HOW
?


How does the bull make that sound?  
Do young bulls sound the same as older 
bulls?


EXAMPLE
FP Does  he want to impress the females to 


stay with him?


4


Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write the code(s) that apply to 
what you wrote in the center column.  


STEP 2


Review your notes in O1.  Think about what you do and do not know about this behavior.  
OPTION: Discuss your thoughts with others.


M
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Q1 Brainstorming Initial Questions


5


WHY? Why don't white-tailed deer bugle like 
elk?  Are the females more likely to 
mate with a male that has a lower pitch 
bugle?
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Does the male elk bugle in order to attract females or doeshe bugle in order to deter other males from approachinghis herd?
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What anatomical features allow the male elk to emit variousvocalizations?
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Does the male anatomy conducive to vocalizations change asthe male grows older, and does this effect the pitch of thebugle?
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Are female elk more inclined to mate with males that bugledmore often or less often?
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Why do the female elk walk away from the male when he is bugling?
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Other: define:O







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Q1


Q2


Q3


Q4


Q5


VIDEO LOG
#


1


2


NOTES ON BEHAVIORS AND CONTEXT


Before starting, record information about your video by answering Q1- Q5.


When  (date and time)?


How  (camera & partner)?


video clip #1:What label will be used to 
identify these clips in the video 
archive that you will later 
analyze?


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


What species will you watch 
(scientific & common name)?


START


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


M1 Record Data (video/tape)


GROUPS OF ANIMALS


Find a place where you can watch deer and use a video cam to record behavior of a 
focal individual.  This means keep the camera focused on one individual and follow it 
with the camera wherever it goes, for 3 minutes.  OPTION:  work with a partner who can 
write while you are using the video; check off behaviors you see on an ethogram list 
provided by the instructor.


Fill out the video log below.  Use a new line for each clip.


Where will you do observations 
(eg. Location, blind, vehicle)?


video clip #2:  
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Cervus elaphus - Red Deer
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Location: Fossil Rim Wildlife CenterMoving blind: Vehicle with side windows cut out
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Cameras: Digital (JVC) & Tape (Sony)Partner: Danielle Minick
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FR09 Red Deer Tape 4 15:01?
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FR09 Red Deer SD 3:14pm
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Female Red Deer
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Behaviors: grazing bout, moving, inactive-standingContext: Savannah-like pastures, forested areas and hillsides, one maleand several females in the near vicinity, people in vehicles presentabout 50ft away
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Focal Male Red Deer withbroken right antler3-4 Female Red Deervisible, lying about 3+body lengths away
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Behaviors: cleaning/grooming, yawn,inactive-lying, licking, ear flick,tongue flickContext: Savannah-like pastures,forested areas and hillsides, warm weather, mild breeze, 7-10 males and about 30 females in the pasture,people in vehicles present about 50ftaway
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Reliability 
Category


CATEGORY DESCRIPTION


unreliable Tabloids designed to sell many copies 
to a mass audience interested in 
sensational stories


less than 
average


Popular magazines, books and videos 
marketing to a large market of the 
informed public


intermediate Science magazine articles written by 
journalists who specialize in 
interpretation of scientific information


more than 
average


Invited books, textbooks and articles 
written by scientists but not peer 
reviewed


most reliable Peer reviewed scientific journal 
published by a society of 
professionals; peer-reviewed book


A1 Finding Scientific Sources


M
A


P


F
A
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2 ** Whitecap Books, 
Penguin Books, Reader's 
Digest,


3 *** Discovery, National 
Geographic, Smithsonian


4 **** Scientific American, 
American Scientist, 
Voyageur Press


Keyword SOURCES I FOUND


EXAMPLE


1 * People magazine, 
National Enquirer


CODE


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q1, use Google Scholar to search sources available to the 
general public; write the keyword you used for the search, and the reference of the 
source you found (e.g. web address, title, author, organization, publisher, date)


STEP 2 Search scientific sources using a library database (i.e. Web of Science); write the 
keyword  and the complete reference  (author, date, title, journal, volume, pages)


STEP 3 Categorize your sources in terms of reliability.  Read the categories at the bottom; in the 
far right column, write the code(s) that apply.


5 ***** Animal Behaviour, 
Behaviour, Science, 
University of Chicago 
Press, Oxford Press
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Clutton-Brock TH,Guinness FE, Albon SD. Red deer: behavior and ecology of two sexes. The University of Chicago Press. 1982.
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Red DeerBugle
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Feighny JA, Williamson KE, Clarke JA. North American elk buglevocalizations: Male and female bugle call structure and context. Journalof Mammalogy. Vol. 87. Pp. 1072-1077. 2006.
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Red DeerMate Choice
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McComb KE. Female choice for high roaring rates in red deer, Cervuselaphus. Animal Behaviour. Vol. 41. Pp. 79-88. 1991.
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?







Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you
SCIENCE IN ACTION!


Module 2:  Structure:  Deer Behavior


revising mental models creating mental models


OBSERVE REALITY


O2 Observation


A2 How? Q2 How?
seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


testing hypotheses designing experimentsMEASURE DATA


  


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 


M2 Name Units


2.1


2.2


Distinguish between cause and development perspectives used to identify testable 
proximate hypotheses about body language of deer.
Identify  behavior units described as states and events in an ethogram for the 
species


place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE


2.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-


p


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test proximate hypotheses about deer behavior.


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


External 
stimulus


what the animal appeared to hear, 
smell, or otherwise sense about its 
environment 


Response the animal's actions, including 
posture, movements, sounds, change 
in color or hair, etc.


Internal 
state


indicators of hormonal, nutritional, age 
or other body condition; evidence of 
motivational state e.g. time since last 
meal


External 
context


Other animals, plants, objects etc. 
around the animal


Reward external consequences that might 
shape the behavior by reward or 
punishment


Other: define:


O2 Objective Observations- PROXIMATE
F


A
Q


S
O


U
R
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S


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


Practice thinking analytically like a scientist, by separating objective observations from 
subjective inference. Use the  box at the bottom of this page to clarify proximate inference.


Watch your clip #1 from M1 and record your observations in the first white box.  Repeat for #2.


REW


Code what you wrote by inserting at the end of each sentence a code from the green box.


EXAMPLE


STIM a "cow call" came from a man in 
camouflage, lying about 30 m uphill


VIDEO Observations (What did the animal do? Sense? Show?)


after the bull shoves an intruding 
male, it leaves the group of cows


RESP male repeatedly raises the nose & 
makes a prolonged noise of high 
pitched, followed by low pitched 
grunts


CODE


O


INT male has thick neck, rough neck 
hair; body is covered with mud as if it 
has been wallowing to cool down; 
large antlers;


CONT male is on the edge of a group of 12 
females, in a grassy clearing in the 
evergreen forest
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The female red deer is grazing.						RESPShe appears thin and in need of nourishment as she feeds.		INTShe sensed other animals watching her or heard something of 		STIMinterest to her.She lifts her head and looks back with ears alert.			RESPHer body is covered with mud as if she has been wallowing to 	INTcool down.She is in a savannah-like pasture with about 7-10 males and 		CONT30 females, while	people in vehicles are also present.
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The focal male red deer is inactively lying down.				RESPHe yawns and keeps his eyes partially closed.					RESPHe appears tired.									INTHe is resting in a pasture with 3-4 females about 3+ body			CONTlengths away, males in the vicinity, and people about 50ft away.Another male bugles in the distance.						STIMFocal male raises his ears forward, opens his eyes, and turns		RESPhis head toward the sound.He cleans/licks himself.								RESP
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Questions about stimulus, response 


internal state and external rewards


Development Questions about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or "flexible 
learning", and how this changes as 
individuals mature with age


Other: define:


Q2 Asking HOW? Questions- Hypotheses


PD If elk calves were raised in 
Europe with red deer, 
would they roar like red 
deer?


O


EXAMPLECODE


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
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PC Is a bull more likely to 
approach a cow if she 
answers his call?


5


3


4


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT MECHANISMS OF BEHAVIOR
1


2


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O2.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about 
the CAUSE and DEVELOPMENT of behavior in individuals.


STEP 2 Practice rewording your questions about mechanisms in terms of testable hypotheses.


STEP 3 Code your questions in the right hand column, using the categories in the box at the 
bottom of this worksheet
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As male red deer mature with age, the pitch of theirvocalizations decreases as the frequency of theirvocalizations increases.
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Females are more likely to approach a male after heroars.
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Male calves that are raised solely with female red deerand are not exposed to adult male vocalizations willnot roar like adult male red deer.
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A male roars in response to a female moving too far away from the harem. 
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When levels of ghrelin, a hunger hormone, are high inthe deer's body, the deer will graze.
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


duration 
(mm:ss)


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Activity 
State


A broad category of behavior that 
includes many specific actions 
associated with one motivational state 
(mood or goal); duration of minutes  
(e.g. an ongoing behavior you would 
time with a stopwatch)


Action 
Event


Specific action patterns that are short 
in duration; subunits of an activity 
state; duration of seconds (e.g. a 
short action that you would count with 
a clicker, too brief to time)


NAME OF BEHAVIOR


STEP 1 Choose a video clip from M1/O2 and write the source information here:


STEP 2 Use reliable sources from A1 to  make a list of behaviors for this species (i.e. an 
ethogram).  OPTION:  Use the ethogram provided by your instructor


STEP 3


AS


Start


Time 0


EXAMPLECODE


AE step, turn, bite, lunge, call 
(short duration, counted 
with tally marks)


M2 Name Behavior Units (Events & States)


resting, locomotion, 
foraging, interacting, 
maintenance (long 
duration, timed with a 
stopwatch in minutes & 
seconds)


Watch the clip.  Write down the first behavior you see, using a name from the 
ethogram.  Record the duration.  Using  the codes described in the box at the bottom 
of this page (or the ethogram), code this action as a state or event.  Repeat.
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Answers about stimulus, 


response internal state and 
external rewards


Development Answers about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or 
"flexible learning", and how 
this changes as individuals 
mature with age


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, 
desires; including "for the  
benefit of the species", or "to 
spread his genes"


Focus on one behavior from M2 that you coded as an "action event". Read about it in your 
sources.  Write the name of the behavior in the left column.  Answer the Cause and 
Development questions for this behavior, refering to box at the bottom of this page and O2.  
Cite the source(s) in parentheses.


Behavior CAUSE? (Source) DEVELOPMENT? (Source)


STEP 4


STEP 2


Repeat Step 2 for a behavior that you coded in M2 as an "activity state".  Note that an activity 
state relates to an activated physiological system, so be specific about internal state. 


STEP 3


Reread what you wrote.  Decide what aspects are folk psychology, and edit the words fto state 
your idea in more scientific terms.


A2 Answering HOW Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the HOW questions on Q2.  
OPTION:  use the link to background information provided by your instructor.
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CODE EXAMPLE


EVENT


STATE


FP stags spar because they are testy during the 
rutting season and their tempers flare easily; 
bulls want to know if there is a cow in the area 
when they hear a call, and approach to see if she 
wants to mate


PC Mature males in rut respond to the stimulus of 
female urine by sniffing it and lifting the lip 
(analagous to a snapshot w/telephoto lens)


PD Young males ignore female urine, but as they 
reach puberty, they are much more likely to sniff 
the urine and follow the female  (analogy of a 
video w/telephoto lens)
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Context: Mature males roar in the presence of females and after chasing another male (Feighny et al, 2006).  There is no apparentexternal stimulus, and the roar seems to be spontaneous.
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The photoperiod is the stimulus that influences the testosterone cycles in the fall.  Testosterone levels increase when females are present in response to the stimulus of female urine, and the malesrespond by sniffing it and lifting theirlip. The photoperiod seasonality and testosterone cycle is associated with antlerand muscle growth, the timing of the coat change, and other behaviors as well (Clutton-Brock et. al, 1982).
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Testosterone levels increase in the fallseason as the male reaches maturity  (Clutton-Brock et al, 1982).  The high testosterone levels result in the rutting behavior.  Young males do not snifffemale urine, while mature males do.
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The length and shape of the larynx ishighly heritable with some variation amongindividuals.  Red deer can lower their larynx while roaring to lengthen theirvocal tract (Feighny et al, 2006).  Young males learn not to roar in the presence of older males, and mature males roar spontaneously.
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?







Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


3.1


3.2


3.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.


Distinguish between function and evolution perspectives used to identify testable 
ultimate  hypotheses about body language of deer.


Rank behavior units in terms of variability (fixed vs. flexible; instinct vs. learned)


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test ultimate hypotheses about deer behavior.


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O3 Inference


seeking to better 
understand reality


Module 3.  Function:  Deer Behavior


Q3 Why?


MEASURE DATA


M3 Describe Units


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A3Why?


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 
place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Folk 
Psychology


my explanation in terms of human-like 
beliefs, emotions, desires; including "for 
the  benefit of the species", or "to spread 
his genes"


Proximate my hypothesis about the stimulus that 
elicits this response, the internal state of 
the animal and how much this varies 
among individuals as they mature


Ultimate my hypothesis about the function in terms 
of survival and reproduction of distinct 
genotypes in a population; ancestral roots 
of the behavior based on comparing 
species that have diverged (or converged) 
over evolutionary time


WHY? those males with lower pitched calls 
are more likely to attract females at a 
distance in forests than males with 
higher pitched calls; the lower pitched 
roar of red deer diverged from elk 
during the glacial ages in more 
densely forested habitat


EXAMPLE


FP the bull wants to attract females and 
is angry at other bulls he believes will 
intrude on his harem


HOW? young males are more likely to 
approach females and avoid bigger 
males, when testosterone is high 
during the fall breeding season


CODE


Practice thinking intuitively like a scientist, by noting the consequences of behaviors and what 
this might mean for survival and reproduction of various genotypes.  Refer to the table at the 
bottom of this page to clarify how the ultiimate perspective differs from proximate.


Review the same video clips that you used in O2.  Write notes on what you observe and think 
about the consequences of the behavior in the short term and long term.


Reread your notes and add codes in parentheses at the end of each sentence, referring to the 
categories in the table at the end of this page.


VIDEO CONSEQUENCES OF THE BEHAVIOR FOR THE GENE POOL


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3
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O3 Subjective Inference- ULTIMATE
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The female red deer maintains her nutrition by feeding regularly.  (WHY?)The female assesses her surroundings by lifting her head and looking around.  (WHY?)She cools her body temperature down by wallowing in the mud.  (WHY?)
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The male red deer becomes more rested by inactively lying down.  (WHY?)He is more vulnerable to prey when lying down.  (WHY?)He assesses his surroundings by lifting his ears forward, opening his eyes, and turning his head.  (WHY?)He maintains good hygiene by cleaning himself.  (WHY?)
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Questions about the evolutionary 
history of species (or populations); 
why ancestral roots of a behavior 
changed over time as species 
diverged (or converged)


Function Questions about which genotypes 
make more copies in the gene pool of 
a population


Other: define:


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write all code(s) that apply to what 
you wrote in the center column.


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT WHY BEHAVIOR EVOLVED


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O3.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about the 
FUNCTION and EVOLUTION of behavior in populations of species.


STEP 2 Practice rewriting your questions based on the logic that a scientist uses to develop hypotheses 
about why a behavior evolved. 


3


4


1


2


UE Why do species that live in dense 
forests have lower pitched 
vocalizations than those that live in 
open grasslands?


UF Do males with low pitched calls sire 
more offspring than males with high 
pitch calls?


5


EXAMPLECODE


O


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Q3 Asking WHY? Questions- Hypotheses
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Those male red deer that bugle most often are more likely to attract a female.  
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UF
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Those that adapt to their environment by cooling themselves in the mud are less likely to become overheated.  
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Males with high pitch calls sire fewer offspringthan those with low pitch calls. 
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Those deer that maintain their hygiene by cleaning themselves are less prone to infections.
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A male red deer that pushes an intruding male deer awayfrom his harem of females will increase his chance topass on his genes to future generations.
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


NAME VARIATION (5 is 
most variable)


CATEGORY ACTIVITY STATE


Fixed 
instinct


The sequence of action is the same 
every time and in every individual; 
duration may vary, e.g. prairie chicken 
courtship display


Stereotypy The sequence of actions is repeated, but 
only in abnormal individuals, as in a 
psychological or developmental disorder, 
e.g. pacing, cribbing


Modal Intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. foraging


Abnormal Unusual and highly variable activity 
observed only in unique individuals, e.g. 
eating rocks


Flexible 
learning


A lot of variation in the form, duration, 
sequence, and diversity of actions across 
both individuals and times, e.g. tool 
using in chimps
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M3 Describe Behavior Units


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q3, choose 4 behaviors from M2 & A2 (2 activity states and 2 
action events); enter the names in the appropriate box in the second column.  


STEP 2 Describe the behavior in objective terms; strive to make a "word picture" that all observers 
on staff or a research team would recognize. 


State 2


Event 1


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, rate the degree to each action is  
flexible (highly variable/learned/abnormal) or fixed (heritable instinct/individual stereotypy)


Category OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION (postures, movements, 
sounds, color changes, hair/feather changes)


State1


form and duration of the action is the 
same in all individuals and each time it 
is repeated, e.g.  Firefly flash


2 ** the unique action is repeated the same 
each time, but it is only in certain 
individuals, not a heritable trait of the 
species, e.g. head toss "tic"


CODE


Event 2


4 **** Unique movement shown only by one 
individual, with variations e.g. "floating 
limb"


5 ***** Highly variable form and orientation of 
the behavior; change in frequency 
related to rewards, e.g. bottle-opening 
in great tits


3 *** intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. sniffing


ACTION EVENT


1 *
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"Enter harem, bark, flehman, roar, chivy, lick rump, mount, dismount,harem hold, displace, chase, fight, herd/drive, lick nose, pant, abduct,parallel walk, ejaculate, thrash" (Illustrated Ethogram of the genus Cervus,http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/preymod2.html)
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Using the nose and mouth inhale odorsTouching the tongue to an object multiple times in order to taste or clean the objectHead and neck change posture and move in direction of scent or object
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Lifting the head and neck and using the internal anatomyof the head and neck region to emit a loud sound
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Ear Flick
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Quick, jerky, spontaneous movement of the ear
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Answers about the 
evolutionary history of species 
(or populations); why ancestral 
roots of a behavior changed 
over time as species diverged 
(or converged)


Function Answers about which 
genotypes make more copies 
in the gene pool of a 
population; differential fitness 
of the genotypes related to 
survival and reproduction


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, desires; 
including "for the  benefit of 
the species", or "to spread his 
genes"


Behavior FUNCTION? (Source) EVOLUTION? (Source)


FP Bulls bugle because they want to spread their 
genes throughout the population.  Contests 
among bulls are for the good of the species 
so only the best will breed
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A3 Answering WHY Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the WHY questions you wrote in Q3.  
Think about how the categories in M3 would influence your answers. OPTION:  find additional 
sources to answer your questions


STEP 4


STEP 2


Write an hypothesis that would answer the question "Why does this behavior happen" from the 
perspective of FUNCTION. (Note your sources in parentheses) 


STEP 3


Repeat Step 3 for this question "Why did this behavior change over the history of the species?" 
from the perspective of EVOLUTION.  


Focus on one behavior you named in M3. Find a similar behavior in your sources and compare 
similarities and differences between what you observed and what you read about it from your 
sources.  Write the behavior in one cell of the left column.  Repeat.


UE elk diverged from smaller bodied ancestors 
with changes in forest/grassland habitat 
during the ice ages; the larger body was 
associated with more resonant mating calls 
that carried a longer distance and male-
defense of a group of cows (video w/wide-
angle)


UF those genotypes that bugled were more likely 
to attract females and intimidate males than 
those that did not (snapshot w/wide-angle)


CODE EXAMPLE
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"During the breeding season, male elk emit bugle calls that have been proposed tofunction in attracting potential mates, bringing herd members closer together, and aiding in the assessment of lighting abilityand dominance of other males" (Feighny et al,2006).  Those genotypes that initiated roaring bouts and roared more often were morelikely to attract mates (McComb, 1991)
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Large-bodied elk evolved from smaller ancestorsas their environment changed over time (Clutton-Brock et al., 1982).  Mating calls that carry over a longer distance were needed in open grassland habitats.   
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Males that approach females increase their chanceto mate to make more copies of their genes.  Themale is more likely to copulate with the female.Males displace rivals that get too close to the haremby walking steadily toward them (Clutton-Brock etal., 1982).  Females approach other females to escapeharassment by males. 
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This behavior is similar in other cervids that haveevolved convergently.  The "approaching" behavioral trait in cervids is related to motivational systems (Clutton-Brock et al., 1982) 
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EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?





		A2Kimmod1.pdf

		prey1.pdf

		preyO1

		preyQ1

		preyM1

		preyA1

		evaluation



		A2Kimmod2

		prey2.pdf

		preyO2

		preyQ2

		preyM2

		preyA2

		evaluation



		A2Kimmod3

		prey3.pdf

		preyO3

		preyQ3

		preyM3

		preyA3

		evaluation










SCIENCE IN ACTION | Nature's Partners: predators, prey & you | Wolf Inquiry Activity



Module 1 Dogs & People Partnerships

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 1

1.1 Distinguish between observation (fact) and inference (interpretation) when folk


psychology influences our understanding of dog behavior.

1.2 Identify how the body language of dogs and people may differ in form (structure)


and be similar in the type of consequences (function).

1.3 Discover how to use detective work (critical thinking) to sift through the evidence


from biased sources and personal experiences to move beyond folk psychology to


testable hypotheses about behavior systems.

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


What didn't work?


Suggestions?


Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


O1 Dog Pack- Observations

		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1

		



		#2

		





My name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


Q1 Questions:  Folk Psychology or Systems?

Question 1:  What is Folk Psychology? How do we use it to think of hypotheses about behavior?

Question 2: Do dogs really think and feel like humans?

Question 3: What are some social groups to which you belong?

Question 4: What are similarities and differences in the structure of your social groups? (TIP: use a


systems perspective; see box and arrow diagrams)

Question 5:  What are some groups of dogs that you have watched?

Question 6:  Compare and contrast the structure of dog groups you have watched?

INQUIRY:  What are three alternative hypotheses about  the social structure of a dog pack?

		

		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		first

		

		



		second

		

		



		third

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


M2 Body Language:  Units of Behavior

		Type of


behavior


(function)

		My ideas about examples of body language (form) for each type of behavior in:



		

		PEOPLE

		DOGS



		Friendly

		

		



		Unfriendly

		

		



		Dominant

		

		



		Submissive

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):

A1.  First sources- paraphrase & synthesize

Question 1:  What is your source of information about dog behavior?

Question 2:  In your own words, paraphrase information about dog behavior in this source?

Question 3: Which quotes were direct observation (factual evidence) in your source?

Question 4: Which quotes were indirect inference (bias or Folk Psychology) in your source?

Question 5: What other source(s) did you find by the same author?

Question 6: What is your synthesis of several sources of information by this one author?

Question 7: Which source by a different author did you choose?


Question 8: What is your synthesis of information on the body language of dogs based on the


factual evidence from the two authors you chose?


Question 9: How do these authors compare in terms of Folk Psychology?


Question 10: Based on your observations and readings, is a "bully" dog born dominant... or does dominance behavior of individuals change with age and behavior of other members of the group?


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.





SCIENCE IN ACTION | Nature's Partners: predators, prey & you | Wolf Inquiry Activity



Module 1 Dogs & People Partnerships

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 1

1.1 Distinguish between observation (fact) and inference (interpretation) when folk


psychology influences our understanding of dog behavior.

1.2 Identify how the body language of dogs and people may differ in form (structure)


and be similar in the type of consequences (function).

1.3 Discover how to use detective work (critical thinking) to sift through the evidence


from biased sources and personal experiences to move beyond folk psychology to


testable hypotheses about behavior systems. 


EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked? 

I appreciated these objectives. They allowed me to sift through everything I learned and be able to better explain and understand what I have been learning in this course. They pinpointed me to how I should go about completing this module. This entire project is preparing me to be able to logically think through my studies as a scientist. 


What didn't work?

I think these objective were very beneficial. I do not see anything negative about this module; it allowed me to discover and observe on my own as well as confirm what I was observing by searching for sources that wrote about animal behavior.. 


Suggest-ons?

I really liked everything about this first module. It was a good introduction to the entire project and provided the foundations of what we are applying in this study very well. Thank you!


Name: KIM

Date(s): 09/16/11

Time to complete this page (minutes): 30 mins

O1 Dog Pack- Observations

		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1

		I saw stray dogs. Packs of dogs were roaming in “Chicago”. “In Glasgow”, the dog “(s)” escaped and formed packs “while their owners were away”; and they typically formed around the bitch in heat. However, they returned to their owners before dark. “I think dogs have a need to socialize with their own kind. Humans fill the need for dogs to socialize, but dogs still have the natural desire to reproduce which can only be fulfilled by being with other dogs—females with males and males with females.” I wonder if having pets is not fulfilling to the animals due to their natural evolutionary tendencies to reproduce and carry on their genes? 

OBSERVATION 2: Feral dogs, abandoned by owners, revert to wild hunting to survive.

OBSERVATION 3: In the house, “dog maintains allegiance to pack leader, generally the owner through posture—lying on back exposing the stomach, a vulnerable position”. “If he is not submissive, dog does not respond like that,” one scene showed a dog pulling the leash while a human trying to lead it the other way. “This is done in the wild as well”. “This behavior may be instinctive.” 

Dogs in the wild lick each other “as a means of social bonding”. One example given was a dog licking in the ear of another dog “to remove parasites. Dogs do this to humans as well.” “I think dogs do this to humans to bond with the human. However, I also believe it is not a ‘kiss’ as we tend to assume.”

“Dogs defend their territory in the wild.” In the clip, the dogs scared away intruders “and guarded the pack’s pups as the rest went hunting. This behavior is seen as dogs protect humans and their territory.”  “Dogs feel part of our pack as a family and defend us the same way they would defend their own pack.” I wonder if dogs would protect an owner’s baby while the parents were away because it recognizes it as a pup?  

Domestic dogs and wild dogs bark, growl, and show their teeth before getting into a serious fight. Why do dogs value peace? Are they valuing peace, or are they avoiding the potential of getting hurt in the fight? Or, are they avoiding putting in so much energy into something that is not worth the fight? 


“Posture of dogs determines their status among individuals in the pack. It determines hierarchy.” “Submissive “ dogs have tail tucked and head down, while the “dominant” dog has tail erect, head up, and ears forward. The “dominant “ dog stands higher than the other dogs. “Aggression and fear can be shown as “ dogs tuck their tails too; they tuck their tails and show teeth “to show aggression and fear.” “Dogs also show friendliness as” they wag their tails. One dog was seen waiting to eat food that the other dog caught. “The more dominant dog would not let the less dominant one eat until it showed that it was ok with the less dominant dog taking a piece.” “He showed his approval by” wagging his tail. Finally, the puppies “find out early which of them will  be the more dominant as they”play. The “dominant” puppies will pick on “the less dominant “ puppy until it shows a posture of submission. “I think dogs continue using their form of posture to include themselves and establish a hierarchy in the human family as well. That is the only way they know how.” How do these postures communicate the dogs’ meanings? What is the origin or development of the posture-language? How do dogs read human body language? Does our posture have to do with their feeling of dominance and submissiveness? 






		#2

		Brown dog, sees other dogs, looks at owner…. 2 of the four walk up to yellow dog. The yellow dog and brown dog linger around. The black and white one barks at them. The other dog just keeps barking. The yellow dog is unresponsive. They all are following the yellow dog. All their tails are erect. The black and white dog’s tail is wagging. The other yellow dog no one is following. The brown dog keeps following the same yellow dog. Some tails are wagging. The yellow dog he was following started digging or something. The brown dog is still following the yellow dog. The brown dog is leaving. “The yellow dog seems annoyed because it is not reacting to the other dogs. It is just looking around. I think it is a female since they tend to follow it, and the previous video said packs form by the dogs following the bitch in heat. I am almost positive one of the yellow dogs is male because of the way it peed, lifting one leg. I think the dogs are all males except for one of the yellow ones that the others seem drawn to.” Why are the dogs following the yellow dog? Is that dog in heat? 
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Q1 Questions:  Folk Psychology or Systems?

Question 1:  What is Folk Psychology? How do we use it to think of hypotheses about behavior? 


Folk psychology is the application of emotions and feelings to inferences or observations that are being studied. For example, humans in general believe that dogs lick people to “kiss” them. Although the dog is showing the social bond between it and the human, it is likely that the dog is merely grooming or checking its owner for bacteria. 

Question 2: Do dogs really think and feel like humans?


The consensus is generally no, not as we typically think of emotions at least. The ancestral brain of all vertebrates resembles and originated from the reptilian brain. The reptilian brain’s right hemisphere is concerned with “emotions” and “feelings” through the limbic system. This system is responsible for “remembering” and associating different behaviors and activities as either agreeable or disagreeable experiences. It establishes our judgment, which forms a response we call emotions. In this sense, dogs and humans both have emotions. However, the emotional aspect in humans is also more developed because their brain has surpassed that of other mammals.

Question 3: What are some social groups to which you belong?


Texas Aggies! Church, family, friends. 

Question 4: What are similarities and differences in the structure of your social groups? (TIP: use a


systems perspective; see box and arrow diagrams)


In the family my father is the head, then my mother, then my oldest sister. My brother and other sister are of equal “dominance.” I tend to be the less dominant as the youngest in the family.  Despite the hierarchy, though, my mother may influence my father depending on the situation. 


In the same way, dogs have a hierarchy, the alpha male (like my father), then the alpha female (like my mother), and the beta female (like my oldest sister). Finally, the pups are the last in the hierarchy, just as me and my other two siblings are. 

Question 5:  What are some groups of dogs that you have watched?


For this project I observed domesticated dogs, feral dogs, and dingoes. Finally, in the second video, I watched someone’s pet who was once a stray, following several other dogs, and forming a semi-pack. 


Question 6:  Compare and contrast the structure of dog groups you have watched?


In one video domesticated dogs created loosely formed packs around a bitch in heat. In another video, domesticated dogs formed another pack around what seemed to be another dog, which I assume was a female; however I am not sure if she was in heat.  


Pet dogs still seem to not be able to resist forming semi packs with other dogs. This was seen in both videos. 

INQUIRY:  What are three alternative hypotheses about the social structure of a dog pack?

		

		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		first

		Dog packs form around a female dog in heat

		Male dogs and a female dog in heat. If the dog packs formed were counted, showing more dog packs formed without a female in heat than those that formed around a female that was in heat, the hypothesis would be rejected. If most of the dog packs formed around a female in heat, it would continue to be disproved and further testing could continue.



		second

		Dogs that are sexually mature choose to bond with other dogs of the opposite sex that are also sexually mature even though they have formed social bonds with humans. 

		One sexually mature stray dog and one sexually mature dog of the opposite sex with a human owner(s). Raise a dog with a human without neutering or spaying the dog. Once the dog is full-grown, have it socialize with a stray dog of another gender. If it refuses to return to the owner in order to stay with the other dog, it would be testable evidence that sexually mature dogs choose to bond with other dogs that are also sexually mature even though they have formed social bonds with humans. If it does not choose to bond with the other dog and decides to stay with the human, this hypothesis would be disproved. 



		third

		Wild dog packs form a hierarchal social structure, as can be seen through observation of domesticated dog packs.

		Two packs of dogs. One of wild dogs and one of domesticated dogs.  If the social structure is more familial and the members are interdependent than seen in a strictly hierarchal social structure as seen in domesticated dog packs, the hypothesis would be rejected. If it does form a hierarchal structure, it may continue to be tested.  
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M2 Body Language:  Units of Behavior

		Type of


behavior


(function)

		My ideas about examples of body language (form) for each type of behavior in:



		

		PEOPLE

		DOGS



		Friendly

		Smile to show people to be comfortable around you.

		Drawn back, relaxed lips; indirect gaze 



		Unfriendly

		Yelling at a person when you are frustrated with them.

		Growls, snarls, purposefully showing teeth with tongue going in and out. 



		Dominant

		Good eye contact, erect posture, and more talkative.

		Head held high and tail erect, high stance. 



		Submissive

		Lacking eye contact, slumped shoulders, and less talkative

		Head held low, tail tucked, and lies on back.
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A1.  First sources- paraphrase & synthesize

Question 1:  What is your source of information about dog behavior?

· Darwin, Charles. 1872. The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals. The University of Chicago Press: Chicago. (pp50-51)  or  http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/jigsaw.pdf

Question 2:  In your own words, paraphrase information about dog behavior in this source?

· Dogs take a “shriveled” posture when approaching someone they feel is superior. They crouch; their tail is tucked or wagged from side to side, lowly; and its hair becomes flattened and smooth. 

Question 3: Which quotes were direct observations (factual evidence) in your source?

· “…the body sinks downwards or even crouches, and is thrown into flexous movements; his tail… is lowered and wagged from side to side; his hair instantly becomes smooth;…”


Question 4: Which quotes were indirect inference (bias or Folk Psychology) in your source?

· “…the dog discovers that the man he is approaching is not a stranger but his master.” The dog could be responding to something else, but we assume he is responding out of submission to his master.

Question 5: What other source(s) did you find by the same author?

· Romanes, George John, and <span class="hit">Darwin</span>, <span class="hit">Charles</span>. Instinct (Continued): Domestication. United States: D Appleton & Company, 1884. PsycBOOKS. Web. 24 Sep. 2011.


Question 6: What is your synthesis of several sources of information by this one author?

· Charles Darwin seems to understand and support that dogs act according to evolutionary development and do not lose their instinctive traits even if they are domesticated. As a result, one may conclude that domestic dogs may be closely and safely observed in order to better understand their undomesticated relatives. 


Question 7: Which source by a different author did you choose?

· Hayden, Lauryn. "Strike Up a Canine Conversation; Let Your Body do the Talking when it Comes to Communicating with Your Pet." The Province: B.21. ProQuest Central. Sep 18 2011. Web. 24 Sep. 2011 <http://lib-ezproxy.tamu.edu:2048/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/docview/892933371?accountid=7082>.

Question 8: What is your synthesis of information on the body language of dogs based on the


factual evidence from the two authors you chose?

· Although Darwin speaks more about behavior rather than specifically body language, he points out that domesticated dogs that we see today are not entirely a resemblance to their ancestors because many of their natural characteristics were selected or eventually eliminated by means of artificial selection as humans bred them in order to develop certain behaviors over others. However, the characteristics that remained and were not, in a sense, eliminated, are still truly instinctive and may give us a glimpse of the behavior that may be seen in the domesticated dog’s ancestor, the gray wolf. Hayden mirrors the idea about these evolved, instinctive, behaviors in his statement that dogs “evolved signals to indicate status,” ( “signals,” meaning body language). Therefore the same body language that we see in domesticated dogs today may give us a glimpse of how individuals in ancestral packs used to communicate. For example, Hayden described that an indirect gaze in a dog is typically used to avoid all conflict and encourage peace. According to Darwin, then, it is likely that this same gesture originated from the same code used by gray wolves to avoid conflict. 

Question 9: How do these authors compare in terms of Folk Psychology?

· For the most part, Darwin better supported his evidence by means of the scientific perspective, such that he merely observed and did not interpret the evidence according to his personal experiences, desires, or beliefs. Lauryn Hayden scientifically interpreted the evidence as well, understanding that humans often try to communicate to their pets in a way that their pet does not communicate.

Question 10: Based on your observations and readings, is a "bully" dog born dominant... or does dominance behavior of individuals change with age and behavior of other members of the group?


From my observations, even based from the videos I have seen, dogs begin their hierarchy when they are very young. As puppies they quickly establish their dominance among their siblings. From my observations and readings, dogs are born with a certain level of dominance. I will then go so far as to hypothesize that dominance is inherited. Although, this is true only to an extent, as I learned from my textbook, because dominant behavior may also be learned. An example given was that if an animal loses a fight to a more dominant individual, it will learn to be submissive and may even “lose faith” in its ability to be dominant, even if it’s inherited characteristic tended towards dominance. Because of its bad experience and “lack of self-esteem,” it will likely become less dominant.


Module 2. Wolf Family Partnerships


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 2


2.1 Distinguish between observation and inference in identifying testable hypotheses about body language and social structure in captive wolves.

2.2 Measure "social distance" to test hypotheses about how body language is related to social structure.

2.3 Evaluate the evidence to decide how body language is correlated with social structure in captive wolf families.


EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?

I think the final two parts of the module worked well together.

What didn't work?


The first and the second part worked well with the other parts to an extent. However, it was unclear what I was supposed to focus on or what sort of videos I was supposed to be looking for before I reached the final two parts of the module. It seemed that dynamics within the entire pack was the focus at first, but then later social distance and dynamics between wolves in courtship became the focus. 

Suggestions?


In the objective, it may be beneficial to the student if another objective was added, such as, “Observe, hypothesize, and test social distance as it relates to courtship.”

Do you think this wording would be an improvement in the objectives?


		2.1

		Observe and describe how canid body language influences social distance among members of captive wolf families.



		2.2

		Hypothesize how social distance is related to access to resources such as mates and/or food, exploring how this may differ between domestic dogs and wolves.



		2.3

		Test your hypothesis about social distance and mating in captive wolves, exploring which aspects of courtship behavior are instinctive and which are learned.
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O2 Captive wolves- closeness within a family


		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1 http://vimeo.com/30234548

		CLIP 1:  Wolf growling, “Alpha” showing teeth, ears flattened sideways, wagging tail, eating. Other wolf eating. Another is lying down, not eating. “Alpha” with tongue coming out guarding food. Showing teeth, lips tense. Another wolf comes up “trying to eat,” “alpha” goes to “attack” him. Other wolf whines and lies down. Another wolf is lying down, “he is the brother,” whining. “Alpha” does not growl. Other dogs attack when dog goes to eat. Omega walks away with tail tucked. 


CLIP 2: “Alpha” female sniffing snow, other female sniffing snow. Walking around sniffing. “Alpha” male followed alpha female. Male scratching head. Wolves wrestling gently. Alpha male humping female alpha.

CLIP 3: Male humping female, other dog “interrupts”. Male humping other female, other dogs trying as well. “Alpha” female wrestle with other females. “Alpha” male humps female and gets her, Other wolves around. Fighting wolves that are tied. Now tied wolves are left alone.. wolves coming to sniff them. Wolves are no longer tied. 



		#2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_ro8diVOWA

		Brown wolf wagging tail. Grey wolf walking around. Three wolves are howling. Two grey wolves now. One grey wolf chasing brown wolf, showing teeth and growling. They all keep howling. Another brown wolf along fence line, not participating. Grey, “mean” wolf goes up to him; wagging tail. Brown wolf 1 goes up to previous grey wolf that was on rock.  Brown wagging tail. Grey not-- ears straight up, tail down. Brown wolf is sort of wagging tail. Grey is wagging but sorta growling. Brown really wagging.. Brown wagging. Two browns get together. One growling at other gnawing on other’s mouth. One wagging, the other sorta wagging with tail sorta tucked. Grey wolf goes to “more confident” brown wolf. Grey wolf walks by brown wolves. Brown 1 wagging his tail, going to “more confident” grey, whose tail is wagging. 


White wolf now, in different area…. Interacting with camera. Walking by himself. “Itches on face/”, so trying to scratch scar. Not scratching side of scar. Other white wolf on rock. Now two white wolves walking around together. “Both are really calm.” In response to main pack, white wolf howls.  Other white wolf panting, looking around. Standing on rock. Just standing.  Tail not wagging, “but it is not upset”. 
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Q2 Social structure and courtship

Question 1:  What are your questions about SIMILARITIES in courting behavior of captive dogs and wolves, which might give us clues as to what is instinctive?


· Male sniffs female’s rear. Male follows her. Do the males generally see if the female is responsive to their initiations before mating? Does the female do the primary selection when it comes to picking mates or is she just exhausted from being “pestered” by a certain male?

Question 2: What questions do you have about DIFFERENCES in courting behavior of captive dogs and wolves, which might be clues as to how instinct is modified by learning?


· Pet dogs seem less aggressive towards the females than wolves. Are dogs in captivity more passive and less aggressive when it comes to choosing a female in estrus, even when such females are in short “supply”? Are wolves in the wild more aggressive?

Question 3: What is your mental model of how instinct and learning interact by influencing the courtship behavior of captive wolves?


· The canine instinctively wants a female but the means in which he pursues and the magnitude in which he does so may be learned. Many factors may be involved. The animal may be trained to be unaggressive in a captive environment. 

Question 4: How does social structure (as measured by social distance) relate to mating in captive


wolves?


· From previous research, I read that after “uniting,” the female and male that mated will find their own area to create a new pack.  In captivity, this area may be too minimal to do so. The wolves may have to learn to coexist by either not mating or mating and staying in the pack, despite their seemingly natural tendencies.

		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		If captive wolves are in close proximities, most, besides the alpha male and female, will resist finding a mate because they are unable to form a new pack away from their former one. 

		Observe wolves in captivity. If most “subordinate” wolves mate and dwell successfully in the pack, the hypothesis would be rejected. If they never mate, the hypothesis would continue to be testable. 

If captive wolves, that have a wide amount of space to form different packs, mate with each other and form different packs, the hypothesis would continue to be testable. If the captive wolves, that have a wide amount of space to form different packs do not mate with each other; the hypothesis must be reformed. 
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M2 MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE


Question A: What was the average distance between Alpha Male shewanu and…?


		

		Alpha female denali BLACK

		Beta bridgit grey deescalating

		Gamma shiskoyu greyish



		0 sec

		1

		3

		3



		30 sec

		3

		3

		3



		60 sec

		1

		1

		1



		90 sec

		2

		2

		3



		120 sec

		1

		1

		1



		Average

		1.6

		2.0

		2.2





Question B: Which wolves had the highest and lowest average distance from the Alpha male?


From lowest to highest: alpha female, beta, and gamma. 

Question C: Based on this evidence, can you reject your hypothesis from worksheet Q2 as "not a good  model" (explain)?


“If captive wolves are in close proximities, most, besides the alpha male and female, will resist finding a mate because they are unable to form a new pack away from their former one.” I cannot reject this hypothesis because I was unable to observe wolves in captivity in this particular exercise. However, based on the information concerning distance, the hypothesis is well formed because it assumes that only one female has access to the male at a time and that more than one pair in a pack will likely not be sexually active. This exercise shows that—that only one female was close to the male while the others lacked the closeness in distance. However, this structure was seen in the wild and not in captivity; so a complete critique of my hypothesis is not possible.
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A2.  Captive studies- social distance and courtship


Question 1:  What is your source of information about how social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?

Consorte-McCrea, Adriana G. "The Maned Wolf in Captivity." 1994. The Canid Specialist Group. International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources. <http://www.canids.org/PUBLICAT/CNDNEWS2/manedwlf.htm>.


Question 2:  In your own words, what information from this source was relevant to the question of how


social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?


As for proximity of other wolves, in the wild, Consorte-McCrea observes that the low density of wolves within an area provides less aggressive interactions between wolves. In captivity however, wolves are in close proximity. A big issue then is the territorial behavior in wolves becomes more stressful and aggressive 

Question 3: How credible was this source in terms of scientific content? Why?


It was valid. The author provided sufficient data and methods in the study. (Packard)

Question 4: How does social distance influence courtship in captive wolves (Q2), based on a synthesis of what you learned from your source (A2) and your measurements (M2)?


From observation, social distance among wolves influences courtship in captive wolves when the members of a pack are unable to truly structure themselves as is natural in the wild. However, that is only my assumption from my own readings and observation. The observation idea is backed up by my source. The social distances observed in exercise M2 show that only one female was close to the male while the others lacked the closeness in distance. However, this structure was seen in the wild and not in captivity.

Question 5: When wolves do not participate in courtship within a group, how much is this due to instinct and how much is due to learned social distance?


It does not appear to be instinctive as various behavior is recorded for wolves in captivity compared to those in the wild. Courtship behavior appears to have to do with the relationship between the wolves, which is variable depending on the social distance.

These are the aspects of courtship behavior that fit in each of the categories (instinct/learning)


		Mostly instinct

Territorial aggression

		Both instinct and


Learned

The drive to have a mate is instinctive while the means of acquiring a mate is learned. Wolves in a pack typically leave their former pack to find a mate and form a new pack. 

		Mostly learned







Question 6: Does the courtship behavior of dogs differ from wolves due to instinct (changes in genetic


blueprint) or learning (changes in environment)? How does the evidence support your answer?


It differs due to changes in the environment. Dogs that are pets typically are bred or prevented to breed. In cases in which they are bred, they will comfortably pursue the female in estrous. Those in which the owner does not allow the dog to breed, will be spayed or neuteredl, as well as be trained to not exhibit sexual behaviors with other dogs. In this case, the dog learns to avoid the entire conflict and not mate or attempt to mate. As for territorial behavior, the dogs are also trained not to be aggressive and  “mean”. 

Wolves are generally the same as it pertains to learning. As I stated earlier, “Courtship behavior has much to do with the relationship between the wolves, which is variable depending on the social distance.” When the space is provided, wolves seem to pick the quietest and most peaceful way to find a mate his can be seen in the wild, as most pups grow and leave their former pack to find a mate and form a new one. They also form their territories away from the surrounding packs, probably to avoid conflict.  But if in captivity, it seems they may become more aggressive instead of completely submitting their pursuit of a mate for the unity of the pack or packs around them. However, territorial aggression seems to be instinctive.

So, if it is possible that territorial aggression is instinctive or inherited, then the less aggressive trait may be selected for. This may be seen through artificial selection that takes place in domesticated dogs. 


Aggression in wolves would have been naturally selected for in the wild since the more powerful, aggressive wolf generally wins the female, meaning their genotype is transmitted to the next generations and so on. In dogs the opposite occurs because humans prefer calm non-aggressive behavior, which they artificially select. This could explain why dogs in captivity are more stable in their courtship behavior while wolves in captivity continue to show aggressive behavior, at least as is seen in the maned wolves that were observed by Consorte-McCrea. In the wild, both aggressive and non aggressive wolves may be naturally selected for, since the wide amount of space allows for less intraspecific encounters. 

Module 3 Wolf & Prey Partnerships

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 3


3.1 Based on observations in the field, develop testable hypotheses about how social structure influences the sharing of food within wild wolf families.

3.2 Measure "resource distance" to test hypotheses about how social structure is


related to food sharing in wild wolf families.


3.3 Evaluate the evidence about the adaptive function of food sharing, in ecosystems with abundance of large prey and scarcity of small prey.

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


I feel like this entire module worked and flowed really smoothly together. It was very clear.

What didn't work?


I don’t think anything was unclear. It was good! 

Suggestions?


No suggestions! I think it might be easier by the time students get to the third module because they already had a lot of practice after doing modules 1 and 2!
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O3 Wild wolves- sharing prey in a family

		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1 http://vimeo.com/30553481

		CLIP 1: Two white wolves. One with hare. Wagging tail. Other wolf watching and panting; tongue out. Wolf with hare walks away. Still walking wagging tail. Other wolf follows. Pups watching. Pups follow wolf with hare. Wolf without hare walking. Other wolf gives pup hare. Two adult wolves “meet up”. One nibbling on the other, wagging tail, “playfully”. Pups “tug-of-war” with food. Adult wolves “distracted” with each other. 

CLIP 2: Adult wolf running with three pups.  All wagging tail. They are all following her. She gives them something to eat and they quickly eat it. 



		#2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFYznghQEmQ

		Two wolves around carcass. Third wolf comes up but not all 7. Wolves started “fighting” for the carcass. Wagging tails, some are not participating as well into the “tug of war”. They are still “fighting” for the carcass, though they have moved as they pulled. Two wolves seemed to have gotten it, but  it continued to be a “battle” again among all of them. One wolf “got away” with a piece where he went to eat.


Two wolves, wolf sees carcass and starts eating. Second wolf starts as well. The first one starts “wanting” both pieces, then a third wolf comes and gets the first piece. The wolf did not fight for it “since there were two pieces and they could both have a piece”. The third wolf went away with his piece. The first wolf is not having “trouble because other wolves want the other wolf’s piece of meat and are observing and wanting it”. He growls and shows teeth. The other wolf no one is “bothering”. and he is “just” eating. 
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Q3 Social function of conflict over access to prey

Question 1:  In your own words, why is the meaning of "function" in ethology different than the meaning of "purpose" as used in folk psychology? (TIP: explain why genes are important)

“Function” refers to genotype. “Purpose” does not properly define the function, which is that the genotype either changed in percentage between generations or that certain genotypes survived or reproduced better. “Purpose” ignores genes as it pertains to survival or variation.

Question 2: What social behaviors cause junior wolves to stay away from a large prey carcass defended by a senior (parent)?

The senior typically growls, snarls, and shows their teeth while generally “biting” the junior if it gets too close and stepping over the junior.  

Question 3: What social behaviors result in junior wolves gaining access to prey (large and small) caught by their seniors (parents)? 

The junior shows submission by lying down, licking, and whining— almost looking crippled. He generally belly-crawls his way to the food and starts nibbling on it.

Question 4: How does the size of the prey and the age of juniors (pups) influence food sharing between seniors and juniors in wild wolf families?

Larger prey, the more protective individuals are over the carcass. The smaller the prey, the less protective. The older the pup the more access they have. The younger the pup, the less access they have to the carcass. The alpha male also generally has more access to the carcass, although the female has almost just as much access. 


Question 5:  In cycles of small prey surplus and scarcity, what is the function of the social structure of a wolf family? (TIP: think of questions you may answer by collecting data from videos you watched)

When there is a small prey surplus, social structure is less of a hierarchy. Wolves rely less on each other to hunt for food and to share food. During scarcity, parent wolves are seen sharing their food with their pups rather than eating it all themselves. 

		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		Parent wolves give pups food before themselves during times of scarcity.

		Observe wolves during time when food is not prevalent. If parents are seen mostly giving their food to their pups than themselves to survive, the hypothesis will remain testable. If the wolves let their pups starve by feeding themselves rather than their pups, the hypothesis would be rejected.



		Wolves function more as a hierarchy as food becomes more abundant. 

		Observe wolves when food is prevalent. If wolves exhibit a hierarchy, such as the alphas having “first dibs” on the carcass before the pups or other dogs of the pack, the hypothesis will be testable. If the dogs do not exhibit hierarchal structure, but rather chaos or care-giving, the hypothesis would be rejected. 
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M3 MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE


Question A: Which of these wolves were close enough to the carcass to feed on it?

		

		FATHER white

		MOTHER greyish

		JUNIOR darker

		BUBBA whiter with blood around mouth



		0 sec

		Yes

		No 

		No

		No



		30 sec

		Yes

		No

		Yes

		No 



		60 sec

		No

		 Yes

		No

		No



		90 sec

		Yes

		Yes

		 Yes

		 Yes 



		120 sec

		Yes 

		Yes

		Yes 

		yes



		"yes" count

		4

		3

		3

		2





Question B: Which individual(s) had the least access to the carcass?

Bubba

Question C: Based on this evidence, which of the hypotheses from Q3 can you reject as "not a


good model" (explain)?

Neither. According to the clip, the whole pack caught the meal. This carcass is large, and the prevalence of food was high. The narrator said that “meat was leftover”. In this case, the alpha male had the most access to the food, followed closely by the alpha female, then the junior and bubba. They formed a hierarchal structure during this time; therefore neither of my hypotheses are able to be rejected.


Name: KIM

Date(s): 10/16/11

Time to complete this page (minutes): 35 mins


A3.  Field studies- social systems and food webs

Question 1:  What is your source of information about wolves in a food web?

E., Bonnie. "Gray Wolf." 2002. Blue Planet Biomes. <http://www.blueplanetbiomes.org/gray_wolf.htm>.


Question 2:  What prey do wolves hunt in the food web described in the source you chose? Do they hunt only small, only large, or switch between small and large prey?

Deer-like animals and rodents. They switch between large and small prey depending on if food or scarce or not. Generally, if food is scarce, they hunt rodents. 

Question 3: How is the size of the prey likely to influence the size of wolf families?

The bigger the prey the larger the pack, because the pack is used to hunt and bring down the prey. The more members, the more likely they can bring their prey down and catch more prey. 

Question 4: How is the size of wolf families likely to influence the social structure of a wolf population?

The more wolves, probably the more strict the social structure will be. If the wolf pack is larger, food is likely to be abundant and thus wolves will exhibit a hierarchal structure. If the pack is smaller, food may be scarce, leading the wolves to become less protective of their food and being more generous with their good, such as a mother wolf may exhibit to her pups. 


Question 5: Why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to remain with their family group in ecosystems with many large bodied prey and no small bodied prey?

Junior wolves will remain with their family group when many large bodied prey are around because they need the pack in order to survive. Many wolves are needed to bring down a larger prey. If the junior wolf left the pack, he would be on his own, incapable of catching any prey.

Question 6: In environments with more small bodied prey than large bodied prey, why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to switch from food begging to hunting on their own?

Smaller bodied prey are easier to catch and the pack is hardly needed in order to hunt them down. In this case, the wolf will have better access to food if he is on his own, not having to beg for food as he would if he were still in the pack. 

STEP 4.  Apply the concepts you have learned in this activity, to answer four basic questions about one behavior,


food begging. A systems table is provided for you to organize your thoughts.

		SYSTEMS TABLE

		SYSTEM (snapshot)

		CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM (video)



		INDIVIDUAL


LEVEL OF


SYSTEM

		C. STRUCTURE: How does the size of the prey influence whether a wolf switches from food begging to hunting?

		D. DEVELOPMENT: How do genetic instinct and learned experience interact in shaping the food begging behavior of individual wolves as they mature?



		wolves in a


family group


(proximate)

		Smaller bodied prey are easier to catch and the pack is hardly needed in order to hunt them down. In this case, the wolf will have better access to food if he hunted on his own, not having to beg for food as he would if he were still hunting with the pack. 



		Some wolves are born instinctively with dominant qualities and some with less dominant qualities. Those with less dominant qualities learn at an early age what is expected of them to, both not get injured as well as survive in the pack. Their means of doing this is by begging, lowering their stature, lying on the ground, whining, belly-crawling, etc.



		POPULATION


LEVEL OF


SYSTEM

		F. FUNCTION: Why would a genotype for switching increase in populations where the food web is complex (both large and small prey)?

		E. EVOLUTION: Why have dogs diverged genetically from wolves in the behavior of switching between food begging and hunting? Or have they?



		family groups in one population,


such as Ellesmere Island


(ultimate)

		If the food web were complex, the wolves would revert back and forth to hunting and begging. They would hunt on their own when small prey were more prevalent, but they would hunt with the pack if large prey were more prevalent. They would need both “skills” in order to survive. 

		From my observation most dogs have not diverged. Many dogs beg and many dogs hunt (and are bred to do so!). In the case of hunting dogs, the wolf-like characteristic of switching is seen, because although the dogs do hunt for their owners, they submit by bringing their prey back to the owner rather than keeping it for themselves.


Some dogs however, were not bred to hunt and only exhibit the begging characteristic. In this case, they may have diverged, possibly through the artificially selecting of more submissive traits. 


However, there are some dogs that do not beg or hunt. But they show dominant characteristics around their food. This could have been learned. 


So, all in all, it is possible that the genetic ability to hunt and beg is still present in dogs, but it is only applied if the environment enforces it or the owner encourages it. 








The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.
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Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


Wolf Inquiry Activity


Module 1.  Dogs & People Partnerships


ANSWER QUESTIONS


Distinguish between observation (fact) and inference (interpretation) when folk 
psychology influences our understanding of dog behavior.


Identify how the body language of dogs and people may differ in form (structure) 
and be similar in the type of consequences (function).


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry 


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 1


Discover how to use detective work (critical thinking) to sift through the evidence 
from biased sources and personal experiences to move beyond folk psychology to 
testable hypotheses about behavior systems.


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names 
is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise 
noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless 


otherwise noted, the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard
and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology 


Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.
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CATEGORY DEFINITION
Question what I'm curious to learn more 


about, to better understand what I 
observed; my hypothesis about 
cause/effect


Observation 
(direct 
evidence)


"fact"; what I actually saw, heard, 
smelled, or otherwise sensed 
about the animal and its 
environment


Inference 
(indirect 
evidence)


"fancy"; what I (or others) think 
about what I observed; my 
interpretation or underlying mental 
model


GENERAL NOTES ON WHAT HAPPENED


Evaluate your notes from Step 2,  to distinguish among observation (fact), inference 
(interpretation) and questions (see box below).  Annotate your notes:  underline observations; 
place quotes around inferences; and insert question marks. SAVE.  OPTION:  do the group 
activity [inference and observation] linked to the webpage for Module 1:  
http://wfsc.tamu.edu/scienceinaction/pred_mod1.html


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


Choose two video clips about dogs, which show body language related to sharing space. 
When you make your choice, consider whether you have sufficient information about the 
social structure of the wolf family in each video.  In the column "VIDEO".  Write the source 
information for each video in a separate box (bright green). SAVE.  OPTIONS:  View clips 1 
& 2 provided.  Ask your teacher for a CD or the weblink (password protected for copyright 
reasons), check out a video from the library (use the link to the background resources on 
the predator Module website), or use your own camcorder to record your own video (pet at 
home, a friend's pet, or at a dog park).


Observe the first video clip and write general notes on what happened in the box provided 
(white).  Focus on the body language that influences social distance among each member of 
the group. Repeat for the second video clip.  SAVE.
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O1 Dog pack- observations


EXAMPLE


I saw individual dogs from separate 
yards jumped over fences and 
joined the group of dogs roaming 
the neighborhood


"I think many dog packs are made 
up of males that are attracted to a 
female in heat"


under-
line


CODE


"quotes"


? I wonder if the dog at the front of 
the pack is a female in heat?


VIDEO
Type your notes here!



jpackard

Typewritten Text



jpackard

Typewritten Text



jpackard

Typewritten Text

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Question 3: What are some social groups to which you belong?


What are similarities and differences in the structure of your social groups? (TIP:  use a 
systems perspective; see box and arrow diagrams)


My answer:


Questions:  Folk Psychology or Systems?


STEP 1


My answer:


Question 4:


STEP 3


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


STEP 2


Q1


Discuss what the words "Folk Psychology" mean to you, and how we sometimes talk as if dogs 
think and feel like ourselves.  Type your ideas in answer to questions #1 & #2.  SAVE.  OPTION:  
To find what teachers and scientists think about these words, go to the Predator Module 1 
webpage and read the links to [concept map].  Note these are good sources to use in other 
activities. http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred_mod1.html.


Think of some groups of which you are a member, for example: family, church, team, club, class.  
Discuss how people get along in these groups.  Answer questions #3 and #4.  SAVE.  OPTION:  
Draw boxes on a chart to illustrate how people are close or far apart in one group.  Draw thick 
arrows between people who talk frequently and thin arrows between people who don't talk much.  
Discuss how this is a system diagram (boxes & arrows).


Think of a group of dogs that you have watched. Discuss how the dogs get along in their group.  
Answer questions #5 & #6.  SAVE. OPTION: Draw a chart to illustrate how the dogs interact, 
learning from what you did for people in STEP 2.


Question 1: What is Folk Psychology?  How do we use it to think of hypotheses about behavior?


Question 2: Do dogs really think and feel like humans?


My answer:


My answer:







My Second 
Hypothesis


I hypothesize the structure of a dog pack is 
not like the "ladder model", instead, all 
individuals are equal.


If I counted the number of friendly and unfriendly 
actions, and all the dogs were equal, then I would 
accept my hypothesis.


My First 
Hypothesis


Evidence I would need to measure in 
order to test my hypothesis


Question 6:


Question 5: What are some groups of dogs that you have watched?
My answer:


Example


My Third 
Hypothesis


Compare and contrast the structure of dog groups you have watched?
My answer:


INQUIRY: What is the social structure of a dog pack?
Alternative 
Hypotheses


My Hypothesis







CHART A:  "LADDER MODEL" CHART A:  "LADDER MODEL"


Principal Alpha


Vice-Principal Beta


Teacher Gamma


Student Omega


CHART B: "BRANCHED MODEL" CHART B: "BRANCHED MODEL"


Coach Alpha male


Assistant Coach Alpha female


Team captain Equipment Manager Beta male Beta female


Player A Water boy Bat boy Male pup1 Female pup1 Female pup2


CHART C: "CIRCLE MODEL" CHART C: "CIRCLE MODEL"


Al Betsy Alpha male Alpha female


Chris Beta female


Eric Deb Gamma male Gamma female


Omega


Beta male


EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS CHARTS:  GROUPS OF PEOPLE GROUPS OF DOGS


Male pup2


Fred


Player B
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My ideas about examples of body language (form) for each type of behavior in:


frown, yelling, hit, slap in face, shaking the fist


cutting in line, taking another's food, sitting in 
another's chair


hunched shoulders, turning away, sad face, closing 
the eyes, looking down.


Unfriendly


Dominant


Submissive


Actions that make individuals more distant


Assertive actions that control the access of 
others to something they might want 
(resources).
Appeasing actions that reduce the 
probability of conflict.


TYPE MEANING EXAMPLE
Friendly smile, laughter, gentle touch, backslapActions that bring individuals closer together


Submissive


Discuss "dominant and submissive" behavior in people and dogs, then write examples of actions 
you believe would fit in each category (use the bottom 4 boxes). SAVE.


STEP 2


Unfriendly


DOGS


Observe behavior of people & dogs.  Add to your lists in each of the 8 boxes.  Discuss. SAVE.   
OPTIONS:  (1) improvise a skit, (2) invite a guest dog, (3) view clips 3-8 provided by your 
instructor, (4) find videos on the internet, (5) take your own videos at home or a dog park.


Type of 
behavior 
(function)


PEOPLE


Dominant


Friendly
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M1 Body Language: Units of behavior


STEP 3


Discuss "friendly and unfriendly" types of  behavior in groups of people and dogs; write your own 
ideas in the 2 orange boxes for these categoris, below (revise, don't plagiarize!).  SAVE. 


STEP 1


Plagiarize


Reducing distance is a criteria for identifying the 
"friendly" category.


State the idea succinctly in words that you 
will remember, and are slightly different than 
your source.
Copying words that are not your own; 
passing off someone else's ideas as your 
own (intentional or unintentional)


Cut and paste from one box to another, or one 
page to another without using quotation marks or 
citing the source; copy from the whiteboard.


Revise
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Question 5: What other source(s) did you find by the same author?


sources


Inference:


A1 First sources- paraphrase & synthesize


STEP 4 Practice critical thinking skills by synthesizing the information from several sources, taking 
into account the credibility of those sources in terms of Folk Psychology.  Read your 
second source and answer Questions #7-10.  OPTION:  Continuing the jigsaw activity, 
return to your group and dialogue with a partner who has a handout by a different author.  
Consider all the information you learned from the readings and other students.Edit out the 
folk psychology and write in an objective style.


STEP 1 Think and discuss how our interpretation of dog behavior changes as we learn more about 
how our own experiences relate to those of others.  Relate this to the nature of scientific 
discovery and hypothesis testing.  OPTION:  View the presentation [Man Meets Wolf]  
linked to the Predator Module 1 webpage.  Discuss.


STEP 2 Choose a source of information about dog behavior.  Read it and answer Questions #1 -4.  
OPTION:  do one page from the Jigsaw Handout provided (Predator Module 1; 
http:wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/jigsaw.pdf) or go to Background Info.
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In your own words, paraphrase information about dog behavior in this source?


My source 
said:


Question 4: Which quotes were indirect inference (bias or Folk Psychology) in your source?


Question 3: Which quotes were direct observation (factual evidence) in your source?


Observations:


STEP 3 Find another source by the same author.  Read it and aswer Questions #5-6.  OPTION:  
As a jigsaw activity, find other students with handout pages from the same author.  
Discuss their pages and compare it with yours before writing your synthesis.


What is your source of information about dog behavior?Question 1:


My source:


Question 2:







More Not much Less
After comparing  these sources, this is where 
I would rank them on a scale of more to less 


Folk Psychology:


DEFINITION
Describe a lengthy piece of writing in a few 
concise statements using your own words 
that communicate the general idea without 
using the exact words of the author (avoid 
plagiarism).
Integrate information from several sources to 
reach a deeper understanding about how to 
answer the research question by considering 
diverse perspectives of authors with different 
experiences.


CONCEPT


synthesis:


synthesis:


Question 8: What is your synthesis of information on the body language of dogs based on the 
factual evidence from the two authors you chose?


Question 10:


Question 9: How do these authors compare in terms of Folk Psychology?


EXAMPLE


Question 7: Which source by a different author did you choose?


Question 6: What is your synthesis of several sources of information by this one author?


synthesis:


Reduce the jargon and keep it simple


Although Tinbergen described sled dogs as 
having a linear dominance hierarchy, 
Lorenz went back to the original work by 
Darwin and explained how the hierarchy 
can also be viewed in terms of the learned 
relationships between individuals, which 
may change over time.


paraphrase


synthesize


Based on your observations and readings, is a "bully" dog born dominant... or does 
dominance behavior of individuals change with age and behavior of other members 
of the group?







What worked?


EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What didn'tWhat didn t 
work?


Sugges- 
tions?





		predmod1.pdf

		predmod1O

		predmod1Q

		predmod1Qcharts

		predmod1M

		predmod1A

		predmodeval








SCIENCE IN ACTION | Nature's Partners: predators, prey & you | Wolf Inquiry Activity



Module 1 Dogs & People Partnerships

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 1

1.1 Distinguish between observation (fact) and inference (interpretation) when folk


psychology influences our understanding of dog behavior.

1.2 Identify how the body language of dogs and people may differ in form (structure)


and be similar in the type of consequences (function).

1.3 Discover how to use detective work (critical thinking) to sift through the evidence


from biased sources and personal experiences to move beyond folk psychology to


testable hypotheses about behavior systems.

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked? 


I liked how this Module used a variety of sources to introduce me to dog behavior. It was visually effective to watch videos of different dog behaviors because it allowed me to see what was occurring in the pack, rather than just reading a story or studying a textbook. This method also allowed for more of a case study approach, especially in part O1, making it much more interesting than simply reading a description of a behavior. 

What didn't work?


Suggestions?


Name: PAT

Date(s): September 1, 2011

Time to complete this page (minutes): 30 

O1 Dog Pack- Observations

		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1

"Large Group of Dogs Play Fighting"


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYRdNgP_b-k



		A group of seven dogs are interacting with one another. All of them are wagging their tails and milling around with one another. A spotted dog jumps on top of a mastiff, and the mastiff shakes him off. "The spotted dog is probably asserting dominance, though playfully." Another brown dog joins in, and all three dogs push their heads together. The mastiff and spotted dog then jump up towards each other, paws out. "They seem to be play fighting." They leap around, and then the spotted dog barks once. He is then chased by the mastiff, and they continue to paw and jump at each other, around the enclosure. Why do they focus on pawing at each other's heads?" Maybe this is to playfully cause the other to submit, by putting his head down". At the end, a beagle watches the two dogs play fight, and howls and barks. 



		#2

"Dog Fight at the Dog Park" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ejg9JvaU6uI

		There are 5 dogs at a dog park. "They seem to be different breeds." Some of the dogs are barking, and one is wagging its tail. One of the larger dogs batted another dog with its paw. "This appeared to be playful." Suddenly, the dog's bark tone changed. The littlest dog ran into the middle of the big dogs, and seems to have been stepped on or snapped at (another dog was blocking the camera view). Was this because the little dog was interfering in the two big dogs' play? After being snapped (?) at, the little dog ran away yipping. "This seems to have been a display of fear or submission." 





My name: PAT 

Date(s): September 1, 2011

Time to complete this page (minutes): 40

Q1 Questions:  Folk Psychology or Systems?

Question 1:  What is Folk Psychology? How do we use it to think of hypotheses about behavior?


Folk psychology is when assumptions are used to explain phenomenon in psychology and behavior. Rather than using empirical data to determine the cause of a dogs behavior, for example, folk psychology would simply apply beliefs or assumptions in order to explain it, ex: "I left my dog alone for 8 hours, and he ripped up a pillow because he was angry at me." We use folk psychology to think of hypotheses about behavior by projecting human emotions and feelings onto non-human animals or instances. This is likely because it is second nature in human-to-human interactions - we rationalize and understand others behavior and actions in this manner. 

Question 2: Do dogs really think and feel like humans?


Dogs to not really think in the same manner that humans do, for several reasons. For one, dogs have a smaller proportion of cortex to total brain mass as compared to humans, meaning that there is less ability for dogs to control their emotions. Also, humans have a greater ability for verbal communication. As such, we use tone, pitch, and words in order to understand meaning in statements. Dogs have a lesser capacity for verbal communication, and therefore use tone and pitches to a greater degree to determine meaning behind statements.  

Question 3: What are some social groups to which you belong?

 
I belong to several social groups. For one, I have my nuclear family, with my mom, dad, and younger brother. I also have my extended family, with my grandparents, aunts and uncles, and cousins. I am a part of the student body at Texas A&M University, with thousands of peers. I am a part of Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, where I am an employee. 


Question 4: What are similarities and differences in the structure of your social groups? (TIP: use a


systems perspective; see box and arrow diagrams)

[image: image1.png]

Figure 1: Family social order. Parents are considered equals to one another, as are children, but children are subordinates to both of the parents. 


[image: image2.png]

Figure 2: Social order of school. The President heads the institution, a Head of Department oversees each department/division and the professors within it. The professors manage the T.A.s, and the students respond to all of the above. 

Question 5:  What are some groups of dogs that you have watched?


One dog group I have watched was at a local dog park in Puyallup, Washington. There, I witnessed several dogs running around and playing together. These dogs behaved in a friendly manner, barking playfully, wagging their tails, and chasing each other. If one of the owners threw a toy, several of the dogs would go after it, even though only one of the dogs belonged to the owner. However, none of the dogs was aggressive about the play. Something that I noted was that all of the dogs which were males were neutered, as per the rules of the dog park. If this rule were not observed in that group of dogs, then their play may have been more aggressive. 



Another situation I saw was when I was volunteering for a habitat restoration on a local beach. One of my fellow volunteers brought his lab mix, which was allowed to run around without a leash. Another dog, being walked on a leash, began to approach with the owner. The lab mix quickly ran over to the approaching dog and human, wagging his tail. The other dog, however, responded by lunging at the lab and biting into his neck. The lab mix yelped and ran back to us, cowering behind his owner. 


Question 6:  Compare and contrast the structure of dog groups you have watched.


These two situations were similar in that both involved dogs who were strangers to one another. They differed in the reactions between the dogs themselves - at the park, the dogs were friendly and played, even though they had likely never met before. At the beach, the new dog responded very aggressively to the strange lab mix that approached. The new dog asserted itself as the dominate dog by biting, and the lab mix was the lower dog, as he ran away with his tail literally between his legs. 

INQUIRY:  What are three alternative hypotheses about  the social structure of a dog pack?

		

		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		first

		I hypothesize that a dog pack's leaders are the oldest dogs, not necessarily the fiercest.

		I could observe two or more generations of dogs living in a pack. If the animals that were the oldest in the pack acted dominant over the other dogs, regardless of ferocity, then my hypothesis would be true. 



		second

		I hypothesize that the offspring in a dog pack are always submissive to their parents, regardless of the age or maturity of the offspring. 

		I could observe a family unit within a dog pack, and, as the pups mature into adults, record if they are always submissive to their parents. If the offspring were always submissive to their parents, even as adults, then my hypothesis would be true. 



		third

		I hypothesize that the "alpha" position in a dog pack is obtained by being passed down to one of the alpha's offspring, and not by fighting amongst the dogs to achieve the dominant role.  

		I would observe a dog pack and see what happens when an old alpha is replaced. If one of the alpha's offspring takes over this position without fighting or having to assert dominance over other competing dogs, I would assume my hypothesis to be true.  
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M2 Body Language:  Units of Behavior

		Type of


behavior


(function)

		My ideas about examples of body language (form) for each type of behavior in:



		

		PEOPLE




		DOGS



		Friendly

		Smiling, making eye contact, moving closer to the other person, tilting head when listening, 

		Wagging tails, licking, perking up ears, short and fast breathing/panting, approaching the person/subject



		Unfriendly

		Crossing arms, pursing lips, rolling eyes, not paying attention to the other person 

		Growling, aggressively barking, baring teeth, snapping teeth, hunkering down towards the ground, ears laid back against head 



		Dominant

		Staring down a person, stepping into the other persons "personal space," moving face towards other persons face, placing hands on hips

		Placing paws on top of person/subject, staring down person/subject, mounting person/subject



		Submissive

		Avoiding eye contact, bowing head, stepping backwards and away from other person, holding hands up in front of body 

		Rolling onto back and exposing belly, tucking tail between legs, lowering eyes, avoiding eye contact





Name: PAT
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A1.  First sources- paraphrase & synthesize

Question 1:  What is your source of information about dog behavior?

Katz, Jon. "Do Dogs Think? " Slate Magazine. Web. 02 Sept. 2011. 


<http://www.slate.com/?id=2127419>.

Question 2:  In your own words, paraphrase information about dog behavior in this source?


One important aspect of dog behavior is that most pet dogs are submissive to their owners; they look to their owner for guidance and instruction. When the owner leaves the dog alone for long periods of time, especially unexpected, the dog is suddenly in a situation where it now has to make its own decisions about what to do. This can lead to trouble in the form of destructive behaviors. Katz introduces that what people think of as vindictive behavior on the part of the lonely dog is most likely the dog not knowing how to spend hours of time without the guidance of its owner. As these animals are creatures of habit, routine is needed in order to feel security. 

Question 3: Which quotes were direct observation (factual evidence) in your source?

· Blue, Heather's normally affectionate and obedient Rottweiler, began tearing up the house shortly after Heather went back to work as an accountant after several years at home

· Rocket attacked the new dog while Harry was feeding them, then bit a neighborhood kid.

· [Blue] was showing signs of aggression with people and other dogs and refusing to obey even simple commands that were once routine. On one late-night walk, Blue attacked a terrier walking nearby, opening wounds that needed stitches.

· After several weeks, Blue began to go into the crate willingly and remained there quietly for short, then lengthening periods. 


Quotes from (Katz, "Do Dogs Think?")

Question 4: Which quotes were indirect inference (bias or Folk Psychology) in your source?

· "Blue is angry with me for leaving her alone. She's punishing me. She always looks guilty when I come home, so she knows she's been bad. She knows she shouldn't be doing those things."


· Blue, they concluded, was resentful at her owner's absence and was misbehaving to regain the attention that she'd once monopolized.

· Heather's mother even recalled Heather, as a child, throwing tantrums when she went off to work. Heather and Blue had become so close, she joked, that they were acting alike.

·  "He never forgave me for getting the new dog," Harry explained. "He was so angry with me."


Quotes from (Katz, "Do Dogs Think?")

Question 5: What other source(s) did you find by the same author? 


Katz, Jon. "Dog Bites Man." Slate Magazine. Web. 16 Sept. 2011. <http://www.slate.com/id/2109937/>

Katz, Jon. "Train in Vain." Slate Magazine. Web. 16 Sept. 2011. < http://www.slate.com/id/2112301//>

Question 6: What is your synthesis of several sources of information by this one author?


Jon Katz, throughout several of his articles on dog behavior, gives the impression that he feels people do not realize one crucial aspect about dogs: dogs are dogs, not humans. Repeatedly, statements are made about how dogs are creatures of habit and repetition, and require routine structure in order to function properly. Instinct dictates how they operate, and are therefore incapable of moral or emotional judgments and thought processes. In introducing the issues he writes about, Katz begins by describing the scenario, frequently involving a dog owner who uses folk psychology in attempt to understand and justify her dog. Katz, however, explains that human thought processes cannot be applied to canines, and therein lies the problem of many facets of dog ownership. 

Question 7: Which source by a different author did you choose?

 Mugford, R.A. 2007. Behavioural disorders of dogs. Pages 225-242. In: P. Jensen, ed. The Behavioral Biology of Dogs. CABI: Cambridge.

Question 8: What is your synthesis of information on the body language of dogs based on the


factual evidence from the two authors you chose?



Mugford and Katz's works discuss the body language of dogs and how it is dependent on instinct as well as learning. Dogs will respond to a social situation in an escalating scale of intensity, especially related to aggression, based on the level of the perceived threat (Mugford, 229). This response is controlled by instinct as well as learned behavior, although, according to Katz, is free from moral judgments and feelings (Katz, "Do Dogs Think"). In fact, body language responses are so ingrained in the nature of the dog that it takes much repetition in order to change them (Katz, "Train in Vain"). 

Question 9: How do these authors compare in terms of Folk Psychology?



Both Katz and Mugford write with factual information, without using folk psychology. Mugford's diagrams (especially Figure 13.2) illustrate how dogs' physical reactions are not dependent on moral thoughts, but rather based on escalating situations (Mugford, 229). Katz, on the other hand, demonstrates how folk psychology is incorrect in analyzing and fixing problem dogs. He writes about how understanding dogs as animals guided by both instinct and learning is key, and that treating them as little humans with human brains can lead to issues in controlling the dog. Overall, both authors' articles serve to debunk folk psychology, by providing factual evidence that  dogs are instinctive and intelligent. 

Question 10: Based on your observations and readings, is a "bully" dog born dominant... or does dominance behavior of individuals change with age and behavior of other members of the group?



Based on what I have read and watched, dominance changes; therefore, "bully" dogs are not necessarily born dominant. Dominance will change with the social structure of the group that the dog is a part of. For example, in a wild dog group, a new pup is not automatically dominant. Only after that pup had matured and made its place in the social order will it be able to defend an alpha position from the previous leader. When the pup becomes old, it is unlikely that it will still be able to defend its position, and may give way to a new dominant. This also relates to the Katz article, in that it was explained that a dog needs structure and dominance on the part of the human, in order to behave. Once the dog understands its place, negative behaviors tend to disappear. If a dog were born dominant, this would not be the case, because the dog would not accept authority from a human if it were dominant from birth, no matter how authoritative that human was. 

Module 2. Wolf Family Partnerships


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 2


2.1 Distinguish between observation and inference in identifying testable hypotheses about body language and social structure in captive wolves.

2.2 Measure "social distance" to test hypotheses about how body language is related to social structure.

2.3 Evaluate the evidence to decide how body language is correlated with social structure in captive wolf families.


EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?

Watching a variety of videos that dealt with wolf pack behavior was helpful. I felt that seeing these packs interact was a good way to visualize concepts that this workbook asked about. Seeing the Alpha engaged in dominant behaviors was more effective than simply reading about it, as was the behavior of the subordinates. 

What didn't work?

I was confused by the term "captive dog" that appeared in several of the questions. When "captive dogs" was used, I interpreted this to mean domestic dogs, because I was unsure what a "captive dog" is.

Suggestions?

Reword questions Q2 1-3. Perhaps change this to "domestic dog," or something similar.

Name: PAT

Date(s): September 18, 2011


Time to complete this page (minutes): 30 


O2 Captive wolves- closeness within a family


		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1


International Wolf Center September 10, 2010


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_ro8diVOWA

		The pack of wolves is headed by the dominant wolf, Grizzer. He shows his dominance by raising his tail above the other wolves', staring at the others, and baring his teeth. Sometimes he will jump onto the rocks in the enclosure, "to be the tallest and thus show his dominance." "I think that he does this in the same way that he raises his tail." Does elevation = greater dominance? The other wolves in the pack keep their tails lower in varying degrees, "probably based on their own social standing within the pack." Based on this, would the most lowly wolf have the lowest tail posture?



		#2


Wolf Park Indiana, dominance behavior 


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D11Cg2U_47Y

		Approximately 5 wolves make up this pack. All of them are wagging their tails, even though there is growling and yipping going on as well. One of the wolves jumps onto the back of the other wolves. "I think that this is the most dominant wolf." The camera pans, and there is a human in the enclosure, which the wolves run towards and appear to like. Do the wolves see this human as more dominant, because they do not attempt to hurt or intimidate him? They continue to bark and wag their tails. Then, the dominant wolf rolls another wolf onto its back and appears to bite its neck. He hold his tail high while he does this.  A female wolf rears onto the human and places her paws on his shoulders. "This reminds me of the previous video, where the dominant uses height to display his position." Do females assert dominance just as much as males?





My name: PAT 


Date(s): September 18, 2011


Time to complete this page (minutes): 60


Q2 Social structure and courtship


Question 1:  What are your questions about SIMILARITIES in courting behavior of captive dogs and wolves, which might give us clues as to what is instinctive?


One question that I have about similarities between dogs and wolves is whether or not ovulating females utilize the same pheromone to alert males to their receptiveness to mate. Knowing the answer to this would show whether or not the signal to mate is instinctive based on similar chemical cues, or is partially influenced by the males learning to recognize the behavior of receptive females. Does this compare between captive dogs and wild wolves?

Question 2: What questions do you have about DIFFERENCES in courting behavior of captive dogs and


wolves, which might be clues as to how instinct is modified by learning?


I am curious why male captive dogs will  attempt to solicit more than one receptive female, if given the chance, whereas wolves appear to be monogamous. Knowing why this is could help in understanding if wolves learn that it is more beneficial to be monogamous, or if this is instinctual. 

Question 3: What is your mental model of how instinct and learning interact by influencing the courtship


behavior of captive wolves? 



I believe that courtship behavior of captive wolves will be identical to their wild counterparts, as long as the pack is allowed to persist undisturbed by human involvement. The wild pack and captive pack will most likely follow the same structures, including courtship, because I believe that the majority of the knowledge is instinctual. However, learning occurs when interferences occur; if a subordinate attempts to court and is deterred by a dominant, than that wolf may learn that that behavior is "not allowed" and will adjust his behavior accordingly. This would demonstrate learning, and I think that such learning could occur in both wild and captive systems. 

Question 4: How does social structure (as measured by social distance) relate to mating in captive


wolves?

		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		I hypothesize that all reproductive-aged males, regardless of social standing, in a pack will attempt to mate if not deterred by the Alpha. 

		1. Witnessing breeding attempts that occur without the Alpha male present


2. Observing the Alpha male actively discourage other males from breeding, if the Alpha witnesses them attempting to breed 





Name: PAT
Date(s): September 18, 2011
Time to complete this page (minutes): 15


M2 MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE


Question A: What was the average distance between Alpha Male and…?


		

		Alpha female

		Beta

		Gamma



		0 sec

		3

		3

		3



		30 sec

		3

		1

		3



		60 sec

		3

		1

		3



		90 sec

		3

		1

		3



		120 sec

		3

		2

		3



		Average

		3

		1.6

		3





Source: Post Challenge Behavior. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNuspQJx6_I


Question B: Which wolves had the highest and lowest average distance from the Alpha male?



The Beta had the lowest average distance from the Alpha male. The Alpha female and Gamma male had equally high body distances between themselves and the Alpha. However, this video may have a flaw, as the camera was relatively stationary and the wolves moved constantly. Even though all of the wolves were visible at some point in this video, at the time periods required for analysis, the female was never visible. Therefore, I think that her distances of "3" are more in relation to her not being in the line of sight, rather than being far from the Alpha. 


Question C: Based on this evidence, can you reject your hypothesis from worksheet Q2 as "not a good  model" (explain)?



I still believe that my hypothesis is a good model. From what I witnessed in the video, the Alpha is definitely dominant over other males in the pack. Also, in the article "Wolf Behavior: Reproductive, Social, Intelligent" by Jane Packard, it describes adult males deterring other males from mating attempts, as well as situations of multiple breeding. Based on this evidence, I think that the idea that Alphas will prohibit subordinate males from mating is a good hypothesis, because it is likely that as many wolves as possible will attempt to breed if given the chance. 


Name: PAT
Date(s): September 19, 2011 
Time to complete this page (minutes): 120 


A2.  Captive studies- social distance and courtship


Question 1:  What is your source of information about how social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?


 Rabb, G.B., Woolpy, J.H., Ginsburg, G.E. 1967. Social Relationships in a group of Captive Wolves. Amer. Zool. 7 (2): 305-311.

Question 2:  In your own words, what information from this source was relevant to the question of how


social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?



The research done by Rabb et al. demonstrated that social distance and hierarchy in captive wolves plays an important role in mating and courtship activities. The dominant/Alpha male restricted courtship and mating in the less dominant males - in other words, the greater the social distance between the lower wolf and the Alpha, the greater those lower males were restricted from mating activities. However, it was interesting to note that less dominant males also attempt to thwart the Alpha male's courtships with a mutually preferred female (Rabb, 308). Similar behaviors were noted with the female dominant wolf, who attempted to restrict lower females from mating, but was not always successful (Rabb, 307). Another important point in the paper is best stated by Rabb: "Mate preferences seem to be related to the order of dominance in the group when the young first mature" (Rabb, 307). This can be summed by saying that social distance at maturation is what determines mate preference. 


Question 3: How credible was this source in terms of scientific content? Why?



This source is credible, as seen in its publication in a reputable journal, American Zoologist. Additionally, although there was no following of the current structure of most scientific articles (as in abstract, introduction, hypothesis and methods, etc), the authors used direct observational evidence to construct the account of the mating behavior of the group of wolves. This lends weight to their findings, as it is a true and verified account of courtship behaviors, analyzed over the course of several seasons. Lastly, the article utilized many other published scientific articles to support itself, which verify and support the validity of this article. 

Question 4: How does social distance influence courtship in captive wolves (Q2), based on a synthesis of what you learned from your source (A2) and your measurements (M2)?


Social distance influences courtship behavior in captive wolves by means of the dominants attempting to suppress mating in lesser standing wolves, and preferring the mating of the dominant wolves. From my measurements, I learned that subordinate wolves will generally maintain distance between themselves and the Alpha, through the Alpha's force or otherwise. My source, Rabb et al. 1967, also demonstrated that courtship is heavily influenced by social standing; dominant males and females will attempt to thwart lower standing wolves' mating attempts. Additionally, mate choice is influenced by the social standings when young wolves mature (Rabb, 307). 

Question 5: When wolves do not participate in courtship within a group, how much is this due to instinct

and how much is due to learned social distance?


These are the aspects of courtship behavior that fit in each of the categories (instinct/learning)


		Mostly instinct

Mounting 


Sniffing


Licking 


Females presenting 




		Both instinct and Learned

Mounting - it is instinctual, but requires learning to know the correct place to mount (i.e., from the rear, not the side)




		Mostly learned

The appropriate place to mount  (i.e., the rear)


Which other wolves are acceptable to court (Males of appropriate social distance soliciting an ovulating female)





Question 6: Does the courtship behavior of dogs differ from wolves due to instinct (changes in genetic


blueprint) or learning (changes in environment)? How does the evidence support your answer?



Courtship behavior in dogs differs from wolves due to both instinct and learning. This synthesis of genetics and environment is supported by Packard 2003 and Daniels 1982. There are genetic differences between wolves and dogs, which have caused breeding seasons to differ between these animals. Wolves mate in late winter, so as to give birth in springtime, whereas dogs have no breeding season and may mate and give birth at any time during the year (Packard, 42). Courtship also differs due to learning, as wolves learn which individuals are acceptable to mate with, depending on their pack status and dominance. This leads to somewhat selective breeding, as not every individual is allowed to mate with any other individual (Packard, 58). This is opposite in dogs, who do not utilize learning when courting other individuals. Domestic dogs will mate with other dogs, with no regards to status, etc (Daniels, 366). Considering these, the courting and mating differences between wolves and dogs differs due to both instinct and learning. 

Module 3 Wolf & Prey Partnerships

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 3


3.1 Based on observations in the field, develop testable hypotheses about how social structure influences the sharing of food within wild wolf families.

3.2 Measure "resource distance" to test hypotheses about how social structure is


related to food sharing in wild wolf families.


3.3 Evaluate the evidence about the adaptive function of food sharing, in ecosystems with abundance of large prey and scarcity of small prey.

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


I liked how the format of all of the modules was exactly the same. It allowed me to see similarities and comparisons between the three activities, without having to dig through different layouts and versions. 

What didn't work?

I did not like having to complete these modules in Microsoft Word, as they were not as completely instructed as the PDFs. Although I downloaded the PDF versions of these modules, the Typewriter tool did not have the functions required to complete the modules according to instruction. For example, in the "O" sections, we need to use underlining and italics, but I could not get the Typewriter tool to do these things. So, I completed the modules in Word.

Suggestions?


Make the main versions of these modules in a program other than PDF. Or, provide the same amount of instruction in the Word versions. 


Name: PAT



Date(s): 10-9-2011


Time to complete this page (minutes): 20


O3 Wild wolves- sharing prey in a family

		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1

Clip # 14 from Dropbox 

		There are two white wolves. The male comes running up to the other wolf with a prey item in his mouth. "It seems like he's excited about the prey and returning", because he is wagging his tail rapidly. The male wolf runs across the landscape, with the other wolf following behind. There is at least one pup. The little pup runs with them for a while. The adult wolves nibble at each other's jaws. Is this what I read about, with this action being carried into adulthood from puppies biting at the adults mouths to be fed? The two adult wolves run with each other, with their mouths biting together. There are three pups, and they are tugging at the rabbit. The two adult wolves continue to nibble at each other's mouths. "It seems like the adults are letting the juveniles eat first." One pup carries the rabbit in his mouth, on his own. Is this a sign of dominance?  



		#2

Clip #15 from Dropbox 

		There is one adult female wolf and four pups, running alongside each other. "She is carrying something in her mouth." The wolves run down the landscape, when suddenly the adult stops. Did she regurgitate food onto the ground? The pups start eating near the ground. They eat the food very quickly, and within a few seconds begin to move away. Two  pups stay at the site a little longer than the others. 
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Q3 Social function of conflict over access to prey

Question 1:  In your own words, why is the meaning of "function" in ethology different than the meaning of "purpose" as used in folk psychology? (TIP: explain why genes are important)



The term "function" in ethology is used to describe how a behavior aids in the survival and reproduction of an individual. It helps to explain why an animal will respond in that particular way, by taking into consideration why that behavior will increase the animal's personal fitness. The term "function" can also take into consideration the genes of the individual; advantageous behaviors that increase survival and reproduction may be heritable and therefore passed on to other generations. 


In folk psychology, the term "purpose" may not take into account the ultimate reasoning behind the behavior. It seeks to explain a behavior, but may anthropomorphize that behavior and not include  genetic reasoning to explain it. 



For example, all animals eat. "Function" would explain that consuming food is necessary in order for the animal to gain nutrients to aid in its survival, and to provide energy and nutrients for reproduction. "Purpose" may explain an animal eating by stating that the animal is hungry, and the food source tastes good. 

Question 2: What social behaviors cause junior wolves to stay away from a large prey carcass defended by a senior (parent)?



The dominant senior wolves exhibit behaviors such as growling and lunging at the younger wolves when the younger wolves got too close to the food. The dominant wolves also laid back their ears and bit at the junior wolves. When the senior wolves did these things, the junior wolves moved away from the food and stopped attempting to eat from it.  


Question 3: What social behaviors result in junior wolves gaining access to prey (large and small) caught by their seniors (parents)?



When the junior wolves nipped at the adults' mouths, this caused them to regurgitate food and allow the junior wolves to eat. Also, when the pups ran alongside their mother, she dropped the food she was carrying so that the pups could eat. Other behaviors shown by the junior wolves included submissive behavior such as placing their tail between their legs and walking slowly and closely to the ground. These behaviors caused the adults to allow the juniors to eat from the food source.  


Question 4: How does the size of the prey and the age of juniors (pups) influence food sharing between seniors and juniors in wild wolf families?



The size of the prey affects food sharing because in smaller prey, junior wolves may not get the chance to eat. The dominants will consume the meal first, and only if there are leftovers will the subordinates eat. In larger prey items, it is more likely that there will be leftovers for the junior wolves to eat. However, the age of the junior influences food sharing in that the younger the pups, the more the dominants will allow them to eat first. I observed one video in which the dominant wolves freely supplied food to the very young pups. In another video, older junior wolves were reprimanded by the senior wolves when they attempted to eat from the food source. 


Question 5:  In cycles of small prey surplus and scarcity, what is the function of the social structure of a wolf family? (TIP: think of questions you may answer by collecting data from videos you watched)


		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		I hypothesize that in times of prey scarcity, the function of social structure would allow for the dominant wolves to eat first and before the lesser wolves, thus allowing the dominant wolves better chances of survival. 

		I would need to observe a wolf pack during a time period of restricted food access. If, during this period, it was observed that the dominant wolves were eating their fill before allowing the less dominants to eat, my hypothesis would be correct. 



		I hypothesize that in times of prey surplus, the social structure would allow for the equal feeding of all of the wolves, regardless of social standing.  

		I would need to observe a wolf pack during a time of unlimited food availability. If I saw that subordinate wolves were eating as much and at the same time as the dominant wolves, my hypothesis would be correct. 
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M3 MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE


Question A: Which of these wolves were close enough to the carcass to feed on it?

		

		FATHER

		MOTHER

		JUNIOR

		BUBBA



		0 sec

		Yes

		Yes

		No

		No



		30 sec

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes



		60 sec

		No

		No

		No

		No



		90 sec

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		No



		120 sec

		n/a

		n/a

		n/a

		n/a



		"yes" count

		3

		3

		2

		1





Question B: Which individual(s) had the least access to the carcass? 



The wolf I decided to call "Bubba" had the least amount of access to the food. 

Question C: Based on this evidence, which of the hypotheses from Q3 can you reject as "not a


good model" (explain)?


I would reject my second hypothesis, which required a scene just like the one I viewed in order to prove or disprove it. The video I viewed demonstrated that the subordinate wolves, even though there is ample food available, do not get to partake in eating freely. The dominant wolves suppress the subordinates when they get too close to the meat, by jumping at them, growling, and biting at their faces. This contradicts my hypothesis, which guessed that in times of surplus all wolves would be able to eat freely regardless of social standing. As such, this hypothesis was proven to not be a good model. 
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A3.  Field studies- social systems and food webs

Question 1:  What is your source of information about wolves in a food web?

Vucetich, John A. "The History of Wolves and Moose on Isle Royale." The Wolves and Moose of Isle 
Royale. Web. 15 Oct. 2011. <http://www.isleroyalewolf.org/essays/essays/chronology.html>.

Question 2:  What prey do wolves hunt in the food web described in the source you chose? Do they hunt only small, only large, or switch between small and large prey?



In this source, the wolves hunt moose on Isle Royale. It seems that they only hunt large prey in this ecosystem, but it is difficult to know because the author chooses to focus on the ecosystem and its balance with the moose and wolf populations. However, there are hints that moose is the main source of food for these wolves. The author states that at certain periods in the history of Isle Royale, "the wolves food (moose) was abundant..." (Vucetich, "The History").


Question 3: How is the size of the prey likely to influence the size of wolf families?



The smaller the size of prey, the smaller the size of wolf families. Conversely, if the prey size is large, then it is more likely that the size of the wolf family is larger. This can be explained by the idea that if prey is too small to share, then such prey can only support a smaller sized wolf family. Junior wolves may not receive food in such a system, and would therefore be better off to leave their family pack and hunt on their own, or with a mate. Junior wolves could also be successful at hunting small prey. If prey size is large, however, then it is likely that this prey could sustain a larger sized wolf family. Junior wolves would probably not be able to hunt this type of prey on their own, and it would be beneficial to stay with their original family because they could still have access to the food source. 

Question 4: How is the size of wolf families likely to influence the social structure of a wolf population?



The smaller the size of a wolf family indicates that there would be more wolf families in a population. This is because if junior wolves choose to leave their family pack (thus creating smaller wolf families), they would go off on their own and potentially find a mate, and begin their own pack. If a wolf family stayed large, though, this could indicate fewer wolf packs in a population due to the junior wolves staying with their original packs. 

Question 5: Why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to remain with their family group in ecosystems with many large bodied prey and no small bodied prey?



It is adaptive for junior wolves to remain with their original pack when there are many large bodied prey and no small bodied prey. This is because the junior wolves are likely to have a food supply, as large bodied prey will feed the dominant wolves, with leftovers for the junior wolves when they beg. This also increases the chances of the junior wolves' survival, because if the junior wolf left the pack, it is unlikely that it would be able to take down a large prey item such a moose by itself, and, with no small bodied prey, there are no easier prey alternatives. By staying with the original family pack, a junior wolf is likely to have a supply of food  that it would not be able to provide otherwise. This allows for a greater likelihood of survival, so that the junior wolf can survive to reproduction. 

Question 6: In environments with more small bodied prey than large bodied prey, why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to switch from food begging to hunting on their own?



Opposite of the above answer, it is more advantageous for junior wolves to move away from their family pack and hunt on their own when there are more smaller bodied prey. This is because in such an environment, more small bodied prey are needed to feed a larger wolf family, and there may not be food available after the dominants eat and the juniors food beg. With many smaller prey available, a junior wolf is likely to be successful at hunting (whereas with a large prey item like a moose, it is unlikely that a junior wolf would be able to take this prey item down). As such, hunting on their own or with their own mate would allow for junior wolves to have a supply of food that they may not get in a large wolf family, thus contributing to their survival and potential for reproduction.  

STEP 4.  Apply the concepts you have learned in this activity, to answer four basic questions about one behavior,


food begging. A systems table is provided for you to organize your thoughts.

		SYSTEMS TABLE

		SYSTEM (snapshot)

		CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM (video)



		INDIVIDUAL


LEVEL OF


SYSTEM

		C. STRUCTURE: How does the size of the prey influence whether a wolf switches from food begging to hunting?

		D. DEVELOPMENT: How do genetic instinct and learned experience interact in shaping the food begging behavior of individual wolves as they mature?



		wolves in a


family group


(proximate)

		A large size of prey would mean that junior wolves are likely to stay in their original family pack and use food begging as their method of gaining nutrients. When prey size is small, though, the junior wolves are likely to more away from their family pack and hunt on their own. 

		All wolves are born with the instinct to food beg. As pups, this behavior is likely to be successful, with the pup gaining nutrients by utilizing it. As the pups age into junior wolves, they may continue to use this behavior in order to gain access to food. However, in systems where there are small bodied prey and therefore not enough for the dominants to share, the junior wolves may learn that food begging is no longer a successful strategy for eating, and does not result in food. 



		POPULATION


LEVEL OF


SYSTEM

		F. FUNCTION: Why would a genotype for switching increase in populations where the food web is complex (both large and small prey)?

		E. EVOLUTION: Why have dogs diverged genetically from wolves in the behavior of switching between food begging and hunting? Or have they?



		family groups in one population,


such as Ellesmere Island


(ultimate)

		A genotype for switching from food begging to hunting would increase in ecosystems with complex food webs, because in such systems, junior wolves will still be able to survive even when they separate from their original family. Although the large bodied prey would allow for the junior wolves to survive if they stayed with their family, these wolves are usually suppressed from reproducing. If the junior wolf moves away from its family pack, it will still be able to survive by hunting the smaller prey items, and will also be able to reproduce because there will not be dominant wolves to suppress it. As these wolves reproduce, they will pass on the genotype that accounts for the switching behavior, even though the food web is complex. 

		Dogs have diverged from wolves by not switching from food begging to hunting. With domestic dogs raised in environments where they gain their food from humans, begging will be passed on as the method of gaining food because these animals do not need to hunt in order to gain nutrients or reproduce. In fact, from my personal experiences of watching dogs, food begging seems to be a very good and reliable method of gaining food, as humans will typically supply food to the dog when they beg for it, or at least on a regular basis throughout the day. 
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Module 2. Wolf Family Partnerships


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 2


2.1 Distinguish between observation and inference in identifying testable hypotheses about body language and social structure in captive wolves.

2.2 Measure "social distance" to test hypotheses about how body language is related to social structure.

2.3 Evaluate the evidence to decide how body language is correlated with social structure in captive wolf families.


EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


What didn't work?


Suggestions?
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Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


O2 Captive wolves- closeness within a family


		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1

		



		#2
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Q2 Social structure and courtship

Question 1:  What are your questions about SIMILARITIES in courting behavior of captive dogs and wolves, which might give us clues as to what is instinctive?


Question 2: What questions do you have about DIFFERENCES in courting behavior of captive dogs and


wolves, which might be clues as to how instinct is modified by learning?


Question 3: What is your mental model of how instinct and learning interact by influencing the courtship


behavior of captive wolves?


Question 4: How does social structure (as measured by social distance) relate to mating in captive


wolves?


		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


M2 MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE


Question A: What was the average distance between Alpha Male and…?


		

		Alpha female

		Beta

		Gamma



		0 sec

		

		

		



		30 sec

		

		

		



		60 sec

		

		

		



		90 sec

		

		

		



		120 sec

		

		

		



		Average

		

		

		





Question B: Which wolves had the highest and lowest average distance from the Alpha male?


Question C: Based on this evidence, can you reject your hypothesis from worksheet Q2 as "not a good  model" (explain)?


Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):

A2.  Captive studies- social distance and courtship


Question 1:  What is your source of information about how social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?


Question 2:  In your own words, what information from this source was relevant to the question of how


social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?


Question 3: How credible was this source in terms of scientific content? Why?


Question 4: How does social distance influence courtship in captive wolves (Q2), based on a synthesis of what you learned from your source (A2) and your measurements (M2)?


Question 5: When wolves do not participate in courtship within a group, how much is this due to instinct

and how much is due to learned social distance?


These are the aspects of courtship behavior that fit in each of the categories (instinct/learning)


		Mostly instinct

		Both instinct and


learned

		Mostly learned





Question 6: Does the courtship behavior of dogs differ from wolves due to instinct (changes in genetic


blueprint) or learning (changes in environment)? How does the evidence support your answer?


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.





SCIENCE IN ACTION | Nature's Partners: predators, prey & you | Deer Inquiry Activity



Prey Module 1 Scouting Deer Behavior

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR PREY MODULE 1

1. Distinguish between observation, inference, and questions that arise from freestyle (ad libitum) notes about deer communication


2. Use video technology to record the body language of deer for further detailed analysis.


3. Practice critical thinking in distinguishing between reliable (scientific) and unreliable sources of information about deer

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


What didn't work?


Suggestions?


Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


O1. Ad Lib (freestyle) Observations

		SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOURCE VIDEO(S), AND MY SOURCE CODE FOR IT (TIP:  use the information provided by your instructor, or define your own code  for a URL on YouTube if you obtained the video):








		Video source code

		AD LIBITUM NOTES ON WHAT I OBSERVED

		ANALYSIS CODE (see box below)



		#1 & #2

		general notes about location, species, behavior & context:

		



		#1

		Sender:

		



		#1

		Receiver

		



		#2

		Sender:

		



		#2

		Receiver

		





My name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


Q1 Brainstorming Initial Questions

		#

		WHAT I AM CURIOUS ABOUT LEARNING

		CODE



		1

		

		



		2

		

		



		3

		

		



		4

		

		



		5

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


M2 Body Language:  Units of Behavior

		Q1. What species will you watch?

		



		Q2.  Where will you do observations?

		



		Q3.  When?

		



		Q4.  How?

		



		Q5.  What label will be used to identify these clips?

		Video clip #1:



		

		Video clip #2:





VIDEO LOG

		Clip #

		START

		GROUPS OF ANIMALS

		NOTES ON BEHAVIORS AND CONTEXT



		1

		

		

		



		2

		

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):

A1.  Finding Scientific Sources

		Keyword

		SOURCES I FOUND

		Reliability category



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.







Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


1.1


1.2


1.3


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry 
(observation, measurements, asking and answering questions), as an alternative to 
folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry cycle relates to the 
others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  
Explain how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose 
to enter the cycle at a different place.  


Module 1.  Scouting for deer
Distinguish between observation, inference, and questions that 
arise from freestyle (ad libitum)  notes about deer communication 
Use video technology to record the body language of deer for 
further detailed analysis.


Practice critical thinking in distinguishing between reliable 
(scientific) and unreliable sources of information about deer 


i ti


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR EACH MODULE IN THIS INQUIRY CYCLE


Module 1.  Scouting Deer Behavior


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O1 Ad lib


seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A1 Sources Q1 Initial


MEASURE DATA


M1 Record







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


ANALYSIS 
CODE


SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOURCE VIDEO(S), AND MY CODE FOR IT:


STEP 3 Choose another video of the same display behavior (may be another scene or 
individual in the same clip).  Repeat STEP 2 to fill in the next sender/receiver boxes.  
Note any similarities and differences between the behaviors, compared to your first 
observations. .


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


O1 Ad Lib (freestyle) Observations


VIDEO 
CODE AD LIBITUM NOTES ON WHAT I OBSERVED


general notes about location, species, behavior & context: 


Read the analysis categories in the box at the bottom of this page . In the far right 
column,  write the code(s) that apply to what you wrote in the center column.


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 4


Find a place to watch deer and video the behavior (see M1), or choose video clip(s) 
you find on the web (e.g. "Red Deer Roaring") or provided by your instructor (clip 1).  
Write the source information in the box provided and refer to it by code in the column 
on the left (VIDEO).  Empty your mind of preconceptions and try to absorb the 
environment as if you were inside the skin of the deer.  Note what you observe about 
the place, habitat, clues about the season, other animals, etc.  Write your general 
observations in the top box.


Replay the video clip, and choose one communication display to analyze in more 
detail in terms of sender/receiver.  Write your observations about the behavior of the 
deer in the box marked "sender".  Observe how other members of the same species 
respond ("ignore" is also a response), and write your notes in the box marked 
"receiver".







CATEGORY DEFINITION
Observation what I actually saw, heard, 


smelled, or otherwise sensed 
about the animal and its 
environment


Inference what I (or others) think about 
what I observed; my underlying 
mental model


Question what I'm curious to learn more 
about, to better understand what I 
observed; my hypothesis about 
cause/effect


Other: define:


Q


O


EXAMPLE
in the forest, lone male raises 
nose in line with back, opens 
mouth and bugles


I think this is a young male 
because his antlers are small, 
and his call is relatively high 
pitched


I wonder if the presence of 
other males makes a 
difference in how often he calls


OBS
CODE


INF


sender:


receiver:


sender:


receiver:







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Folk 
Psychology


Questions about beliefs, 
emotions, desires of the 
animal


Proximate Questions about the 
cause and development 
of behavior


Ultimate Questions about the 
function and evolution of 
behavior


STEP 1


Brainstorm and write down as many questions as come to mind.


CODE


# WHAT I AM CURIOUS  ABOUT LEARNING
1


2


3


STEP 3


HOW
?


How does the bull make that sound?  
Do young bulls sound the same as older 
bulls?


EXAMPLE
FP Does  he want to impress the females to 


stay with him?


4


Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write the code(s) that apply to 
what you wrote in the center column.  


STEP 2


Review your notes in O1.  Think about what you do and do not know about this behavior.  
OPTION: Discuss your thoughts with others.


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Q1 Brainstorming Initial Questions


5


WHY? Why don't white-tailed deer bugle like 
elk?  Are the females more likely to 
mate with a male that has a lower pitch 
bugle?







Other: define:O







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Q1


Q2


Q3


Q4


Q5


VIDEO LOG
#


1


2


NOTES ON BEHAVIORS AND CONTEXT


Before starting, record information about your video by answering Q1- Q5.


When  (date and time)?


How  (camera & partner)?


video clip #1:What label will be used to 
identify these clips in the video 
archive that you will later 
analyze?


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


What species will you watch 
(scientific & common name)?


START


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


M1 Record Data (video/tape)


GROUPS OF ANIMALS


Find a place where you can watch deer and use a video cam to record behavior of a 
focal individual.  This means keep the camera focused on one individual and follow it 
with the camera wherever it goes, for 3 minutes.  OPTION:  work with a partner who can 
write while you are using the video; check off behaviors you see on an ethogram list 
provided by the instructor.


Fill out the video log below.  Use a new line for each clip.


Where will you do observations 
(eg. Location, blind, vehicle)?


video clip #2:  







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


Reliability 
Category


CATEGORY DESCRIPTION


unreliable Tabloids designed to sell many copies 
to a mass audience interested in 
sensational stories


less than 
average


Popular magazines, books and videos 
marketing to a large market of the 
informed public


intermediate Science magazine articles written by 
journalists who specialize in 
interpretation of scientific information


more than 
average


Invited books, textbooks and articles 
written by scientists but not peer 
reviewed


most reliable Peer reviewed scientific journal 
published by a society of 
professionals; peer-reviewed book


A1 Finding Scientific Sources


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


2 ** Whitecap Books, 
Penguin Books, Reader's 
Digest,


3 *** Discovery, National 
Geographic, Smithsonian


4 **** Scientific American, 
American Scientist, 
Voyageur Press


Keyword SOURCES I FOUND


EXAMPLE


1 * People magazine, 
National Enquirer


CODE


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q1, use Google Scholar to search sources available to the 
general public; write the keyword you used for the search, and the reference of the 
source you found (e.g. web address, title, author, organization, publisher, date)


STEP 2 Search scientific sources using a library database (i.e. Web of Science); write the 
keyword  and the complete reference  (author, date, title, journal, volume, pages)


STEP 3 Categorize your sources in terms of reliability.  Read the categories at the bottom; in the 
far right column, write the code(s) that apply.


5 ***** Animal Behaviour, 
Behaviour, Science, 
University of Chicago 
Press, Oxford Press







EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?





		prey1.pdf

		preyO1

		preyQ1

		preyM1

		preyA1

		evaluation










SCIENCE IN ACTION!
Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


Wolf Inquiry Activity
Module 2.  Wolf Family Partnerships


revising mental models O2 Captive Wolves creating mental models


OBSERVATIONS


Module 2.  Wolf Family Partnerships


A2 Captive studies Q2 Social Structure
seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


testing hypotheses designing experiments


M2 Social distance


MEASUREMENTS


2.1 Distinguish between observation and inference in identifying testable hypotheses about 
body language and social structure in captive wolves.


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry 


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 2


2.2


2.3


Measure "social distance" to test hypotheses about how body language is related to 
social structure.


Evaluate the evidence to decide how body language is correlated with social structure 
in captive wolf families.


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise 
noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard


and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology 
Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.g ( ) p @







Name:
Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Observation 
(direct 
evidence)


what I actually saw, heard, smelled, 
or otherwise sensed about the animal 
and its environment


Inference 
(indirect 
evidence)


what I (or others) think about what I 
observed; my underlying mental 
model


Question what I'm curious to learn more about, 
to better understand what I observed; 
my hypothesis about cause/effect


O2 Captive wolves- closeness within a family


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Choose two video clips about a captive wolf family, which show body language related to 
sharing space. When you make your choice, consider whether you have sufficient information 
about the social structure of the wolf family in each video.  In the column "VIDEO".  Write the 
source information for each video in a separate box (bright green). SAVE.  OPTIONS:  Use 
links to background information (clips 10-13); a video, webcam or camcorder at a zoo.


STEP 1


STEP 2 Observe the first video clip and write general notes on what happened in the box provided 
(white).  Focus on the body language that influences social distance among each member of 
the group. Repeat for the second video clip.  SAVE.


STEP 3 Evaluate your notes from Step 2,  to distinguish among observation (fact), inference 
(interpretation) and questions (see box below).  Annotate your notes:  underline observations; 
place quotes around inferences; and insert question marks. SAVE.


GENERAL NOTES ON WHAT HAPPENEDVIDEO


? I wonder how long these males 
have known each other, and if the 
Beta male is trying to take over 
the position of the Alpha male. 


CODE EXAMPLE


under-
line


one wolf snarled and lunged at the 
other when it started mounting a 
third wolf


"quotes
"


I think the Alpha male was 
defending his mate from a 
subordinate







My name:


Date(s):
Time to complete this page (minutes):


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S
Q2


STEP 3


What are your questions about SIMILARITIES in courting behavior of captive dogs and wolves, 
which might give us clues as to what is instinctive?


Question 1:  


Use your mental model to write one testable hypotheses about how social structure affects 
courtship in captive wolf packs.  Discuss what evidence you would need to test your hypothesis. 
Answer Question #4. SAVE  OPTION: Compare your hypothesis with others in your group, 
discuss how the different evidence might be needed to test each hypothesis. 


Social structure and courtship


Discuss what you have learned about the relation between social structure and courtship in 
captive wolf packs from your experience, observations, and readings.  Answer Question #3.  
SAVE.  OPTION:  Interview a dog breeder or biologist to hear their ideas about instinct and 
learning.


STEP 1


STEP 2


Discuss your notes about the captive wolf packs you observed in the video for O2. Think about 
the reproductive behavior of dogs and wolves in terms of the Nature/Nurture debate about what 
aspects of courtship behaviors are instinct and what aspects are learned. If you need more 
information, links are provided on the Module 2 webpage and background information.  Answer 
questions #1 & #2 below.  SAVE


Question 2:  What questions do you have about DIFFERENCES in courting behavior of captive dogs and 
wolves, which might be clues as to how instinct is modified by learning?


My answer:


My answer:


I hypothesize that only the genetically most 
aggressive wolves are close enough to be the 
breeders.


(1) individuals at the bottom of the ladder 
court those at the top, (2) aggression is not 
genetic because individuals move up and 
down the ladder after fights


Question 4:
How does social structure (as measured by social distance) relate to mating in captive 
wolves?


My answer:


Question 3:  What is your mental model of how instinct and learning interact by influencing the courtship 
behavior of captive wolves?


Evidence I would need to test my 
hypothesis


Hypothesis Alternative 
Hypotheses


Example


My 
hypothesis:







CHART A:  "LADDER MODEL"


Alpha


Beta


Gamma


Omega


CHART B: "BRANCHED MODEL"


Alpha male


Alpha female


Beta male Beta female


Male pup1 Female pup1 Female pup2


CHART C: "CIRCLE MODEL"


Alpha male Alpha female


Beta female


Gamma male Gamma female


Omega


Beta male


EXAMPLES: SOCIAL STRUCTURE AS MEASURED BY SOCIAL DISTANCE


Male pup2







Name:
Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


ALPHA MALE- ALPHA 
FEMALE


ALPHA MALE- BETA WOLF


#DIV/0! #DIV/0!


What was the average 
distance between Alpha 
Male and Alpha Female?


What was the average distance 
between Alpha Male and Beta?


#DIV/0!


Play the video for 30 seconds and stop it; estimate the distances between the Alpha Male and 
each of the other 3 named wolves; write the distances between wolves in the next empty row of 
the table


Repeat Step 3 at 30 second intervals until all the white boxes on the table are full of numbers; 
Answer Questions A-C at the bottom of the page.  


Choose a video clip about 2 minutes long and identify the wolves.  For example, in clip 12 "Alpha 
male - Shewano" is grey and holds his tail high, "Alpha female- Denali" is black and holds her tail 
high, "Beta-Bridget" is grey/black and holds her tail low, "Gamma-Shiskoyu" is grey and has a low 
tail posture.  OPTION:  Discuss as a group which names best match each wolf in the video, and 
their identifying features. 


STEP 4


STEP 2 In the first frame of the video estimate the distance between the Alpha male and the other 3 
wolves you named; write the numbers in the first row of the table TIP: measure the distance in 
terms of body lengths, using the examples at the bottom of this page.  If a wolf is out of view, 
write "3".


M2 MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE


STEP 1


ALPHA MALE- GAMMA 
WOLF


Time 
counter


STEP 3


30 sec


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Average


60 sec


90 sec


120 sec


0 sec


Question A: What was the average 
distance between Alpha Male 


and Gamma?
Average:


Question B: Which wolves had the highest and lowest average distance from the Alpha male?


My answer:







What is the distance between these two wolves, in wolf-body-lengths?


Answer: 1
TIP:  write "1" if the distance is 1 body length or less, 


Answer:  2
TIP: write "2" If the distance is greater than 1 and less than 3 body lengths


Answer:  3
TIP:  write "3" If the other wolf is 3 or more body lengths (or out of view) 


Question C:
Based on this evidence, can you reject your hypothesis from worksheet Q2 as "not a good 
model" (explain)?


My answer:


EXAMPLES:







Name:


Date(s):
Time to complete this page (minutes)


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Captive studies- social distance and courtship


Unfortunately, many of the myths about wolf behavior are based on studies of wolves in a captive 
environment.  Scientists debate whether this is valid information, when generalized to wolf behavior 
in the wild.  Choose a source to read about captive wolf behavior, which relates to your questions 
about social distance and courtship (refer to your Q2 activity notes).  Answer Question #1. SAVE.   
OPTION:  Use materials provided, links on the background information page, or search on 
scholar.google.com.  Divide into groups and report on your source to your group.


STEP 4 Synthesize information from your sources and your observations.  Discuss how discarded 
hypotheses might linger on as myths in the popular literature.  Apply what you have learned to 
answer the brain teaser in Question #6.  SAVE. OPTION:  Discuss your ideas with others in your 
collaborative learning group.


STEP 2 Read your source and paraphrase what the author said,  using your own words.  This should be 
informative enough so that another student can decide if your source is credible and addresses the 
question.  Answer Questions #2-3.  SAVE. OPTIONS:  Read your answer to the class and discuss.  
Play charades and act out the behavior to see if other groups can guess.


STEP 3 Analyze what was instinctive and what was learned courtship behavior in the source you read.  
Determine which statements in your source were more Folk Psychology than science.  Answer 
questions #4-5.  SAVE. OPTIONS: Report your findings to your collaborative learning group.  
Discuss similarities and differences between several sources.  Go back and update your answer to 
Question 3, as needed.


A2


STEP 1


What is your source of information about how social distance relates to courtship in captive
wolves?


Question 2:


Question 1:


My answer:


Question 3: How credible was this source in terms of scientific content?  Why?


My source:


In your own words, what information from this source was relevant to the question of how 
social distance relates to courtship in captive wolves?


My source 
said:







Mostly instinct
Both instinct and 
learned Mostly learned


These are the aspects of courtship
behavior that fit in each of the categories


(instinct/learning)


DEFINITION


Behaviors that are coded primarily by 
information in the genotype, relatively 
resistant to change due to individual 
experience.


Behaviors that are modified by 
experience due to individuals' 
interactions with the environment in 
terms of positive and negative rewards 


Identify cause and effect interactions 
using a reductionist left brain thinking 
style; draw interactions between causal 
mechanisms and consequences as 
boxes and arrows in a systems chart.


Considering the analysis of one system, 
make a prediction for another similar 
system; change the words in the boxes 
of a systems chart.


Analyze


Apply


The consequence of male/male conflict is temporary social 
suppression of courtship behavior in the individual that is 
hurt the most.


Conflict results in social suppression of courtship in stable 
family groups of wolves, but not in the fluctuating groups of 
strange dogs attracted to follow a female in heat running 
through the neighborhood.


EXAMPLE


My inference:


instinct 
(nature)


learning 
(nurture)


Males in breeding condition are attracted to the pheromone
odors of females during the ovulatory phase of the 
reproductive cycle.


Males that are not in breeding condition learn to stay away 
from those that are, after conflict erupts when they come 
too close to the ovulating female (negative reinforcement).


CONCEPT


My  inference 
(educated 


guess):


Question 6: 
Does the courtship behavior of dogs differ from wolves due to instinct (changes in genetic 
blueprint) or learning (changes in environment)? How does the evidence support your 
answer?


Question 5: 
When wolves do not participate in courtship within a group, how much is this due to instinc
and how much is due to learned social distance?


Question 4: How does social distance influence courtship in captive wolves (Q2), based on a synthesis of 
what you learned from your source (A2) and your measurements (M2)?







What worked?


EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What didn'tWhat didn t 
work?


Sugges- 
tions?





		predmod2.pdf

		predmod2O

		predmod2Q

		predmod2M

		predmod2A

		predmodeval








SCIENCE IN ACTION | Nature's Partners: predators, prey & you | Deer Inquiry Activity



Prey Module 2.  Structure: Deer Behavior

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR PREY MODULE 2

1. Distinguish between cause and development perspectives used to identify testable proximate hypotheses about body language of deer.


2. Identify behavior units described as states and events in an ethogram for the species

3. Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence


available to test proximate hypotheses about deer behavior.

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


What didn't work?


Suggestions?


Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


O1. Objective Observations- PROXIMATE

		Video source code

		Observations: What did the animal do? Sense? Show? (insert codes)



		#1 

		



		#2

		





My name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


Q2. Asking HOW? Questions- Hypotheses

		#

		HYPOTHESES ABOUT PROXIMATE MECHANISMS OF BEHAVIOR

		CODE



		1

		

		



		2

		

		



		3

		

		



		4

		

		



		5

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


M2. Name Behavior Units (Events & States)

VIDEO LOG

		Start

		duration

		NAME OF BEHAVIOR 

		CODE



		Time 0

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):

A2.  Answering HOW Questions

		Behavior

		Proximate CAUSE? (cite source)

		Proximate DEVELOPMENT? (cite source)



		EVENT

		

		



		STATE

		

		





The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.





SCIENCE IN ACTION | Nature's Partners: predators, prey & you | Wolf Inquiry Activity



Module 3 Wolf & Prey Partnerships

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 3


3.1 Based on observations in the field, develop testable hypotheses about how social structure influences the sharing of food within wild wolf families.

3.2 Measure "resource distance" to test hypotheses about how social structure is


related to food sharing in wild wolf families.


3.3 Evaluate the evidence about the adaptive function of food sharing, in ecosystems with abundance of large prey and scarcity of small prey.

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


What didn't work?


Suggestions?


Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


O3 Wild wolves- sharing prey in a family

		Video source

		General notes on what happened (code by observation, "inference", and question (?))



		#1

		



		#2

		





My name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


Q3 Social function of conflict over access to prey

Question 1:  In your own words, why is the meaning of "function" in ethology different than the meaning of "purpose" as used in folk psychology? (TIP: explain why genes are important)

Question 2: What social behaviors cause junior wolves to stay away from a large prey carcass defended by a senior (parent)?

Question 3: What social behaviors result in junior wolves gaining access to prey (large and small) caught by their seniors (parents)?

Question 4: How does the size of the prey and the age of juniors (pups) influence food sharing between seniors and juniors in wild wolf families?

Question 5:  In cycles of small prey surplus and scarcity, what is the function of the social structure of a wolf family? (TIP: think of questions you may answer by collecting data from videos you watched)

		Hypothesis

		Evidence I would need to test my hypothesis



		

		



		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


M3 MEASURING SOCIAL DISTANCE


Question A: Which of these wolves were close enough to the carcass to feed on it?

		

		FATHER

		MOTHER

		JUNIOR

		BUBBA



		0 sec

		

		

		

		



		30 sec

		

		

		

		



		60 sec

		

		

		

		



		90 sec

		

		

		

		



		120 sec

		

		

		

		



		"yes" count

		

		

		

		





Question B: Which individual(s) had the least access to the carcass?

Question C: Based on this evidence, which of the hypotheses from Q3 can you reject as "not a


good model" (explain)?


Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):

A3.  Field studies- social systems and food webs

Question 1:  What is your source of information about wolves in a food web?

Question 2:  What prey do wolves hunt in the food web described in the source you chose? Do they hunt only small, only large, or switch between small and large prey?

Question 3: How is the size of the prey likely to influence the size of wolf families?

Question 4: How is the size of wolf families likely to influence the social structure of a wolf population?

Question 5: Why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to remain with their family group in ecosystems with many large bodied prey and no small bodied prey?

Question 6: In environments with more small bodied prey than large bodied prey, why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to switch from food begging to hunting on their own?


STEP 4.  Apply the concepts you have learned in this activity, to answer four basic questions about one behavior,


food begging. A systems table is provided for you to organize your thoughts.

		SYSTEMS TABLE

		SYSTEM (snapshot)

		CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM (video)



		INDIVIDUAL


LEVEL OF


SYSTEM

		C. STRUCTURE: How does the size of the prey influence whether a wolf switches from food begging to hunting?

		D. DEVELOPMENT: How do genetic instinct and learned experience interact in shaping the food begging behavior of individual wolves as they mature?



		wolves in a


family group


(proximate)

		

		



		POPULATION


LEVEL OF


SYSTEM

		F. FUNCTION: Why would a genotype for switching increase in populations where the food web is complex (both large and small prey)?

		E. EVOLUTION: Why have dogs diverged genetically from wolves in the behavior of switching between food begging and hunting? Or have they?



		family groups in one population,


such as Ellesmere Island


(ultimate)

		

		





The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.







SCIENCE IN ACTION!
Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


Wolf Inquiry Activity
Module 3   Wolf & Prey Partnerships


revising mental models creating mental models
O3 Wild Wolves


OBSERVATIONS


Module 3.  Wolf & Prey Partnerships


O3 Wild Wolves


A3 Field studies Q3 Social Function


seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


testing hypotheses designing experiments


M3 Resource distance


MEASUREMENTS


M3 Resource distance


3 1


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry 


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MODULE 3


Based on observations in the field develop testable hypotheses about how3.1


3.2


3.3 Evaluate the evidence about the adaptive function of food sharing, in


Based on observations in the field, develop testable hypotheses about how 
social structure influences the sharing of food within wild wolf famllies.


Measure "resource distance" to test hypotheses about how social structure is 
related to food sharing in wild wolf families.


3.3 Evaluate the evidence about the adaptive function of food sharing, in 
ecosystems with abundance of large prey and scarcity of small prey.


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise 
noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at 


T A&M U i it F t h i l i t t t th T h l A i t d L i L b t (979) 862 3449 iTexas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via 
e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.







Name:
Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes)


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Observation 
(direct 
evidence)


what I actually saw, heard, smelled, or 
otherwise sensed about the animal and
its environment


Inference 
(indirect 
evidence)


what I (or others) think about what I 
observed; my underlying mental model


Question what I'm curious to learn more about, 
to better understand what I observed; 
my hypothesis about cause/effect


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


O3 Wild wolves- sharing prey in a family


STEP 1 Choose two video clips about a wild wolf family, which show behaviors related to sharing 
food. When you make your choice, consider whether you have sufficient information about 
the social structure of the wolf family in each video.  In the column "VIDEO".  Write the 
source information for each video in a separate box (bright green).  SAVE.  OPTION:  use 
clips 14-16 from the link to background information


STEP 2 Observe the first video clip and write general notes on what happened in the box provided 
(white).  Focus on the body language that influences how each member of the family gains 
access to the food item. Repeat for the second video clip.  SAVE


STEP 3 Evaluate your notes from Step 2,  to distinguish among observation (fact), inference 
(interpretation) and questions (see box below).  Annotate your notes:  underline observation
place quotes around inferences; and insert question marks. SAVE.  


GENERAL NOTES ON WHAT HAPPENEDVIDEO


CODE EXAMPLE


? I wonder if the juniors got to 
eat after the senior left the 
carcass


under-
line


junior wolves tucked their tails 
between their legs and pawed 
then licked the face of the 
senior wolf; he muzzled them 
when they got too close


"quotes" I think the juniors were 
offspring of the senior, 
probably from a litter the 
previous year







My name:
Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


What social behaviors cause junior wolves  to stay away from a large prey carcass defended by a senior 
(parent)?


Question 2:


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


Q3


STEP 1


My answer:


STEP 2


STEP 3


Analyze your notes from several observations of wild wolves sharing both large and small prey carcasses (O3).  
Answer questions #2 & #3 below.  SAVE


Synthesize what you have learned about how social structure influences food sharing in the wild wolf families, and 
answer Question #4.  SAVE.  OPTION:  You may refer back to the systems charts that you examined for captive 
wolves.  Discuss whether one chart fits all wolf families or if there is likely to be variation in wild families related 
to the age of the parents and cycles of scarcity in prey. 


STEP 4 Use what you have learned to write two testable hypotheses about  the function of wild wolf packs.  Discuss what 
evidence you would need to test your hypotheses.  Answer Question #5. SAVE


Social function of conflict over access to prey


Discuss the meaning of the words "Structure" and "Function" as they are used in Folk Psychology.  Contrast this 
meaning with the way ethologists use the words in terms of genotypes (read the box at the bottom of the page and 
the links provided on the Module 3 webpage) .  Answer question #1 below.  SAVE  OPTION:  Discuss how 
structure and function apply equally to behaviors as they do to examples of anatomy, as you have learned in 
other biology classes. Explore how genotypes control hormonal mechanisms underlying behavior as well as 
skeletal growth underlying anatomy.


Question 1:
In your own words, why is the meaning of "function" in ethology different than the meaning of "purpose" 
as used in folk psychology? (TIP:  explain why genes are important)


My answer: 


My answer:


Question 3:  
What social behaviors result in junior wolves gaining access to prey (large and small) caught by their 
seniors (parents)?







Structure


Function


H2


H1


(1) both juniors and seniors gain equal access to the 
prey carcass, juniors just wait until seniors are full,  (2) 
juniors that beg and get some food are more likely to 
survive than those that disperse and go hungry, (3) 
tendency to beg is highly heritable


In times of small prey scarcity, juniors 
that beg from seniors at a large prey 
carcass are likely to survive better.


Evidence I would need to test this hypothesis:


Example


Question 5: In cycles of small prey surplus and scarcity, what is the function of the social structure of a wolf family?  
(TIP:  think of questions you may answer by collecting data from videos you watched)


Alternative 
Hypotheses


My  Hypothesis:


Question 4: How does the size of the prey and the age of juniors (pups) influence food sharing between seniors and 
juniors in wild wolf families?


My answer :


How the structure influences the 
survival and reproduction of an 
individual's genotype, as compared 
to other genotypes in the population; 
the input and output arrows outside 
the "black box" of a system diagram


Better nutrition is correlated with better survival and 
reproduction.A variety of shapes of teeth help wolves 
catch and eat both small and large prey; canine teeth 
help hang on to prey during the kill, the incisors help 
pluck fur and feathers off the skin, the premolars help 
chew meat, and the molars help break bones; all 
resulting in more options and better nutrition during 
cycles of prey scarcity.  


How something is put together; the 
pieces of a system and how they are 
related to each other; the boxes and 
arrows inside the "black box" of a 
system diagram.


In a wolf's jaw, there are 6 incisors, 2 canine teeth, 8 
premolars and 4 molars.  Half are on each side of the 
jaw, arranged from front to back in the order listed.


CONCEPT MEANING EXAMPLE







Name:
Date(s):


Time on this page(minutes):


FATHER MOTHER JUNIOR BUBBA


0 0 0 0


What was the 
"yes" count for 


FATHER?


What was the "yes" 
count for MOTHER?


What was the "yes" 
count for JUNIOR?


What was the "yes" 
count for BUBBA?


Count the number of boxes with "yes" in the column for each wolf and answer Questions 
A-C.  SAVE


Time counter


0 sec


90 sec


My answer:


My answer:


Question C:
Based on this evidence, which of the hypotheses from Q3 can you reject as "not a 
good model" (explain)?


My "yes" 
Count:


Question B: Which individual(s) had the least access to the carcass?


Calculated 
"yes" Count:


Question A:


120 sec


30 sec


60 sec


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E
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STEP 3


STEP 4


STEP 2 Start the video and let it play until you see more than one wolf in the frame then pause 
the video.  Decide which of the wolves you named are close enough to the carcass to 
feed on it.  For each wolf in the chart below, write a "yes" or "no"  in the first line of the 
chart. SAVE


Play the video for 30 seconds then pause it again; fill out the next empty row of the table; 
repeat until the video is finished.  SAVE


M3 Measure resource distance


STEP 1 Choose one  video clip that is about 2 minutes long, showing interactions of a family of 
wolves sharing food after a successful hunt. watch it an identify the seniors and juniors by 
name.  For example, in clip 16 the 4 white wolves in the arctic Ellesmere Pack would be 
named "FATHER", "MOTHER", "JUNIOR", "BUBBA"  OPTIONS:  View the clip provided 
or the whole video "White wolves".  Discuss the features that are useful for identifying 
each individual and how you would know which were the juniors and seniors in a family. 
Discuss when you would use the name "father" rather than "senior male" or "alpha male".







Name:
Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


Choose a source to read about the function of wolves in the food web of a particular ecosytem.  Answer 
Questions #1 & 2. SAVE.   OPTIONS:  Follow the links on the Module 3 webpage.  Search the links 
provided on the Background Information page.  Within your collaborative learning group, compare notes 
from different ecosystems, some with large prey and some with small prey.  Discuss the evidence that 
the available prey cycles through periods of scarcity and surplus in dynamic ecosystems.  Discuss the 
analogy of temperature cycling above and below the setting of a thermostat.


Analyze how the size of the prey influences the wolf social system in the ecosystem described in your 
source.  To do this, you will need to synthesize information from your source, O3, Q3 and M3.  Think about 
whether a junior wolf is likely to stay with the family if begging is not successful because the prey is too 
small to share.  Think about whether a junior would be more likely to be successful hunting alone in an 
ecosystem with a surplus of small prey compared to an ecosystem with only large prey.  Think about 
whether the number of families in a population would increase under conditions where more juniors disperse 
from their parents' families and find mates of their own.  Answer questions 3 & 4.  SAVE. OPTIONS:  View 
the presentation linked to the Module 3 webpage.  Discuss your answer with others in your collaborative 
learning group. Revise as needed to paraphrase witihout plagiarism. 


Question 2:
What prey do wolves hunt in the food web described in the source you chose?  Do they hunt only 
small, only large, or switch between small and large prey?


My answer:


Question 1: What is your source of information about wolves in a food web?


My source:


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


A3


Question 3:
My answer:


Question 4:  


STEP 1


Field studies- social systems and food webs


STEP 4


STEP 2


STEP 3 Analyze the adaptive function of switching from begging to hunting.  To do this, you will need to think about 
what happens when a junior wolf goes hungry and what this means for survival and reproduction of 
individual genotypes.  Answer questions 5 & 6.  SAVE.  OPTION:  View the presentation linked to the 
Module 3 webpage.  Discuss your answer with others in your collaborative learning group. Is the junior 
more likely to die inside or outside the family group?  Is it more likely to reproduce inside or outside the 
family? Is "switching" behavior likely to be a heritable genotype, or simply a phenotype? (see below)


Apply the concepts you have learned in this activity, to answer four basic questions about one behavior, 
food begging.  A systems table is provided for you to organize your thoughts.  Notice that the rows are 
about wolves at two levels of the system: individuals (in families) and populations (families in 
neighborhoods).  Notice that the columns are two time frames: short-term (snapshot) and long-term (video
Answer questions C, D, E & F in the Systems Table. Note that there is more than one good answer to 
these questions.  The best answers are logical and based on evidence.   SAVE.  OPTION:  View the 
presentation linked to the Module 3 webpage.  Discuss your answer with others in your collaborative 
learning group.  Revise as needed while staying clear of plagiarism. 


How is the size of the prey likely to influence the size of wolf families?


How is the size of wolf families likely to influence the social structure of a wolf population?







SYSTEM (snapshot)


C. STRUCTURE: How does the size of the prey 
influence whether a wolf switches from food 
begging to hunting?


F. FUNCTION:  Why would a genotype for 
switching increase in populations where the food 
web is complex (both large and small prey)?


DEFINITION


CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM (video) SYSTEMS 
TABLE


POPULATION 
LEVEL OF 
SYSTEM


wolves in a 
family group 
(proximate)


INDIVIDUAL 
LEVEL OF 
SYSTEM


family groups in 
one population, 


such as 
Ellesmere Island 


(ultimate)


E. EVOLUTION:  Why have dogs diverged genetically 
from wolves in the behavior of switching between food 
begging and hunting?  Or have they?


D. DEVELOPMENT: How do genetic instinct and 
learned experience interact in shaping the food 
begging behavior of of individual wolves as they 
mature?


Why is it an adaptive function for junior wolves to remain with their family group in ecosystems 
with many large bodied prey and no small bodied prey?


In environments with more small bodied prey than large bodied prey, why is it an adaptive function 
for junior wolves to switch from food begging to hunting on their own?


My answer:


My answer:


My answer:


Question 5: 


Question 6: 


CONCEPT EXAMPLE







Expression of the genetic blueprint as it is 
influenced by the environment.


The genetic blueprint is the sum of all the genes, 
some of which may control the timing of when other 
genes are turned on and off during development..


stimulus/response: mechanisms of behavioral 
response to stimuli outside the body; modified by 
internal hormonal state and external context


nature/nurture: heritability of changes in 
stimulus/response; interaction of instinct and 
learned experience; age-related changes due to 
maturation as controller genes turn hormonal 
systems on and off; 


differential fitness of genotypes;  those genotypes 
that better survive and reproduce, are the ones that 
increase in percentage between generations of a 
population, relative to other genotypes in the same 
population


history of species; accumulation of many changes 
in genotypes result in divergence of a species from 
traits in the ancestral species


phenotype Dogs starved early in life are smaller as adults 
compared to well-fed siblings.  The variation in body 
size is not heritable if the small adults produce pups of 
that grow to normal size when fed a good diet.  


genotype Size varies between chihuahuas and great danes, as a 
result of genetic mutations.  A well-fed chihuahua 
puppy will not grow up to be a great dane.


cause


development


function


evolution


In response to pups licking the muzzle, adult wolves 
instinctively regurgitate food.  They are more likely to 
respond when the stomach is full, prolaction hormone 
is high and the context of a densite.


As pups grow larger, the posture during muzzle-licking 
behavior changes so the body mimics the action of a 
smaller pup.  The pawing behavior becomes slow and 
exaggerated, without touching the senior wolf; appears 
in the context of de-escalation.


Those genotypes that persisted in mimicking juvenile 
food begging behaviors would have been more likely to 
survive and reproduce than the genotypes that 
dispersed and were unsuccessful at hunting alone 
outside the family.


During domestication of dogs from wolf-like ancestors, 
humans selected the genotypes that retained juvenile 
behaviors into adulthood.







What worked?


EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What didn'tWhat didn t 
work?


Sugges- 
tions?





		predmod3.pdf

		predmod3O

		predmod3Q

		predmod3M

		predmod3A

		predmodeval










Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you
SCIENCE IN ACTION!


Module 2:  Structure:  Deer Behavior


revising mental models creating mental models


OBSERVE REALITY


O2 Observation


A2 How? Q2 How?
seeking to better 
understand reality


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


testing hypotheses designing experimentsMEASURE DATA


  


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 


M2 Name Units


2.1


2.2


Distinguish between cause and development perspectives used to identify testable 
proximate hypotheses about body language of deer.
Identify  behavior units described as states and events in an ethogram for the 
species


place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE


2.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-


p


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test proximate hypotheses about deer behavior.


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


External 
stimulus


what the animal appeared to hear, 
smell, or otherwise sense about its 
environment 


Response the animal's actions, including 
posture, movements, sounds, change 
in color or hair, etc.


Internal 
state


indicators of hormonal, nutritional, age 
or other body condition; evidence of 
motivational state e.g. time since last 
meal


External 
context


Other animals, plants, objects etc. 
around the animal


Reward external consequences that might 
shape the behavior by reward or 
punishment


Other: define:


O2 Objective Observations- PROXIMATE
F


A
Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


Practice thinking analytically like a scientist, by separating objective observations from 
subjective inference. Use the  box at the bottom of this page to clarify proximate inference.


Watch your clip #1 from M1 and record your observations in the first white box.  Repeat for #2.


REW


Code what you wrote by inserting at the end of each sentence a code from the green box.


EXAMPLE


STIM a "cow call" came from a man in 
camouflage, lying about 30 m uphill


VIDEO Observations (What did the animal do? Sense? Show?)


after the bull shoves an intruding 
male, it leaves the group of cows


RESP male repeatedly raises the nose & 
makes a prolonged noise of high 
pitched, followed by low pitched 
grunts


CODE


O


INT male has thick neck, rough neck 
hair; body is covered with mud as if it 
has been wallowing to cool down; 
large antlers;


CONT male is on the edge of a group of 12 
females, in a grassy clearing in the 
evergreen forest







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Questions about stimulus, response 


internal state and external rewards


Development Questions about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or "flexible 
learning", and how this changes as 
individuals mature with age


Other: define:


Q2 Asking HOW? Questions- Hypotheses


PD If elk calves were raised in 
Europe with red deer, 
would they roar like red 
deer?


O


EXAMPLECODE


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


PC Is a bull more likely to 
approach a cow if she 
answers his call?


5


3


4


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT MECHANISMS OF BEHAVIOR
1


2


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O2.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about 
the CAUSE and DEVELOPMENT of behavior in individuals.


STEP 2 Practice rewording your questions about mechanisms in terms of testable hypotheses.


STEP 3 Code your questions in the right hand column, using the categories in the box at the 
bottom of this worksheet







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


duration 
(mm:ss)


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Activity 
State


A broad category of behavior that 
includes many specific actions 
associated with one motivational state 
(mood or goal); duration of minutes  
(e.g. an ongoing behavior you would 
time with a stopwatch)


Action 
Event


Specific action patterns that are short 
in duration; subunits of an activity 
state; duration of seconds (e.g. a 
short action that you would count with 
a clicker, too brief to time)


NAME OF BEHAVIOR


STEP 1 Choose a video clip from M1/O2 and write the source information here:


STEP 2 Use reliable sources from A1 to  make a list of behaviors for this species (i.e. an 
ethogram).  OPTION:  Use the ethogram provided by your instructor


STEP 3


AS


Start


Time 0


EXAMPLECODE


AE step, turn, bite, lunge, call 
(short duration, counted 
with tally marks)


M2 Name Behavior Units (Events & States)


resting, locomotion, 
foraging, interacting, 
maintenance (long 
duration, timed with a 
stopwatch in minutes & 
seconds)


Watch the clip.  Write down the first behavior you see, using a name from the 
ethogram.  Record the duration.  Using  the codes described in the box at the bottom 
of this page (or the ethogram), code this action as a state or event.  Repeat.


M
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C
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Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION
Cause Answers about stimulus, 


response internal state and 
external rewards


Development Answers about how much a 
behavior is "fixed instinct" or 
"flexible learning", and how 
this changes as individuals 
mature with age


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, 
desires; including "for the  
benefit of the species", or "to 
spread his genes"


Focus on one behavior from M2 that you coded as an "action event". Read about it in your 
sources.  Write the name of the behavior in the left column.  Answer the Cause and 
Development questions for this behavior, refering to box at the bottom of this page and O2.  
Cite the source(s) in parentheses.


Behavior CAUSE? (Source) DEVELOPMENT? (Source)


STEP 4


STEP 2


Repeat Step 2 for a behavior that you coded in M2 as an "activity state".  Note that an activity 
state relates to an activated physiological system, so be specific about internal state. 


STEP 3


Reread what you wrote.  Decide what aspects are folk psychology, and edit the words fto state 
your idea in more scientific terms.


A2 Answering HOW Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the HOW questions on Q2.  
OPTION:  use the link to background information provided by your instructor.


M
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P


F
A
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CODE EXAMPLE


EVENT


STATE


FP stags spar because they are testy during the 
rutting season and their tempers flare easily; 
bulls want to know if there is a cow in the area 
when they hear a call, and approach to see if she 
wants to mate


PC Mature males in rut respond to the stimulus of 
female urine by sniffing it and lifting the lip 
(analagous to a snapshot w/telephoto lens)


PD Young males ignore female urine, but as they 
reach puberty, they are much more likely to sniff 
the urine and follow the female  (analogy of a 
video w/telephoto lens)







EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?





		prey2.pdf

		preyO2

		preyQ2

		preyM2

		preyA2

		evaluation








SCIENCE IN ACTION | Nature's Partners: predators, prey & you | Deer Inquiry Activity



Prey Module 3.  Function: Deer Behavior

GENERAL LEARNING GOAL: Experience the nature of scientific inquiry


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR PREY MODULE 3

1. Distinguish between function and evolution perspectives used to identify testable


ultimate hypotheses about body language of deer.

2. Rank behavior units in terms of variability (fixed vs. flexible; instinct vs. learned)

3. Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence available to test ultimate hypotheses about deer behavior.

EVALUATION (optional to earn participation points)


What worked?


What didn't work?


Suggestions?


Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


O3. Subjective Inference- ULTIMATE

		Video source code

		CONSEQUENCES OF THE BEHAVIOR FOR THE GENE POOL (insert codes)



		#1 

		



		#2

		





My name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


Q3. Asking WHY? Questions- Hypotheses

		#

		HYPOTHESES ABOUT WHY THIS BEHAVIOR EVOLVED 

		CODE



		1

		

		



		2

		

		



		3

		

		



		4

		

		



		5

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):


M3.  Describe Behavior Units

		Category

		NAME

		OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION

		VARIATION



		State 1

		

		

		



		State 2

		

		

		



		Event 1

		

		

		



		Event 2

		

		

		





Name:


Date(s):


Time to complete this page (minutes):

A3.  Answering WHY Questions

		Behavior

		Ultimate FUNCTION? (cite source)

		Ultimate EVOLUTION? (cite source)



		

		

		



		

		

		





The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, information provided by this module does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this module are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M University. For technical assistance contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.







Nature's Partners:  predators, prey & you


revising mental models creating mental models


testing hypotheses designing experiments


3.1


3.2


3.3


The information presented herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is 
made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement is implied. Unless otherwise noted, 


information provided by this page does not represent the official views of Texas A&M University . Unless otherwise noted, 
the contents of this page are property of Dr. Jane Packard and the Technology Assisted Learning Lab at Texas A&M 


University. For technical assistance with this page contact theTechnology Assisted Learning Lab at (979) 862-3449, or via e-
mail at prabha@neo.tamu.edu.


Distinguish between function and evolution perspectives used to identify testable 
ultimate  hypotheses about body language of deer.


Rank behavior units in terms of variability (fixed vs. flexible; instinct vs. learned)


Integrate information from observations and sources to present the evidence 
available to test ultimate hypotheses about deer behavior.


SCIENCE IN ACTION!


OBSERVE REALITY


O3 Inference


seeking to better 
understand reality


Module 3.  Function:  Deer Behavior


Q3 Why?


MEASURE DATA


M3 Describe Units


ANSWER QUESTIONS ASK QUESTIONS


A3Why?


GENERAL LEARNING GOAL:  Experience the nature of scientific inquiry (observation, measurements, asking 
and answering questions), as an alternative to folk psychology. Explain how each of these steps in the inquiry 
cycle relates to the others and helps us understand the science behind the myths of animal behavior.  Explain 
how all inquiry involves these four steps; however, each person may choose to enter the cycle at a different 
place.  


SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MODULE IN THE INQUIRY CYCLE







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Folk 
Psychology


my explanation in terms of human-like 
beliefs, emotions, desires; including "for 
the  benefit of the species", or "to spread 
his genes"


Proximate my hypothesis about the stimulus that 
elicits this response, the internal state of 
the animal and how much this varies 
among individuals as they mature


Ultimate my hypothesis about the function in terms 
of survival and reproduction of distinct 
genotypes in a population; ancestral roots 
of the behavior based on comparing 
species that have diverged (or converged) 
over evolutionary time


WHY? those males with lower pitched calls 
are more likely to attract females at a 
distance in forests than males with 
higher pitched calls; the lower pitched 
roar of red deer diverged from elk 
during the glacial ages in more 
densely forested habitat


EXAMPLE


FP the bull wants to attract females and 
is angry at other bulls he believes will 
intrude on his harem


HOW? young males are more likely to 
approach females and avoid bigger 
males, when testosterone is high 
during the fall breeding season


CODE


Practice thinking intuitively like a scientist, by noting the consequences of behaviors and what 
this might mean for survival and reproduction of various genotypes.  Refer to the table at the 
bottom of this page to clarify how the ultiimate perspective differs from proximate.


Review the same video clips that you used in O2.  Write notes on what you observe and think 
about the consequences of the behavior in the short term and long term.


Reread your notes and add codes in parentheses at the end of each sentence, referring to the 
categories in the table at the end of this page.


VIDEO CONSEQUENCES OF THE BEHAVIOR FOR THE GENE POOL


STEP 1


STEP 2


STEP 3


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


O3 Subjective Inference- ULTIMATE







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CODE


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Questions about the evolutionary 
history of species (or populations); 
why ancestral roots of a behavior 
changed over time as species 
diverged (or converged)


Function Questions about which genotypes 
make more copies in the gene pool of 
a population


Other: define:


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, write all code(s) that apply to what 
you wrote in the center column.


# HYPOTHESES ABOUT WHY BEHAVIOR EVOLVED


STEP 1 Reread your observations in O3.  Brainstorm about what questions come to mind about the 
FUNCTION and EVOLUTION of behavior in populations of species.


STEP 2 Practice rewriting your questions based on the logic that a scientist uses to develop hypotheses 
about why a behavior evolved. 


3


4


1


2


UE Why do species that live in dense 
forests have lower pitched 
vocalizations than those that live in 
open grasslands?


UF Do males with low pitched calls sire 
more offspring than males with high 
pitch calls?


5


EXAMPLECODE


O


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E
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Q3 Asking WHY? Questions- Hypotheses







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


NAME VARIATION (5 is 
most variable)


CATEGORY ACTIVITY STATE


Fixed 
instinct


The sequence of action is the same 
every time and in every individual; 
duration may vary, e.g. prairie chicken 
courtship display


Stereotypy The sequence of actions is repeated, but 
only in abnormal individuals, as in a 
psychological or developmental disorder, 
e.g. pacing, cribbing


Modal Intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. foraging


Abnormal Unusual and highly variable activity 
observed only in unique individuals, e.g. 
eating rocks


Flexible 
learning


A lot of variation in the form, duration, 
sequence, and diversity of actions across 
both individuals and times, e.g. tool 
using in chimps


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


M3 Describe Behavior Units


STEP 1 To answer your questions in Q3, choose 4 behaviors from M2 & A2 (2 activity states and 2 
action events); enter the names in the appropriate box in the second column.  


STEP 2 Describe the behavior in objective terms; strive to make a "word picture" that all observers 
on staff or a research team would recognize. 


State 2


Event 1


STEP 3 Read the categories at the bottom; in the far right column, rate the degree to each action is  
flexible (highly variable/learned/abnormal) or fixed (heritable instinct/individual stereotypy)


Category OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION (postures, movements, 
sounds, color changes, hair/feather changes)


State1


form and duration of the action is the 
same in all individuals and each time it 
is repeated, e.g.  Firefly flash


2 ** the unique action is repeated the same 
each time, but it is only in certain 
individuals, not a heritable trait of the 
species, e.g. head toss "tic"


CODE


Event 2


4 **** Unique movement shown only by one 
individual, with variations e.g. "floating 
limb"


5 ***** Highly variable form and orientation of 
the behavior; change in frequency 
related to rewards, e.g. bottle-opening 
in great tits


3 *** intermediate between fixed and flexible, 
e.g. sniffing


ACTION EVENT


1 *







Name:
Date(s):


Duration (min):


CATEGORY DEFINITION


Evolution Answers about the 
evolutionary history of species 
(or populations); why ancestral 
roots of a behavior changed 
over time as species diverged 
(or converged)


Function Answers about which 
genotypes make more copies 
in the gene pool of a 
population; differential fitness 
of the genotypes related to 
survival and reproduction


Folk 
Psychology


Answers in terms of human-
like beliefs, emotions, desires; 
including "for the  benefit of 
the species", or "to spread his 
genes"


Behavior FUNCTION? (Source) EVOLUTION? (Source)


FP Bulls bugle because they want to spread their 
genes throughout the population.  Contests 
among bulls are for the good of the species 
so only the best will breed


M
A


P


F
A


Q


S
O


U
R


C
E


S


A3 Answering WHY Questions


STEP 1 Search the sources you found in A1 to explore answers to the WHY questions you wrote in Q3.  
Think about how the categories in M3 would influence your answers. OPTION:  find additional 
sources to answer your questions


STEP 4


STEP 2


Write an hypothesis that would answer the question "Why does this behavior happen" from the 
perspective of FUNCTION. (Note your sources in parentheses) 


STEP 3


Repeat Step 3 for this question "Why did this behavior change over the history of the species?" 
from the perspective of EVOLUTION.  


Focus on one behavior you named in M3. Find a similar behavior in your sources and compare 
similarities and differences between what you observed and what you read about it from your 
sources.  Write the behavior in one cell of the left column.  Repeat.


UE elk diverged from smaller bodied ancestors 
with changes in forest/grassland habitat 
during the ice ages; the larger body was 
associated with more resonant mating calls 
that carried a longer distance and male-
defense of a group of cows (video w/wide-
angle)


UF those genotypes that bugled were more likely 
to attract females and intimidate males than 
those that did not (snapshot w/wide-angle)


CODE EXAMPLE







EVALUATION/FEEDBACK (optional to earn participation points)


1.  What worked?


2.  What did not work?


3.  Suggestions?
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ASSIGNMENT 1 PARTICIPATE  


 
Learning Goal  (Graded Learning Activities) 


Points 
WFSC422 WFSC632 


1.  Participate  
Cumulative over entire semester; updated after each Part;  max 48 pts (91 possible on grade form)  
Mix or match: chats (on-line or in-class), BLOG, Inquiry (in-class demo/field-trip), problem-solving 


 
48 


 
48 


% of total for course grade 16% 12% 


 


Learning Goal 


Objective 1. Participate regularly in dialogue to clarify knowledge and strengthen communication skills  
 


Learning Activity 


Learning is usually a very social process, providing motivation, feedback and rewards. Since each person varies in their 
learning goals, styles and constraints, we try to provide flexibility for you to choose to participate in a manner that works 
best for you.  Use the Assignment Tool in elearning to submit the Participation Assignment during Week 1. The cumulative 
points you earn will be tallied on the grade form for the A1 Participation Assignment, at the end of each of the four parts of 
the course. A good target to pace yourself would be 12 points for each of the four parts of the course  


TIP: you may over-achieve during one part and slack off during another part of the course.  


STEP 1.  Read the following options for earning participation points:   


Throughout the semester, you may earn up to 48 points by mixing or matching the following options:  
 chat (up to 15 pts; 15 weeks @ 1 pt per week)  


o online: use the elearning chat tool (choose between Mon. or Wed., 8-9 pm; see archived chats)  
o in-class: choose a study question for the week, post on BLOG, talk about it during class meeting 


 BLOG (up to 36 pts; 4 parts @ 9 pts per part) 
o On the course website, use the BLOG link to go to the BLOG course page and read; open the [weekly  


topics] ; select the Question you want (use the search tool as needed); open the [comments]; read the 
dialogue; fill in the text boxes and submit your comment 


o Earn points for quality over quantity; all your comments will be assessed as one package 
o  the grade form is based on the following criteria: originality (NO PLAGIARISM), dialogue (not 


monologue), concepts, examples, integration of concepts and examples, scientific sources (includes 
citations and/or referring to pages in the textbook), critical thinking, positive communication skills, 
correct spelling/grammar, attachments)  


 Inquiry Demo: in class (2 @ 5pts) and/or optional field trip (1 @ 10 pts)  
o students from all sections are invited to participate in the optional weekend field trip  


 we will observe and video rutting behavior of red deer at Fossil Rim Wildlife Center 
 this is the demo for one of the activities in Module 1 of the Deer Inquiry Assignment  
 use the elearning discussion tool to reserve a seat in the van, or make special arrangements  
 unexcused "no-shows" who reserved a seat and did not send a PS will lose 10 points. 
 See details at the end of this document and on the elearning discussion tool  


o in-class: use elearning discussion tool to coordinate with your  Collaborative Learning Group 


 shared PS message (up to 8 pts; 2 PS @ 4 pts)  
o Shared PS messages are those that are directly related to upgrades of course materials and procedures, 


so the benefits are "shared" by all participants in the class.    
o Up to four points will be awarded for each shared PS message that is communicated in this format  


1) problem,  


2) good aspects,  


3) options, 


4) preferred option 
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o TIPS:  For example,  
 Personal PS (no participation points) Chris's car breaks down on the way to the bus for the field 


trip. Chris calls the instructor's cell phone and leaves a personal PS message, requesting an 
excused absence to avoid subtraction of 10 participation points.  


 Shared PS (eligible for participation points) Kim notices a broken link on the website and uses the 
elearning email to send a shared PS message to the instructor, explaining exactly where the 
broken link is located and her preferred option for fixing it. Kim receives 2 rather than 4 participation 
points, because the message only included 2 of the 4 elements of positive problem solving  


 


STEP 2.  Go to the elearning Assignment tool and open A1 Participation.  In the assignment text box, 
answer this question:  


"What is your plan for earning participation points (on-line chat, in-class chat, BLOG, in-class inquiry demo, field-
trip, PS-shared, )?"  


TIP1: Decide what works best for your personal circumstances. For example,  


 Pat is a distance ed student who has an opportunity to travel abroad during the first part of the course. Pat 
plans to earn participation points with this mix: on-line chats (8), BLOGS (32), shared PS (8).  


 Lou likes hands-on activities, but does not like to participate in public discussions on a BLOG or in class. Lou 
chooses to earn points with the following mix: field trip (10), demos (30), shared PS (8). 


 Kim falls ill during the third part of the course and is not able to participate from the hospital. Kim sends a 
personal PS message asking to substitute the grizzly inquiry workbook for 20 participation points.  


TIP2:  Explain your target number of points for each option, for example "on-line chat (12 pts) and BLOG (36 pts) for a total 
of 48 pts" 


 


STEP 3. Save and submit this assignment.   


 [Save a draft] will save what you have written, but your instructor will not be able to read it.  The assignment window 
will close.  When you open it again your draft will still be there. 


 [Submit] will send the assignment to your instructor for grading.  You will not be able to re-open this assignment 
until your instructor has completed the grading process. 


STEP 4.  Watch for the graded assignment and read the feedback comments.  You will earn 1 point for 
this first assignment.  Your participation points will be updated by the end of each part of the course, 
until the maximum possible of 48 pts have been earned. 


 You have the option of publishing the controls to each assignment, so others may view your work as an example. 


 Use the tabs on the elearning assignment tool to view feedback comments, the grade form, and to publish your 
assignment to share with others in collaborative learning. 
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FIELD TRIP TO FOSSIL RIM WILDLIFE CENTER 
 
WHERE? 
Fossil Rim Wildlife Center: (http://fossilrim.org) is a drive-through education site 


 ungulates from all continents and special concern for Texas endangered species 


 off HWY 67 west of Glen Rose between Austin and Fort Worth, 


 about 1.5 hr SW from Dallas 


 about 3.5 hours NW from College Station (Hwy 6 through Meridian and Walnut Springs) 


 
WHEN? 
Sunday, Oct 10, 2009: 7:00 a.m. to about 9:00 pm (return may be earlier if we don’t stop for dinner) 


 6:45 am meet the van at Post Oak mall (NE corner of Harvey road and Hwy 6); first come, first choice; seats on van 
by reservation only 


 OR 11:00 am self transport to meet at Front Gate of Fossil Rim Wildlife Center 
 
ITINERARY 


 7:00 departure (will not wait for late arrivals; call 979-220-4115 to cancel reservation) 


 8:30 "pit stop" in Riesling; snacks at convenience store 


 10:30 arrive Fossil Rim main gate, register & pit stop 


 11:00 transfer to open air safari vans for intro tour 


 1:00 late lunch at Overlook 
o brownbag at picnic tables 
o buy your own lunch at Cafe (omnivorous options) 
o gift shop, petting pasture, nature trail 


 2:00 briefing at tour van for W3 demo activity 
o observations of red deer 
o video-tape red deer behavior 


 4:30 pit stop at main gate 


 5:00 load into TAMU van 


 6:00 pit stop in Riesling 


 6:30 travel to College Station 


 between 8:00 and 9:00 pm return to College Station 


 
HOW? 
Inform Course Leader in response to email (elearning tool) 


 to reserve a seat, send emergency contact info (name, phone, relationship) 


 explain any other special considerations, or an excused absence 


 transportation and tour fee paid from field trip fee collected at registration; not refundable 


 “on your own” lunch and dinner: bring and/or buy; cooler and ice provided in van forstorage 
Things to bring: 


 Warm clothes or layers! Rain gear 


 Ethogram Worksheet W3, pencils, clip board 


 food/drink (or enough $ to purchase) 
· OPTIONAL 


 camera, binoculars, rainproof bags, 


 pillow, earplugs for nap in van 


 stories, tapes, songs for entertainment during travel 
 


WHO? 
All registered class participants (including off-campus section), plus Course Leader/assistants 


 due to the large class size, we will not be able to offer seats to significant others 


 our driver at Fossil Rim will be an experienced staff or docent 
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WHY? 
 Guided hands-on experience applying the basic concepts (CDEF) to analysis of behavior of real 


animals; 
o observations for Ethogram Workbook 
o opportunity to get to know course participants and leader 


 a time to reconnect with nature, place academics in perspective, and talk about the question "Why study behavior?" 
in a zoo/park setting 


 
FAQ’s 
 
Q.What if I cannot participate in the Field Trip? 
 
A: There are several options, to consider and propose in a personal PS message. 


· OPTION A: You may earn 5 points by participating in each in-class demo activity (join a Collaborative Learning 
Group and dialogue about this by elearning email). 


· OPTION B: You may ask to substitute one of the optional workbooks (Sealion or Grizzly@20 pts) 
· OPTION C: You may view the Fossil Rim videos from previous years linked to the Deer Inquiry website 
· OPTION D:  You may propose an alternative site at a location closer to you and upload your video to YouTube 


(send a personal PS message to instructor) 
 
Q: Can I bring a friend? 
 
A: Your friend may drive through the Wildlife Center tour route separately as a self-guided tour.  Due to limited seating in 
the Tour Bus we are not able to accommodate persons not registered for this course. 
 
Q: Can I change my mind about going after reserving a seat? 
 
A: For an excused absence, you MUST communicate by voice or email. Failure to communicate 
will result in subtraction of 10 points from your A1 participation score. 
 
Q: If I go, can I do my Ethogram on a different species? 
 
A: Yes, you must submit a PS message in writing, and receive approval in writing prior to the field 
trip. 
 
Q: When is the Ethogram Workbook due? 
 
A: It is due the last day of class. 
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ASSIGNMENT 4 OPEN INQUIRY BY GRAD STUDENTS 


 
 
Learning Goal  (Graded Learning Activities) 


Points 


Undergrad 
WFSC422 


Grad 
WFSC632 


Inquire- open (grads only:  1 open inquiry individual project @ 100 pts) 
Activity: practice observation & critical thinking skills via  one open-inquiry project  
Assessment tool: manuscript or poster (grad) (elearning assignment A4) 


n/a 100 


% TOTAL POSSIBLE 0% 25% 


 
Learning Goal 


 
Objective 3. Inquire about the evidence needed to test scientific hypotheses about animal behavior 
 
Learning Activity 


In open inquiry, you come up with the questions and  plan how to answer those questions.  In consultation with the 
instructor, as a graduate student, you will design and complete an open-inquiry project that meets your personal learning 
goals for the subject matter.  In other words, the "sideboards" are set for you and you decide what goes inside. 


 A semester plan must be submitted and approved (this is to protect you from allegations of plagiarism)  


 include at least four elements of scientific inquiry, as illustrated in the guided inquiry:   
o observation (may be empirical or synthesis of peer reviewed literature)  
o research question (this should be testable using the data collected; relate to keyword concepts in course)  
o data collection/measurement (results; include enough about procedures to allow replication) 
o synthesis of results and literature in an answer to the research question 


 in a format for public report of results (may be a manuscript for a peer reviewed journal, an on-line report series, a 
poster presentation at a professional meeting).  


Examples of options that are "outside" the sideboards of this activity include:  (1) submitting a paper written for another 
class, (2) purchasing or copying a paper written by someone else, (3) a paper that does not show you have personally 
learned how to use the keyword concepts in the course, i.e. applying the scientific perspective on ethology. 


STEP 1.  Use the elearning Discussion Tool to brainstorm about potential topics & to dialogue about refining your ideas.  


STEP 2.  Prepare and upload to A4 a draft semester plan for comment and approval by instructor (see preferred template 
at end of this document).  This will be returned to you in the assignment on-line dropbox. 


STEP 3.  Implement your plan, using elearning email to dialogue with peers and your instructor as needed to get past sticky 
points of the process. 


STEP 4.  The project should be submitted using the elearning Assignment Tool  A4 Open Inquiry.  


TIPS: The following are examples of scenarios illustrating the flexibility of doing an open-inquiry project: 


 Kim wants to get experience teaching about concepts of natural selection, and decides to do an open inquiry on the 
chat process. Kim writes up a plan to analyze archived chat logs to observe what is confusing to students about 
natural selection, and plans to write up a draft manuscript suitable for publication in "American Biology Teacher".  


 Pat is doing a thesis on marmoset behavior and wants to focus on the peer reviewed literature. Pat's plan is to 
research the available literature using Web of Science, prepare an annotated bibliography, then write it up in the 
format for the introductory chapter for a thesis.  


 Les has collected field data and wants to take the first step of analyzing and writing it up.  Les plans to use this data 
for the first draft of a thesis chapter. The chapter will likely be revised several times before it is submitted to the 
graduate advisory committee for approval. 
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 Lee wants some hands-on experience observing animals, so proposes to participate in an ongoing project at Fossil 
Rim and prepare a powerpoint presentation suitable for delivery at a professional meeting such as AZA.   


 Chris wants to go into more depth on the red-deer project, and proposes to process the videos and prepare a web-
based ethogram.  This will be published online as part of the Report Series of the Biodiversity Stewardship Lab. 


 
Suggested Template for Semester Plan 


 
GENERAL INQUIRY TOPIC: 
TARGET AUDIENCE AND PRODUCT:   
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: 
INQUIRY QUESTION(S): 
APPROACH FOR COMPILING & INTEPRETTING EVIDENCE: 
KEYWORD CONCEPT(S) FROM THIS COURSE:  
TIMELINE: 


When? Date What?  How? 


Week 1 Understand assignment by reading links on Obj. 3. Inquiry. Dialogue in class, online chat or by 
email to clarify expectations. 


Week 2 MILESTONE:  use elearning discussion tool to list 2-4 ideas about potential topics 


Week 3 MILESTONE:  dialogue with instructor & peers to refine and choose a topic 


Week 4 MILESTONE:  submit this semester plan on elearning assignment A4 


Week 5  


Week 6  


Week 7  


Week 8 MILESTONE:  Midterm product(s) 


Week 9  


Week 10  


Week 11  


Week 12 MILESTONE:  draft write up 


Week 13  


Week 14 MILESTONE:  submit final product on assignment A4 
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An Email Interview with Dr. Packard 


____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Editor's Note: This is the text of a response to an interview request from a high school student, written 
6/14/99. You may listen to a more recent audio interview with a reporter from the College Station Eagle 
at  http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/products.htm 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Q. Is it acceptable to you to be acknowledged by name in my paper, or would you prefer to 


have your name left unmentioned?  
A. Thanks for asking! Yes, you may acknowledge me by name. If you need details about my position, 
address, research experience, etc. they are all listed on my resume.  


Q. Thank you for taking the time to help me with this project.  


A. It’s a pleasure! I believe in the importance of encouraging people in your position to pursue a career 
in science and to understand better the role of scientific research in our society.  


Q. What exactly does a career in animal behavioral studies involve? 


A. I would encourage you to go to the web site of my professional society, the Animal Behavior Society. 
They provide good answers to this question.  


Q. What caused you to choose this as a career?  


A. When I was a sophomore in college, I read Jane Goodall's book "In the Shadow of Man". As a kid, we 
always had lots of animals around the house and I was fascinated by them. I spent wonderful summers 
at my uncle's cattle ranch in British Columbia. I knew there was more to nature than looking at slides 
through a microscope in biology class, or cutting up a fetal pig in anatomy. I thought..."is it really 
possible to make a living doing what one loves to do, watching and learning from animals?" That started 
me on the path.  


But then I distinctly remember when it was that I decided to follow it as a career. I was sitting next to a 
pond in the moor at the Max Plank Institute for Behavioral Studies in Seewiesen, Germany. Four goslings 
were nestled under my sweater, their necks tucked over my side just like the wild goslings tucked their 
heads under the wing of their mother. We had been for a lovely walk at the break of dawn when the 
goslings awoke next to my cot and let me know they were ready to go. They followed close at my heels 
along the scary path through the beech forest, and scattered out to find tasty sprouts in a clearing while 
I discovered new flowers, little jewels that had not been open last week. Spring was unfolding all around 
me. The goslings were growing week by week, losing their fluffy babiness, losing the egg-tooth on their 
bills, developing personalities, and exploring the world opening up to them. I felt so grateful for all that 
the goslings had taught me, and for this opportunity to work with one of the grandfathers of the study 
of ethology, Dr. Konrad Lorenz. I wanted to make this experience possible for other students.  


My mentor, Dr. Lorenz, was honored with a Nobel Prize for his work, along with Dr. Niko Tinbergen and 
Dr. Karl von Frisch. If you want to learn more about the goose families and Dr. Lorenz,I recommend the 
following books:  



http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/products.htm
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 The Year of the Greylag Goose. by Konrad Lorenz. 1979. Eyre Methuen Ltd: London. ISBN 0 413 
45820 2 (my goslings and I are in photo 112)  


 Here Am I - Where Are You?. by Konrad Lorenz. 1988. Harcourt Brace Jovaniovich, Publishers; 
New York. ISBN 0-15-140056-3.  


 Konrad Lorenz. by Alec Nisbett. 1976. J. M. Dent & Sons LTD; London. ISBN 0460 04215 7 (a 
photo of Sybille and me with the goslings is on the 6th page in the center section)  


Q. What was your first job in this field? How did you get it? Did you enjoy it?  


A: My first job was working as a volunteer intern at the Ethology Field Laboratory at Purdue University. It 
is now known as Wolf Park, and Dr. Erich Klinghammer is the director. You can read more about it at: 
http://www.wolfpark.org/ How did I get it? I asked all over where I could go to study ethology during 
the summer. My brother was at Purdue. A friend of his friend told him about the Ethology lab. I 
volunteered! They paid enough money for groceries, and I stayed in an old farmhouse. I thoroughly 
enjoyed it. My job was to care for the animals and to raise 3 newly hatched goslings and a wood duck. I 
also observed some Puerto Rican ground doves and wrote an ethogram (dictionary of their behaviors) 
for later course credit at the college I was attending, Swarthmore College. Dr. Klinghammer arranged for 
me to get the job as an assistant on the goose project in Germany! I learned how important it was to 
volunteer, to gain skills and contacts for later jobs.  


Q. What are some research projects that you have been involved in?  


A. I have been very fortunate to work with species ranging from the Arctic to the Antarctic, and have 
visited Europe, Africa, Latin American, and Canada. The animals who have taught me so much include: 
geese, wolves, sea otters, manatees, weddel seals, dolphins, Amazon parrots, javelina, and deer. Check 
out the list at:  http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/products.htm 


Q. Were there any of these projects that you enjoyed more than others? What did you like or dislike 
about them?  


A. I loved being in the outdoors, living under difficult conditions and learning from nature. My dream 
was fulfilled when I lived with a wolf pack on Ellesmere Island for six weeks, and learned about how the 
parents and their older offspring helped care for the new litter of pups. If you want to learn more about 
the wolves of Ellesmere Island, I would recommend these books:  


 Wolves of the High Arctic. 1992 Voyageur Press. ISBN 0-89658-213-2  


 The Arctic Wolf. by L.David Mech. 1991. Voyageur Press. ISBN 0-89658-163-2  


 The Way of the Wolf. by L. David Mech  


The only thing I disliked, was when a project ended, and I lost touch with the animals who had been my 
teachers. I wished each study could go on and on like Jane Goodall was able to do with the chimps in 
Gombe. I have so much respect for her being able to keep up such long term studies, now that I know 
how difficult it is. 
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Q. Is there any aspect of this career on which you spend more time than others?  


A. I spend most of my time teaching college courses and graduate students who are learning to do their 
own research. This is very important to me, because they will be the ones to learn from the animals in 
the future, and to share that knowledge with future generations.  


Q. Is there any aspect of this career that you enjoy more than others? If so, why?  


A. No question, I enjoy being outdoors with the animals the most, even though that is a very small 
portion of my time. The last two summers, I was very fortunate to spend in the field on a study of the 
denning behavior of wolves in Yellowstone. To learn more about that project, check out: 
http://www.wolftracker.com/  


Q. Is there any aspect of this career that you find particularly difficult or stressful?  


A. You'd think that as many lectures as I have given in classes over the last 15 years, that it would no 
longer be stressful to get up and talk in front of a group. But it still is. I still get butterflies before every 
lecture and feel badly when the lecture didn't go as well as I had planned. I guess its just part of being a 
shy person. I keep working at it, and "eat lots of powdermilk biscuits", as Garrison Keillor says. 
Sometimes, I don't live up to the expectations of my colleagues and students. That is also stressful. I 
enjoy working more with people who listen and are collaborative, than with people who are egotistical 
and territorial. It is less stressful now that I have learned collaborative problem-solving skills. If you are 
interested in learning such skills, check out the tips on: http://www.tamu.edu/ethology/formPS.html  


Q. What sort of hardships or obstacles do you frequently encounter when working out in the 
field?  


A. The usual: hunger, cold, exhaustion, heat, thirst, blisters, sore muscles, boredom, snow storms, 
lightening storms, wet clothes, mosquitos, chiggers, sunburn, sprained ankle of a coworker, 
infections,motors that don't start, batteries that die, cables that don't make good connections, radios 
that don't work at the check-in time, losing sight of the animals when they go over a hill where we can't 
follow because of bears.  


Q. Have you had any experience in this career that you consider especially rewarding or 
memorable?  


A. Many, many! I will tell you about the day that I met a new wolf on the Ellesmere Project. I was lying 
on a hillside, trying not to be too obvious to our friends, the wolves lying in the heather meadow below. 
They knew I was there. Occasionally one would raise a head, look over at me, maybe wonder why I had 
left the ATV behind, then tuck its nose back into its paws and snooze a while longer. Not much was 
happening to write down, so I started day-dreaming and watching the clouds scooting overhead. All of a 
sudden, I got a strange feeling, you know, the kind of feeling that something is nearby. I looked over and 
a shaggy white wolf was standing 10 feet away on the right! Assuming it was Alpha Male, I wasn't 
worried. He and the others often came over to visit. Sometimes we tossed them food tidbits to let them 
know we were friendly and considered ourselves part of the pack (only wolves who are a member of the 
family share food...it was sort of like speaking their language). So I talked to this wolf. Shyly, it cautiously 
crept forward, stretched its nose way out, and sniffed my boot. Then it flicked its head, the way a playful 
juvenile would do. Instantaneously, I knew this was not Alpha Male. He was too old and stodgy to do 



http://www.wolftracker.com/
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that. I glanced down at the meadow. He was still lying there. Mom, Greyback and Whitey were all still 
snoozing down in the meadow. This was a new wolf we had not met before! This new wolf did not know 
what to expect from me. I did not know what to expect from it. As the wolf circled around me, I kept eye 
contact. I talked with it calmly, telling the wolf who I was and that it did not need to be afraid. It took 
one last long look at me, then trotted along the ridgeline. Whitey jumped up. She lowered her head in 
that stalking position that dogs assume when they are going after a car or a squirrel. She raced in the 
direction the newcomer had headed. They were behind a hill when they met, but I could hear yelping. 
We never saw that strange wolf again!  


Q. What skills (mental or physical) do you think are necessary for success in this type of career?  


A. Endurance, patience, flexibility, communication, faith in the goodness of others (even when they are 
cranky), and passion for learning from animals. I love collecting data, analyzing it and writing it up for 
publication. To be a professor, a person needs an analytical mind to work with computers and do the 
science (often tedious), combined with the mind of an artist, to see how it all fits in the big picture and to 
share that knowledge with others.  


Q. What sort of temperament do you think is best suited for a job in this type of career? 


A. A person needs to have lots of energy and throw themselves into their career. To be a professor, you 
have to live to work, not work to live. You have to be very diplomatic to get along with other people who 
are the same way and sometimes are too busy to be polite or think about what is best for the group as a 
whole. You have to have high self-esteem, because part of the game is questioning the validity of each 
other's research and practicing critical thinking skills. You have to get over the fear of failure and focus 
on doing the very best science you can possibly do. When you don't get funding for a project you really 
wanted to do, you have to be like water and flow around a boulder in a mountain stream. You also have 
to be an astute business person and market your services and products.  


Q. What education or practical experience would you recommend to someone interested in this 
career?  


A. Volunteer, volunteer, volunteer. Practice your skills of problem-solving with people and motors. 
Follow your heart and curiousity, they will lead you in the right direction for you. Plan on going to 
graduate school and getting a PhD, check out: http://wfscnet.tamu.edu/academics/grad/index.htm. 
Study hard, not just because someone else is telling you to, but for the sheer joy of learning. All along 
your path, cultivate: (1) what you know (grades and test scores), (2) who you know (your network of 
contacts to future opportunities), and (3) the common sense to put it all together with your interests, 
skills and family heritage. Whatever turns your path may take in life, if you follow your heart, you will be 
blessed with riches far greater than money could ever buy!  


 



http://wfscnet.tamu.edu/academics/grad/index.htm
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Amazing Adventures : Brazos Valley residents share stories of land, sea & sky 
source: Brazos Valley INSITE Magazine, June 2002 
By Megan Bevers 


Dr. Jane Packard sat alone in a secluded piece of 
wilderness in the Arctic, resting in a meadow of heather. 
She had driven the all-terrain vehicle to the spot where 
she could observe the pack of wolves she had been 
studying for the last six weeks. This particular day, the 
four white wolves were resting, enjoying the sudden 
onset of abnormally beautiful summer weather. After 
observing the group for a bit, Packard herself decided to 
follow suit and slipped off the ATV to stretch out on the 
warm earth. Soon she was daydreaming and peacefully 
admiring the beauty of the clouds passing overhead.  


Suddenly, she felt the unmistakable gaze of a set of 
keen eyes, observing her from a distance. Slowly, she 
turned her head and found herself face to face with a 
large, shaggy white wolf standing a mere 10 feet away. 
He was eyeing her uneasily, but he looked familiar. 
Packard decided that this was the one they had named 
"Alpha Male", one of the four wolves who knew and 
were known by the researchers. The wolves would often 
come up to visit the researchers, who in turn would toss 
them morsels of food in a sign of friendship; only 
members of a pack share food with each other. 


The shaggy wolf approached her cautiously and sniffed 
her boot. Suddenly, he made a skittish jump, a juvenile 
action unusual for a wolf of Alpha Male’s age. Suspicion 
began to creep into Packard’s mind as she slowly turned 
to look down at the area where the wolves had been 
resting. She still counted four wolves in the meadow. 
The wolf who stood before her, as she lay vulnerable on 
the ground, was a stranger. 


Packard would escape the meeting with the stranger 
wolf with skills learned from interacting with other wolves 
in previous studies. As he circled her, she maintained 
eye contact ("That’s how they learn that you are another 
being and not prey."), stayed still and calm, and talked to 
him   ("I told him who I was and that he didn’t need to be 
afraid."). After a few moments, the wolf took one last 
look at her then trotted off to the ridge line, where he 
was spotted by a member of the pack and chased away. 
Packard and the other researchers never saw the lone 
wolf again. 


Dr. Jane Packard’s eyes mist over fondly as she gazes 
at the framed poster that hangs in her office on the  


campus of Texas A&M 
University. It features 
a pair of white wolves 
frolicking on gray 
boulders,and the 
smaller wolf seems to 
be playfully pulling on 
the tail of the larger 
white wolf who is 
turning back in 
surprise. Printed 
beneath the scene are 
the words, "Arctic Wolf  
by L. David Mech". 
And scrawled on the 
border of the poster is 
a note from the 
photographer: "Jane, 
Remember this? 
David". 


 


 


It’s true that Packard has lived out what most have only 
seen as beautiful nature posters or in pages of a science 
book. This particular poster is a photo from her six-week 
research project on Ellesmere Island, on the tundra of 
the Arctic. The purpose of the study was to learn more 
about how parent wolves and their older offspring care 
for a new litter of pups. 


"The experience was tremendous," explains Packard, 
who, to this day, views the trip as the fulfillment of a life-
long dream. "The wolves taught us so much more than 
we could ever observe in captivity. We learned so much 
about how the pups learn from each other as they play 
and discover for hours and hours. We also saw how 
they learned to respect the adults." 


Packard recalls watching four little pups playing in the 
meadow, not far from where Alpha Male was resting 
after bringing food back to the pack. Packard explains 
that it seemed obvious what was about to happen. "The 
pups seemed to look at their dad, then at each other and 
their little tails began to wag," she recalls with a smile. 


The pups slowly approached Alpha Male, nudging him 
insistently in the way they did when they were hungry. 
Having already fed the pack, Alpha Male had nothing 
more to give the playful pups and was not in the mood 
for games. Packard explains that each time a pup would 
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nudge him, Alpha Male would gently but firmly hold their 
muzzle in his mouth, over and over, consistently, until 
the pups learned to stop. They soon were frolicking just 
beyond Alpha Male’s reach, and were no longer 
bothering the older wolf.  


"It was the essence of appropriate dog training," 
explains Packard. "You have to be firm, consistent."  


As an ethologist, or a scientist who studies animals in 
their natural environments, Packard has learned to see 
things from the perspective of the animals she is 
observing. She has worked with all types, including 
manatees, seals, sea otters, dolphins, Amazon parrots, 
javelinas and deer. She tracks her inspiration back to a 
time as a sophomore in college when she first read Jane 
Goodall’s book, In the Shadow of Man, chronicling 
Goodall’s extensive first-hand observations and work 
with chimps in Gombe. Little did Packard know that she 
would one day not only meet Goodall, but would share a 
stage with her at a symposium in London. 


"Jane Goodall is my heroine," explains Packard."I was 
able to thank her and tell what an inspiration she has 
been and continues to be in my life." 


As a young college student, Packard sought out any 
opportunity to learn more about hands-on science, and 
eventually found her way to a volunteer internship at the 
Ethology Field Laboratory at Purdue University where 
her brother was enrolled in college. The lab’s director 
later helped Packard apply for a unique assistantship at 
the Max Plank Institute for Behavioral Studies in 
Seewiesen, Germany, an opportunity that proved to be 
life-changing. 


Packard traveled to Germany to attend school and work 
under the direction of Dr. Konrad Lorenz, one of the 
grandfathers of ethology, who would later go on to share 
a Nobel Prize for his work with Dr. Niko Tinbergen and 
Dr. Karl von Frisch. Packard recalls her role as a "goose 
girl" as the starting point of her lifelong pursuit to 
understand the lives of the creatures around her. 


"Our job was to raise a group of wild goslings, imprint 
them to ourselves as their parents and to follow them as 
they grew, studying their actions," explains Packard. "It 
was so amazing to watch the goslings and see what 
they were attentive to. They have a whole different 
sensory world since they sense everything through their 
bills." 


Packard explains that as the goslings grew, 


personalities could be seen and daily routines were 


established. The goslings would nestle under her 


sweater as if nestling under the feathers of a mother 


goose. She and the other goose girls learned to 


communicate with the goslings by using their hands as 


their own type of bill.  


"Most people never have the chance to learn that 
language," Packard says. "We were given the amazing 
opportunity to see the world from the perspective of 
another creature. She adds with a laugh, "I often tell 
people I have 13 children." 


An important component of ethology is studying other 
creatures in the hopes of learning new questions to ask 
about the human race. And while Packard cautions 
about drawing cross-species conclusions, she has found 
the rewards of learning from other creatures in her own 
life. Packard points out that while studying the Arctic 
wolves, it took some time for her to leave the human-
centered world behind.  


"It took about two weeks for all those mental tapes from 
home to stop playing. But once they finally did, it was 
like entering the world of the wolves," Packard says. 
"You would begin to be aware of all the things that the 
wolves were aware of, all the smaller things in life that 
need to be appreciated. You would see the tiny jewels of 
blossoms appear. You would take a second look and 
see a tiny nest with a mother bird and chicks. It was 
such a sense of clarity." 


Since her time with the wolves, Packard has continued 
to participate in studies and research, but a major focus 
has turned toward educating and helping other young 
scientists achieve their dreams. She currently serves as 
an associate professor in the Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries Sciences at Texas A&M, where she lectures 
and works with graduate students. 


"I truly believe that my dreams were fulfilled when I 
spent that time with the wolves," Packard says. "Now my 
mission is to help each student find and fulfill his or her 
own dream." 


And while Packard has traveled across the world in 
search of greater understanding of other creatures, she 
points out that for the everyday citizen living in the 
Brazos Valley, numerous opportunities to observe and 
learn from the "silent neighbors" abound. 


"Learn to appreciate the gifts of nature and the lessons 
in your own backyard", Packard says. "Nature has so 
much to teach us. It has always been here and will 
always be here." 
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Teaching Philosophy- Dr. J.M. Packard 
 


Create a collaborative learning environment where learners and teachers are equally engaged 
and responsible. 


o Clarify and address individual expectations for learning, based on background, 
time-constraints and career goals 


o Enhance group interaction and social motivation for learning, using both the 
"carrot" and the "stick" of peer recognition  


   
Focus on striving for excellence and integrity  


o Clarify social norms of excellence and reward excellent performance  
o Clarify social norms against cheating and discourage temptation for a social 


behavior.  
o Participate in positive problem-solving procedures to resolve all conflicts and 


grievances that arise during the class.  
   
Accommodate diverse styles of acquiring (visual, verbal, tactile) and retaining information 
(relational/analytical, field-dependent/independent) 


o Encourage students to participate in the entire cycle of experiential learning,  
o This may include intentional strengthening of styles that may not be "personally 


preferred" 
   
Respect diversity of values, world-views and experience, encouraging learners to recognize 
and appreciate diverse perspectives on issues.  


o Be fair in evaluations, considering performance within each class, between 
classes, and between universities providing this course.  


o Grades are an indicator of expected success in an academic career, not a 
measure of a person's worth. 


   
Seize the "teachable moment" when a question is raised by a learner in a context most likely 
to provide insight.  


o Encourage integration of experience from outside the classroom in the learning 
process. 


o Discuss the relevance of learning materials for diverse work environments and 
careers. 


   
Enjoy learning, the thrill of discovery, and the satisfaction of sharing knowledge. 
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Positive Problem-Solving 
 


Problem Solving Messages (PS)  
You may email a "problem solving" (PS) message to the instructor, to communicate about any 
problem that arises during the course. Personal problem solving provides us with a mechanism 
for flexibility and a “safety-net” in case unforeseen events unfold. You can earn points for 
resolving problems directly related to upgrades of course materials and procedures (see 
examples below).  A shared PS counts for participation points, a personal PS does not. 
Source: Weeks, D. 1992. The eight essential steps to conflict resolution. J.P. Tarcher, Inc: Los Angeles. 


 
How to send and receive credit for a PS message  
I. Framing your Problem:   
First, think about and answer the following 4 questions .  


 What is your perception of how to define the problem?  


 What good aspects of the situation are not problems?  


 What options might be considered to address the problem?  


 Which option do you favor, and why?  
Second, communicate with the person who shares the problem . 


 Ask the other person if s/he perceives the problem differently.  


 Ask the other person if other options should be considered.  


 Ask the other person which alternative is favored and why.  


 Together, decide on the best option for both.  


 
2.  Example: Personal PS (does not earn participation points, because it is personal) 


 PROBLEM: My horses opened the gate and are out on the highway so I may not be able to complete the 
quiz in time.  


 GOOD ASPECTS: We can drop 2 of the 12 quiz grades, providing flexibility for emergencies like this.  


 OPTIONS: #A ignore the situation and complete the quiz, #B not take the quiz and count this as a "grace 
day", #C rush to get the horses back and take the quiz  


 PREFERRED OPTION: #B; the disadvantage of #A is that I may lose the horses and face a lawyer if they 
cause a car crash; disadvantage of #C is that I probably won't do well on the quiz or on handling my horses  


 
3.  Example: Shared PS (eligible to earn up to 4 participation points) 


 PROBLEM: A link to the syllabus is not provided on the Home page: http://agonline.tamu.edu/wfsc622  


 GOOD ASPECTS: In looking for the syllabus, I went to the Course Description page and found it there, plus 
I learned more about the course on that page. 


 OPTIONS:  
o #A: add a link to the Syllabus pdf on the left menu bar  
o #B: change the link “Course Description” to “Syllabus” on the top menu bar 
o #C no change, and communicate with each student about this by email or chat, answering PS 


messages that result from confusion  


 PREFERRED OPTION:#A: the disadvantage of #B is that students may not realize that the syllabus is a 
description of the course; the disadvantage of #C is that it starts off with confusion and its better to “put 
the best foot forward” 
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E V A L U A T I O N  C R I T E R I A  


_____________________________________________________________________________ 
CONTENTS 
 


1. Course Grade 
2. Assignment 1 Participation  
3. Quizzes 
4. Assignment 2 & 3 Directed Inquiry 
5. Assignment 4 Open Inquiry(grads only) 
6. Final Exam 


_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. COURSE GRADE (undergrads: 300 pts; grads: 400 pts) 
 
In the academic discipline of behavioral biology, the work of each scholar is judged "excellent" when it 
integrates concepts and examples.  This standard is reflected in the calculation of final grades in this course.  
Basically, if you do well on both concepts and examples, your total score is likely to be in the category of an 
"A" (excellent: 90-100%).  Strength in either concepts or examples, but not both, fits in the category of a "B" 
(good: 75-89%).  Weakness in both concepts and examples, fits the category of "C" (needs improvement:  60-
74%).  Insufficient effort to complete the learning activities fits the category of "D" (45-60%).  At least 45% of 
points are needed to pass the course.  These same general criteria are reflected in specific criteria for 
evaluation of each of the following learning activities. 
 
2. ASSIGNMENT 1 PARTICIPATION (48 pts) 
 


Performance 
indicators 


Pending Needs 
improvement 


Meets 
expectations 


Very good Exceptional 


Chat 1pt : Submitted 
A1  


4pts: 1-4 chats 7pts: 5-7 chats 10pts: 8-10 
chats 


15pts: >10 
chats 


PS shared 0: baseline; not 
yet started 


2: partial PS 
message 


4: 1 PS message 6: 1.5 PS 
messages 


8: 2 PS 
messages 


Inquiry 
(demo/trip) 


0: same as 
above 


5: 1 in-class demo 10: field trip 
demo 


15: trip & 1 
demo 


20: trip & 2 
demos 


BLOG 1 0: same as 
above 


3: meets 3 of 9 
criteria 


6: meets 6 of 9 
criteria 


9: meets 9 of 
9  criteria 


12: exceeds 
expectations 


BLOG 2 0: same as 
above 


3: same as above 6: same as 
above 


9: same as 
above 


12: same as 
above 


BLOG 3 0: same as 
above 


3: same as above 6: same as 
above 


9: same as 
above 


12: same as 
above 


BLOG 4 0: same as 
above 


3: same as above 6: same as 
above 


9: same as 
above 


12: same as 
above 
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Points tally here throughout the semester, capped at 48 total.  Pace yourself for about 12 pts for each of the 4 
parts of the course.  Mix or match:  chat, BLOG, Inquiry (demo/trip), PS messages. 


Rewards for participating in the on-line chats, PS and inquiry are based on effort.  Quality is rewarded for the in-class 
chats and BLOG comments.  The criteria mirror the standards of scholarly communication, with an emphasis on critical 
thinking and concise statements (quality over quantity). 


 Chat criteria 
o On-line: within 1-hr student posted at least 3 comments (1 pt per chat; 1 chat per week) 
o In-class:  within 2 min, student included concept, example & source  re. a study guide question (3 pt) 


 shared PS message: 1 pt for each of the 4 items in the message   
o problem 
o good aspects 
o options 
o preferred option 


 inquiry field trip/ demo criteria are based on effort 
o participate in an in-class demo (5 pt) of one  inquiry module (see collaborative learning groups) 
o participate in optional field trip (10 pt) with observations and video of red deer  (Prey Module 1) 
o unexcused no-shows:  lose 10 points if you reserved a seat, no show and did not send a PS. 


 BLOG criteria; cumulative over all comments for each BLOG part; quality based on # of criteria below 
o originality (NO PLAGIARISM),  
o dialogue (not monologue),  
o concepts,  
o examples,  
o integration of concepts and examples,  
o scientific sources (includes citations and/or referring to pages in the textbook),  
o critical thinking,  
o positive communication skills,  
o correct spelling/grammar 


3. QUIZZES (10 quizzes @10 pts; each quiz has 10 questions @ 1 pt ) 


 Multiple choice answers; only one correct answer per question 


 If you disagree with the automatic scoring; send a PS message how the question should be improved 


 Two lowest quiz grades dropped in calculation of total for course grade 


 Two retake attempts allowed; the highest score is recorded 
 
4. ASSIGNMENT 2 & 3 DIRECTED INQUIRY (2 @ 40 = 80pts) 
 


Scoring for each 
worksheet Observe Question Measure Answer sum 


Module 1 (4 worksheets) 3 3 3 3 12 


Module 2 (same) 3 3 3 3 12 


Module 3 (same) 3 3 3 3 12 


subtotals 9 9 9 9 36 


    
on time:   4 


    
total: 40 


 Code for the  
1. Worksheet was started; not completed 
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2. "in the right ballpark"; major problems with accuracy or miscommunication 
3. Writing indicates good understanding and application of concepts and/or observations 


 On time:  1 pt for each draft module uploaded weekly for feedback; subtract 1 point for each day late past 
due date (see dates on elearning Assignment tool) 


 
5. ASSIGNMENT 4 OPEN INQUIRY(GRADS ONLY) (100 pts) 
 Content (20 pts  each) 


o Concepts (explicit and accurate; relates to hypotheses about proximate and/or ultimate)  
o Examples (explicit and accurate; relevant to course material) 
o integration of concepts and examples; originality (NO PLAGIARISM) 


 Style (10 pts each) 
o formatting matches the designated audience (i.e. journal; textbook; poster for conference) 
o correct spelling/grammar, attachments) 
o peer-reviewed scientific sources cited in written text  
o List of references cited (1-5); list of sources that are not peer-reviewed (e.g. websites) 


 
6. FINAL EXAM (24 questions @ 3 = 72 pts) 


 Criteria for each question 
o Concept stated accurately and explicitly 
o Example stated accurately and explicitly 
o Scientific source (author: date : page) TIP:  cite the author of chapter in Halliday (1993) 
o Lose 1 point for inaccuracy 
o Lose 1 point for Folk Psychology that is not explicitly marked ("use quotes for FP") 
o No points for plagiarism (same as another students answer; direct quote from lecture notes or web 


without using quotation marks and citing the source page) 


 Proctor must verify no evidence of cheating on exam (all students may us open book and original personal 
notes; no shared notes); 0 score if behavior inconsistent with the Aggie Code of Honor is documented 


 No cut and paste from electronic files (to be fair to those who take hard-copy exam 
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Resources 


___________________________________________ 
Contents: 


1. Tutorial 
2. Textbooks 
3. Downloads 
4. Supplemental scientific sources 
5. Video sources 


_________________________________________________ 
1. Tutorial 


1) If you are feeling a little “rusty” on your biology, or the 
notes for Unit 1 are not making sense, visit your favorite 
“Guide” using the links above the active icons at the 
bottom of  the course home page (TIP:  If you are on a 
teaching career track, click on [Educators] to meet Mike) 


2) Each of the Guides speaks to a distinct perspective 
shared by some but not all the participants in this 
course.  All the guides provide you with a link to the 
tutorial.  In the tutorial, you will find examples that are 
chosen to appeal to each of these perspectives: [Mike- 
Educator], [Neomi- Scientist], [Hugo- Practitioner].   


3) If you find you relate best to Hugo, for example, you may 
choose to skip directly to the “Practitioner” examples 
bypassing the “Educator” and “Scientist” examples.  If 
you are still undecided, or a generalist, you may find it 
interesting to compare examples written from several of 
these three perspectives.   


4) If you learn more by dialogue than by reading, try 
blogging with your Guide. 


2. Textbooks  
You will need: 
1) Only one textbook (for quizzes), be sure you don't get 


mixed up between the grad and undergrad textbooks, 
since this course is stacked and this could be confusing 


2) Undergrad: WFSC 422 -Animal Behavior. 1994. (Tim 
Halliday, editor) University of Oklahoma Press 


 


Hugo says:  I’m the character running away 
from the bear on the course webpage.  
Visit my link [Practitioners]  to find the 
tutorial.  It will be a life-saver!  When you 
need to vent or swap survival tips, lets 
dialogue on my blog.  It’s the blue button 
on the right of my page. 


Neomi says:  If you have not already 
discovered Web of Science, you owe it to 
yourself!  Great help for finding the most 
relevant articles in the most efficient way.  
Also, Endnotes is a “must” to keep 
organized, see [Technical Help] for details. 


Mike says:  Learning theory and practice 
has shown that reading several examples 
helps learners to generalize a concept.  
What is similar about each of the examples 
stands out from the specifics.  Once the 
general concept it learned, it is easier to 
apply it to new examples. 


 


 


 


TIPS: 
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3) Grad: WFSC 632 -Principles of Animal Behavior. 2009. 
(by Lee. A. Dugatkin) Norton Press, NY 


4) If your book does not arrive in time, copies of the first 
few chapters are on dropbox and course reserve  


5) If you are a new grad with little background in behavior, 
try using the undergrad textbook as a supplement 


6) If you are an undergrad headed to grad school, consider 
the option of using the grad textbook as a supplement 


3. Downloads 
1) Several options are provided for downloads, to 


accommodate the diversity in hardware and software 
of our participants.  Experiment to see which works 
best for your computer system. 


2) OPTION A:  download from each link on the website 
3) OPTION B:  download the binders for each objective 
4) OPTION C:  email instructor for access to a shared 


folder on www.dropbox.com 
4. Supplemental scientific sources  (for BLOG/Inquiry/Exam) 


1) Use your textbook to identify keywords and key 
authors to search for scientific sources (TIP:  also try 
www.wikipedia.org/  or Scholar.google.com) 


2)   Web of Science (TIP:  see [Technical Help]) 
3) See comments on the [Archive for the ‘422-BLOG’ 


Category] to locate sources that other students found 
interesting.  Add your own:  
http://blogs.tamu.edu/jmpackard/category/courses/422-blog/ 


4)  Links to background information on Natures Partners:  
http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/scienceinaction/pred1.html 


 
5. Videos 
1)   Media Matrix plays clips linked to [visuals] for each 


unit (TIP:  on the [comprehend] page, open each part) 
2) The source videos from which clips were taken are 


available at   Instructional Media Services, Evans 
Library, your local school, library or video rental service or 
Teacher's Video Company 1-800-262-8837 


 


 This icon represents sources that are 
NetID accessible only. 


Hugo says:  Yes, you will need to purchase 
the textbook.  The bookstores sometimes get 
mixed up on the textbook orders.  To cut 
costs, try using “used-books” at 
Amazon.com.  No need to panic if your 
textbook arrives too late for the Unit 1 Quiz.  
There are copies of the first two chapters on 
[course reserves] and [dropbox].  See 
[Technical Help] for details. 


Neomi says:  A lot of students find the whole 
“BLOG/Inquiry/Exam” thing to be 
overwhelming.  My friends like it because it 
provides practice researching “cutting edge 
science”.  To streamline, try using a source 
that you find for the inquiry activity to 
practice answering exam questions on BLOG 
(get feedback). 


Mike says:  The video clips for each unit have 
to be on media matrix, because they are 
copyrighted. It’s a bother because they are 
only available to TAMU students registered 
for a WFSC class.   I think of the clips as sort 
of a guide to “pick and choose” video 
resources that I might want to use in my 
classroom as fillers and motivators.  You can 
find some of these videos locally in your 
school library, like BBC "Trials of Life".  Your 
local video store also will rent DVD's like the 
BBC "Life" or "Planet Earth" series. 


 


 


 


TIPS: 



http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Technical Help 


___________________________________________ 


Contents: 


1. Getting started on the website 
2. BLOG 
3. eLearning 
4. Library 
5. Additional Resources 


_________________________________________________ 
1. Getting started on the website:  


 http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc422/wfsc422home.html 
You will need: 
1)   A fast Internet connection (see TIPS)    
2)   Adobe Reader: this opens the PDF documents in the top menu 


bar and the binders of course materials. You will need to 
download the free Adobe Reader 9+.   


3)   Microsoft Office or Open Office (free download) 
4)   Java to participate in chats on elearning 
5)   QuickTime  or VLC player for video clips in lecture notes  


 
2. BLOG:   
http://blogs.tamu.edu/jmpackard/wfsc-422-introduction/ 
1) On this introductory page you will find several links and an 


explanation 
2) Go to the [weekly blogs] to introduce yourself and read the 


archived dialogue about preparing for exam questions 
3) For tips on the Inquiry assignments, go to Predator or Prey 


3. e-Learning: 
1) If you’ve never used e-Learning, use the tutorial at 


http://elearning.tamu.edu/elearning-orientation/  
2) You will need to update your Java to participate in chats. 
3) Perform a browser check-up to ensure compatibility between your 


computer and the e-Learning website. 
4) Use e-Learning to e-mail Dr. Packard or your classmates through the 


e-mail tool 
5) The calendar tool will remind you of what assignments are due each 


day 
6) Your grades will be updated and posted here so that you can keep 


track of your progress 
 
 


 


If you have a slow Internet 
connection, email instructor for 
access to a shared folder on 
[dropbox] so you can download pdf 
binders and work offline.  You will 
need free [adobe reader]. 


Adobe Reader Upgrade at:  
http://get.adobe.com/reader/?promoid=HRZAC 
 
Open Source Video Player 
http://www.videolan.org/vlc/ 


TIPS: 


 


If e-Learning is still not working after 
you’ve followed all the “Help” link 
suggestions, call the University Help 
Desk at 979-845-8300 


 


TIPS: 
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4. Library: 
  Web Of Science  Go to the TAMU Library:  http://library.tamu.edu/ 


1) From the [FIND] menu (left column), scroll on [Popular 
Databases] to click on [Web of Science] TIP:  it is in the right 
column,  second from the bottom 


2) If you have not previously signed on to your Aggie account this 
will take you to a page with a drop down window that asks 
what campus you would like to access; select the option that 
includes "College Station" 


3) When the interaction window asks for your sign on information, 
type in your TAMU NetID and password  


4) Type in keywords and "search" 
5) Select a paper and review the abstract 
6) To gain full access to the paper use the [Find Text @TAMU] 


options; note that it will open in your browser bar, not window 
7) You may directly export your checked references to a program 


that helps you sort references and cite as you write, such as 
EndNote 


  You can request articles and some monographs through 
the library via “get it for me” 


1) If you locate a paper through Web of Knowledge and are logged 
in through the library but the University does not have access to 
it, you may request it by selecting the “get it for me” button and 
then submitting the request on the next page. 


2) If you need a paper that you have not located through the 
library, you may still request it select the “get it for me” option 
on the library homepage, input as much information as you 
have available, and submit the request.  


 
5. Additional Technical Help: 


For help with technical problems call the CIS help desk at 979-845-8300 
  For help with problems related to accessing course materials, call the 


instructor at 979-845-1465; you may request a CD with course 
materials to work offline 


  For help organizing the information you find on scientific sources for 
BLOG/Exam, use Endnote (reference database software) 


1) Go to https://software.tamu.edu and select “begin session” 
2) Select your campus affiliation from the dropdown menu 
3) Log in with your Net ID, select “student” from the next menu, then 


select your campus, select your term of enrollment, and agree to 
the terms of service 


4) Select “endnote” from the list of available software and proceed to 
the payment page (TIP: endnote is free and will be e-mailed to you, 
but you will still need to enter payment information on this page) 


5) Once you confirm your order, Endnote will be e-mailed to you. 


 


 This icon represents sources that are 
NetID accessible only. 


When using Web of Science, you may 
search within your results by entering an 
additional keyword in the search box to 
the left of the screen. For example, if you 
search “wolf” and have 1,457 results, 
you could then enter “gray” in the box, 
and only the references with the words 
“gray wolf” would be displayed.   


When you find an article you like, try 
using the [find similar] or [cited by] 
features to build a marked list.  You can 
download to Endnotes the references 
that you click on each page, or move to 
the next page and your green checks will 
automatically turn red indicating they 
are on the marked list.  Download the 
marked list to Endnotes. 


Endnotes is free for students:  
https://software.tamu.edu 


An Endnotes file of resources for the 
Inquiry Projects is kept current in the 
shared [dropbox] folder. 


 


TIPS: 


TIPS: 


For Distance Ed students, try out the 
elearning chat line before the first 
chat, so you have time to 
troubleshoot if your computer has a 
firewall or Java issue. 


 


 


 



http://library.tamu.edu/

https://software.tamu.edu/

https://software.tamu.edu/
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T U T O R I A L  -  B E H A V I O R  


Students come to behavior courses with diverse backgrounds. Some are knowledgeable about behavior, 
others have had courses on ecology. All have had some experience interacting with animals and have 
formed personal expectations about how animals behave. However, few participants have experienced 
the opportunity to integrate ideas about ecology and behavior, which is the goal of this course. Coming 
into this course, most students find it difficult to express their intuitive ideas about behavior, in the formal 
language of science.  


This tutorial is designed to help everyone start on the same page. We can think about the process as 
learning to speak a shared language. One of the barriers to communication, is often the misperceptions 
about behavior, adaptation and natural selection. We absorb misperceptions from diverse sources: 
Discovery Channel, high school textbooks, popular magazines, and the stories we share with friends or 
family. In a similar vein, "ecology" has come to be associated with many ideas, ranging from "green" to 
"recycling". However, scientists have very specific meanings for the words "behavior" and "ecology". 


The scientific statements we will be seeking to comprehend, make little sense when the reader 
understands technical words in terms "popular" meanings. We will use the term "Folk Psychology" to label 
these personal (popular) perceptions as myths. During this course, your job is to learn to distinguish 
between myth and science, This distinction is an important first step, necessary prior to learning how to 
explain behavioral ecology from a scientific perspective.  


Why struggle with learning this technical language of science? The utility of the scientific perspective is 
the ability to make more accurate predictions, for a variety of species, in a full range of diverse settings. 
This is what we mean by "looking for the science behind the myths". It helps us with positive problem 
solving, when we encounter novel situations outside our current range of experience. An analogy might 
be a detective game; we will be constantly asking ourselves "what is the evidence?"! 


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


CONTENTS__________________________________________________________ 


I. Conceptual Framework for Behavior  


a. Scientific Perspective - Tinbergen's 4 Questions  
b. Folk Psychology Myths - A popular "not scientific" perspective 
c. Examples - Behavior from Folk Psychology vs. Scientific Perspectives  


II. Relationship Between Ecology & Behavior  


a. The Space Dimension  
b. The Time Dimension  
c. Variation in Space and Time  


III. Natural Selection - The Process  


a. Logic 
b. Starling Example 
c. Lion Example 



../Documents/tutorial/I_a.pdf

../Documents/tutorial/I_b.pdf

../Documents/tutorial/I_c.pdf

../Documents/tutorial/II_a.doc

../Documents/tutorial/II_b.doc

../Documents/tutorial/II_c.doc

../Documents/tutorial/III_a.pdf

../Documents/tutorial/III_b.pdf

../Documents/tutorial/III_c.pdf
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Tutorial: Behavior, Ecology & Natural Selection 
I. Conceptual Framework for Behavior 


Scientific Perspective - Tinbergen's 4 Questions  


Animal behavior has been studied, and explained, using various perspectives. We will begin by 
looking at the scientific basis for studying animal behavior as clarified by Dr. Nikolaas 
Tinbergen. Each perspective is analogous to a "lens" that both focuses and filters each 
scientist's view of the reality of animal behavior. These four scientific perspectives contrast with 
Folk Psychology, which is not considered a scientific basis for the study of behavior (see next 
page). One convenient memory trigger is AB=CDEF: Animal Behavior is Causation, 
Development, Evolution, and Function.. 


• Causation (stimulus/response): How do individuals respond to stimuli in their 
environment? 


• Development (ontogeny): How does behavior of individuals change as their bodies 
mature with age? 


• Function (survival/reproduction): Why did the percentage of genotypes change between 
generations of a population? 


• Evolution (phylogeny): Why have behavioral traits diverged among species during 
historical changes in populations? 


Who was Tinbergen?  
These four basic perspectives were defined as questions by Dr. Tinbergen, a Nobel prize-
winning scientist who is known as one of the "fathers of ethology". His contributions were 
honored because he explained how the basic questions in biology could be applied to the study 
of animal behavior.  


ACTIVITY: Use "http://en.wikipedia.org" to learn more about Tinbergen.  


Tinbergen's Concept Map 
To remember the four perspectives we gain from these questions, think in terms of "individual 
vs. population" and "pattern vs. process". It helps to think of the "individual" perspective as using 
a close-up lens in contrast to the "population" perspective being more like a panoramic lens. 
The technical terms are proximate (individual) and ultimate (population). To continue this 
analogy, "pattern" is more like a snapshot (one moment in time) and "process" is more like a 
video (a series of snapshots). Here is one way to visualize this concept map. Ready for a photo 
safari? 


 PATTERN PROCESS 


INDIVIDUAL Cause 
snapshot with a close-up lens 


Development 
video with a close-up lens 


POPULATION Function 
snapshot with a panoramic lens 


Evolution 
video with a panoramic lens 


ACTIVITY: Use "http://en.wikipedia.org" to learn more about "proximate" and "ultimate".  
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Word Associations 
These four basic perspectives appear in all fields of biology. You may have encountered the 
same ideas associated with a different set of words. Here is a more linear way of visualizing the 
distinctions among concepts. 


What are you 
observing? 


What are you 
looking for? 


What question will 
you ask? 


Examples of Answers 


Individual 
(Proximate) 


Pattern Cause  


(Stimulus/ Response) 


male starlings sing spontaneously 
from a perch, as well as in 
response to other starlings 


Individual 
(Proximate) 


Process Development  


(Nature vs. nurture) 


at puberty, male starlings 
instinctively produce simple notes 
and learn to put notes together in 
complex melodies by listening to 
other male starlings 


Population 
(Ultimate) 


Pattern Function  


(purpose, those 
genotypes that.) 


those males that produced more 
complex melodies were more likely 
to attract mates and repel intruders 
than those with simple songs 


Population 
(Ultimate) 


Process Evolution  


(compare species => 
history) 


the simple songs of grackles would 
have been more similar to the 
ancestral species of starlings, 
which have diverged in the trait of 
learning a complex melody 


ACTIVITY: Use "http://en.wikipedia.org" to learn more about "cause", "development", "function" 
and "evolution", in the context of anatomical as well as behavioral traits. Read more about how 
Dr. Konrad Lorenz promoted the concept that behavioral adaptations evolved by the same 
process of natural selection as anatomical traits. 
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Tutorial: Behavior, Ecology & Natural Selection 
I. Conceptual Framework for Behavior 


Folk Psychology - A popular "not scientific" perspective  


One of the ways we all relate to other "critters" (including humans and cars), is to assume that 
others experience the world in the same way we do. This is a form of "anthropomorphism", 
meaning "in the human form". Anthropomorphic explanations are based on the mental model 
that animals have desires, beliefs and emotions like people do. When they apply critical thinking 
skills, scientists note that each species has both similarities and differences in emotions, 
compared to humans. This distinction may be as simple as Folk Psychology being more of a 
"right brain" or intuitive process, and Science being more of a "left brain" or analytical process. 
Using both "sides of the brain" is valuable for understanding animal behavior, just in different 
ways. 


ACTIVITY: Use "http://en.wikipedia.org" to learn more about "anthropomorphism".  


What is folk psychology (FP)?  
Example of anthropomorphic explanations, worded in the Folk Psychology perspective, include:  


• Desires: The dog wanted to go outside.  
• Beliefs: The dog knew that if he barked, Casey would open the door.  
• Emotions: The dog was happy when Casey opened the door.  


ACTIVITY: During your everyday activities, practice listening for Folk Psychology statements. 
Reflect on how these anthropomorphic statements are worded in terms of desires, beliefs and 
emotions. Practice rewording one statement in terms of the language of science, as you learned 
in the previous tutorial page. 


When should we use Folk Psychology? 
Folk Psychology is appropriate to use when we are trying to communicate with people who have 
not been formally trained in the scientific perspectives on behavior. People who have a lot of 
experience with animals, intuitively may think in terms of human psychology. With our canine 
companions, we feel comfortable explaining behavior in terms of beliefs, desires and emotions. 
For example, you may hear Folk Psychology explanations at:  


• a dog training class  
• public outreach programs at zoos and reserves  
• introductory textbooks 
• brainstorming sessions when scientists develop an hypothesis that could be tested by 


collecting data 
• problem solving in individual case studies, with a plan for behavioral modification to 


increase "good" behaviors and decrease "bad" behaviors  


ACTIVITY: As you listen for Folk Psychology statements, pay attention to the context or source 
of the information. Make a list of the places where you find these statements, and reflect on how 
it is important to match the message to the audience. 
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Tutorial: Behavior, Ecology & Natural Selection  


I. Conceptual Framework for Behavior  


c.  Folk Psychology vs. Scientific Perspectives  


Ethologists seek to understand animal behavior from the scientific perspective of the organisms 
within their natural habitat, the environmental conditions to which each species is adapted.  Some 
aspects of behavior are due to the experience of individuals within the particular environment where 
they grow up.  Other aspects are due to the genome, the historical genetic legacy of each species; in 
other words information in molecules of DNA accumulated over generations.   
 
Those aspects that refer to expression of the genotype in the phenotype of each individual are included 
in the concept of proximate.  Those aspects that refer to accumulation of diverse genotypes within the 
gene pool of a species are included in the concept of ultimate. Different types of evidence are used to 
test scientific hypotheses about proximate compared to ultimate concepts. 


 
When we are not thinking like a scientist, most of us use folk psychology to make sense of animal 


behavior. In other words, we project onto animals our own feelings, desires and beliefs.  It takes a 
conscious effort to distinguish between the myths of folk psychology and the reality of scientific 
perspectives.  For those who work and live with animals on a daily basis, it is worth the effort to learn 
the scientific perspectives to be able to more effectively find solutions to behavioral problems that 
cannot be solved through folk psychology. 
 
From the perspective of ethologists, both proximate and ultimate questions are interesting. However, 
behavioral ecologists tend to focus more on the questions related to the ultimate perspectives and 
comparative psychologists or neuro-ethologists tend to focus more on the proximate perspectives. 
These specializations are important to consider when you look for scientific sources of information on a 
particular behavioral trait in one or more species.  
 


More examples follow….  for educators, practitioners, scientists 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
   
EDUCATORS' Example of Scientific Perspectives -Grackles Invade a Shopping Center  


Observation  |  activity  |  Folk Psychology  |  Proximate Perspective  |  Ultimate Perspective 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 
Observation: Large flocks of black grackles converge on the supermarket parking lot in the evening in 


our city. They land in the trees, ridges along roofs and cars. They sing loudly and fly from one spot to 
another. They feed on whatever they can find under the cars, such as old French fries or potato chips. 
They drink from the puddles of water that drip off air-conditioners under the cars.  I've seen a panting 
grackle move from the hot sun to the shade under a car. Typically, when one male lands next to 
another, he points his bill up at the sky. The other may respond in the same way, then they separate. 
When a female is nearby, typically a male spreads his tail, puffs his neck and sings. If she hops away, 


he follows.   


Activity: Observe blackbirds at a location where you have noticed them in flocks and write notes on 
what you actually see, hear, and smell. Interview others about what they have observed and how 
they feel about it.  Analyze your observations from the following ethological perspectives: (1) Folk 
Psychology, (2) Tinbergen's Proximate Perspective, and (3) Tinbergen's Ultimate Perspective. 
Compare your analysis with the following examples written by an ethologist. Discuss what is similar 
and different. Summarize what you have learned about the distinction between Folk Psychology and 


Scientific Perspectives. 
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Folk Psychology   


The birds want to be safe from predators and they believe they will be less vulnerable if they roost in 
flocks. They are scared to roost alone. They want people to feed them with crumbs from the store, and 
harass people by flying at them. When they point their bills into the air, it is like turning away their 
weapons. They believe the other guy will be nicer or will be bluffed into turning away. Males are trying 
to attract females so they can pass on their genes to the next generation. Females are coy so the 
males will fight over them and females can choose the suitors with the best genes, to help survival of 
the species.   


Tinbergen's Proximate (Causation & Development)  


Each individual grackle is attracted to move closer to other birds of the same species. However, 
individuals learn to sit out of reach of the bill of each nearby bird. When they land too close, they get 
pecked. They fly in flocks, where the movements of the group result from individual decisions about 
orienting relative to each other. A small group may be attracted to food crumbs in a parking lot. More 
groups may join the small groups as night falls. They are attracted to other grackles and to trees with 
thick leaves and open branches where they perch.  Nets placed over the trees reduce the 
attractiveness of roosts.  In response to movements or noises typically associated with predators, they 
fly up, then settle in another tree. Disturbance may be more likely from an exposed site than from a 


sheltered, warmer site.   


Tinbergen's Ultimate (Function & Evolution)  
Genetically, grackles are more related to the species of weaverbirds in Africa, than they are to the 
starlings of Europe.  The genome of grackle species has become adapted to environmental conditions 
of seasonally flooded coastal prairies, where they nest in scattered clumps of trees inaccessible to 
ground predators.  Invasion of urban habitat provided by humans is fairly recent in the history of 
grackle species. 
 
Flocking behavior is associated with two functions: finding patches of food and avoiding predators. 
The seeds providing food for blackbirds are likely to vary in location from week to week as the plants 
mature, from season to season as rainfall changes and from place to place depending on patchy rain 
and soil conditions. Those grackles that were attracted to other birds were more likely to find food 
than those that foraged alone.  Those that roosted together were more likely to escape predators.  To 
the extent that there is a heritable basis to flocking behavior, over the past history of the species, 
genotypes that favored flocking behavior would have persisted in the genome.  Non-flocking 
genotypes would have been edited out of the gene pool. 
 


 
PRACTITIONERS' Example of Scientific Perspectives - Nesting Behavior of Warblers  


Observation  |  activity  |  Folk Psychology  |  Proximate Perspective  |  Ultimate Perspective 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Observation:  Endangered yellow-cheek warblers choose nest sites close to mature stands of Ashe 


juniper on the Fort Hood Military Reservation, Texas. Warblers use fibrous strands of juniper bark and 
sticky spider webs to build nests.  They forage for insects on the emerging leaves of oaks early in the 
growing season and later include the evergreen junipers.   Nest sites are primarily in patches of mixed 
oak/juniper habitat (Magness et al. 2006). Nest success declines in smaller patches (<15 ha; Butcher et 
al.2010) possibly related to predators at the forest edge (Peak 2007).   Based on studies of other 
species, nests that are in open sites and with more parental activity are more vulnerable to nest 
parasitism by brown-headed cowbirds (Aviles et al. 2006, Banks & Martin 2001).  Migratory males 
arrive first in March, advertise and defend territories against other males.   Males use a high-pitched, 
short call near females in the interior of the territory at the beginning of the nesting season (Bolsinger 
2000). Nesting behavior varies, some reports assume males choose the nest site, other observations 
indicate that pairs choose nest sites together (Graber et al. 2006).   Later in the nesting season, males 
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more frequently sing a complex song type, perched at the edge of a break in the forest canopy 
(Bolsinger 2000).   No effects of military training activities could be detected on nesting behavior and 
the warbler population increased over 10 years (Anders & Dearborn 2004), despite a wildfire  that 
burned 4,000 acres, likely reducing juniper density in burned patches for decades (Reemts & Hanson 


2008).  Causes of nest failure were similar between urban and rural forests (Reidy et al. 2008).   


Activity: Read more about the natural history of golden-cheeked warblers and listen to their two 
song types using links on Wikipedia. Read more about the Fort Hood Recovery Credit System in the 
news release "Army Finds Way to Recover Golden-cheeked Warbler".  Imagine that you are in an 
outreach program and your job is to communicate with landowners around Fort Hood.  Write down 
your ideas about how you would explain warbler nesting behavior.  Apply what you have learned 
about Folk Psychology and Scientific Perspectives.  Compare your descriptions with the following 
paragraphs and discuss similarities or differences.  


 Folk Psychology   
Warblers need juniper trees for nesting.  They want to build their nests at the center of large patches of 
trees to avoid predation on nestlings.  Males sing in order to defend a territory and attract a mate.  
Females want mates that have the best genes to pass on to their offspring. This helps the survival of 
the species.  Conservationists believe that if all the oak/juniper habitat was cleared for agriculture, the 
species would go extinct.  This warbler species nests only in Texas and could be wiped out by 
competition from cowbirds, because clearing juniper trees to improve cattle pastures will favor 
cowbirds, not golden-cheeked warblers. 


Tinbergen's Proximate (Causation & Development)  


Nesting behavior of golden-cheeked warblers is highly instinctive, meaning that they will pick a nest 
site, choose a mate of the same species and build the typical nest with juniper bark and spider webs 
without learning from others of their same species.  Seasonal cues influence their migratory behavior in 
spring and fall.  Starting in March, golden-cheeks return from over-wintering sites in central America, to 
the oak/juniper habitat of central Texas.  With the decline in daylength in the fall, migratory restlessness 
increases in both adults and juveniles, stimulating individuals to fly south to wintering sites.  Along this  
migratory path, both experienced and inexperienced birds pass over many different types of vegetation, 
responding specifically to settle in the oak/juniper habitat patches.  The evidence for this is that golden-


cheeks are not found nesting in other types of vegetation.   


The hypothesis that golden-cheek males respond positively to the singing of other territorial males, is 
currently under investigation.  The idea is that inexperienced yearling males fine-tune the choice of 
territory by choosing habitat patches where experienced males have settled, a mechanism of social 
facilitation.  Each male learns to stay away from territorial neighbors after experiencing chases, 


indicating choice of territory is a complex combination of instinct and learning. 


Although black-capped vireos nest in the same habitat patches as the golden-cheeks, the golden-cheek 
females are not attracted to the songs of other species, only to the soft calls of courting golden-cheek 
males.  Golden-cheeks tend to choose nest sites surrounded by more branches, rather than open sites.  


Previous experience of the male and female of a pair likely influence variation in nesting behavior. 


Tinbergen's Ultimate (Function & Evolution)  


Nesting behavior of golden-cheeked warblers has diverged from other warbler species in their 
specialized adaptations to the oak/juniper vegetation.  Those that nest in other vegetation or at the 
edges of oak/juniper patches are less likely to have successfully raised young.  The function of 
nesting in the center of dense thickets appears to be reduction of predation and brood parasitism.  In 
comparison to the golden-cheeks, vireos that nest in more open bushes are more vulnerable to 
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predation and parasitism in the same habitat patches. 
 
Periodic disturbance by fire has been a part of the phylogenetic history of this species, which is 
adapted to an ecoregion typical of the edge between prairies and woods, maintained by fire.  Although 
the entire southwestern region of the continent was covered with woods during previous glacial 
periods, the edge of the woods retreated in a northeasterly direction in the current inter-glacial period.  
 
The migratory path of golden-cheeks is similar to other warbler species, a taxonomic group labeled 
"neo-tropical migrants". In comparison, other warbler species show behavioral adaptations that are 
associated with more generalist nesting strategies occupying a wider variety of vegetation types and 
larger regions than golden cheeks. 
 
Although the physiological mechanisms controlling nesting behavior have not been studied in golden-
cheeks, these mechanisms are well understood in other passerine species that have been studied.  
Based on these general models of avian reproductive physiology, we would hypothesize that (1)  the 
migratory restlessness is controlled by photoperiod, (2) territorial singing by males stimulates male 
reproductive hormones, and (3) courtship singing and displays by males stimulate female 
reproductive hormones.  Consistent with the concept of phylogenetic inertia, these reproductive traits 
appear to be ancestral in the avian genome, in other words the genetic systems relating social 
stimulation, hormones and behavior are shared among all species in the taxonomic family of Aves. 
 


 
SCIENTISTS' Example of Scientific Perspectives - Infanticide in African Lions  


Observation  |  activity  |  Folk Psychology  |  Proximate Perspective  |  Ultimate Perspective 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 
Observation: Although lions can breed throughout the year, females tend to give birth close to the 


same time (Krebs & Davies 1993:5).  A short-term study reported only 20% of lion cubs survive to the 
age where they can reproduce (Krebs & Davies 1993:6).  A long-term study reported 56% of male cubs 
survive to 9 months in the absence of male conflict in contrast to 14% of cubs exposed to male 
takeovers (Packer 2000).  Groups of 6-12 mothers, daughters and sisters live together in locations 
where hunting success is good.  One or more breeding males defend these groups of females and their 
cubs for 2-3 years, fighting off other males until they themselves are defeated.  Young males disperse 
around the time of puberty and wander alone, or in small bachelor groups, until they are successful at 
ousting the aging breeding male(s) from the territory of a group of females.  During these fights, 
infrequent attacks on cubs have been recorded (Krebs & Davies 1993:7).  When a female loses her 
cub, hormonal changes in her body will bring her back into breeding readiness within 9 months.  


Otherwise, the interval between births is about 25 months for lactating females.   


Activity: On YouTube, search for videos labeled "Lion infanticide".  As you watch the video clips, 
listen carefully to the narrator and take notes on phrases that are worded in terms of folk psychology 
and scientific perspectives.  Apply what you have learned about Tinbergen's questions and write your 
own narrative from three perspectives:  folk psychology, proximate and ultimate. Compare your 


narrative with the following paragraphs written by an ethologist.  Discuss similarities and differences.  


Folk Psychology   


On websites and even textbooks, lion infanticide is often described in terms of folk psychology.  Some 
examples are:  "Male lions use infanticide to get rid of offspring in a newly acquired pride that are not 
genetically related to the male coalition" (Shelburne 2004).  "[A]ny individual that practices [sic] 
infanticide when he takes over a pride will father more of his own offspring and therefore the tendency 
to commit infanticide will spread" (Krebs & Davies 1993:7).  "She needs protection from male 
harassment of her cubs for over 2 years in order to rear her cubs successfully" (Krebs & Davies 
1993:7).  "High sexual activity in females may therefore incite male-male competition and so result in 
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the best protectors taking over the pride" (Krebs & Davies 1993:8).  "Infanticide has evolved simply 
because of its advantage to the male that practises it." (Krebs & Davies 1993:14).  Statements like 
these contain a grain of truth, elaborated so they will be more appealing and intuitive to readers. 
However, they largely reflect views of sexuality and sociality prevalent in the cultural context of the 
authors.  Readers who filter the information through a cultural lens of folk psychology are less likely to 
comprehend the scientific perspectives in the same source.  Practicing skills of critical thinking helps 


informed readers to distinguish between folk psychology and scientific perspectives.   


Tinbergen's Proximate (Causation & Development)  
Repeated physical stimulation of the cervix is the physiological mechanism causing reflexive ovulation 
in lions.  Without the stimulus of repeated copulation, the ovulatory reflex does not occur, meaning ova 
are not released into the oviduct even though a female may be in a hormonal state of breeding 
readiness (estrus).  During estrus, when females crouch, roll and rub in response to male advances, 
copulation may occur as often as 15-min. intervals.  Duration of estrus usually varies from 2-4 days; 
shorter periods of courtship activity rarely result in pregnancies. Since the hormones of lactation 
suppress the mechanisms of ovulation, estrus is unlikely until yearling cubs are weaned.  When several 
females lose cubs simultaneously, the internal state of estrus is more likely to be synchronized and to 
cycle monthly until pregnancy occurs.  Although females seek isolation at birth, when they return to the 
group with cubs, they may not distinguish between other familiar cubs and their own while nursing.  
Compared to males that disperse alone, young males that disperse together are more likely to survive 
and successfully challenge the breeding male(s) defending another group of females.  During male 
invasions, unfamiliar cubs are more vulnerable to attack than females and yearlings. Familiar 
pheromones and defense by females may inhibit resident male attack on cubs born into the group 
during stable periods between male conflict.   


Tinbergen's Ultimate (Function & Evolution)  


Reflexive ovulation in the taxonomic family Felidae is an example of the concept of phylogenetic 
inertia, meaning a heritable trait that has persisted from the more ancestral solitary species to more 
recently derived social species like African lions.  Also an example of phylogenetic inertia, the 
tendency for males to kill cubs is similar in both solitary and social species of felids. The social lions 
differ because resident males do not kill familiar cubs, the ones born during the 2-3 years that they 
defend the female group from other intruders.  In solitary species, males do not remain with females 
outside estrous periods.  Logically, the inhibition of killing would be hypothesized to be a more 
recently derived behavioral trait, and the tendency to kill strange cubs theoretically would be more 
ancestral, having persisted in the felid genome for millions of years. 


Reflexive ovulation is also an example of the concept of a divergent trait when compared with other 
carnivore families such as the Canidae.  For example the genome of jackals and African wild dogs 
codes for mechanisms of (1) spontaneous ovulation and (2) male care of familiar pups, even those 
that are not direct offspring. Although the recently evolved sociality of group-hunting in lions and wild 
dogs fits the concept of convergent evolution, reflexive ovulation and paternal care diverged much 
earlier in the phylogenetic history of the carnivore genome. 


Infanticide behavior is associated with testable hypotheses about several functions: (1) Those male 
lions that were more likely to kill unfamiliar cubs and inhibit killing familiar cubs would have had higher 
lifetime reproductive success than those that did not kill unfamiliar cubs.  (2) The genotypes of males 
that did not kill familiar cubs would have increased in future generations compared to those that killed 
their own cubs. (3) The sons of males that killed unfamiliar cubs would have been more likely to 
survive and reproduce because they were more likely to form successful male coalitions. 
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Tutorial: Behavior, Ecology & Natural Selection 
III. Natural Selection: The Process 


Elaboration: Examples of the application of Tinbergen's Conceptual Framework 


In the first chapter of your textbook, several examples are used to illustrate the scientific 
perspective on behavior. However, the concepts are implicit and hard to pick out of the reading. 
It's a balance between a "good read" and introducing new perspectives. Here we try to make the 
concepts more explicit so they are easier to compare and to learn. If these concepts were 
presented in other terms in your previous courses, be aware that "learned filters" may make 
your comprehension of the material more difficult. Sometimes "old habits" have to be unlearned 
before the new concepts can be absorbed and applied.  


Components of the Logical Argument 


CDFE=> VHDP 


• Variation in the trait 
• Heritability of the variation 
• Differential fitness of genotypes 
• Proportion of genotypes changes in population over generations 


Logic of natural selection as applied to starlings  


• If individuals vary in complexity of songs they sing.  
• If the ability to learn complex songs is highly heritable.  
• If complex songs are more likely to attract mates and repel rivals.  
• Then starlings would have diverged over evolutionary time, showing an increase in 


the heritable ability to learn complex songs.  


Logic of natural selection as applied to lions  


• If individuals vary in attacking cubs;  
• If the ability to learn to distinguish between strange and familiar cubs is highly 


heritable;  
• If infanticide of strange cubs is more likely to bring females into estrus sooner, and 


tolerance of familiar cubs is associated with higher offspring survival;  
• Then infanticide would have persisted in social species, such as lions, along with 


genotypes associated with learned inhibition against killing familiar cubs. 
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Tutorial: Behavior, Ecology & Natural Selection 
III. Natural Selection: The Process  


Starlings Example  


Not all birds sing in the spring, but those that do, contribute to one of the joys of the season. 
This experience raises the intriquing question of why some birds sing and other do not. From a 
Folk Psychology perspective, we might just explain "birds sing because they are happy". 
Applying critical thinking skills, a scientist would ask "how do we measure happiness"? How 
could we test an hypothesis that relates happiness to singing? It would be very difficult because 
it is so hard to measure "happiness" even in our own species! Starlings are a good example, 
because they have spread all over the world and most of us have shared the experience of 
listening and watching these blackbirds or related species such as grackles. So lets apply 
Tinbergen's four questions to the behavior of singing in starlings. As we do this, look for the 
logic of natural selection and how the answer to each question relates to the next.  


Causation (Stimulus/response)?  
The reproductive hormones of male starlings are stimulated by the light:dark ratios in the spring, 
also called seasonal photoperiod. When testosterone is high, males are much more likely to 
respond to mates and rivals with a burst of melodic song. This sound is produced by air 
vibrating as it passes through the trachea. Changes in the shape of the trachea cause the pitch 
of each note to change, as controlled by muscular activity in the throat and diaphragm. The 
short-term "trigger stimulus" is another starling, the "action response" is a melodic song. The 
probability of this response is modified by internal hormonal state (mood). The "priming 
stimulus" is photoperiod, which has an effect over several weeks of exposure to lengthening 
daylight. When testosterone is very high, the threshold for response may be very low, such that 
males sing spontaneously, even at times when no other bird is visible.  


ACTIVITY: Could you think of ways to test the relation between these various cause and effect 
variables?  


 


Development (Ontogeny)?  
Individual starlings do not sing melodic songs instinctively, without any learning. When they first 
learn to produce sounds, the notes are in simple combinations, analogous to "baby talk". At a 
certain age, they listen to the males singing around them, and begin to produce more complex 
songs. If an individual is isolated during this sensitive period of development, the learned song 
will be different than individuals raised with the sound of adult males singing. We hypothesize 
that the ability to learn is highly heritable, i.e. the "nature" part of development. The actual song 
is learned, shaped by the sounds in each individual's environment, i.e. the "nurture" part. 
Producing single notes is instinctive, as is the ability to learn. The melodic song is not 
instinctive, rather the result of a genotype interacting with the environment. The sons of isolated 
males do not inherit their father's simple songs, they learn the complex songs of the adults in 
the environment where they develop.  


ACTIVITY: Could you think of ways to test what is learned and what is inherited about the 
singing behavior of starlings?  
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Function (Adaptation)?  
Those starlings that sing complex melodies are more likely to attract mates and repel rivals than 
those that produce single notes. Within a population, individuals more likely to attract mates and 
repel rivals are more likely to reproduce. Their genotypes are more likely to be represented in 
the gene pool of the next generation. However, if the difference between singing "complex 
melodies" and "simple notes" is more a matter of learning (phenotype) than heritability 
(genotype), there will be no change in the proportion of genotypes passed from one generation 
to the next. Lets try a thought experiment about behavioral adaptation. Imagine there was a 
genotype that coded for "complex song", and another that coded for "simple notes" in the 
population. Imagine that a new river split the population of starlings in two, and starlings did not 
cross the river. If the females on one side of the river were more attracted to males that learned 
to sing more complex songs, we would predict the % genotype "complex song" to increase in 
the population, compared to the % of the "simple note" genotype. If the females on the other 
side of the river did not favor "complex" over "simple" songs, then we would predict no change 
in the % of "complex" or "simple" genotypes.  


ACTIVITY: Could you think of ways to test the adaptive function of song-learning ability in 
starlings?  


 


Evolution (Phylogeny)?  
Starlings are a passerine species in the order "Passeriformes", a taxonomic family that includes 
thousands of species of perching birds and songbirds. These species vary in the complexity of 
song-learning. When we use the word "species", we are referring to a distinctive "gene pool" of 
a population, not to be confused with each of the individuals that carry the genotypes within the 
population. The Superfamily "Passeroidea" includes the family "Icteridae", the grackles, 
blackbirds and orioles of the New World. Starlings are one of the blackbird species. TIP: Use 
en.wikipedia.org to learn more about passerines. The grackle, blackbird and oriole species 
share a common ancestral species in their phylogenetic history. We hypothesize that the simple 
song was an ancestral trait, since it is shared by all species in this family. However, the songs of 
blackbird species are more complex than grackle species. The songs of orioles are more 
melodic than blackbird species. The hypothesis is that blackbirds diverged from grackles, due to 
a change in the social environment of their ancestors. Over thousands of generations, 
genotypes coding for the ability to learn complex songs increased in the ancestral populations of 
blackbirds but not of grackles. We do not know of an hypothesis as to which specific change in 
the environment resulted in this divergence of the trait. Logically, the change would somehow 
have been related to the choosiness of females or the "intimidation" factor between males. 


ACTIVITY: Could you think of ways to test the divergent evolution hypothesis about the 
differences in singing traits of blackbirds and grackles? Blackbirds and orioles?  
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Tutorial: Behavior, Ecology & Natural Selection 
III. Natural Selection: The Process  


Lions Example  


By applying the same logic of natural selection to another example, you will understand more 
deeply how the conceptual framework of Tinbergen's 4 questions provide a set of umbrella 
concepts with general utility. Although many of us have only observed African lions in zoos or 
on TV, their regal bearing and shear power are fascinating. Are they merely an overgrown 
domestic cat? Do they really live together for the good of the species? Why do both tomcats and 
lions kill cubs?  


 


Causation (Stimulus/response)?  
When rival males fight for control of a group of females (a pride of lions), sometimes cubs are 
killed. These cubs are likely unfamiliar to the intruding males, and fearful of the strangers. They 
are a weaker target than the other subadults and females in the group. The stimulus is the 
strange cub and the response is the male's bite or a swatting blow with a forepaw. The context 
of this behavior is likely to be the confusion associated with the conflict between males. The 
intruding males are likely to be in an internal state of high testosterone and activity of the 
adrenal (fight/flight) system, a "neurendocrine cocktail" in the brain associated with an excitable 
"mood".  


ACTIVITY: Could you think of a way to test the hypothesis that male lions are more likely to kill 
strange cubs than familiar cubs?  


 


Development (Ontogeny)?  
When male lions are born into a group, they grow up with other cubs and learn what to predict 
from the behavior of subadults and adults within the pride. As they reach puberty, they are likely 
to disperse, often with members of the same age cohort, their "playpals". They wander, looking 
for females in breeding condition who are not protected by vigorous males. When they find a 
group of females, they are likely to challenge the defending males, assessing their own strength 
relative to the strength of the defenders. Given signs of weakness in the defenders, the intruding 
males are likely to escalate conflict and fight until the defenders are intimidated, leave, or die. 
This is the context in which strange cubs may trigger infanticide by intruding males. After the 
intruding males have reproduced with the females, they are unlikely to kill familiar cubs. 
However, they are not presented with many opportunities due to the maternal protectiveness of 
the mothers.  


ACTIVITY: Could you think of a way to test the hypothesis that infanticide is not always an 
instinctive response to all cubs, i.e. tolerance of familiar cubs is learned?  
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Function (Adaptation)?  
When an intruding male lion kills a cub, the cub's mother will cycle within months. The result is 
that intruding males reproduce sooner when they kill cubs than when they do not kill cubs. 
Those that killed cubs would have been more likely to produce more offspring, within the few 
years that they were vigorous enough to defend the pride of females from rival males. Let's try a 
thought experiment about behavioral adaptation. Imagine there is a genotype that is "equally 
tolerant" of strange and familiar cubs. Imagine a "killer" genotype that attacks both strange and 
familiar cubs. Imagine a third genotype that "distinguishes" between strange and familiar cubs, 
killing strange but not familiar cubs. From one generation to the next, we would predict the 
"distinguisher" genotype to increase in percentage within the population compared to the "killer" 
and "tolerant" genotypes. Think out the logic. The "killer" genotypes would have killed off their 
own offspring. The "tolerant" genotypes would have produced fewer offspring, in the same 
amount of time, compared to the "distinguisher" genotypes.  


ACTIVITY: Could you think of a way to test the hypothesis about the shifting balance of 
genotypes in a population of lions, using computer modeling?  


 


Evolution (Phylogeny)?  
African lions are classified within the Felidae family, which includes 41 species. Based on 
genetic evidence, the living species diverged from a common ancestral species about 10-11 
million years ago. African lions are classified in the genus Panthera, which retains more 
ancestral genetic characteristics compared to the genus Felis. Domestic cats are in the genus 
Felis, so may be described as more recently diverged from the ancestral lineage. Compared to 
other species of Panthera, lions are more social than jaguar, leopard or tiger. To the best of our 
knowledge, the males of all species of cats show cub-killing behavior. So we would hypothesize 
that it has persisted in the genome due to "phylogenetic inertia", a term that means a slow rate 
of change over time. Logically, we hypothesize the genotype was present in the ancestors of 
modern cat species and nothing changed in the environment that would have resulted in a 
decrease of the "infanticide" genotype over evolutionary history of these species. Based on the 
logic of natural selection, we would hypothesize that tolerance of familiar cubs is a derived trait, 
associated with the divergence of the social lions from an asocial ancestral species. In general, 
we hypothesize that sociality is a more derived trait. However, we need to keep an open mind, 
because changes in environments could result in convergent evolution among asocial species, 
such that a previously social species "loses" its social traits.  


ACTIVITY: Could you predict the changes in the environment that might have been associated 
with the divergence of sociality within the genus panthera? 
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"WEEKLY" QUIZZES 


 
Learning Goal  (Graded Learning Activities) 


Points 


Undergrad 
WFSC422 


Grad 
WFSC632 


Comprehend (10 quizzes; each 10 multiple choice questions @ 1 pt; 12 
possible quizzes, one on each unit; two lowest scores are dropped before 
calculation of the final grade) 


100 100 


% TOTAL POSSIBLE 33% 25% 


Learning Goal 


Objective 2. Comprehend readings and lecture notes: discover and remember examples as "fun facts" about behavior 
 a. Activity: read and think about assigned chapters relate to lecture notes (use study guide quiz questions)  


 b. Assessment tool: weekly quizzes (elearning assessment tool) 


 
Learning Activity 


Plan to complete the scheduled reading and quiz by Monday evening of each week. For each weekly unit, you will 


complete an open-book quiz, as a self-paced guide to check your reading comprehension of the pages assigned in 


the textbook for that unit.   This learning activity will also help with recall of the examples that provide "fun facts" 


that will be useful to answer questions on the final exam.  As you read, keep the [quiz_studyQ's.pdf] open so you 


can search for answers to the questions and get a sense of where the instructor recommends that you focus your 


study effort.  The points you earn will also reward you for keeping up with the reading! 


You will use the elearning [assessment] tool to access the on-line quizzes.  The [assessment] tool will randomly 


select 10 multiple choice questions from the list for that week's unit. You may view the graded quiz after you take 


it.  If there are technical problems with access to a quiz, please send a shared PS message.  


Since this is a learning tool (in the sense that it provides you with personal feedback about your progress) you may 


retake each quiz one time. The questions will again be chosen randomly for retakes. If you retake a quiz, the 


highest score will be recorded.  The reason for this is because occasionally students experience technical problems 


with web access, and this provides a “safety net” in case they are dropped from internet access during a quiz .   


To be fair to all, no makeup quizzes may be scheduled.  Quizzes will open at the beginning of each part of the 


course and close at midnight on the Monday of the week that the reading is assigned. You may choose to work 


ahead on quizzes within each part of the course.  


TIPS: Check your graded quiz for immediate feedback.  Two quiz grades may be dropped (10 of 12 are counted in 


the final grade), so you may miss two quizzes when you need "grace days." Note that we have a review week 


scheduled at the end of Parts 1, 2 & 4, so there is no quiz scheduled for those weeks. 
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UNIT 4.  COMMUNICATING Quiz 4 read (pp81-87)  
1. What is an example of a “coded” in contrast to an “uncoded” signal in animal communication?  
2. What is an example of a signal with the function of advertising individual identity?  
3. What is an example of signaling sexual availability?  
4. What is the meaning of the roaring call of a red deer during the breeding season?  
5. Why are low pitched sounds better than high pitched sounds for long-range communication?  
6. How does the female silk moth attract a male?  
7. What is the function of the yawn display in adult male baboons?  
8. How have innate responses of fireflies been exploited in evolution by mimics?  
9. Which of the following is NOT true about electric fish?  
10. Why is the dance of the honeybee an example of a "coded" signal?  
11. What is the difference in meaning between a circular and a figure-eight dance in honeybees?  
12. Which of the following is NOT true about communication in white-crowned sparrows?  
13. Why is the mating call of the tungara frog an example of a trade-off between advertisement and 


conspicuousness?  
14. What is the function of the high-speed ultrasonic call of the speckled bush cricket?  


UNIT 5.  ATTACK & DEFENSE Quiz 5  read (pp. 89-95) 
1. From a scientific perspective, combat is costly, so why do animals fight?  
2. What are the costs of uninhibited fighting between strangers?  
3. What are the benefits of uninhibited fights for resources?  
4. What is the sequence of escalated fighting tactics in equally matched mountain sheep rams?  
5. What is the primary social function of the large nippers of the European stag beetle?  
6. In which of the following winter scenarios would you predict a blackbird would escalate fights over 


food?  
7. In which species is conflict between evenly matched opponents likely to be resolved by shoving 


matches?  
8. What are the benefits of coded displays at a distance?  
9. How does the female black-winged stilt defend her eggs and young?  
10. How do stallions assess each other’s strength in combat?  
11. What is the function of the wide flap of skin on the frill-neck lizard?  
12. How has the tendency to escalate fights diverged in arid populations of funnel web spiders compared 


to populations in wetter regions with abundant food?  
13. What is an example of a weapon derived solely with the function of fighting?  
14. Are humans the only species to use inanimate objects as weapons?  


UNIT 6.  HIERARCHY Quiz 6 read (pp. 97-103) 
1. What CAUSES hierarchies in stable groups of familiar individuals and not in large aggregations of 


strangers?  
2. What is the meaning of "alpha" and "omega" in describing a hierarchy? 
3. Why is the word "dominant" not strictly correct when used to refer to one individual?  
4. In what species was a linear hierarchy first described as a "pecking order"? 
5. Comparing the presentation posture of a female and the appeasement gesture of a subordinate 


baboon, what are the similarities/differences? 
6. In which of the following social groups would you expect to see a stable hierarchy?  
7. How could the experience in a first encounter influence the development of fighting in individuals?  
8. How is it that older individuals tend to be more confident and intimidate younger individuals in a 


hierarchy? 
9. In baboons and macaque monkeys how does a mother's rank influence her daughters' rank? 
10. Which of the following scenarios illustrates a triangular rather than a linear hierarchy? 
11. Which of the following better illustrates territoriality than dominance?  
12. What would you predict about a male house sparrow with a large black throat patch?  
13. What evidence is needed to test the hypothesis that dominant males are more likely to mate?  
14. What causes subordinate wolves not to breed? 
15. If subordinates don't breed, why aren't the genes for subordinate behavior edited out of populations?  
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UNIT 10.  HUNTING  Quiz 10  read (pp43-55) 
1. What are the basic components of a hunt? 
2. In what sense is the coevolution of predator and prey like an “arms race”? 
3. What are the advantages (benefits) of group hunting for lions? 
4. What are the disadvantages (costs) of group hunting in lions? 
5. How do orca coordinate actions when hunting larger whales? 
6. How do dolphins coordinate actions when hunting schools of fish? 
7. What are the tactics used by Harris’s hawks when hunting in groups? 
8. How do young chimpanzees learn to hunt? 
9. Which of the following is NOT an example of mixed species cooperative hunting? 
10. Which of the following is an example of a “stealth” hunting tactic? 
11. Why does the killing bite of small cats and mustellids differ? 
12. Why  have scorpions, wasps and some snakes evolved poisonous substances? 
13. Why  have tigers, mantids and chameleons evolved the ability to blend into the background? 
14. Which of the following is NOT an example of a species that uses a lure to capture prey? 
15. Why has group hunting evolved in canids (the dog family)?  


UNIT 11.  FORAGING & STORING  Quiz 11 read (pp57-63) 
1. Given an unpredictable food supply, what are two divergent behavioral strategies used by animals to 


get enough nutrients to survive & reproduce? 
2. How are the digestive processes of a non-ruminant grazing species (e.g. geese, horses, zebras, 


rhinos) adapted to their choice of grass as a food? 
3. How are the digestive processes of a browsing species (e.g. ruffed grouse, goats, white-tailed deer) 


adapted to their choice of food from shrubs and shoots? 
4. How do ruminant grazers (e.g. cows, wildebeest, bison) overcome grass plant defenses? 
5. How do honeybees and hyenas illustrate divergent strategies of coping with leftovers? 
6. How do rufous throated hummingbirds defend nectar producing flowers from competitors? 
7. What are the costs and benefits of storing calories as body fat? 
8. How have squirrels and chipmunks diverged in their strategies for storing food? 
9. What is an anatomical trait that allows rodents to carry large amounts of seeds or plants from foraging 


sites to storage burrows? 
10. Why have desert species evolved strategies for storing seeds? 
11. Why do strategies of white-oak acorns and gray squirrels illustrate coevolution? 
12. What are divergent strategies used by species to reduce the probability of “thieves” finding food 


stores? 
13. How do red foxes find food they have cached to keep it away from “thieves”? 
14. What is the evidence that great tits remember where they have stored seeds? 
15. How do acorn woodpeckers defend their food stores from “thieves”? 


UNIT 12.  CREATING A HOME Quiz 12 read (pp 65-77) 
1. What is similar about the function of structures built by humans and other animals? 
2. What are the costs of building homes from body secretions? 
3. Why has building behavior of some insect and spider species converged evolutionarily? 
4. Which of the following is NOT an example of a body secretion used for building? 
5. What are the natural building materials used by eagles, swallows and hummingbirds? 
6. Which of the following is NOT an example of building with materials other than body secretion? 
7. Why do beavers sometimes walk on their hind legs? 
8. Which of the following examples illustrates the function of protection from enemies? 
9. What are the costs of reusing a nest structure over several seasons? 
10. How does the nest design of the weaverbird protect it from predators? 
11. How does the design of their mounds protect termites from heat? 
12. How does burrow-building differ in badgers compared to naked mole rats? 
13. Which of the following is NOT a feature found in the design of naked mole rat burrows? 
14. How has nest building in African weaver ants and Australian green ants converged evolutionarily? 
15. How has nest building diverged in two species of bees?  
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